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PREFACE 

OF the five texts comprised in this volume, the four long classical 
papyri (nos, 841-4) formed part of a large find of literary fragments 
from about twenty MSS., which was made on Jan. 13, 1906 in 
circumstances described in the Zzmes of May 24, 1906 and the 
Archaeological Report of the Egypt Exploration Fund, 1905-6, p. 10. 
Of the other literary papyri which were discovered at the same time, 
the portions of the ypszpyle of Euripides and of a new commentary 
upon Thucydides Book II will be published in Part VI, which we 
hope to issue in the summer of 1908. The vellum fragment of 
a lost gospel (no. 840) was unearthed in a different mound in December, 
1905. 

In editing the two most important classical texts, the Pindar (841) 
and the new historian (842) we have enjoyed for the last time the 
very great privilege of collaborating with Professor F. Blass, whose 
tragically sudden death occurred shortly after he had completed the 
revision of the earlier proofs of those two texts, to the reconstruction 
of which he had so largely contributed. It is impossible for us 
adequately to acknowledge the debt which our publications of classical 
texts during the last eleven years owe to the generous and unstinted 
assistance of that illustrious scholar, whose brilliance of imagination 
and depth of learning were never more admirably displayed than 
in the congenial occupation of restoring, elucidating, and identifying 
literary papyri. His loss is indeed to us irreparable, and will be felt most 
keenly when we come to deal with the immense number of fragments 
from the Greek lyric poets found during the last two seasons, since in 

that department no less than in that of the Attic orators his pre- 
eminence was conspicuous. 

In the reconstruction and interpretation of the new historian 
we also owe much to the most valuable help of Professors E. Meyer 
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and U. von Wilamowitz-MGllendorff, while Professor J. B. Bury has 
contributed a number of suggestions and criticisms upon both that 
papyrus and the Pindar. The assistance which we have received from 
other scholars, particularly Professors E. Schtirer and H. Schéne and 
Mr. E. M. Walker, is acknowledged in connexion with the individual 
papyri. 

In the Appendices we give a list of addenda and corrigenda to 
Parts III and IV of the Oxyrhynchus Papyrt, and a list of published 
papyri recently distributed among various museums and libraries, in 
continuation of the list in Part IV, pp. 265-71. 

The excavations at Oxyrhynchus were at length concluded last 
winter, the sixth which has been devoted to the exploration of that 
marvellously productive site; the publication of the vast store of 
Greek papyri from it will be the work of many years to come. Owing 
to lack of funds the Graeco-Roman Branch is unable to conduct 
excavations during the coming season, but we hope to resume our work 
in Egypt in the winter of 1908-9, when we look forward to breaking 
fresh ground. 

BERNARD P. GRENFELL. 

ARTHUR S. HUNT. 

Queen's CoLLEGE, OxForp, 

OctToBER, 1907. 
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NOTE ON THE METHOD OF PUBLICATION 

THE same general method is followed in this volume as in its predecessors. 
The three new literary texts are printed in dual form, a reconstruction in modern 
style in the case of 840 following, in that of 841 and 842 facing, a literal 

transcript. In the two texts of extant authors, 848 and 844, the originals are 
reproduced except for division of words, addition of capital initials to proper 

names, and supplements of lacunae. Additions or corrections by the same hand 

as the body of the text are in small thin type, those by a different hand in thick 
type. Square brackets [ | indicate a lacuna, round brackets () the resolution 
of an abbreviation or contraction, angular brackets () a mistaken omission in 
the original or a correction made by us; double square brackets [| |] mean that 
the letters within them have been deleted in the original, braces { } that the 
letters so enclosed, though actually written, should be omitted. Dots placed 
within brackets represent the approximate number of letters lost or deleted ; 
dots outside brackets indicate mutilated or otherwise illegible letters. Letters 
with dots under them are to be considered doubtful. Heavy Arabic numerals 
refer to the texts of the Oxyrhynchus papyri published in this volume and in 

Parts I-IV ; ordinary numerals to lines ; small Roman numerals to columns. 



I. THEOLOGICAL 

840. FRAGMENT OF AN UNCANONICAL GOSPEL. 

8-8 x 7-4 cm. Plate I (verso). 

THIS fragment consists of a single vellum leaf, practically complete except 
at one of the lower corners, and here most of the lacunae admit of a satisfactory 
restoration. The book to which the leaf belonged was of remarkably modest 
dimensions, but though the written surface only slightly exceeds two inches 
square the scribe has succeeded in compressing forty-five lines into the two pages. 
He used a small and not very regular uncial hand, round and upright, of a type 
pointing, we think, to a fourth rather than a fifth century date. A later date than 

the fifth century, to which most of the papyri found with 840 belonged, is out of 
the question. A peculiarity is the employment of red ink to outline and bring 
into greater prominence the dots of punctuation (in the middle position), initial 
letters of sentences, strokes of abbreviation, and even accents, of which two 

examples occur (Il. 23 and 36). Longer pauses are marked not only by dots but 
also by short blank spaces, and the following letter, besides being sometimes 
ornamented with red, is rather enlarged. Of the abbreviations usual in theo- 
logical MSS. avos (4vOpwaos), 38 (Aaveld), and wp (cwrip) are found. »v at the end 
of a line, in order to save space, is sometimes written as a horizontal stroke above 
the preceding vowel ; and there is one apparent instance (1. 9) of the use of the 
common angular sign to complete a line shorter than its neighbours. In three 
cases words originally omitted have been supplied, all these interlineations most 
probably being by the original hand. The scribe apparently was particularly 
liable to omission, and in one or two other places supplements seem to be 
required ; cf. 1. 1 and notes on ll. 3-7 and 40. 

The bulk of the fragment is concerned with a conversation between Jesus 
and a chief priest, which takes place in the Temple at Jerusalem, the episode, 

B 
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2 THE OXYRHYNCHUS PAPYRI 

which is of a dramatic character, being preserved almost complete. It is pre- 
ceded by the conclusion of a speech of Jesus to His disciples, exhorting them to 
avoid the example of certain wrong-doers and warning them of the penalties 
which await the latter both in this world and the next (Il. 1-7). What particular 
class is referred to by the word adrois in |. 3 is not clear. Jesus, who throughout 
the fragment is called simply 6 owrjp, then takes His disciples with Him inside the 

Temple to the dyveurjjprov, by which term the author of the gospel perhaps meant 

the ‘court of the men of Israel ’, though how far this use of it is legitimate is doubt- - 
ful (Il. 7-9; cf. 1. 8, note). They are there met by a chief priest who is also 
a Pharisee, but whose name is quite uncertain (1. 10, note). The chief priest 
reproaches them for having neglected to perform the necessary ceremonies 
of ablution and change of garments before entering the holy place and looking 
upon the sacred vessels (Il. 12-21). A short dialogue ensues in which Jesus asks 
the chief priest if he is pure, and the latter answers recounting the different 
purificatory rites which he had himself observed (Il. 21-30). To this Jesus 
delivers an eloquent and crushing reply contrasting outward with inward purity, 

the external bathing prescribed by Jewish ritual with the inward cleansing which 
He and His followers had received in the waters of eternal life (ll. 30-45). 
Before the conclusion of the speech is reached the fragment breaks off. 

In its general outline the episode described resembles Matt. xv. 1-20, Mark 
vii. 1-23, though the scene is there not Jerusalem but near Gennesaret, and the 
other details are of course different. The contrast between outward religious 
observance and inward purity was one of the most salient points in Christ’s teach- 
ing, and is illustrated not only by the canonical gospels but by other uncanonical 
utterances ascribed to our Lord, e. g. the two series of Sayings of Fesus (1. 5-11 
ddy ph) vnotetonte «.7.A., 654. 32 sqq. [eéjerdCovew avroy «.7.A.). Even more clearly 
than 655, 840 belongs to a narrative covering the same ground as the canonical 
gospels. That this was composed with a view to advocating the tenets of 

a particular sect is not indicated by anything in our fragment; for though ll. 41-4 
when separated from their context might conceivably be adduced as an argument 

for denying the necessity of the use of water at baptism, Bazrf(ew is not there 
used in its technical Christian sense (cf. 1. 15, note), and in other respects the 
fragment is quite orthodox. A possible point of connexion with the Gnostics 
may be found in the noticeable fact that our Lord is called not Incots or 6 xdptos 
but 6 owrip, a title which Irenaeus (I. i. 3) reproaches the Valentinian Ptolemaeus 
for using to the exclusion of xvpsos; cf. Harnack, Expansion of Christianity, 
i. p.124. But the use of owrjp or salvator simply to designate Jesus is of course 
common in other early Christian writers, and though its employment indicates 

that this gospel belongs to a later stage of development than the canonical gospels, 
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in which it only occurs in Luke ii. 11 éréy6n tyiv corp, 8s éorw Xpiords xipios 
and John iv. 42 ol8apey Sri obrds eorw 6 cwrip rod xédcpov, this is not sufficient to 

establish a Gnostic origin for the fragment. It is, however, enough to exclude 
the likelihood that 840 comes from either the gospel according to the Hebrews 
or that according to the Egyptians. For though owrzp is used in introducing 
quotations from those gospels by Origen (/# Joann. ii. 6 1rd xa’ ‘EBpailous 
evayyéAcoy EvOa airds 6d cwryp dyow’ Gpre AaB pe x.r.A.) and Epiphanius (Haer. 
62. 2) ey air (sc. the gospel according to the Egyptians) y p moAAad roatra ds ev 
wapafvorp protnpiddws ex mpocdnov Tob cwripos dvapéperat @s atrod 3nAobrros rots 

pabyrais x.7.A., the evidence of the extant quotations themselves indicates that 

xtpos was the title commonly employed, as in the Gospel of Peter. In the 
absence of any definite resemblances between 840 and the scanty remains of the 
various uncanonical gospels composed in the second or third century, the frag- 
ment is best classed as belonging to a gospel distinct from any of them. The 
chief point of interest in it lies in the references to Jewish ceremonies of purifica- 
tion in connexion with the Temple-worship, about which the author at first sight 
shows an intimate knowledge. On some points the statements in the fragment 
find support in the extant authorities for the Temple-ritual at the time of Christ. 
Thus Josephus states that no Jew who was unclean had the right to be admitted 
to the inner court of the Temple, i.e. that known as the ‘ court of the men 
of Israel’ (cf. 1. 8, note), and the statement put into the mouth of the chief priest 
concerning the necessity of ceremonial washing and putting on white garments is 
in accordance with the regulations for priests described in the Mishnah (cf. Il. 25 
and 27, notes). But that an ordinary Jew before visiting the inner court of the 
Temple had to wash and change his clothes as stated in I]. 18-20 is not confirmed 
by any other evidence ; and neither the term dyvevrypioy in |, 8 nor the Alun rod 
Aavefd in 1. 25 are mentioned elsewhere, while considerable difficulty arises 
in connexion with the ‘sacred vessels’ which are stated to have been visible 
from the court to which Jesus and His disciples had penetrated ; cf. ll. 12-21, 
note. Moreover the two stairways leading down to the ‘ pool of David’ and 
still more the statement that dogs and swine were cast into it (Il. 33-4) seem to 
be details invented for the sake of rhetorical effect, for that a high priest washed 
himself in a pool of the character described in the fragment is incredible. So 
great indeed are the divergences between this account and the extant and 
no doubt well informed authorities with regard to the topography and ritual 

of the Temple that it is hardly possible to avoid the conclusion that much of the 
local colour is due to the imagination of the author, who was aiming chiefly at 
dramatic effect, and was not really well acquainted with the Temple. But if the 
inaccuracy of the fragment in this important respect is admitted, the historical 

B 2 



4 THE OXYRHYNCHUS PAPYRI 

character of the whole episode breaks down, and it is probably to be regarded as 
an apocryphal elaboration of Matt. xv. 1-20 and Mark vii. 1-23. In these 
circumstances the gospel to which the fragment belongs can hardly have been 
composed before the middle of the second century. The use of the term cwrjp 
and the fact that the manuscript itself was written in the fourth or possibly even 
the fifth century may be represented as arguments for a third century date, but 
that seems to us improbable. After the four canonical gospels had come to be 
exclusively used in most churches, a process which was complete by the end of 
the second century (Harnack, Gesch. d. altchr. Lit. ii. p. 699), no new gospel 
covering the same ground could look for more than a very limited acceptance, 
and after about A.D. 180 authors of apocryphal gospels generally avoided com- 
petition with the canonical gospels by placing their supposed revelations in the 

period of the Childhood or after the Resurrection. Moreover, if the author of 840 
wrote in the third century, we should expect him to betray a definitely heretical 
point of view, which, as we have said, is not discernible in the fragment. That it is 
Egyptian in origin is very likely, but it stands much nearer to the gospel according 
to the Egyptians which was composed in the second century, probably before the 
middle of it, than e.g. to the Pistis Sophia which was written in the third. The 
literary quality also of the fragment does not favour a very late date; the style 
is more ambitious than that of the canonical gospels, and the rhetorical tendency 
of the composer, who uses a number of words not found in the New Testament, 
is somewhat pronounced, but he is more successful in catching something of the 
genuine ring than many of the authors of apocryphal gospels. Hence we prefer 
to regard the work to which 840 belongs as composed before A.D. 200. While 
the story of the dialogue between Christ and the chief priest has no claim to 
be accepted as authentic, and is probably a secondary or even tertiary production, 
the fragment is an interesting and valuable addition to the scanty remnant of the 
numerous uncanonical traditions concerning Christ’s teaching which were current 
in many Christian communities, especially in Egypt, during the third and fourth 

centuries. 
We are indebted to Prof. E. Schiirer for several suggestions in the interpre- 

tation of this fragment. 
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‘, .. before he does wrong makes all manner of subtle excuse. But give heed lest ye 
also suffer the same things as they; for the evil-doers among men receive their reward not 
among the living only, but also await punishment and much torment. And he took 
them and brought them into the very place of purification, and was walking in the 
temple. And a certain Pharisee, a chief priest, whose name was Levi, met them and 
said to the Saviour, Who gave thee leave to walk in this place of purification and to 
see these holy vessels, when thou hast not washed nor yet have thy disciples bathed 
their feet? But defiled thou hast walked in this temple, which is a pure place, wherein 
no other man walks except he has washed himself and changed his garments, neither does 
he venture to see these holy vessels. And the Saviour straightway stood still with his 
disciples and answered him, Art thou then, being here in the temple, clean? He saith 
unto him, I am clean; for I washed in the pool of David, and having descended by 
one staircase I ascended by another, and I put on white and clean garments, and then 
I came and looked upon these holy vessels. The Saviour answered and said unto him, 
Woe ye blind, who see not. Thou hast washed in these running waters wherein dogs 
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and swine have been cast night and day, and hast cleansed and wiped the outside skin 
which also the harlots and flute-girls anoint and wash and wipe and beautify for the 
lust of men; but within they are full of scorpions and all wickedness. But I and my 
disciples, who thou sayest have not bathed, have been dipped in the waters of eternal life 
which come from... But woe unto the...’ 

3-7. This sentence is very obscurely worded, and perhaps corrupt. The contrast is, 
we think, between punishment in this life and in the world to come; hence we prefer 
(wois ‘living’ to (pos ‘animals’, The use of {wés, a poetical word employed also by 
Xenophon, is curious, but ¢ rots (gos seems to yield no sense. The absence of an 
object for drodapSdvovew (e.g. rdv ssoGdr) is awkward, even if one could be supplied from 
the sentence preceding ]. 1; and after dAdd «al a phrase to balance éy rois (wots would be 
expected. Possibly some words have dropped out; the scribe seems to have been rather 
prone to omission. For xéAacis in reference to the next world cf. Matt. xxv. 46 dmeAevcovru 
oro: els xé\aow alomov: Bacavos is not so used in the N.T., though cf. Matt. xviii. 34. 
vropevovow may be future, but the present tense makes a better contrast to amrehapBdvovow. 

8. dyvevrnpwoy: this term is not found elsewhere in connexion with the Temple, and 
what the author of this gospel exactly meant by it is not clear. The context shows that it 
was within the inner enclosure, and ll. 12-3, where saz{ei] rovro rd dyvevrnptoy corresponds 
ws meptendre év lep, Suggest that it was a large open court rather than a particular room, 
especially as the term dyveurnpioy is not a suitable description for any of the known rooms in 
Herod’s Temple. The ‘Chamber of Washers’ (Afiddoth v. 4) was employed for cleansing 
the inwards of the offerings, not for ceremonial ablutions. If dyvevrnpioy implies a place 
where rites of purification were performed, the only part of the Temple to which the name 
would be at all appropriate is the space round the brazen laver, which stood between the 
Temple-porch and the altar, having succeeded to the ‘ molten sea’ of Solomon’s Temple 
(cf. 1. 2g, note). But this is not likely to be the meaning of dyvevrnpoy, for the brazen laver 
was in the court of the priests, which could not be entered by lay Israelites except for 
purposes of sacrifice (Kelim, i. 8 quoted in Schtirer, Gesch. d. Jud. Volkes, ii. p. 273), and 
other indications in the papyrus (cf. Il. 12-21, note) besides the general probabilities of the 
case suggest that Jesus and His disciples had not penetrated further than the ‘court of 
the men of Israel’, which was outside the priests’ court. If dyvevrjpiy is legitimately used 
of the ‘ court of the men of Israel’, the term seems to be applied to it not because it was 
a place where purification was performed but because it could only be entered by Israelites 
who were perfectly pure; cf. Josephus, Bell. Jud. v. 5 av8pav 8 of pi) xabdrav ipyeuxdres 
elpyovro ris eBoy aidAjs xal ray lepdwv made of pi xabapevovres efpyovro, and Contra Apion. 
ii. 8 2” ferfia (sc. porticu) mascult Iudacorum mundi extsientes alque purificats (sc. ingredte- 
bantur). But it may be doubted whether the author of this gospel had any clear conception 
of the topography of the Temple, and the employment of the term dyveuripioy may be 
a mere error; cf. introd. 

10. Papicaids ris apytepevs: by dpxeepeis in the N. T. and Josephus are meant primarily 
the high priest actually in office and his predecessors, but also secondly members of the 
families from which the high priests were drawn; cf. Schtirer, of. ct#, ii. pp. 221—4. There is 
therefore no necessity for this person to have been the high priest in office at the moment. 
Most of the high priests were Sadducees, and hence are often in the N. T. contrasted with 
the Pharisees, but instances of high priests who were Pharisees occur; cf. Schtirer, op. ct. 
li, p 201. The combination Sapicaide ris dpxeepeds is therefore quite legitimate, and such 
a person is particularly appropriate as the champion of external purity ; cf. ll. 24-30. 

Aeeis]: the reading is extremely doubtful, but neither “Av{as nor Kadddas is admissible. 
The first two letters, if not Ae, seem to be ac, and the third, if not v, to be « or «. 
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12-21. From this speech of the Pharisee it appears firstly that entrance to that part of 
the Temple to which Jesus and His disciples had penetrated was permitted only to those 
who had either bathed (1. 19 Aovadpevos ; cf. 1. 24) or at any rate had washed their feet, and 
had put on fresh clothes, secondly that from this part of the Temple the holy vessels 
were visible. The principal holy vessels, e.g. the table of shewbread and the seven- 
branched candlestick, stood in the Aeka/ or larger room of the sanctuary; but this was 
only entered by the officiating priests, and the writer of this gospel is not likely to 
have been so ignorant of the facts concerning the Temple-service as to suppose that 
Jesus and His disciples could have wished to enter the sanctuary, much less that they 
could have succeeded in doing so without opposition from the Temple guards and with 
no stronger remonstrance from the high priest than that related here. Other sacred 
vessels were kept in the small chambers (38 in number), which surrounded the sanctuary 
on all sides except that of the porch ; cf. AMiddoth iv. These chambers were apparently 
entered from the inside of the building, so that in order to reach them it would be necessary 
to pass through the Temple-porch, and their contents can hardly have been visible from the 
priests’ court which immediately surrounded the Temple-building, much less from the 
court of the men of Israel which was outside the court of the priests. Since the court of 
the priests was only accessible to lay Israelites for the purpose of sacrificing at the great 
altar, it is almost as difficult to suppose that Jesus and His disciples penetrated to these 
chambers as that they entered the sanctuary. The nature of the remonstrance addressed to 
them by the chief priest, who reproaches them not with being laymen but with being 
unclean, suggests that the scene of the conversation is the court of the men of Israel, 
which, as Josephus says, could only be entered by the mundi atque purificatt or xaOdray 
iyyveuxéres (cf. 1. 8, note). Hence if aya coxeiy implies more than the bronze laver, and 
the rings, tables, and other accessories of the sacrifices, all of which objects, being outside 
the Temple-building, would be visible from the court of the men of Israel, the author of 
this gospel has fallen into a somewhat serious error. Moreover, the statement in I]. 18-20 
that bathing and changing of clothes were required from ordinary Israelites when visiting the 
Temple is not confirmed by anything in the authorities, which record the observance of 
these formalities only in the case of the officiating priests; cf. ll. 25 and 27, notes, Josephus’ 
reference to xa@dray iyyvevasres probably means merely persons who were Levitically pure, 
and does not imply the performance of special rites of purification. Schtirer, therefore, 
seems to be right in supposing that the author of the gospel has by mistake referred to laymen 
the regulations applicable only to priests. 

15. Babrricbévrey ; Banrifear is used here and in |. 42 not in the ordinary technical 
sense of baptizing, but with reference to ceremonial ablution, as in Luke xi, 38 6 8¢ @apscatos 
iar eOavpacey Sts ob mporov ¢Bawric6y mpd rov dpiorov, and perhaps in Mark vii. 4 édy py 
Basticevras ovx éoGiove:, where the reading is doubtful ; cf. also Sir. xxxi. 2§ Banre{épevos dd 
VEKPOV. 

20. Spay; o may be read in place of o. 
25. Ty Alps rov A(avei)8: ‘the pool of David’ is not mentioned elsewhere, and it is not 

clear what the author of the gospel meant by it, or where it was situated. Schtirer thinks 
that it refers to the ‘brazen’ or ‘molten sea’ set up by Solomon between the porch and the 
altar (x Kings vii. 23, 2 Chron. iv. 2). This was a large laver supported by 12 brazen 
oxen, and containing according to 1 Kings 2000, according to 2 Chron. 3000, baths of 
water. It was destroyed by Nebuchadnezzar (2 Kings xxv. 13, 16, Jer. lii. 17, 20), and 
though if Sir. 1. 3 may be trusted the second Temple also had its brazen sea, Herod’s Temple 
did not possess one. In its place there was firstly a bronze laver between the porch and 
altar (Afiddoth iii. 6, &c.; cf. Schtirer, op. cz#. ii. p. 283) in which the officiating priests 
had to wash their hands and feet, and secondly a room fitted up with baths for daily use by 
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the officiating priests before entering on their duties; cf. Zestam. XII Patriarch., Levi 9 
kal mpd rou elcedbeiv els ra dyta Novov, and the authorities from the Mishnah cited by Schitrer, 
l.c. This room, which is called in Aftddoth i. g ‘the house of baptism’, was reached by 
a passage from the Temple-building, and was clearly outside the Temple-enclosure. That 
the author of the gospel had in his mind the ‘ brazen sea’ seems to us improbable, since 
the Aus is called after David, not Solomon, and while the brazen sea stood close to the 
Temple-building itself, the Aiuvy which had two «Aluaxes leading down to it (Il. 25-6) and 
into which dogs and swine are cast (l. 33) is evidently conceived of as being outside the 

- Temple (presumably inthe valley below), and thus fulfilling the functions ascribed in the 
Mishnah to the ‘house of baptism ’. ether a pool called after David really existed is 
however very doubtful, for the details concerning it are more picturesque than convincing. 
The subtle distinction of the different stairways for the use of the clean and unclean, though 
plausible in itself, is, in the absence of corroboration, more likely to be due to the imagination 
of the author of the gospel than to have a historical basis, and the casting of dogs and 
swine into the pool looks like a rhetorical exaggeration ; cf. note ad Joc. 

27. Aeuxd érSvpara: on this detail, that the officiating priests put on special garments, 
white in colour, the author of the gospel is correct (cf. Schtirer, of. c##. pp. 281-2), as he is 
with regard to the necessity for their taking a daily bath before entering on their religious 
duties ; cf. 1. 25, note, and introd. 

31. oval, rupdof: the dative is more common after ovai, as in 1]. 45; but cf. Luke vi, 
25 oval, of yedaevres viv, re wevOnoere, where there is an ellipse of ipiv, and Rev. xviii. 16 oval 
ovai, 7) wdds 7 eydAn. 

33- xoipox: that swine were not uncommon in Palestine at the time of Christ is proved 
by Matt. vii. 61, viii. 30, and Luke xv. 15. The reference to the dogs and swine is 
introduced to heighten the effect of the contrast with the waters of life in ll. 43-4. The 
author of the gospel may well have had in his mind the stagnant pools which are a common 
feature of Egyptian villages, but the description is incredible when applied to a pool in 
which a chief priest bathed, and as a piece of rhetoric somewhat overshoots the mark ; 
for the real point of the contrast between the two kinds of purification is not that the water 
was in the one case unclean, but that it only cleansed the outward skin, whereas the other 
form of purification was spiritual. 

36. al mopvas xal ail] avdnrpides: cf. for this collocation rpeis yap 8ovAous wepicixe roy péy 
xarapayévra iy Umapkwy pera ropyay xal abAnrpidey in the ‘ESpaixois xapaxrijpow ebayyddcor quoted 
by Eusebius in his Zheophania (Resch, Agrapha, p. 388). 

39. eober d¢ x.1r.A.: cf. the denunciations of the Pharisees in Matt. xxiii. 25 oval dpiv, 
ypappareis xat Daptcaios vroxpiral, Gri xaOapifere rd ELwabev rov rrornpiou xal ris mapowivos, ~owber dé 
yipovow éf aprayns Kal dxpacias, 33 Ses yerynpara éx:dvev, Luke xi. 39 1d 8¢ omben ipso yepe 
dprayis cat wovnpias (cf. xaleias in |. 41). 

40. metd]|npo{»)ra: it would be possible to retain wenA }ppera: by reading éxeiva in place 
of éxeivat, but such a use of the neuter plural is unlikely. 

42. BeBal{wricOa: or BeBa{r||[rivba ; but cf. ll. 15-6 Ba |wricbevrev. 
43- BeBa|upe6a: a, 8, or A could be read in place of the doubtful p, but not co or »v, 

so that AcAoljipeba and BeBanrijopeba (which is also too long) are excluded, and SeSd peda is 
practically certain. BSamrewv is a less technical word than Samri{es, but there is, we think, 
no real distinction intended between the two terms here, since Sasri{es is not employed in 
its technical sense ; cf. 1. 15, note. 

43~4- Colas: or Caos, with another word in place of aiwviov. The letter before éAéotorw 
may be r or v instead of o, so that xa}reAOotow is possible. vtdep (ev occurs in John iv. ro, 
IT, Vii. 38, twp fons in Rev. vii. 17, xxi. 6, xxii. r and 17. axd, if correct, was no doubt 
followed by some words like ra» odpuyéy or rot warpds. 
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841. PINDAR, PAEANS II 

Il. NEW CLASSICAL TEXTS 

841. PINDAR, PAEANS. 

Height 18 ca. Plates I-III (A Cols. iv, v, xxiii, 

Frs. 82 and 128). 

IT is a somewhat remarkable circumstance that though several Pindaric 
fragments have been found at Oxyrhynchus (408, 426 (?), and 659 besides 841), 
none of them has contained any part of the Epinician poems. Eustathius tells us 

(Opuse. p. 60. 22) that that section of the poet’s works was the most popular 
as being fuller of human interest, less concerned with myth and less obscure 
in expression,—ot xai wepidyovra: pdAtora dia rd dvOpwmixedrepor elvat kal dAtyduvOor, 
kat pnd) mdavy éxew doapds xard ye ra &dAa: but this, so far as the evidence goes, 

hardly seems to have been the general verdict in Egypt during the Roman 
period. Recent discoveries moreover happily enable us to form our own opinion 
as to the character of some of the other categories. 659 provided for the first 
time a specimen of the Iap@érea ; and now the following much longer and more 
valuable text presents the material for an adequate estimate of the important 
class of Ilataves. 

The paean, which is a very ancient form of poetry, was a hymn originally 
sung in honour of Apollo or Artemis, whether in thanksgiving to, or propitiation 
of, the deity. Both of these motives appear in Homer; the Achaeans are to 
return to their ships singing a paean of victory (X 391), and try to divert the 
wrath of Apollo with a paean at a sacrificial feast (A 472-3). In later times 
paeans were dedicated to other gods than Apollo ; Xenophon, for instance, speaks 
of a paean to Poseidon (Hell. iv. 7. 4): cf. Proclus, Chrest. ap. Photius, Bi5/. 239 
6 dé naidy dori cidos gdis els wdvras viv ypaddpevos Oeovs, TO 88 tadraroy ldlws dmend- 
pero to 'AnddAwnr cal Ty "Apréuids, ext xaranatcet AowGv cal védown qddpevos’ Kata- 
xenorixas 8¢ xal ta mpoaddia tives matavas Adyovow. The sound of i was especially 
characteristic of the paean; Athenaeus, xv. pp. 696 e, f (cf. 7or b, c), calls inward» 
the za:ayxdy éxippnua or énipOeypa, a description which the papyrus well illustrates ; 
cf. also 660. 

The Paeans were comprised in one of the seventeen books attributed to 
Pindar by the Cod. Ambrosianus and Suidas. To that book, apart from single 
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words, only two small fragments (52 and 61) could hitherto be certainly referred ; 
a few others, now seen to belong to it, had been wrongly assigned to other 
categories. Of the Paeans of Simonides there are but a line and a half; of those 
of Bacchylides, previously represented by a couple of fragments, two specimens 
have lately reappeared in the British Museum papyrus. By a similar stroke 
of good fortune the lost book of the Paeans of Pindar is now partially recovered 
through the present MS., which, next to that of Bacchylides, is the largest extant 

papyrus of alyric poet. The identification admits of not the smallest doubt. That 
the bulk at any rate of the poems are to be classed as paeans is obvious ; and not 
only do they bear unmistakably the Pindaric stamp, but their authorship is con- 
clusively established by several coincidences with already known citations as 
well as by references to Pindar in the scholia which accompany the main text. 

The remains of this admirable manuscript, in elaborateness rivalling the 
Paris Aleman papyrus, were unearthed in deplorable condition ; they consisted 

of some 380 fragments, none of which contained two complete consecutive 
columns, while the great majority were quite small. The process of fitting 
together has largely reduced the total, but many scraps remain unplaced in 
spite of repeated efforts ; some of them no doubt will eventually be assigned by 
future revisions to their proper position, though it does not seem probable that 
there is much to be done in this direction. The task of combination has been 
greatly assisted by the fact that the literary text was written upon the verso 
of a cursive document; frequently a connexion, which otherwise would have 
remained a matter of conjecture, has been definitely established or excluded by 
the evidence on the other side of the papyrus. As now reconstructed the MS. falls 

into four principal sections. In A, which constitutes the bulk of what survives, 
as many as thirty-five consecutive columns containing parts of seven odes can be 
accounted for, though with large gaps and imperfections. The recto contains an 
elaborate list of persons, written probably in the latter part of the first century, 
with details as to parentage, age, and other personal characteristics. As often, 
the papyrus was cut horizontally before being re-used ; it has also sometimes 
been divided vertically and rejoined, and strengthening strips have been glued on 
in places. Under B, where the hands on either side are the same as in A, are 
included several fragments which are distinguished by their dirty and decayed 
condition. There are remains of three columns which may be consecutive, 
but whether they belong to a single poem or form part of the last ode (VIT) of A 
is doubtful; cf. the commentary ad loc. It is even uncertain whether B precedes 
or follows A. In C the cursive recto is the same as in A and B, but the text of 
the Pindar is in a new hand, which continues through D; the two groups, each 
including one practically complete column, are marked off from each other by 
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the presence ofa different document, part of a land-survey list, on the recto of D, 
while the recto of C is the same as in A and B. Two isolated fragments, 26-7, 
where the text on the verso was written by the scribe of A-B, also have a different 

cursive, perhaps the same as in D, on the recto. The changes of hand in the 
verso and recto respectively make the order A—B, C, D the natural one ; but it is 
not impossible that D preceded C or that C-D preceded A-B, for the case 
of Frs. 26-7 indicates that the recto of the roll as made up to receive the literary 
‘text on the verso was of a somewhat heterogeneous character. There is some 
internal as well as external evidence for distinguishing C-D from A-B, since it is 
doubtful whether the poems represented in C-D are also to be regarded as 
paeans ; this question will be considered later (p. 23). 

The text of the Pindar is written in short columns of fifteen or sixteen lines 
which occupy about 11:5 cm. in depth, a wide margin being left between the 
columns for the reception of scholia, and the lines placed rather wide apart, 
perhaps with a view to interlinear additions ; the distance from the commence- 
ment of one column to that of the next is from 14 to 15cm. The occurrence of 
the figure goo opposite II. 25 proves that some 866 lines or fifty-seven columns 
had preceded the ten verses which survive of Paean I. On the assumption that 
a literary roll did not ordinarily exceed thirty feet in length, this MS. of Pindar’s 
Paeans would have consisted of more rolls thanone. As already stated the text 
is the work of two scribes ; in A—B the hand is a good-sized uncial, round and 
upright, but irregular and rather heavy. There is a noticeable variation in the 
size of the writing at different points; and cursive forms have occasionally 
intruded themselves at the end of a verse. On its own evidence this hand 
might be assigned with probability to the earlier decades of the second century, 
a date strongly indicated (1) by the document on the recto, which was written after 
the end of the reign of Titus (who is called 6eés) but perhaps before the close of the 
first century, and (2) by the cursive scholia, which we think are not later than 
the middle of the second century and are likely to be for the most part practically 
contemporary with the main text. The scribe of C-D was the master of a much 
more practised and ornamental handwriting. This also is of the round upright 
type, but the letters are smaller and lighter, though firm and carefully finished 
(cf. Plate III). A noticeable feature, found also in some other well-written 
literary papyri, is the apices or little hooks with which the extremities of strokes 
are in many cases provided. A cursive « occurs at the end of a line in 
Paean IX. 38. 

Breathings, accents, marks of quantity and elision, and diaereses have been 
pretty freely supplied throughout, but accents are rather more common in C-D. 
Breathings are of the square shape. The system of accentuation shows a general 
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resemblance to that found e.g. in the Bacchylides papyrus and 228. In diph- 
thongs, as usual, an acute accent falls on the first of the two vowels, while 
a circumflex generally covers both ; a grave accent is placed by the scribe of A~B 
on the second vowel (III. 12, VI. 130), by the scribe of C-D in two instances on the 

second (Fr. 82. 25 redels, IX. 39 avariGeis), in one (IX. 39 pdoatats) on the first. 
Unaccented syllables often bear a grave accent, usually one or more of those 

preceding the accented syllable (e.g. I. 8 @iAjolorépavor, V. 38 pépeuyAovs), but 
a following syllable is similarly treated in Fr. 82. 21 odoatjoi, IX. 42 éréx[e. The 
article 6 is written oin I. 5. Oxytone disyllables as a rule only have a grave accent 
on the first syllable (IV. 51 vopov, VI. 14 rpddov, &c.; an exception is dayd 

Fr. 20. 27), and a similar method is sometimes followed in polysyllabic words, 
e.g. VI. 16 Odpiva, IV. 12 aydxdea for dyaxddéa. Syllables preceding enclitics 
are accented (IV. 27 ainnds eps, &c.) even in the case of paroxytones, 
e.g. V. 44 64 pe, VI. 87 dood re. Instances of mistaken accentuation are ITI. 98 
Oaya for Oazd or Oapa, IV. 28 MeAdumos for MéAauros, IV. 36 ds for bs, 37 exarcy 
for exardy (or exdroy), similarly IX. 39 avariels for avariOels, and Fr. 82. 25 redels for 
reels. Punctuation is commonly effected by means of a high dot, which is freely 
supplied. At the ends of lines it is placed some little distance away at a level 
varying between the middle and top of the letters. The exact height is apparently 
immaterial, and therefore has been disregarded in our transcript ; e.g. in IV. 34 
the stop after xaraBalywy is opposite the middle of v, in 70 after mpomdpoOey it is 

at the top, the length of the pause being exactly the same in the two cases, 
Stops occurring in the course of lines are placed, asin the Bacchylides papyrus, 
well above the letters; but there is one genuine case of a dot in the middle 
position, where the pause is represented by the modern comma (VI. 15 ; cf. 182), 
and one instance of a dot just below the line(IV. 48), at the end of an interrogative 

sentence. A paragraphus is only used in the text to separate the metrical sections 
which are, apparently, always distinguished. Plain paragraphi are employed at 
the end of strophes and antistrophes, but at the commencement of new strophes 
they are accompanied by a conspicuous coronis, as in 659. Paean V, which 
consists only of strophes, accordingly has this coronis at the end of each one. 
The commencement of a fresh poem is denoted by a separate sign (VI. 1). In the 
scholia by the first hand of C-D paragraphi are frequently inserted to mark off 
the notes, and in A-B they appear sporadically for a similar purpose. In some 
other respects an apparent difference of practice in the two main divisions of the 
manuscript is to be noted. In C-D a curved line has in several cases been 
placed below letters or syllables, with no very clear object (cf. note on Fr. 82. 23); 
this does not occur in what remains of A-B. In the latter on the other hand 
there occur before lines certain critical signs, consisting of the ordinary dipile, 
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which was used for a variety of purposes, or a small cross, which is also found 
in the Paris Aleman and Berl. Klasstkertexte V. (2) xvi (Corinna). This was 
not one of the recognized Aristarchean symbols and its precise signification is not 
certain ; it may, as Wilamowitz says (of. cit., p. 64), be no more than a nofa bene. 
Another example of a di~/e in a Pindar papyrus occurs in 659.17. In C—D there 
is in four columns no instance of the use of such marginal symbols, which though 
not quite conclusive at any rate establishes a presumption against their employ- 
ment elsewhere in that part of the papyrus. 

How far hands other than the first have contributed towards these many 

lectional aids it is difficult precisely to determine. Unless there are considerable 
differences in the colour of the ink, which is here not the case, responsibility for 
such marks cannot be assigned. To a large extent at least, they appear in the 
present case to be original, and none of them is likely to be much later in date 
than the body of the manuscript. The numeration of the lines by hundreds 
(II. 25, &c.) is undoubtedly by the first hand; the title at VI. 1 appears to be 
a subsequent insertion. 

The path of the reader has been still further smoothed by the frequent 
notes which accompany the text and which embody both apparatus criticus and 
commentary. A number of variants are recorded between the lines or in the 
margin, sometimes with a statement of the authority to whom they were due. 
Several readings are attributed to Z or Zn (cf. note on IV. 58), who no doubt is 
Zenodotus of Ephesus. Others are coupled with the abbreviations Ap, Apio, Ay 

and Apr, which are less easily identified, since it is uncertain how many names 
they represent. Perhaps Aristarchus for the first pair and Aristophanes for the 
second is the most likely interpretation; cf. note on II. 61. Chrysippus the 
pupil of Zenodotus and instructor of Aristarchus is probably referred to in 
Fr. 84. 13, and Theon, a later grammarian, may be named at II. 37. Other 
lections have the common adjunct yp(d@era:), or more often stand by them- 
selves, usually enclosed between two dots. The explanatory notes, which are 
especially full in II and in C-D, deal with names or allusions, grammatical 
points, and the like, or elucidate the sense—not always very successfully. 

These additions are in several hands which are not always readily distin- 

guished. The textual notes in A-B are mostly in uncial or semi-uncial script, 
and sometimes are certainly due to the first scribe, e.g. the variants at V. 38, 
VI. 55, &c. This scribe was moreover a careful if not an elegant writer, and made 
few slips which he did not himself correct ; an instance occurs at VII. 1. To 
a distinct class belong certain other entries in a more sloping hand (H 2), includ- 
ing IT. 1 Owpaxos, 37 nai, 40 Bais, IV. 4 caro, V. 21 epimvats, VI. 1 title (?), 10 ackew, 

14 wdutov adgos, 52 interlinear « and m({@ew(?), the note opposite Il. 108-9, VII. 2 
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eneo(t](?), Fr. 16. 5 xeda8yoa8 upvous, Fr. 21. 7 eocera, A third more rapid and 
lighter hand (H 3) is responsible for II. 2 warpiov, 27 ed{ (?), V. 45 mavBwpou x.7.A., and 
perhaps IV. 62 wo(s) x.r.A.; while a few more variants, namely II. 52 interlinear «and 
aa, 75 ev Se, IV. 58 Zn(vo8ores) x.7.A., VI. 180 orepavown ww .[...], are in the cursive 
(S 1) of the explanatory scholia. Here again a distinction has to be drawn. Two 
groups of these cursive notes are traceable throughout the papyrus, (a)=S 1, 
in a small and as a rule clear writing, and (b)=S 2, in a more rapid and 
negligent and generally rather larger cursive, the ink of which also is of a lighter 
shade; e.g. in the scholium opposite IT. 43 to vonna . .. ekmB8as belongs to S 1, the 

rest of the note to S 2. Evidently these two groups were written on different 

occasions, and at first sight would be put down to different persons; but they are 
of a similar character and at times approximate closely in style, and we hesitate 
to say that they could not proceed from asingle hand. It is a question too how 
far the various readings classed under H 2 and H 3 may not be the work of the 
scholiast or scholiasts ; H 2 and S 1, at any rate, are not unlikely to be identical. 
In C-D such variants as occur and many of the scholia proper are in the hand of 
the text, but S 1 and S 2 are responsible for a number of additions. 

To turn now to the individual poems. Of the first there remain only the last. 
ten verses, in which however the allusion to Thebes and the Theban dadyndopla 
(cf. 1. 8 note and Frs. 129-31) clearly shows that the paean was written for 
the poet’s native city on the occasion of that festival. The metre, which is 
logaoedic, is as follows :-— 

IW wmv eV “Uo 

ve-vuVuVVY eZUURH 

vuv-vve 

BUKVUK KV VU-VE- 

——VuVU 

ve-un-v——- Ve 

VU N— HU HK UV KK UU Ua 

—VeK eV VK mE 

le —-VuUuK—VU—VYU 

II. The title of the second paean has disappeared with the margin at 
the commencement, but this loss is made good by the first few lines, which 

practically form a title, and with other internal evidence render it abundantly 
clear that the poem was composed for the people of the Thracian Abdera, 
and dedicated to Apollo. It is unfortunately mutilated, two of the seven and 
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a half columns comprising it being wholly lost and another badly damaged ; the 
remainder however, amounting to three-fifths of the whole, which consisted of 
108 verses, is in good condition. Abderus, the mythical comrade of Heracles, 
who is said to have founded the city to perpetuate his memory, is addressed 
in the opening line ; and the subsequent fortunes of the place, the failure of 
a settlement from Clazomenae (ll. 55-6, 63-4), its successful colonization from 
Teos (il. 3, 65 sqq.), and its later prosperity (ll. 25-7), are appropriately 
commemorated. There are some rather obscure allusions (ll. 39-40, 104-7) to 
a war in which the Abderites were taking part. The date is subsequent to the 
battle of Salamis, since the occupation of Athens by the Persians is referred to in 

ll. 28 sqq. Perhaps the poem was written about the time of the formation of the 
confederacy of Delos, when hostilities directed against the Persians were still 
going on in the region of Abdera ; or a struggle with some Thracian neighbour 
may have been in progress. The whole ode is characterized by a distinctly 
warlike note. It consists of three systems, the strophe having eleven and the 
epode fourteen logaoedic cola, and each epode ending with the refrain inie 
satdy, lite’ maray 3¢ pyrore Aelxox. Similar refrains are found in IV and V. 

In the following schemes a comma at the end of a verse indicates synaphia 
as shown by the division of a word between two cola, and a vertical line marks 
hiatus. Syllabae ancipites at the ends of verses will be apparent without special 
note. ° 

Strophe 

—ve-VV—- ee UK 

Co— way = 

vuUnr- UU, 

¥—uu-— | 

§m-omVUV- - UK, (better —-—-vu--—-yg-vu--v* 

——vt—VU-VUV —-vu-vv-) 

vwuunr-Vunro 

s— Go oa y= 

—vruvu-- 

om- nm MuVn— re 

WwWwervVwee 

Epode 

~eVUVunr mV 

vuvu-—-vV—-* 

—-VuUK—K—UK—VEo; (better — Vv —- —-v—-vu—--v- | 
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5 vun-vvu-vuv-v-f]] 

vuUuVor-Un-o, 

Ve—VURKvUVUVL 

VvuUuU-UU-;, 

UV—_vuVv—-—vVvV— 

io —~— Vv —Vu—-VT —- 

—v-VU-Uo, 

Seat OO © ieeetieet © det O28 © Met 

WwrmwvVwwv>- = 

III. The third paean is hopelessly mutilated. From the stichometry of 
the papyrus it may be inferred to have consisted of 102 lines (cf. note on 1. 17) 
out of which seventy-five have disappeared altogether, while only one short 
passage of six verses in which Apollo is addressed is intelligible. The occasion 
of the ode and the patrons for whom it was written are not determinable ; the 
Graces are named at the commencement. 
IV. A peculiar interest attaches to the fourth paean, which is without doubt 

the ode spoken of at the commencement of the first Isthmian.. Pindar there 
apologizes for having postponed the completion of a paean to the Delian Apollo 
to be sung at Ceos in order that he might first celebrate a victory won by 

his compatriot Herodotus at the Isthmian Games. Cf. ll. 6 sqq. 

elfoy, ® "todAwvids (sc. Delos) dugorepav ror xaplrwyv civ Oeois Cevfw rédos, 
kat toy dxetpexdpay DoiBov xopevwv 
dy Kép dudipvra oby tortious 
dydpaciy, cal ray dAtepxéa ‘IoOpod 
deipad’, 

and the scholia upon the occasion of the poem :—o! Keto. AnAtaxéy maava 7£iovv 
TOY TwoinTHy ypayat . . . péAAovros ydp Kelois ypddew mporodiaxdy matava ... éacas 
dovpnépacroy ro els Ajdov wolnpa ovvrdrre. ry “Hpodéry rév éxiuxor. It is now 
clear that the well-known fragments 87-8 yaip’, ® Oeodpzdra x.r.A. which have been 
referred to this Cean paean (Schneider, Pind. Fragm. p. 29; so Schroeder) have 
no connexion with it. On the other hand the conjecture of Dissen and Fennell 
that the poem was sung at the temple of Apollo at Carthaea is corroborated by 
the allusion in 1. 13. The central idea is the virtue of contentment with a simple 
life like that of the Ceans in their rocky island, which was nevertheless celebrated 
as the home of athletes and poets. This lesson finds further illustration in the 
stories of Melampus (Il. 28 sqq.) and of the local hero Euxantius (II. 35 sqq.), in 
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the narrative of which some novel points emerge (see commentary). An interest- 
ing coincidence occurs with a quotation found in a corrupt form in Plutarch 
(ll. 50 sqq.). 

The poem consisted of sixty-two verses divided into two systems, the strophe 

containing ten, and the epode, which as in II ends with a refrain, eleven lines. 
Two consecutive columns out of five are well preserved, but the remaining three 

are too severely damaged for continuous restoration. The metre is logaoedic. 

Strophe 

VURKHUVU—UUn-YUe 

—-—-Vv—-—-VUVURvg| 

——Ve— KVR, 

vuunr—uUL— YUU | 

5 yr Of |] 

— eK UV KV Vee 

VvuUnruUKr—VUU*-, 

—-~OG-vvuor, 

—vVuenwrnruUuUn, 

OvvrwrvuvvVverVvVvnvV— 

Epode 

Ve UV KU Ue KY, 

me UK VU Kae 

eet Oia Ciao Ore 

~—vu—vu™ (sll. anceps ?) 
5 —-—vv[—--Juvu—-vu-— 

vu-—vu—vVVU—uU™ (syll. anceps ?) 

Ver uUnm UK mUUn—VU—U* 

HUVU VU RH VU KmKUe 

ve ~UVuVUV RK Ke 

WO VUVm——KUVURKU 

V. To Delos is also dedicated the next paean, the shortest and simplest 
in structure in the collection. Like O/. xiv, Pyth. vi, xii, &c. it consists of 
strophes only; there were eight short stanzas in dactylo-epitritic metre, each 
commencing with the invocation inte AdAv "AwodAoy. The first six of these have 
almost entirely disappeared, and no sense can be gleaned until the thirty-sixth 
line is reached, from which point to the end there is no lacuna. The topic here 

C2 
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is the spread of the Ionian folk over Euboea, the Sporades, and Delos; and 
very likely the Ionians were the principal subject throughout. Perhaps the ode 

was written for the Athenians. 

Strophe 

Vve-VuUnK—UVUU 

—vVvur-VV-e- 

—v- vv | 

—-VUVUn-VUU-e 

5B mMUUnKVMEo, 

—VVurK- UU 

VI. Paean VI is inscribed ‘ For the Delphians, to Pytho, and was composed 
for performance at the Theoxenia (Il. 61-2), one of the three principal festivals in 
the Delphic calendar. Like its predecessors this long ode has sustained con- 
siderable damage; three columns have disappeared entirely, two more are 
hopelessly mutilated, and another is very imperfect. Still even with these deduc- 
tions about half of the 183 lines are complete or easily restored. The first 
eighteen, after which there is a gap, belong to an extremely graceful exordium, the 
commencement of which was already familiar in a citation by Aristides, though 
its classification was a matter of doubt ; Schroeder puts it in the Prosodia. The 
body of the paean (Il. 74-120) is occupied with a sketch of the fate of Troy and 
the subsequent fortunes of Neoptolemus, including the passage, already partly 
known from a quotation, which offended the susceptibilities of the Aeginetans 
(cf. notes on ll. 117-9 and 123), and to which reference is made in the seventh 
Nemean. Pindar there repeats, in language very similar to that used in this 
paean, his version of the story of Neoptolemus’ death (cf. Il. 104-20 with Nem. 

vii. 35-42), and protests that he had no intention of disparaging the Aeacid hero 
(Nem. vii. 64 sqq., 102 sqq.). The date of our paean is therefore prior to 
B.C. 461, the year of the victory which Nem. vii celebrates. From Neoptolemus 

the poet turns with characteristic suddenness to the praises of Aegina and the 
myth of the bride of Zeus whose name the island bore; and here the thread 

is lost. 
The poem contains three systems, of which the strophe consists of twenty-one 

‘and the epode of nineteen verses with logaoedic rhythm. 

Strophe Epode 
vVvuervnrwuvunrvVvnV, maWVVvVerwvn VU Vv 

ON eG eae aK VMK VE meee 
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—-v-v-v-*| H—-— UU 

§ —~Vvu-v—-vH-| th Ok ea OOS ee 

VK UK KU VU KU KK Ve VU K KU me UURY 

VuUUuUUUVU—UUe —— Vv K—VUVU—VUUY 

VuUUUK——UUeR —VUUH—VUVU—VUU—UY 

—-vvu-—--—-ve-vVVSo —VUeUVU— 

Wgo-V—-VUV—V—-o, Oo UK UK VU 

vo-vuu-vV Ve mum VU—vyY, 

—VUUVUK— mV UU, —Vveuvn—uvun—u, S&S - 

—-vu-ve-luu-, ~vu-vu-, 

Suu-—-vuu-vy, —- -uUv-y, 

§5-—- ee MVE Men; Rem vVeKVEne 

vuu-—v—|[ vu —~v—-vVv-v 

voeug-V—vLS| —UVUVUVUVUH—K— VU K— UL 

VvuUuU-UnKUs, VeruUnmrVU—VUU—nHYaY 

vr-uUUVUNYUY —v-vVVEe 

90 — VU — VU — UU Y 

—vuv-vu-*= 

VII. Of the seventh paean the commencement is preserved in a mutilated 
condition, but after the eighteenth line the connexion is broken, and it is doubtful, 

as we have said, whether the fragments grouped under B belong to VII or 
to another poem or poems. In Fr. 16, where there are some complete lines 

at the bottom of a column, Pindar speaks of his art and describes himself 
as inspired to walk in the way of his predecessors, among whom he perhaps 

refers especially to Homer. Fr. 19, which may have followed close after, also 
has some well-preserved lines in the lower part of the second column, where the 
myth of Asteria the sister of Leto is related. The rest of A-B consists of small 
scattered fragments. 

VIIT. At Fr. 82, the first of C, we again arrive at a connected passage 

of sixteen more or less complete consecutive verses which, whatever the relation 
of C-D to A-B, a question to be considered immediately, no doubt belonged to 
a poem different from any that have preceded. The first column of this fragment 
appears from the remains of the scholia to have contained a reference to the story 
of Erginus, who in revenge for the murder of his father exacted a tribute from 
Thebes and was eventually slain by Heracles. Before the beginning of the next 
column, however, a widely different subject has been reached. Troy is now the 
scene, where Cassandra, on the departure of Paris in quest of Helen, prophesies 
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the impending doom presaged by the well-known dream of Hecuba. The scheme 
of the lines is appended :— 

—-—-“-—vvv[-vu- 

—-VvuKuU 

—-—-UUUnRo, 

—-¥“v--vul[-v-, 

vutuvu-—vu-—-[L—--vu- 

v-un-u—([- 
vuHvVUnH—VUVURl[YvUsY 

~v-vu--[- 
ve-u——-ven-[vu 

vy—-—-vuvuv—l[vu 

vurnr-e [uu —]| 

—v-—--vuvll— 

wuH-vurvuy| 

[ J-vvu-v[¥ 

[ J¥u-—-v 

Most of the other fragments of C may well belong to the same poem. 
"Addfavd[pos (7?) is mentioned in Fr. 96; but the only other piece which has 
any complete lines is Fr, 84, which gives the beginning of a speech of a person 
whose identity is unknown. 

IX. D is more valuable, for in one small piece there is a coincidence with 
the well known Pindaric fragment on the occasion of an eclipse of the sun— 
’Axris deAlov x.r.A.—and a practically complete column gives most of a subsequent 
strophe and antistrophe from the same ode, thus establishing the metre and 
therewith the text of the extant fragment. In the later section the poet passes 

to the subject of the Theban seer Tenerus, son of Apollo and the nymph Melia ; 

the poem was evidently written for Thebes. The strophe consists of ten logaoedic 
verses ; of the epode there is no clear trace beyond the one line already known. 

Strophe 

—~—--vvu-vu-vuv-[u™| 

—e— VU mK— UK KU 

VeEUK HK UVU—VUKUUSYY 



_-—_— 
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BYUK—UU—VU—VLe| 

or - MV —VL Us 

—vu-vVv-vv-v* 

vu-vu—veL| 

mee VU VU nm 

Om em VU Ur omem 

Epode 

FI Vw mM wn Uo” 

a 

Some of the minor fragments of D are no doubt also to be assigned to IX ; but 
the only pieces of any size, Frs. 129-31, containing parts of two consecutive 
columns, are proved by the metre to belong to a different ode. 

It remains to be considered whether the poems represented in C-D are 
to be ranked, as those in A (with which B is naturally connected) undoubtedly 
are, as paeans. External evidence is inconclusive, for though there is a change 
of scribe at C the continuity of the sections is in a measure preserved, as has 
been explained above, by the recto and part of the scholia, as well as by the 
similar height of the papyrus and the columns of writing. The contents of 
the fragments must therefore be the main guide; and here it must be admitted 
that in certain respects C-D appear to be peculiar. There is no sign in these 
sections of ij or wacdy; and though the importance of this argument a silentio 
might easily be exaggerated, the fragments are sufficiently extensive to make the 
absence of those characteristic words remarkable. Secondly, it is curious to what 

an extent C-D are concerned with seers and soothsaying ; see Fr. 82 throughout, 
Fr. 84. 10 sqq., Fr. 128 (Tenerus), Fr. 131. 20-2, and Fr. 139. There is a refer- 
ence to an oracle in II. 73; but here such subjects almost monopolize the field. 
If however these poems are not paeans, what are they? Boeckh assigned the 
fragment on the eclipse of the sun to the “Yzopxjyara on the strength of the 

passage prefacing the quotation in Dionys. Hal. de Demosth. dict. c. 7 ratra 
(sc. certain passages from Plato’s Phaedrus) ... el AdBot péAn Kai pudpors dowep ol 

d:Ovpapfor xa Ta Uropyjpara, Tots Tliwddpov moinpacw eouxévar ddferey Ay rots els rdv 
fAcoy elpnuévors. Hence Boeckh infers that the fragment must either come from 
a dithyramb or a hyporcheme, and that, since there is nothing Dionysiac in it, the 
latter must be the right category—a conclusion accepted by Schroeder. In 
favour of this classification may now be set the consideration that the paeans 

and hyporchemes were closely connected ; cf. Menander Rhet. de Encom. p. 27 
Tous wey yap (ray Spywy) els 'AmdAAwva natavas xal tropxypata voulCouey, rovs dé els 

Ardvvvoy d6vpdyBovs x.r.A. On the other hand Boeckh’s argument that the men- 
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tion by Dionysius of &:@¥pay8o. and taropyjpara limits the choice to one or other 
of those classes is unconvincing. Since the fragment cannot be included in both 
it need not necessarily belong to either; if Dionysius meant to imply that 
it came from a hyporcheme why did he go out of his way to mention dithyrambs ? 
Boeckh further considers that the metre is well adapted to dancing, and therefore 
favours a hyporcheme; but this argument is cqunterbalanced by the apparent 
unsuitability of the predominant themes of C-D to an orchestic accompani- 

ment. There is moreover another class of Pindar’s works to which the paeans 

stood in close relation, and whose claims should be considered, namely the 

mpocddia,— witness the passage already cited (p. 11) from Proclus: xataypnorixds 
3? al ra mpocddia Ties matavas Adyovow. It is noticeable that the word apjocddd ov 
is not improbably to be restored ina mutilated scholium in Fr. 108, though this 
of course no more justifies the inference that the odes were apooddia than the 
occurrence of dagpyn{ poptixdy in Fr. 107 authorizes us to hold that they were dagyn- 

gopixd, That references to the Theban 8adyndopia should be found in both 
C and D (Frs. 107 and 129-31, notes) is not surprising if VIII as well as IX had 
a Theban setting; there is an allusion to the same festival in I, which is 
doubtless a paean. The dadvndopexd, like the wap0évea of which they were 
a subdivision, were designed for a female chorus (cf. 689), of which there is 
no trace in these fragments, while the masculine participle in the gloss on IX. 36 
points in a contrary direction. 

On the whole, though it remains questionable whether a distinction should 
not be drawn between the contents of A-B and C-D, the evidence hardly seems 

A. Col. i (Fr. 1). 

mpivodurnpaynpaogo[...... JoAecy 

ampiricevOvpiaroxiager@ 

vonp dxoroven|.|uér pa idoy perpisg 
duvapivorxb0erov- 

& [-\nenvivoravreAncenavtoe 

Gpal.|reBeplyovor 

[. .. .Jermovacrv@nBacerndOov 

[. . - Aovdairadidjciorépavovayovres: 

[. .]»deAawryeveaydaporveperrot 

10 [. .}6povocarBeoivevvopiac: 
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sufficient to justify their definite attribution to different classes, still less for 
determining how the second class should be named. 

Regret for the loss of so much of Pindar’s work is undoubtedly intensified by 
the discovery of this papyrus. In spite of their mutilated condition the new 
poems display merit of a very high order, though they may not rank among the 

best efforts of the poet’s genius. The long ode to Delphi (VJ), in particular, is 
remarkably fine. Its extremely graceful exordium approaches the easier manner 
of the Oxyrhynchus Partheneion (659) ; but in general the style is more akin to 

that of the Epinicia, though, as V shows, the metrical structure of the Paeans 

was sometimes not less simple than that of the Partheneia. Mythical themes 
are frequent, as they no doubt were in all Pindar’s poetry, and they would 
of course be prominent in compositions of this class; but the other points in 
Eustathius’ criticism quoted above (p. 11), that in comparison with the 
Epinician poems the rest of the poet’s work was inferior in common interest and 
in clearness, are not justified by what is now known of the Partheneia and the 
Paeans. 

In the reconstruction and elucidation of this papyrus we owe much to 
Prof. Blass, whose knowledge and ingenuity were perhaps never more con- 
spicuous than in dealing with fragments of lyric poetry. The commentary 
unfortunately could not have the benefit of his revision, but the proof-sheets have 
been submitted to Prof. J. B. Bury, to whom we are indebted for a number 
of valuable criticisms and suggestions. 

I. [@HBAIOI3}. 

mpiv ddvynpda yipaos o[xeddv ploreiy 

amply ris evOunlg oxtagero 

von dxoroy én{i] pérpa, isov perplos. 

Civapy olxéderov. 

5 [9 (9, viv 6 wayredAns evavrés 

"Npa{i] re Oeplyovor 
[piAkwmoy doru OnBas érfjrOov 

[ArébAPom daira girnoiorégavoy ayovres: 
[ray d¢ Aadv yevedy Sapdy Epérror 

10 [ad|ppovos dvbeow evvopias. 
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[. . . orb poviacaBdnpexarKobwpag Gwpaxoo [ 

: esbate Taseawerepcpabornon| 

. « Jeveaovirovdedawe awouxotyapeowvo.aPSnpi rat 

[. . Javal. .Joge pene am 
5 [. . -Jonvovan[.|AAovandpragpo Toworeval 

pevog[.jwrou[ 

Col. ii (Fr. 2, Col. i). 

Opposite Il. 26-7. 

mo 

| 
Vv 

Col. iii (Fr. 2, Col. ii). 

[ 13 letters ].. af. .] Sappovoave| 

[. .Jareva{..... }vaiw beeed-y- E+E 

25 ue X O.Jaixiavy|. Javaptredof. .] 

CAavTEeKalevKapToy pnpoimeyacepTror| 

Kkapotegotiawy povoreumedoo ell 

vedrroNtoet pt" pat por 

deparép epaoerexoveuray rqvrex| 
é mepoovyyy 

30 TONE MONTUPLTAGYEL exricavora[ 

X cav-edericapKxemypidole aribiiekes oN 

t Suvararops!| 
€x Oporotrpaxvovrrayriage eavovhol 

Hox Goonovyxtavpepet «ppe, 

KatpwixaraBaivov: SvvaraopoxCogy! 

35 inlerataviniematay 
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Il. (AB4HPITAI}. 

otp.a 1[Naldjos Opovias “AB&npe yadrxobdpaft Odpaxos [ 
2[ITocledavés re mat, sratplov. 

s[céOjev “Idov: révde rAa@ ac Sd Hn : a ABtapare iebey, 3 

s[walava [d&jofo 8° dont bn Tevias 

5 [4%]pnvoy ‘An[d)\Aova mdp + Adpoldlray uv % réwos cd aaa ore xalov- 

Lines 6-20 lost = str. 6-11, antistr. 1-9. 

Fr, 2, Col. i, opposite Il. 26-7. 

‘ABBA lpors 

] 
| 
y 

joer —vVvVeRe|—|V—- 

MwvVvwe vv — wv 

fT. @1--UVu—-—vuv- Oappotcay wf... 

ru aria [révde] vaiw Less Jer tl. CM 

25 3 O[plaixiay yfailay dumeddec|ody re nai 

seUxaptov> ph pot péyas eprov 

sxdpuot éfonlow yxpébvos eumedos. XA 

evedrronls elute: parpds 

102 parép épads Kmdov uray are Ti Taxpetoay wéhuv . 
30 smodeulp mpi mrayel- aap ° LAT Gyvaton Téw. 

soav. ei 5€ Tis dpxéwy dios Cal) years ion. 

10 €yOpotat tpaxds travridfe — : tees nek Po. 
11 U6x 80s hovylay pépet ippe. 

1 kalp@ karaBalvov. Swvara 5 pdx6os of 

35 13 jie matdy, lite maiay 
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Col. iv (Fr. 3, Col. i). 
[12 letters Joe 

[. .Jvaraay . [. . .]paverpedecanoauyovewnroAnppa 
[ larndieBeret oc avépwv xan Oe” vrourore ” ” la X pontoca noswiieroreans 

” ” oe VATA RATA 

(11, pa" papyapatpay 
40 [12 ‘. |:o° Siow 

[1r 4, Jecdaveo. .]evoo 

[1 =n) )~— Jr@vyapayropeveoy 

[ ” 9 \pep eoBas ella pl i try 

[12 9 ] e cveAag TASKTOVEeL\VA ya Geraivix 

Ambac yyirrocevOetampoor'r’av 
45 [11 9 |rexupone wm TahwvravrosaryvepoSovotoveavre 

| ” ” |pavier doves roixerorwrrpebonebuavrove 

[18 . jeovacroy ayuBpiraroucevra Toe 
abe ovrgofecaurohie .jovrac ‘. 

wohAupadAovroveermA voacentrt 

59(16 _,, JovrddevBov =—- MPEP 

Col. v (Fr. 3, Col. ii). 
AtatreKata[. «Joe 

ole 

eyxerpevo[.|jaecOadrerpada 

watoe. |\Ocai. ]xatcroperdidorw 
Oeoo|. .JexG.]avonoae 

8 
@eec0eon 55 nonpbovocoyxerat ae ds a 7 

TeovmaXdainpobavovrwy Looe i a ate a 

xpndavdparoxevarpepety Bef... .. Prov 

Babidofovacay L-.. pea lal end 

TOLOVYTTONEMMLKTNO Ap... . 

60 yPovarodvdmpovon| 

evxareOnxaynépaval 

MALOVOVALKMATAY. wee ese eveees q 

(abeaarpopob-adAG[... 2... eee ees 

ererrecepotpa‘TAarT|. |p 

65 0 éretrabeotouveredecoal. 

pines 

ovevorxo[. ve(.] 

Plate II. 

Plate IT. 

1). Let. JysboeeBAnterres 
wil ee 

Tacxguy\[. . .Jav 
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1 [62 pprore Aelr)ot. [Bi}varas f 7(Gv) [dv8]pov eoiiaa 4 8 adyodow 4 1d ee 
orp. B1[-v —-uu—] drng@ 82 reiyos dyvépamy  (4A-)xat Bag seigte thnovor fo 4 cas: 

2[i&yoroy iorarja is derdrass,” 
s[(uuu—v)]pa pdpvapat pay 

40 4[—--—vuy Solis: Sdious. 

s[- —v Tlocfacddnoly y)évos [trav uv © 
¢Tay yap dayropévoy 

vuU- Epeo Ob 7d vénuo peers. dv of Scadipav 
! ] eee “ Soxo0cwv Z y vrlwador ca eOhu a 
8 [- —-vy —] avéXas va dewoveiy dyabds éworlOeras vi 

45 9[— v — wolrixtpon Aw(Bas. peel Pea ed ab0ere? er pan rw) (av) dv- 

w[— — UU pavler gPovet. ea i oe a as map 
ulUuv-—v—-] re t 

LyT. —~v-vu-M-u Alaby dora t dv +H woAa avr. B1[ 7 y doray riding rye peli 

[5 -¥-v-] woAAG pres Tove ipebas dmr(0e(o@ar) 
po s(uuu—vviu 7d 0 edBov- dv 4 oft, 

«ig re Kal afidjot 

s €yxe(pevoly] aiel OdANE padaxais v]dlai{s:] del. 
exal 7d pey ddérw 

1 Oeds: [6 8] ex O[p]a vofcas 
55 8 40n POdvos otyerat aed rari rn ea err 

stay méAat mpobarvévrov: 4 fal ee een oe ae 

10 Xp} 8 dvdpa roxebor{y) péperv Bet [rots 4]6A(o1s) sto! aseeice dupoyijon 1 Babtdofor airay. [owpdipe vow wpid}s 

ér. B 1tol ody modéum xrnodplevot ohvrats) wohé inews "% erenen 

60 3 xOdva moAvémpov, Sr{Bor 
¥ ‘Ap(lorapxos ?). 

s évcaréOnxay wépav ayplov] ITatévov 

salyparay [re Arpvpovias yals 
s(a0éas rpopod: ddda [8 dyowd rot (?) eg ae erat seBdaPivres 

s dwiiASov 
eérérece poipae TAdyt[oly liyewhion Sols ixBadév- 

6518 Srera Oeot ovverereocaly, ....), TH SH Wlenole. 
bropavav[rev 
ol Geol reo{d o[ dor. 
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Col. vi (Fr. 3, Col. iii). 

odexadovritrovn|. Jato 

evayoptatod] v ||\pAeyee: 

xevotadumeprarovnr begey yoo 

avrad|. |jopevewvpeAap 

guAdour porrapobev- rowog cevapSnpovr 

inleTratavinlte matay HL. .JopvAAov 

deunmoredetrrot: 

[. AAapevroraporoyxedov podovragupcet ". 
o. 

Batoicovvevrecty Suvarad evel 
gy onperepocatparoor yove 

woruroNuyoT parov'evdeunvor évBe 

Mpwrovruyevapap: 

ayyedrcSegpouixdrefanré apoedeyevt peAA[ 

yovrapbevoreupevnotxdra aici cel 

rovebeAovrayever bat’ Soy nOeAcvyeverGal 

[-Jpr8avyf.Juxupaxaver 

Col. vii lost. 

Col. viii (Fr. 4, Col. 1). 

. -JexaXeorripoAmde 

. -avevodpovaygirerap 

» atord. .jaccuyrnrAacbapag. . .jor 

. |kor . [. .]otorapevatyopor 

. prodan[. .\Oevorxar 

. edad. . .jriyAuxuvavdat 

oo + JOvrepol... ]’- €of.]  t'enSqv 

- 2. wkAea[...... xa. ey 

.o « olppekator|. .. .easroxdppay 

e+ eeaerroAd. jorreAeu, | = ovrocxasol 

- - -JSorrpoBi.jagor> . lrworyivs[ 

sa SNe eens ]nceratay 

| Oo © 

s e s e e e 

=~ oO or 

(ee me ore EE one 
e 
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26 8 Kadéy te moviolas 

sevayoplacw ddéye 

10 xeivors 6° dwépraroy HAGE Héyyos 

1 dytra Svopevéoy Medap- 

70 12 @vAAOU mpomdporber. whuet od(res) lv°A “ 
is inte mracdy, inte maidy BA jinuAdor. a 

14 6¢ prote delzot. 
orp. y1[a})\ArAd pay morapp cyxeddv podrdvra dtpoea id 

2 Bawis adv evrecw ‘A(peoroph)o( ne?) Siete di pchacrapita ae 
75 smorl mwodvv otparéy: ty & pnvds ty 8. 

smperov Toxev dap’ 

sdyyedre 8& howixdrefa Abyor rapbévos mpotheyey (iv) pOAoueay péxny? 
sevupevns ‘Exdra Tots fperipou. 
1Tov €Oédovra yevécbat: dv(rt rod) 8v HOeAev yevietalt. 

80 (chy & avd y[Ajuxupaydvov 

Lines 81-95 lost = str. 9-11, antistr. 1-11, ep. 1. 

em. as(vule Kadéovre podral 
s(ITivdow dv edodpov dugl re Wap{vaca\ats 
smerplas dynrais bapa AledAdlav 
5 [Ac] [dels lordpevar yopdy 

100 «(rayv}roda a[ap|Oévor yad- 

1[xég] xeAad[edy}re yAuKdv adda 
u[vdulov- époft de éxaly éo- a(v) gBty. 

[Ady eluxrA\éa [xpaivwly ydpiv, 

10 [“ABS|npe, kai or[pardv] drroydppayv 
105 11(—g@ modulo redev- otros Kal of 

1 (rallp mpoBi[Pléfos. lows rf viliy. 

13 [égie matdy, Dyies mady 

14 (8 pffrrore del}ros. 
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J. wee w er wees ]- vayAao 

[peer ecsees Jwacxaprre[.] 

Fragment of Col. vii (?). 

Fr. 5. 
] 
JoAd(.] 
Jras 

J 
lov 

5 )aps/ 
J 

Col. ix (Fr. 4, Col. ii). 

-[ 
cee . [. Jog] 

ayAalavr| 

parépl 
vaovo| 

xaOvoe 

Repov | 
oKTox| 

vyober [ 
aoddioevedmre| 

yapui'7|.|ydexpuao[ 

w@ploviroTly povor, 

Geaal|re]]eAcapmve| 
eAaur{.oavapBpor{ 

paevvooatOnp’ 

5 columns lost. 

Col. xv (Fr. 6). 
Wobevocrepay 

Jéor’ avAovop gay 
. [. is Pa yrepyavaevrenwy, 

oo _ho. ensfovraayataonp| 

JOvovroy qavadoovw TouKaTrvou 
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Frn5 

re 
prac 

J 
Joy 

5 } 'AB8inp 

ITI. 

(os Sa Be ]- ¥ @yAao- 

[ie ar teee noes dg aaecs wat Xdperes] 

.f 
tec. [. .Jog{ 

dyAaiay 7 

parép 

vadv of 

kal Ovédyra 

Bopdr [ 

OxT® Kf 

vy dey [ 

dowais ev evmAdxéot hove ped- 

ydpur, mil 8 xpuoo| 
Gptov mort xpévor [ 

Oeas 0 édXsxdpruxfos Yedrdvas, dviea (?) 

édaty[eis dv’ AuBporfoy xérevOov, dudi de Adprrei (?) 
gaevvds aibyp. 

Lines 18-92 lost. 

w ebévos lepay 

XaArk]}éom’ atdrady duday 
tA vdat 

Jos Saar Ree a ivi oa ei ae 
] Ovéyroov 4 parariac 700 Katvod. 

D 
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100 yw. me} 
]éo[. Jexopor 

J 

Japreper 

Jucopac 

Jocavday: 

Jatkavedvdéceras: caro & vpvnbn| 
oWe 

5 ] - devewvduvarwrepor: 

Col. xvi (Fr. 7, Col. i). 

Sere ee J@xararacavodov 

ae ee JouvxtavKeat 

TO: iss: Soup. signee ee JaAAerat: 

errr re yx povovoprver 

Geererterre are }OadAovayaxrca 

pre are a ee wr \xaptowKdpOat wodf....... puarnorrevraroAewor¢|. .] 

p 
Serer errs |xdvwrovorevovy over 

16 [ee ee wees ewBaBvrwvocapenpopat: 

eer eae re Jexeevredtoy: [15 letters]... aio. . pyribecOar 

rece ere renee Jot-Oewy ana tis vale 

Col. xvii (Fr. 7, Col. ii). 

nroiKateywo{. . .JeAovvatwrdtal 

yivookopatpevaperacoaéOAwy 

eAdavloww-yivoon. ual. exar 
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100 jw .7Tn 

}oo[rje yopdr 

] 

IV. [KEIOIZ EIX AHAON). 

OTP. a [vu verwu-v vu] "A prep 

2 [- —vwv--—-v voopuat 

3 [- —v--v vlos avody: 

sfUVU-——VUDY yuvjaxdy édvdcerat: -caro. dv(ri 100) SpvyPi[cera. 

5 [v-v—----].8& éréwy duvardrepov: 

s[(—-——-vv]a xara wacay dédv 

[uu —wv — hlovxlay Kéo 

8 [- Ue-VY —| 

9 [- wwenrnmeyv —| 

io [uu -vu—vvy Bldrderae 

a@yr.a@if[pu-—uvu-p yxpbvov dprve 
a[u—wu-—] Aadroy ayaxréa 

s[fu-u- avy] Adpioe Kap@a- wéX[ts abty] pla rhs wevrarédews ris [Ké(w).] 

s[a pev drabéws édalytdvmroy orépvov yGovés, 

15 s[Sums ye pay odro| uv BaBuddvos dpelopac: 

e[—- — —vvu — vléxew medio: 1. Ur. py r1BecOa 
a weSlov drt Trav vilolov 

[uy —-Uu——vuloe dear 

a= aaa 
y[- vu —-—vvlpn: 

20 10 [wv vervuvvu-y uly iyOdowv: 

éw.a 1% Tot Kai éy o[xérjedoy vaiwy dta- 
2 ytyvdoKkopat pey dperais déOAov 

s‘EdAaviow> ytyvdox(olua[t] dé Kai 
D2 
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potoavrrapexal.jadio 

25 = ["]exderedia. . .lovapo[. .Jadeper 
BiodwpovapayaviacaKoo™ SeopnparonrPror 

dvirmbcetptxatBovvopacadacarepoor 

x addOyepneAdurocouKn berev [.....pv.. [11 detters]. of... .].[]. 
[ 26 letters }ep{. 

Aurovrarp|.\eapol. .|pxq. -Jepyet | nae japyove 

30 ©: Oerevowror|. vorroAovyepao 

£  tninoiera{. . . .] 

2 rodeotxobd. jacruKal 

Katcuvyéver avdpid| 

orep£at par. .ovde 

35 > €xaceovTwy-Aoyol. . .] . krocevgar| 
eraiveral. . . .|lovuacopevovocaval 

Col. xviii (Fr. 8, Col. ii). 

auvrapyeiv-roAlwvd exardvrredexed 
epoceBdopovrracig|.jacvt — karvwo{ 

ee 4 moot... J.-L =I 
[. .Jou-repacd' covet 

40 mTevodty'TpEewroiToA€c poy 

StovevvocidayreBapl.|xrvtroy 

x yOovardimorexa:otparovaépoov 

TEL avKepavywtt pLodovriTeE 

eorovBabuyraprapovepavpa 

45 TepaActrovrecKatoAovotKovevepKéa: 
Te 

ET ELTATAOVTOVTFEL POY LAK A POVETTLX MpLOV 

TeOuovn|. lumraveph povaraoapevor 

peyavad)obixAapovexo.At av 

po. . .Joepmredover 
50 NKEveagpnvKuTapts = -THYxpyTyverewoAAarexe[ 

> cov'eadevdpovreptoatoy 

Col. xix (Fr. 9, Col. i). 

52 }gora6a[ 

| at 

Fr. 8, Col. i. 
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« potcay mapéxa[y] arus- 

67 Kal tt Atalvicjov dpolup|a pepe 

s Biddwpoy dpayavilas dos. Sdpypa TH Ploy. 

1 dvurmés eiut xai Bovvoplas ddaéorepos: 
sG\rX’ & ye Médapros ovx #Oerev [.....}v.. [11 letters). of... .J.[.]. 

26 letters Jep 53 
sAumav warp{f\oa polvalpyeiv] “Apye di ee ] “Apyous 

10 Oéevos ollm|vordvov yépas. 

1 ly & lera{tdy.] 

otp. B’ 17d 8% ofkobe[y] doru Kali dduxes 

40 

avVT. 

45 

50 

akal ovyyéve: dvdpl gir’ dore rai 

sotépfar paral de [udkap advdpav 

aéxas ebvrav Abyoy dvjaxros Evfar(riov 

sémaiveo’, d{Alixloy patopévav ds dvalivero 

savrapxeiv, troAlwy 8 éxarov medéyei[y 
1 pépos EBdopov ITacig[djas vilot} xavwol 

eatv) répas 8 ddv ef- ia ee at 

oméy ot Tpéw Tot moAEpOV 

10 Aids "Evvociday re Bap[v\xrvmov. 
" 1 xO6va rol wore kai otpardv d6pbov 

atréuyay Kepavy@ tpibdovTi re 

sé€s tov Baddy Tdprapov, éuay pa- 

«tépa Auwévres Kai Sdrov olkov evepxéa: 
séretra mwAotrov treipav paxdpwy T émiyaptov 

oTeOpdv m[dlumray épjpov arwcdpevos 

1 péyav Edd0bt KAGpoy Exm. Alay 

e pot [ral|s Eumedov e- 
on kev; &a dpi Kundpic- ey Kptrrny evel roAAai éxet [xu- 

ane vac ylyvovras. 
10 gov, Ea Oe voudy mepiddiov. oer 

éx. B’ i[éuot & drlyov Sédorat, Odpvos Spuds- —PE|Boras OA ylvos 
; 8 

53 2[ov wevOéwy & ayxov, od oraciov. 1 abseoy 
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4 lines lost. 

68 Prépt —f xebyovnpe 
] 

60 Jorwvevgavnovmal. . .] . ryvkeov 

Jounoav = sap .[.. .] 
Fr. 10. ° 6 2 « Porxopas we mA. .] . dovar[ 

[.]ninf The rest blank. —~ 

ented] 

Col. xx (Fr. 9, Col. ii). 

{a 
4 

x ¢ 
of 

10 x 

¢ 43 
7 

15 en{ 
barf 

£ ow 

Fy Thntedl 

Col. xxi (Fr. 11, Col. i). 

\c eplrvars 

11 lines lost. 

Jaz 

J 
35 jawoaSyvavev 
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Lines 54-7 lost=ep. 3-6. 

[ue vew eH H-vU-VVel wrépt Zu(vé8eres) xeBvdv fpw’. 

s[f- uu vv —- Vv - - VK) 

narkexnoay. rr Oe 
wPeuu--vu-u- dp(ri rob!) ofxopas. vid(s) TyAL. .]. 0( ) Overr{ 

~ t en u([ijj in [@ lewaedy. 

V. [EIX AHAON} 
1 nie A[dédt “Aroddor: 

3 lines lost. 

[-vuv-vvu- 

soj-Vvu-vuv--— 

1 [nie Addr “Arrodov: 
sQ@uu-uu--— 

soj—-v—-—--vu-vuERe 

sK[-VUuUn-VU-e : 

weed 
sN-vu-vu--— 

1 Asie Adde “Amoddov 

s7-vuu-vuu-- 

s(-v---vvu-vv--y) 

sanfyu vu -uu- 

s fav v—-uv- 

6 oy Qu v-vuu-- 

1(i}qte A[dAc “Amod\ror 
sf-uu—-vvu-—--] 

s[f- vu —- —--vuvu-vu--ss éplrrvats. 

Lines 22-32 = str. 8’ 4-6, str. e’ 1-6, str. ¢’ 1-2. 

s[f- wv - --vv-vv-fe 

s[-Uvu-vuv-—- ] 

35 sf-uu-—wunv Ee- ] aro *“AOnvatev 
lL 
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Col. xxii (Fr. 11, Col. ii). 

BotavédovKatévaccay 

“tnieSadtatroA ov 

Ka.oTropadan pe peu nrove convince Kew 

exTicavvacovoeptKudéaT Exo 

dadoverrecogivatroAdov 

dwxevoy puooKkopac 

acreptacdepacotKey: 

“enieSadtaTroAXov 

TwravOwpovepeX 
evjreveideEacbevowbeparovra aucov 

UpEeTEpovKeAadevyat 

ouvpedAryapvirrat 

: avorayaxNeocouga:? .[..].[...Jenpor 

mpooorAuprriovdiogceyxpu. .]& 

BAdor KAyTopavTimvbot 

Atocopatyapites 

Col. xxiii (Fr. 11, Col. iii). 

orekacouvadpoolrar 

ev(abempedeEaty povar 

X aotdipu-o-vircepidwvmpoparay: 

) 3 x vdarly apemtyadKorvdAa ereBiaxadKxwvAcovrwyxal 

Yodhovaiwvkactantlac _cotieoneNne eit sir 
oppavovavdpwryopévatoand bor tpodov 

[-}- 
10 X €ratcapayanaval.|égor astwov 

TegtoivEepatoreripl.|to- karaxouy[. venorortehetevpev i vady 

15 

nropweptAwiraicareparepiKedvat Aovorrevnipoow 

meOonevooxareBavorepavoy 

KatOadtavrpigovarcora kAvrovalcor 

TodAwvog-TobtAarolday 

Plate I. 
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¢« Botay EXov Kai &vacoay: 

1 inte Adde “ArroAdov: 

2xai omopddas hepeuyAous wodupddous (-phAovs). 

séxticay vdoous épixvdéa tT Eryor 
« AGdov, érel opw Ardddwy 

sdaxey 6 xpucoxébyas 

s Aorepias Sépas olxeiv: 

1inie Ade “AmoddXov: 

s Aarbos évOa pe mraides 

sevuevel défacbe vow Oepdrovra erectes eK) 

s buérepoy Keradevva 

sovy meALydput trat- 

s vos dyaxdéos ude. .[..].[.. Jonpon 

VI. 4EASOIZ EIX MTON. 

1 TI pds ‘Odvprfov Aiés oe, xpu[oéja 

akAurépavrt IIv6oi, 

sAlcoopat Xapirec- 

solv) re kai ov Adpodirg, 
év (abém pe Séfat xpbyvo 

sdodipwy ITepidwv “rpopdrav. 

1Ddart yap émi yadkoridp 

sWédov diwy KacraXias 

e dppavoy avdpav yopevotos nAGov ov. 

[pln 
érass Gpayaviay a[Alé~or difwv. 

11 TEOLOLY éuais TE Tiulalis: kara Kowv[o]0 gnats ryp(ats). Ache 
Aovére évripos &. 

1s frope O& dito mais dre parépt xedve 

13 TeObuevos KaréBav orepdveov 

Kal Oadtav tpopdy drcos A- _xAvrdv doors. 

mbdAwvos, 760: Aaroléday 

4t 

dwelt 8d xaAndv Acévrov xalope- 
siwv pet els avr(iyv) 6 Knows. 
Tov éni % | ea [djdan 

v pévr(or) tva 5y- 
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GapivadeddovKopaty Govocoupadov 

TapacktoevTapeAT|.|ueva =| 

TOOLKpOTEH. 22 we eee rk [ ] 

Col. xxiv lost. 

(Line 30 had a cross in the left margin.) 

Col. xxv (Fr. 12, Col. i). 

Opposite Il. 52-3. Opposite I]. 58-9. Opposite 1. 62. 
JracGeac jv 

]. egamav Jpoveo Joxov 

]g8eaceror Jayn 
J 

Col. xxvi (Fr. 12, Col. ii). 

50 ©=—-s KatroBevabay........ péaro 

x ravrabeoto(.Jev 
€ 

x mbevoogor|.ovvaror.}: m{ 

Bporoodapayavo. . .|pepev 

adrdarapbevoryapicoy,. uo. joa 
55 wavraxd...edeiovy  [.7 Jedal 

TaTptuvapoo|. .jaTe 

TOUTOVET KET. . . .|“ov 

KAdréviv-épal. . .Bepol.] 
(af. Joy .[.....]- 

> yoooapedtroragarovyAuKuy| ] Gawrov 

60 aywvadofiaccaraBavr evpur| : 

L evOeavgeviat: 
ececrare 
7  OveratyapayAadodmepmaver [ ......+- ].[..-.Jnr . TyveAAabBa 

AadoodvreBeAgeov See end 
eO[.Jorevgarort a ai j .. .jexaot[. verour 

Col. xxvii (Fr. 12, Col. iii, with Fr. 13). 
65 povo[ 

evd| 

gure, 
Kpoy| 



Fjoxov 

]. es dwav 5 jpove 
7a )8 Oeds dtros Jovy 

50 €7. a skal médev aOarfar — uv vu dlp£aro. 
etabra Oeoior [plev 

10 meOeiv codpor[s] Suvaréy, mn Ociv. 
un Bporoioy) & dyudyavoy ed]pépev- 
11dAAQ tmrapOévor yap toov (ye vy eluoftjoac 

55 13 wdvra KelAaedel ody [Z}n(wd8or0s) [x ]eAal weil. 

1 matpt Mvapoo[tv|g re 

1s TooTov Ecyeri[e reOludy, 
1 KAGE vuvr Epafrat] GE pot] 7 gritoros) urlov .[... 

7 yA@ooa péAtros dwrov yAuKdy [mpoxéev els] dv(ri od) dorou, 
60 1 dyava Aofla{:} xataBdvr edpdy 

wey Oedy fevlg. 

orp. B 1 Overas yap dyads brép IIaved- [ .......].[.-- . viv “BAMS8a 

aAddos dvre AeAday yn pipeyar 
2 ZO[vlos edfaro A- [ro0 vOv?..... i .] xdor{o]u érovus 

65 
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1s apiwd Aergav xbpar xOovds dudadroy 

mapa oxidevra pedn[dluevar 

13s Todt Kporéolyre yav Bow] 

Linés 19-49 lost = str. 19-21, antistr. 1-21, ep. 1-7. 

Scholia on Col. xxv. 

] tds Oeds My 

a pot ovu-v-u-- 

seUgU UU HU 

eprardu—--uv-v-¥ 

1 Kpdvtie vu - vv 

43 
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mpuTal 

70 Tolral 

xengt: nf 
bwvoG 

Kawtrore Fr. 13, Col. i. 

trav Ooo[ is 
ét 

75 Seorparal 

nveyKe 

dearraio| 

oveuBal 

Tap{.jooe| 

Col. xxviii (Fr. 13, Col. ii), 
80 owdepnatdeoc: 

AaideOnxevapap 

or iTepavadwoty 

~ KvavorrAbxotoTradamovriag-Kval.Joxopoo- 

beridooBiarav 

85 WloTovepKocayxal 

wvOpaceipovartredacats: 

x dcodr’epig~edeuKwAcvat  — aoprorootepifw 

axvapmrovnpatpevooar|.jepedwr: 

ovareroNladi-mpotrovwy = asoaca 

go déxepeyadrovdapdantay 

erpabeverpngvraccevaro. jA[. |v" 

veperidexpuceorcoAuprot 

oxa:xopugal. . igor 

popotp aval. WwevCevcoPewvaKorocouToA 

Col. xxix (Fr. 13, Col. iii). 

95 pamepiovypixbpol. .Acvar 

Xpivapamepyapovevpy. |e 

iora@oatceAacabopevor 

mupoo-erretOaAKipovvexuy].|vTal 
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8 wpuTalvt WVeerVMYV- 

7O 9To way —-—-u-uv-—-— 

1 xpno[T}fpte -wvu-v-—- 

11 (IIv]Oavidlév — v — - 

12 Kai more (Vy —-—-VuU—-VvuU-—— 

1s TdévOo0{s — Aavady bre rrai- ja 
75 14 des Tpatalr veruy 

1s AveyKey uv — Arouy- 

16 dea wais [Znvis —VuUur-Ve 

17 by éuPalrav idv erxe pdyas 

13 Td p{ijos e[xaBdros Bporn- 

80 woalw déuai beds: 

x0 Idfou St Oixev Apap 

1 OWirépay dAwow, 

dvr. B’ 1 xvavordébxoio traida twovrlas _evalyloxdyoo. 

2 Gérios Biardy 

85 smiardv epxos ‘Aya- 

sav Opacet pbvp meddoas: 

sdcca T epife revKwrAEv@  —dbprorros 10(0) éplfes. 

edxvapmrov “Hpg pévos dv{rlepeideov 
1 60a re TTodtddt mpd mébvov "A(poropd)»(ns 1) Sova, 

go sd€ Ke peyédov Aapdavlay 

séxpaXo)v, ef pi) pdAaccev ‘ArHAWoly- 
10 védeo(a): 8 xpucéors ’OdGprroi- 

110 Kal Kopudalioiy ifov 
1s pbporu dval\Wwev Zeds 6 Oedyv oxords od 76A- 

95 wpa wept S dwenbyo [Eéve 
1 xpiv dpa Ilépyapov edad [8h- 

1 (g)oTdoat cédras aldopévo(v) 
1s wupbs ered & Edxtpov véxvy [ey rddo 

45 
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moAvoTrovaOevtomnaAcioa . . [ 

adooemixupaBavreo[.|A 

bovayyedo|. |omiow 

oxupobevy. jorroAep| 

eupuBtavayovTec: 

105 

115 

120 

oo dtetrepoeviAouTron[ 

addbureparéperrarral.jedvar[. . . .] 

éidevéuvremarpwio.|oevapol....... ] 

urmrove puppisoveay 

XaAxokopyj. .|av[.Jutdoveyd...... ] [.... Jaf... ho 
axedovd|. . .]uapouporoacidayal.jav 5 ee eorek 1; 

efixer -oud|.|vepouvae. * .Jev ig ie 1. al | fit j 

Col. xxx (Fr. 13, Col. iv). 

ovderor|.Jupupapér pavexaBodov- 

@. joe... .Jeoo- 

ye. . |x. .}rpiapoy 

1[.JorepxetovnvapeBapove 
oe 

[. . .Oopovra:-pnpivévdpor ecor{.lov 
[.]nremeynpacigé 

pevBrov[. udtroroiade 

[-wel. > Jreperipdiy Ceti Hee tei tee aivexaceneAvel 
[. .. -|agopevovxraveiy  (xravepery[... Jer StoxaavynipyTaiy 

[. . - .wechrrmyaorapopdadovevpuy: intl plies tate 
[. .. -ivperparaino Pinire 

[. joven. .|veoj.|: YP (-Jninrevect 

[. . .Juaxardrayéverordwprer 

pM. JSeoroa{. raf. | evron .[..).. wpf....- popepera 

vaooo|.StoceX Sr oO laren leat brworeeret horror, 

Col. xxxi (Fr. 13, Col. v, with Fr. 14). 

AaviovgaevvovacT poy: 

ouvexevducemainovoy 
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11 roAvoTév@m Bevro ITn)eléa, 

1s Ads éri Kipa Bdvres [7]A- 

19 Boy dyyedo[t} érlow 

2 Zkupb0ev NielowréAep{ov 

21 eUpuBiay dyovres, 

ex. B 189 dtérepoey "Idfov wédev- 
105 

Ito 

120 

oTp. ¥ 

125 

2GAN obre parép ereta [xledvay 

s €idev, obre rrarpmioils ev dpolvpats 
« irmovs Muppidévor 

8 X@AKoKopu[oT|ay [dlucAov Eyeipe. § _— Jay[..... }s 
eaxeddv Je Toludpov Modoocida yalijav | eee: Frost 
1 éfixer, ovd|’ alvépous rabley 

s ovde ray [elU¥pudapérpay éxaBérovr: 

»Bpolody de Oleds- 

10 ye[pacd|y [8s] ITplapoy 

um[plos épxeiov fvape Bopdy é- 
5 12[revlOopbvra, ph piv ebdpov’ és oll ploy 

is[ulyr émi yipas igé- 

u ev Biov- [aludumréros de 
15 [uKot)p[tay] mepl rimay 2 (nrddoros) Nubay. + ae igi aiken + Nan aerate yar 
16 [Onpilagépevov xrdv(e\v —_2(gvd8or0s) erdve(v) Re ee a {wray liv. &d nal dvyipnrar 4 
17 [(ev) renewed dito yds wap’ dudaddy edpdy. ale i! arbi shes haratcla ake 
18 (fi) (iH) Te] viv pérpa maind- yp(dperas) th If re. 

19 [v lov, inj [re] véo{t.] yp(apera) [05 ti re véor. 

1[évoluaxA\tra y everot Awpiel 

2 pleéoca [réwre ty rh .[..].. mpf-.... } dépera:. 

svaoos, [@] Ads ‘ED- eoeatv racy tor he Ally]ivy Swov cuveAGévres 

sAaviou gaevvdy dorpov. 

s obvexey of ce matnbvov 
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130 

135 
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édoprrovevvagopevadAaoday Fr. 14, Col. i. 

98¢ ] pobiadey opévaxarepeto 5 

wb0eveAaBeovadrptraviy wt . a : 

SatpovaxairavOepigevovaper| a eee 

oT dVTATOLTATEKALTATEVXOV 

°0- 

coveyyvanri£evoABov 

evpvol. .|xpovourato-vdarié|.Jrag{ 11 letters JarpiBou 
a ”» 0” ypove 

rodn{. . .jrompobvpwvBabuxod [ |, ,, je 

roval.] . peyrarorapBevoy 

> atyway'TorexpUcenia 

> eporexpuaravKopl . kemtxaptor[ 

KATAOKLOVVOTOVULET EPO’ af 

140 > wadexewverrapBpoToy [ 

Col. xxxii (Fr. 14, Col. ii). 

[ 
azo 

pl 

145 

150 

ro 
dtof 

rel 
trol 
tral 
Ee 
Ko 
ga{ 
vol 
Tp 
off 

155 én 
Col. xxxiii lost. 

Col. xxxiv (Fr. 15, Col. 4). 

eee ear ears aoe xo... -Jevoor = dev 
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«ddoprov edvdfouev, ddd doday — 

1 po0ia Sexopéva Karepeis ore ] 

130 eméGey EXKaBes vavmpvraviv a fr sais i wives 
]s nva o daipova cai trav Oeplgevoy daperidy. - a "a elBceTNomoret 

1 6 madvra To Td Te Kal Ta Tedxov 

n ody éyyudrigey SABov 

1: edpvo[ra] Kpévov ais, bddr(ecc): 8 [én Aola- rv Atywav &Jarp(Bou- 

135 13 od mot ard mpobdpwy Bab’xod- Vor it or per oy 

“mov alvalpéyaro mapbévory 

13 Aiyway rére xptoea a- 

1s €pos Expupa{ra}y Kbylale emtxmptoy 

17 KaTGOKLOY vV@Tov vpLETEpoY, a 

140 18 fya Aexéwv er apBpbrov 

wyue-uuvuvus 

naoju-yv-uu* 

apyyu-U-o 

dvr. y iTOAY —- Vv -— Vv - YU - ee 

145 2 dlof— vu — — 

smu —- ue — 

‘To - VU -UV 

sTaluu-u-—VU- 

BI-v- -v uw 
15° TK UUVUY UL 

sfafu uu --ve- 

mouVu—--—-v-vuve 

wT —-vo-uvu-v-- 

nou -vu-v-* 

155 nffuvuuvvuH-vun-vun-e 

Lines 156-171 lost = antistr. 13-21, ep. I-7. 

| én. Y s[- OS ed © © i v}xof a Jevos wowd. 

s[-v—-vv-—] 

wlu-vu—-vu-| 
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el Cee eae ar ae ee wyede 

Li secee btn ge ees J&tpovacaperac 

OS Santas Bie Ae dae ]  *pocraxrixeo 

be ol rendu we |\rpo@tay'dt 

ere ae eee JaAaov 

PSO [seo ers. 40 eval Wotottrav orepavoony .[. . .] 

Ceeceee eee Joxragere poiray ont 

[secon ene proAAaxi-ratavdé 
o Tewvarworoye .[.]. kav eee jav a iiveuae 

(eS Rae we wrebeomavdor7[ 

[ ee ] eweo(.| 

rear Jor. .AadvrecavAay [ g letters Joorovay. te. [ 

Col. xxxv (Fr. 15, Col. ii). 

2 lines lost. 

[.. .-Jeeperaf . 

[... Oe. .[ 

16 (43% ayy 6 

[. . .}ravrAovasbepl 
[soe cet ac Je avxopupar| 

[. - epovAcyoper| 
[... .Jaravpmwved 

15 hes are ere wrpoBopl 

fo: Seis Joer{[.}r . of. . . .}rapol 

[eBay conc stenie- te }énoavavdav: 

[. -Jarréotyxpnornptoy 
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Wwpufye--v-vu-p ye de- 

3w[-vu—vu—v adnelpovas dperas 

3[- vu —-U—]  xpocraxnsdas. 

1% ([— “ ralrpwlay gi- 

15 [A -vwv-= ula Aadv 

180 16[— uv — oreddyoot may orepdvorct wv. [...] 

w[-vwuvuu—-—joxidgere: Moody ‘Ap(soropd)r(ns?) x[ 

wl[yU —-u—v] wordAAder mad Oé 

18 [= uw Ua, ST eaerot) “divonas, 

VII. 

cee an » te Georeclov 8érfetpat (?) 
Geer ie eee ] eos. ] 

fee ciemiwape Jow [dy]\ady +’ és avaAdy -[ gletters Jus rv av. wo. [ 

2 lines lost. 

[. . . Jee Pedal 

[-...p d€..[ 

oe Cera ] 4yx:fe 

[. . .}ravroy aidepl 

fees Je av xopuday | 

[palvepdv reyouer{ 
[...-]a rabpov ef 

oa Carereare » pd Boplos (?) 

[atsicat toe -Joc7{.}7 . prof. . . . }prapof 

[e- ece KeAd)\onoay avddy: 

[evlavréot ypnorhptoy 
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Blovede ese te aes our xeAaSnoalupvoucr 

le: Babs tele Berane wheres }raoy . [.] . apagcroy 

errr ee ee ]- cuptatcavirrro(.|: 

Cee cere mar \ravovappa 

(e-41.%. SW a ae eeae joy: 

10} [oie Gar tm oe }SovpavovrevrrerrAaxnOvyarpt 

pvap{.jov[.jacxopal.|olrev 

paxaviavdidbper- 

[.upAal. . .Joardpwvgpever 

[ ]orcoavevbedAtcwvadoy 

15 BabeaverG. .jroveperf. .]i-Jopiaccodoy: 

“Enoderouro. . edo 

[ee Jabavaz{. propor 

Two fragments from Fr. 16 (?). 

Peeijze ws & « Fr. 18. 

opn pou, ] . ovo} 
lévrecal a ed 

eredal 

-[ 

Fr. 19, Col. i. 

] 
] 8éToy 

] 
Jee @ 
J 
] 
J 
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By aveiirart, ec wcevete-s dp|vous xedabSicad’ Suvovs. 

Ceecrrre re ee thrirov . [.]. duagerdy 

ee wear ace ]. Suplas dy’ frraois)- 

eee ae ce wh}ravoy appa 

lie 6 See BAS A Se aS A Jor 

Ce ee ere ] & Ovdpavod 7’ edtrétdm Ovyarpi 

Mvaplolofv]g xbpa{ijol 7’ ev- 

paxaviay ddbpev. 

[rTupAali yadlp dvdpav dpéves 

[Slorts dvevO’ ‘EAtcwviddov 
15 Babetav érAOlsv}rav epevs[a ajoplas ddév- 

dvr, or ém. éuol 8 rodrdy dhéda- 

[xav] d40dvarlo mébvoy 

Fr. 17. - ° 

“Opnpor [ 

lévres af 
éret dal 

]. . atf.Javré- 

10 }r .. €Oafi} Adxos dwt tiv Acxelav. 

] 
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Jwrovexaép 

] 
] 

] 

Fr. 19, Col. ii, with Fr. 20. 

2 Ae . é8of Kr year{.Jpral 

af jour 

| pecoard 

20 [.juvac-rimecopal 

54 

15 

25 

zo 

Fr. 21. 

5 

10 

nétocouxebedg, 

Kocovbuyarnpm, 

amordp{.dedo.Jxaxa . [ 

depevevtredl.}ye[ 

pupBeicavevayearerparparnvad, . Javaye[ 

Kad{.ovripivopryytavvatraimadac: 

meghopnrod er atyatovOape- 

T&ooKparioros —-Kaprigroo- 

epaccaroputy Geo 

TogopbpovreAcoaryovor" 

}-[ ] 
]- vredoof. .Jraty  apal... .kooerae: 

xaor. .] . vor 

}repatvor 

Wanoxaimarpoo-up 
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Jorov éxaép- 

Y | 
} 

I5 ] 

z jor Mm dn(slal 
af ous 

| Jo €ocaro [| 

20 [elovas: rl meloopa{e... 

7) Mtds ovx eBéddftoa . . 

Kolov 6@vydrnp x{ 

Gmiortd plok dédoltkka xa . [ 

6é puy ev wer[dyyqi... 

25 pipOeicay evavyéa wérpay havijvat [1 vjavaye[ 

kad{éjovrt yey ‘Oprvylay vadrat mddat. 
wedbpnto 8 én Alyaioy bape: 
Tas 6 Kpdrioros  «dprioros 

épdooaro pxOels 

30 Tofodépoy redéoat ydvor- 

Fr. 21. 

et 
]-» rédos [€r}rary opal...) iooerm 

T}oxa ov. .]. vov 

] wepalvors 

10 \ dd Kat marpés: op-(v..) 
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Fr, 22. . 
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Bre 23:3 4 Fr. 24. . 
i 
v 44 ees ee aa 

Fr. 26. . 

5 

10 

Jolojuerd Jaf . ] 
] 
J 

Miscellaneous unplaced fragments. 

eee 4-]- [ 

[pe seee ]- vreved 

[.}rmrocerxeapde . -[ 
TimapO|. votcuviroAl 

Xe- + Lloyd . fp 
Kpdl-borSay! aya) 
[oe ae koemiopnrial 

[. . -JoAaf. .Jaf-|erpf 

[... -Juavricay . [ 

[-.. J. [. -opnde 

Fr. 25. . 

Fr. 27 (to Fr. 26?). . 

yf 
Judrpof 
Jooral 

[. se eee dopa 

Beginnings of lines. 

Fr. 28. . Fr.29. - - Fr, 30. . - 

- [Jeol | q 
wBabvdy .[ 

ineerratpe eo 

dapovabal 

1S ae; Oe Fr. 32. 

ex| gra 
yo i. 

d 

ee ee 
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Js log ere 

J 

Fr.26. .- . .... 

ere WL] - [ 

ls caves 2 ]- vreved 

[T}rmos ely’ dude. . [ 
Tt maphém ody mod| 

XE... fe vnc OHp pf 

KpGvjov dap’ dydaol 
[eraser jis ex” "Iopnvlates 
[. - -Jorof. Jaf. jerpf 

[....] pdvris ad. [ 

ro) Of... J. fu pede 

ee ae hE pee 

[. «+ - ovlupopof 

Fr.28. 2. + 

@ Babvdfo€ (?) 

ifie mat pe 

Sapov Aba{va 

Fr, 27. 

37 
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Ends of lines. 

Fr. 33. 2 + 6 © © © © & Fr. 34. 

le -[--] ] 
lereaugl. . .\Baxer{ Jou 
}roArov 

Joo] . eaovepedarol 
5  JeAgac Fr. 35. -— 

vor Jéedeaz{ 

|. werd.) . ved a 

Fr, 36. - - Fr. 37. + - Fr. 38. 

e tao _ & 

Fragments having blank margin above. 

Fr. 39. Fr. 40. Fr. 41. Fr. 42. 

4 Jxoudf Jerror| Joo. . Ned 

}re . [ So te 8 2S _ & & & 

Fr. 43. Fr. 44. 

kof luo . [ 

Fragment having blank margin below. 

Fr. 45. 

Juod 



Fr. 33. - 

5 
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eof] 
Jaco’ apg[iBé\Baxer [ 

] moAtdy 

jrof.] . was véve Aaroftdas (?) 

] Bug 
wor 

]- evere,.] . ver 

Fr. 35. - 

} efdea 7 

a 

39 
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Fr. 46. © + « « Fr.47. + + + 

| rel yf 
YwBpogral Joadcof 

onvol |  . 

JavbeporBal 7 

JoxeAnarov . [ - ae 

5 jour of 
Jempef 

Fr. 48 Fr. 49 Fr. 50 

Fr51. 2. . . Pr 52. Pr 53s. a Fr. 54. . . « 

ln uw lon{ ori 

len{ it rl veri 

PreShe ie a Fr. 56. oes FE57. es Fr. 58. . 

io if 
rove Jever lef Ww 

Fr. 59... . Fr.60.. . Fr.61..  . Fr,62.. . 

]- orf pa } [ joo 
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Fr. 46. 2 

yrd 
d\uBpoola{ 

ox vol 

] avOéporv Bal 

Jo xéAns lov . [ 

Fr. 48. ° 

}-[ 
] paxdpoy [ 

sf 
(?) wexladopiav [ 

Fr. 47. 

Fr. 49. se 

|s ppaoie 
] dé£ap [ 

61 
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: clea (ean 

Scholia. 

Fr. 66. - © © © «© -« Fr. 67. Bc gt Fr. 68. . 

]-[ ] 
J Jovor . 

Jvoporyev[, revorBurl 4 
ppf.Jrag.) . [- . Japel 

Fr.7o.. . . Bis Jliw a. 4 Fr. 72. . 

Jomohoys[ J.a.[ Javnioy/ 
Joveasd . [ }puxeo[ jwrof 

J-[ paAcyal 

Fr. 74. Fr. 75. . Fr, 76. 
Jerre } oot 

Jeovepug[ Kae 

h 
] 

: Fr.78 . . Bre9Qi 

] } pol 
evel foyo « [ kof 
ef ] 

feo J 
} J 

Fr, 80. Fr. 81, . 

J 
J-(-)-( -lef }rafar[ 

] 
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Fr.65. . . . Fr. 66. 

JoAd{ }-C 
] pavrela[ J 
M.-L Jvopor yev[6 ever Bex[ 
be ae oe Jppl-Jrof.]. [. . Japa 

Jooe.(....}ef. W [ 

al 

Fr.69. . . . PE JOe a es ae Fr. 71. ; 
ob(tws) . [ ] dmodAoye . . ].a.[ 

spoo[ Jou wal @ .[ Jpuxeol 
— eupe jov rovl Pearl 

“[ ce Js Atya [ 

Fr. 73 Fr. 74. ; 
] Jourof 

] Gavepas [ 
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15 

20 

Fr. 82, Col. i. 

noevpavrevopevon 

EnAdeoyL envi. . 
yvoSemvbSap[. .] 

Jororobeoonvinl.}. . 
JpevovrovtroreeXev 
pot 

] 
}rprecavaipe 

]. L-wrarpooxAu 

].. - Katoxpy 

Jebeorparev 

jpac 

J 
] 
}rao 

] 
ko 

pvexpnge 
jxatepoo ; 

].v.. roex{. |x 

Fr. 82, Col. ii. 

Lieeies Joro[. }JrosAnpeo[ 
[. .. }reAccacevPewora03{ 
evurviovdut edéwem rer c, 

omevdovr-exray Cevreiepl 

SatpoviovKeapoAodt 

clorovayaicagap: 

Katroraidexopupaicd 

patvedoyov-wravan| 

25 pl-jomaxpoviwy-rédeico| 

n{. |rpwpevavrdbav-al 

vixadapdavWatc exe ph) 
[. -hror’etdedrroomAayy| 

pépocarévd avepcdog{ 
30 TeKeivTDpghopove pi 

THE OXYRHYNCHUS PAPYRI 

Plate ITI. 

e 

Plate III. 
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VIII. (@HBAIOIZ ?, 

Fr. 82, Coll. i. 

Exp}noev pavrevopive 
EjAGes yielveny 8. . 
}y 8 82 UlvBap[os 

Abya En ixpyoce tara a}ird 5 Gods fivinia)}.. 
5 Jpevov rév wore édev- 

obpevov (1) ) 

d}yjre dvaipe- 
Oévros ]. [ow warpds KAv- 

pévov tnd Tepifpovs (7) }... nal & xpn- 

10 opds mpovrp he orparet- 
erOas ixi Of Bas 

] 
] 
}ras 

J 
hs 
] ov ixppge 

15 idrepos 
].v.. 70d ex[.Jxe( ). 

Fr. 82, Col. ii. 

[rd wOo]s ro[d}ro wAnpes [.....-.- 200000 
[émiJreddvas etOéws, rois 8[2 Tpwot rd ‘Exdfns 
ivydxvioy (a)b rerAdoxXs) bmrede[cOhoerai. 

20 omevdovt’, éxray£é O lep[drarov 
datpédviov Kéap ddoai- 

ot orovaxais adap, 

kal roigde xopudg od- 

pawev Abyov. @ wavdniepoy ev- 

25 pivjoma Kpoviwv, redeis o[D viv trav mdédat 

mielrpwpévay mabay 4- 

vixa Aapdavisas ‘Exdéfla gpdécev dyev(?) 

[dv] aor’ eldev brs orddyy{[vos 
pépoica rovd avép, eWofle de 

go Texely mupdopov 'Epi[ydv 
F 



Fr, 85. 

35 

10 
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Y 3 

exarévyepa-aKxAnpat| 

tMovracdvyverin{ 

mance es *écirrede . [ 

[.... .Jatrepacvrval 
ovregal 

fi es JAempopadeca 

Frs. 83 and 84. 

leveg 
we. [ 

on 
ref 
K{ 
of 
Aorm{ xg letters PAL]-[ 
oof J 
CS a Javderrog ay" easel 

KAcBed.Jexol. 2. 0 Joguow- 

padampafgor. .|xdtao~ 

KAvroipavri{. .jamodAwvor _eyexpu® 

[-}yoperbrepxOovos _HaFobodoyooers{ 

m5 [. ]}répr "oxea. .v _savracearepyxerovol 

Joxpl 

Fr, 86. Fr. 87. » 

\épocdr] oo 

rence, Javorgap{.jy . [. .] 

covA al 
Eat ér a Javrevepyoviepért 

, You \raf. : 
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éxarbyxetpa, oxrAnpg [8 Bia 

“IXtov waody vy éni n[édov 

Katepeiwar gee Se . [ 

Secunia Je répas davalAéov 
obres af 

55 lees, Ae mpopdbera 

Frs, 83 and 84. 

of 13 letters = juAf 

10 PVs cde eawas may & Eros —avr(i 100) waicaly iw dAjeaar (1) 
KALGei{s] éxo[evdcato] odicty, 

pada mpagov [d:)xalos. 
KAurot pdvrifes] ‘AmébdAwvos, yd Xpbo(irnor 7). 

ély®> pty dtp yOoves wiywot’ 5 Abyos bx 

15 otra éxea{voi ems paerely shy 2 al 

Fr, 86. Fr. 87. 

dépeds sr[e Jvwo[ 

ren «xal[ ] dvolgap{ely . [. .] 

Jos ov Aurt[ds (?) a\dévrov Epywv lepdbr[aroy (?) 

djweprdre . [ }ral. .Jévres 

5 of 
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Fr.88. . . tt Fr. 89. . . Bie Q0s? se: Se: cg, 

wep[ Bra y.-[ 

[- oy br[ \icopubpoce pail 
[J]. Ouf : JAxe were 
bok. " proxioy[ 

5). 

BroQls a gm OF PE98-« ep Fr.93. . . . Frgow . . . . 

Jas{ ) }-[ } 
yer] ]. avg } re pr. . sa 

eof lewd Jeauor onl ae on 
kel Jedtoo-s[ Jord ef ] aff. .yoreve{ 

5 ror J.-¢ }-[ J 
Jan{ } wf 
Jon: .J. ¢. 
ate .o..[ : : 

Fr. 95 Fr. 96. ; Fr. 97. . & Fr. 98 

Ouey Opacvo[ pbsa[ } ee [ 

a raxyf } ja. [ 
saseraatr jAcgavd{ Jecao[ 

: jor Jervevol } 

paar 

Fr.g9. . . . . Fr. 100... . Fr. lol... Fr. 102... 

prere J. aL]. Val Jagd 
Ja-vroAdXa{[ Joerau[ Jacof = 

) f{ oes a Bvt 

Fr..103. . . Fr. 304... . Fr. 105... . Fr. 106. . 

over Or ere{ }- af }-[ }raf 

kro - Url Jeo [ Yur 
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Fr. 88. . .. Fr. go. . ke te 

mep(m ae 
[-]Bop ] ladpvOpos epal|vero (?) 

[-]. uf x]érxeL. Je pey 76 

i. Bee a Yhrd xlor[ 

5 )-[ 

Br99-% « 4-3 Bie Q4nie i oe. % Fr. 94. . 

) rt ee } ; dvdlp (?) href Geeta rer 4 ve[tv 

Jord p[ Jeats: op{ yl. »] vee _ 

ja Lbs: rf } Erdos [re Ap{io(rapxos?) alivy rot. 

J. }-[ a 
A -a & x Sa & an Ae 

Fr. 95... Fr. 96 
op Opacds | 

i _ 
ee ] "AAegardp 

5 ] & no peral k mvevo| 
, 

p pas[r 

Fr.gg.. . . 

pred 
Ja° rodda{ 

J [ 

Fr. 103 2 4 

rou dvOpda[ou 
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| TOFs Ss: a. Se a8 Fr. 108... . Fr.r0og.. . Fr. rio... 

} Joood[, J of AL 

a om ri _ 

J 

II Frotiaec « Fr. 113. . Fr. 114. . 

J J ] ] 
J J Jyia ] 
jévaf Jory apir[ J peext 
7 lit. (Yl vos 

115 Fr. 116. . Fr. 117... Fr, 118. . 

ad y }. perf I 
Jrowvel \ea Jao x 
yap [ ar ] 
]-.of ] 

EIQ: 2 ws Fr.120. . 1. 1 Fr. 12%. 22. 

J.ve.[ ] KLE. ( 
el. Jf 

.12% . 6 Fr. 123... Friaq4. 0. Fr. 125. 

} Al J J 
J}. gapl.Jof }[ ] }oGe[ 

j peel 
a ae 
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Fr J07i:c. we 3. & B4 Oe wm OH Fr. 108. . 
] splood&{[ov (? ) 

wipro dx[’] Séprqs Sagrn{gopuxsr (1) ad 
] 

Fr. 112. e e e e e e 

] adv Xapis[erat ? 

yit - (Me 

Frai6:. | « @ %- % 

Br. 324). % -«& «@ 

} 

eet 
lwayo 

] 
] dper( ) 72 

71 
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D Col. i (Fr. 126, Col. i). 

Opposite lines 16-17. 

Te 
Je 
fap 

Col. ii (Fr. 127 and Fr. 126, Col. 1i). 

Fr. 126, Coll. ii. 2 

—— 
n-]aprod¢y 
of -epparor{ 
nirov7| 
wa yerovy[ 
voarifdxér{ 

nvoriow ev, 

npeyadoxorox[, 
waparovore, 

Col. iii (Fr. 

Opposite I. 37. 

ko 

Opposite 1. 44. 

ove, 
Joovvo[.] 

128, Col. i). 

Opposite ll. 40-41. 

Jopove 
}rarou 

}re\Aopeva 

Between Il. 47 and 48. 

Jpuel: -] 
}. 

Plate ITT. 
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IX. [(OHBAIOI4). 

i[Axris dediov, rh rodvoKome poet, 

2[@ parep dupdrov; Aorpoy brépraroy 

s[év dyépe xderrépevoy (~) eOnxas dudxavoy] 

Iilv (s) 

i[lcytv + dvdpdow nal codgias dé6y,] 
[érloxorov drpardv éoovpéva) 

s[CAabvery Te vedrepov 7 wdpos ;) 

1[dAAd oe mpds Aids, larmrocba Oods,| 

s [ixeredm, amrhpova) 

s[els] SA[Bov rivd rpdroo O7nBais,) 
[® aér[via, wdyxowvov répas. 

1[-pa[f- wu —-vu-vu-ws 

sf- -vw-v—-—-vu-v 

s[v}@voo[— — morgpoio 6& oadpa gépes rivés, 

¢}} [xlaprod g[Olow, 7) viderod cbévos 
s Umrlépparov, [) ordotw ovdAopévay 

si) wévr[ov Kevéwmow (uv) dy édow, 

19 tmayerov x[Oovbs, 4 véreov Oépos 
sidart (axbr[@ peor 

f} wériov O(dpos) dv [S vdéros mvei (?) 
f) peyadoxéry [f8ar:... 
 wapd 7d vore[péy. 

9(}) yalay xataxdtoaca Ofces] 

1o[avdpav véov é£ dpxas yévos] 

1[dAogvpopat ovdey brit mévrov péta eloopat] 

Lines 22-33 lost = ep. 2-10, str. 1-3. 

Opposite Il. 40-41. 

Jopous 
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Fr. 132. 

Fr. 134. 
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Two fragments perhaps from this column. 

JefBapf 

J 
‘yo 
} 

Fr. 133. : 

Javraf 
] 
] 
woe 
).[ 

Fr. 131, Col. ii. 

- [JeAAL 
ep[. .)eSo[ 

rnops[ 
Aeyeral 

yvaprr| 
Wavrecai| 

mwarnpoet 

10 Katypuco 

dyfioeratr| 

ToNtaoy| 
acrotre 

Etvoxady 

15 Tar[ 

coral 

epor| 

rivpd. . .Jopevepf 
epidermal. |xéwvod 

20 (evxBeican|.joBdp[ 
viovértrég.|e-rova . [ 

Kduropavreeor aud 

Fr. 135. 

\ooul 
Jorw8arodAw| ‘}rav§f 

ull jrovf 
}"exdexpyryco{ Jord 
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Wavres aif 

mwarip deel 

Kal ypuco| 

dyfioerat: 

moAtdoy{ 

doroict re 

Eevoxadl 

rak[ 

coral 

épdv [ 

tly pely mdlp puv iulep(?) 
éuly de ma{p} xelvois ... 
(evxbeioa niploBdplios... 

uidy ére rég[ek roy a.[ 

 KAvropdyries 7O Of 

Fr. 134. 

J 
KjacrdXuov ¢[ 
Gory 8 'AwdAAal[y 

UcaB[vo (1) 
wal dydpan lxdi[x 

Jir() de 88 Kphrns of 
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5) BeAdoroSeraacel : 5 — poo 
wopdyupol Saw 

|o OnBaompog[ 

J 
Joo Sexakooap:” . [ 

10] 

yy 

Fr. 136. Fr197: Fr. 138. 

)-[ iI Janor[-koul 

Jreoy| }eoxe . 
Ves ceal ] 

6 es —_ 
Jovcas 

Fr. 139. a. % 
]-wo[....... ] 

Jaa. JorovrncavaAdoawo[ 
}ryvaviudaxaraxovewwpayr evel 

Fragments which may belong to either C or D. 

Fr. 140. Fr. 141. . Fr. 142. . Fr. 143. . ; 

] ; }e Jezof ae [ \o-twe 
ep| r : - 
krew{ ] ‘ Tol Joxio[ Jacxof 

veno[ soe : be SS 
lef a 

Fr.144.. . . Fr. 145... Fr. 146... Fr. 147. . 

\e:aof Jerovf lego Je» [ 
Jrevaoper{.) [ Joeor[ reg jor[ 

Wega = Luo. ] }éBof oe 
| -_ 
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5 ojf AeAgot S6er cai «[ 

Jv dpebvupol 
js OnBaias xpoo[ 

Jos. eladdsos 'Apla(rapyxos!) . [ 

10 ] 

Fr.137,. . 0. ~~. Fr. 138. . a ee 

rorJausy [1"] ‘Top{qver (2) 
) &pxe{o@a: (?) J 

) 
J 

]s nal 

Fr. 139. eo ay 

] RPO vaienc ds ] 
}o( ) wal [el}s rdv rijs AbABos wolpOpdv( 1) 

Tois) riw AbAda xaroumotow parreve(obai (1) 

Fr. 144, z 

\xcaof 
Jre twopeivfah. 

preca = [.Jac .[ 

] 

19 
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Fr.148 . .. Fr.149. . . . Fr.150. . 1. Fr. 151. 

} . daaf jay } Jaf 
}-[ ] y } [ 
sos J J ll 

e % ] } [ 

J ) { 

Fr, 152. .  . Fr, 153. . = Fr.154. . . Fr. 155. 

a Jo et 

Fr. 156. . . . Fr.157, . . Fr. 158. 

Jac levep }. ag 
]- oAf * % a 

). eof 

Fr.159. . . . Fr.160. . . . Fr, 161. 

exe"orl }ref jrogo pl 

J ef J 
J — } 

Pr00%. 6 & & & 3 

\radtay . [ 

] evearxdépoval 
sewn wal 

I. For tHe THEBANS. 

1-10. ‘ Ere the pains of old age draw nigh let a man clothe his mind with cheerfulness 
and be content in due measure, seeing the power that is set in his house. Oh joy! 
Now the consummating year and the Hours, children of Themis, have come to the horse- 
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Fr, 152. 

Fr.159. . 2. 2. e, Proi6t. 4% = x ‘ 

Jaxen( ) orf a Tou(yy (7) 

| ] 

Pr.-162;. « «. *« <« 

_ pra Nar | 
] &» «at xdpor af 
] rovr( ) «al 

J 

loving city of Thebes, bringing Apollo's garlanded feast. May he long crown the 
generations of the citizens with the flowers of sobriety and good government.’ 

1. The letter before the lacuna may also be o. For mpi» ... mpiv cf. Pyth. ii. g1—-2 
wpécbe ... mpir. 

G 
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3. lady «.rA. seems to be epexegetical of éwi pérpa, i.e. the more a man has the 
greater should be his thankfulness. olxd6eros is a new compound. 

6 Gepiyovor: cf. Pind. Fr. 30 Ody»... Groxow Ards... a 3€ ras ypvodparvxas ayNaoxdprovs 
rixrey ddabéas “Qpas, 

8. daira gidnoiorépayoy : i.e. the festival of the Daphnephoria, which was celebrated 
at Thebes in honour of Apollo Ismenius every ninth year; cf. Frs. 107 and 129-31. 

g. [rdj» 8¢: or [rajyde, which Prof. Bury would prefer. For épewro: cf. Pyth. iv. 240 
orepdvoci ré vey sroias épertop. 

II. For tHe ABDERITES. 

1-5. ‘Abderus with breastplate of brass, son of the Naiad Thronia and Poseidon, 
beginning from thee I will pursue this paean for the Ionian folk, hard by the shrine of 
Apollo of Derenus and Aphrodite .. .’ , 

1-2. This statement of the parentage of Abderus differs from the common version, 
according to which he was a son of Hermes (Steph. Byz. s. v. “A8dnpa, Apollodor. B26/. ii. 
5. 8). [Naidlos is due to Bury; it would be natural to make the paramour of Poseidon 
a Naiad. Some such epithet as ev«Ados would also be suitable, but that word is too long for 
the space. Abderus is said to have been beloved by Heracles, who founded in his honour 
the city of Abdera after he had been killed by the horses of the Thracian king Diomedes. 
It is noteworthy that, while Apollodorus /.¢. calls Abderus Aoxpés ¢£ ‘Omovrros, according 
to the Tabula Farnesiana (C. I. G. 5984, c. 12 sqq.) he was a Gponsds, i.e. a native of the 
Opuntian Thronium. That city was supposed to have been named after the nymph 
Thronia (Schol. Z/. B §33), and the statement of the Tab. Farn. evidently reflects the same 
version of the legend as that here followed by Pindar. 

@dpaxos was no doubt followed by other words, though there is a short blank space 
after it; watplou was written by a different hand. 

3. [cé6}ev is used as in Mem. i. 4 Addou xacrymnra, céber ddveris Uuvos dpyaras Béper alvor, 
the termination -6ev having its proper ablatival meaning, dwd cod rhy dpxy AaBew as the 
scholiast rightly remarks. Gwoxot ydp «1A. explains ‘Idom. For the colonization of 
Abdera by the Teians in the middle of the sixth century s.c. cf. Hdt. i. 168, Strabo 
xiv. p. 644. 
a [Sc\oéwo: cf. Simonides Fr. 29 xapwidoy pédos Sicdewr, and Jsthm. iii. 21 (iv. 3) dperds 

Tuvp Sudcew. ps could be read in place of the doubtful », but [wa:lay’ d[valjpito, though 
it might be supported by an appeal e.g. to Js/im. vi. 2 S8evrepov xparipa Mowaiay pedéor 
xipvapey, is less suitable to hited 

5. [An|pnvoy: cf. Pindar Fr. 63 (schol. ad Lycophron Alex. 440 Anpalvou xives) Anpasvos* 
rémos oUre xadoupevos éy "AB8npaus, fvGa Anpaivou ’Amrd\Awvos lepov dorty, of penuovever kai IivSapos 
dy Ilaaow. The majority of the MSS. of Lycophron show the spelling Anpaivou, one, Par. A, 
having Aep, A supplement of three letters would suit the papyrus better than one of only 
two, but there is hardly any difference in the space occupied by » and «. There was 
perhaps a reference to the temple after (3hrov [, as in the scholium on Lycophron 2. ¢. 

The papyrus consistently makes this verse end with two short syllables in synaphia 
with the verse following ; the division adopted in the text at the fourth syllable of 1. 6 
has the advantage of placing the syl/aba anceps at the end of the verse. An apparently 
mistaken division occurs also in the fourth line of the epode ; cf. note on]. 25. 

24-36. ‘. . . I dwell in this vine-bearing fruitful land of Thrace; may mighty time 
in future days ne’er weary of a stable course for me. Young is my city, yet I have seen 
my mother’s mother stricken with foemen’s fire. But if a man in succour of his friends 
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fiercely withstands the enemy, his efforts coming to the conflict in season bring peace. 
O Paean, to whom we cry, we cry! may Paean never leave us.’ 

24. vaie: the speaker is the personified Abdera. 
25. The marginal « marks the gooth line; cf. introd. and 659. 67. We transpose 

~ody re wai to this verse in order to avoid the internal hiatus «al eOxapso». 
26—7. Cf. OL viii. 28-9 6 8° érayréAAwr yxpovos retro spdocwy ph adpor, and for éusedos, 

Nem. vii. 5 Moipa rédos éuwedoy apege. 
28-9. par parép’ dyads; i.e. Athens, which took a prominent part in the colonization 

of Teos (Strabo xiv. p. 633, Pausan. vii. 3. 6) which in turn was the parent-city of Abdera 
(cf. schol. on 1. 3 above). The meaningless erexoy of the papyrus requires some such 
emendation as that adopted in the text. The mark of length enclosed between two dots 
over the second syllable of ¢usay was intended to replace or to be an alternative to the 
quantity mark first written. The a is long in ¢usay, short in éusa. Either a long or short 
syllable would be admissible at this point; cf. 1. 65. For «A{ Bury suggests {wie as 
a gloss on «dou. 

31. dpxéow is to be scanned as a disyllable. The marginal note dd» dv raip¢ is a 
bationas: of the text and may be restored in various ways. 

32. Cf. Pyth. viii. 10-1 rpaxeia Svopevdwy tmrayridgaca xpcra. The interlinear ‘&, 
signifying a variant bwayridge, is not certainly by the first hand; the present tense is 
probably sound. In the marginal note opposite this line (and also in that on 1. 34) it 
is not clear whether 8dvaras is used impersonally = ‘The sense of the passage is,’ as 
apparently in the scholium on 1. 36, or whether 4 péx@og is the subject, for which cf. 1. 73 
Sdvarar oupce: droxtevel. 

34. For caraBaivey here cf. Pyth. viii. 78 ‘perpe xaraBaivewy, though whether the verb 
in these two passages means ‘to descend into the arena’ or has a wider sense ‘to 
proceed’ (with seasonableness or moderation), is uncertain. The former meaning is very 
appropriate in the present context. 

37-8. The scholium (8v]vara . . . Afjppa apparently refers to dAxg, though it does 
not seem very apposite. Perhaps 4 should be read for 4; of the following letter only the 
barest vestige remains, but this, so far as it goes, suits the base of ar. In the second 
scholium we suppose that xat, which is in a different hand from that of Ode(v) .. . dwdrais, 
indicates a variant dA«g for the dAcai of the text; cf. 1. 40 Batoug, IV. 4 caro. It is true 
that there is only a very slight remnant of the supposed mark of short quantity above 
adza, but there is certainly a trace of ink which it is not easy to interpret otherwise. The 
remainder of the note cites in comparison another passage of Pindar (Fr. 213), to which 
may be added Jsthm. v. 44-5 rerelysoras 8¢ mdAas wupyos indais dperais dvaBaiver, Why 
the citation is introduced by the word @ew(v) is not clear. Possibly 64» occurred 
in the lacuna before dAxg. To connect 6ew(v) with nat and suppose a crasis of xal alééav 
is unsatisfactory on account of (1) the difference in the hands, (2) the absence of diaeresis 
over s, (3) the difficulty of completing the sentence [- wu katbéov]. A better hypothesis, 
we think, is to regard @¢w{») as a critic who read ada; cf. the references to Zenodotus 
and others in Il. 61, IV. 58, &c. The grammarian Theon, who flourished about the time 
of Augustus, wrote commentaries on poets, and it has been argued from an allusion in 
Schol. O/. v. 42 that these included a work on Pindar; cf. Susemihl, Gesch. der Griech. 
Lix#. ii. pp. 215-7. This view is now corroborated by the papyrus. Dvoror i in the citation 
is inferior to the ordinary reading wWrov and is probably due to the occurrence of Uyiorop 
in 1. 38, where the superlative is appropriate. At the end of that line ‘a is most 
probably the termination of a verb, and ‘orarja: (Bury) has the advantage of being possible 
with either dAxai or dAxg. Other possibilities are yiver|as or perhaps goer a:, though a future 

G2 
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is not so natural; verbs like atpera: or AdAAeras would necessarily involve dAxg. The 
supposed a: may, however, be », though that is a less suitable reading. 

39-44. Bury proposes to restore these lines as follows: pdpvapa: pay [ebrAdpoos 8gohs" 
[pros 3¢ Hocledanoly ylévos troy [wéya’] ray yap dvropévey [rédepov dvra| péper Gat [xpasrvar, 
mupos o\s oédas. For dvropévwv wédepor cf. Mem. i. 67-8 drav Geol... paxar avrid{wow, and 
for dvropévev ... dvra, [sthm. vii. 28 Aorydv dvra dépwv (?) evavrip orparg, This ingenious 
restoration is attractive, but it is not very close to what the scholiast gives as rd »énya. In 
l. 44 the vestige before oeAas would suit o, but a supplement of 14 letters is rather long ; 
xpanvol would be slightly shorter and perhaps clearer. In ]. 41 on the other hand peya 
is hardly sufficient. 

40. The marginal 8afors with mark of length above a drew attention to the disyllabic 
scansion of the word in this passage, as also in Vem. viii. 28. There is no necessity to assume 
that the « was wrongly marked with a diaeresis in the text. 

at. Cf. O21. v. a1 Wocedaviaow tro émrepropevov, and the reference to 4 twwos in 
the scholium opposite ll. 43 sqq. At the beginning of the verse Blass suggested repa dé. 
For the metrical arrangement of the lines here cf. 1. 5, note. 

46. pBovet suggests that ) pavies not kuay te: is the right division. parle» is not found 
elsewhere in Pindar, but pas occurs in PyZh. iv. 159. 

48. The scholium here is difficult and apparently corrupt (cf. ll. 57-8, note), and 
owing to the mutilation of the passage to which it refers emendation is hazardous. The 
termination of the participles in the second line is probably -rag rather than -res; either 
OBpioar or SBpices may be read, and émircBepém is just possible in place of émrie(o8ar) 
Gy 4, but the letters pew would be run together in an abnormal manner. None of these readings, 
however, produces a straightforward sentence, though the general sense is evident, that 
internal sedition gives external enemies their opportunity. oractdfLovras nat wodtredovras 
might be interpreted in the sense of the revolutionaries and the Government, but it is 
not improbable that some word like &adopws (Blass) has dropped out after wodtre{v}ovras. 
To the emendation émride(oOar) Gv (evn there is the objection that the object of émridecda 
should be in the dative, not the accusative, and that either cracui{ovow 8¢ xal rodirevovew 
(8:apdpws) or cractafovreay 8¢ Kai roAtrevovrav (8sapdpws) would be expected. Another remedy 
would be to alter 8é to re and make rods... oracidLovrds (r)e nat modcredovras the subject 
of dBpioan, inserting dere (Bury) before woke. paddov... 4 dfdws would then mean 
‘with more energy, or quickly.’ This also, however, is hardly convincing ; perhaps the 
corruption goes deeper, and something like « 9 d8pis (aipno)e rovs ev rH moka orac. (r)e 
kai (taddpws) moder., woAAG paGddov rods én. émcrid, dv (et)n Geos was really intended. For the 
omission of dy with efy dBpicar cf. e. g. Schol. ad Soph. O. 7. 175 dAdov ew” DAw Bos. A 
dot over the u of uBpicar possibly represents a diaeresis. The first a in oraciafovras 
was altered from an t. 

Whichever view of the scholium be preferred, it seems likely that v8ps or UBpifew 
occurred in the text; cf. the antithesis of rd 8’ eiSovdig «.r.d. in ll. 50-2 with the opposition 
in O/. xiii. 6-10 of “YBpes to Eivopia the daughter of efSBovdos O¢us. Bury considers that 
dévs in some form may also be restored, and suggests [p7 mo UBpts éAcica révde d\ady 
doray |Svonps dféas | moXepious éerdyjo. This may well be the sense, and it is highly 
probable that Jos in |. 50 is an optative termination; but the disparity in the length of the 
supplements proposed for ll. 48 and g0 is too great. 

50-72. ‘But the heart devoted to prudence and modesty ever enjoys gentle peace. 
Such may heaven bestow; the hostile envy of those who are long since dead has now 
assed away; and it is right that a man should take to his forbears a lot rich in glory. 
hey gained by war a bountiful land and stored up wealth beyond the borders of Strymon, 
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the hallowed nurse of wild Paeonian warriors; but an adverse fate fellon them. Yet they 
endured, and the gods at last joined in accomplishing their desire. He who has wrought 
a good deed is made illustrious with praise ; and to them came surpassing glory against 
the foe before Melamphyllum. O Paean, to whom we cry, we cry! may Paean never 
leave us.’ 

go. The letters Az in evBovdrac are corrected. 
52. For éyxeipevov cf. 669. 48 (Pindar, Parthencion) by Oddcoow eyxepa, and for AddA« 

Pyth. xi. 53 paxporépp 8p reBadora, aiei is the correct Pindaric form when the first syllable 
is long. 

54-6. The éovos is that of the gods, traceable in the early vicissitudes of the colony ; 
cf. I]. 63-5 and Pyth. x. 20 pbovepais éx Gedy perarpomias. The schol. takes rav...as equivalent 
to ésl rois . .., but the genitive is more naturally explained as simply objective. The 
reading of the third line of the note is far from secure. ‘The second o of mpo@avovrwy in]. 56 
of the text is corrected from «. 

57-8. The meaning is that the descendant of ancestors who had shown such a good 
example should himself carry to them the tribute of a nobly spent life. Cf. Nem. vi. 46 
éxei oh (sc. the bards) Ailaxi8at éropoy toxov aicay dperds dmovevipevos peyddas, which 
the scholiast explains ére:dy atrois yopryiay wapéyovow éraivoy ol Alaxida. The scholium 
on the present passage Sei [rots &|@X(o1s) «.7.\. gives a practical interpretation which diverges 
rather widely from the general precept of the text, though it is not out of harmony with the spirit 
of the passage. It seems necessary to suppose an omission of the final ¢ of rods and 
péXAov}ras; for other mistakes in the marginalia cf. 1. 64 and note on 1. 48. 

61. évxaréOnxay: cf. Theognis 276 xpypara & éyxarabyjs. The interlinear insertion 
apparently indicates the not very important fact that a critic whose name began with 
Ar wrote ¢yxaré6jnxav. Which of the commentators on Pindar is meant is however 
not clear; the name is nowhere written out in full, and several other abbreviations occur, 
which may or may not refer to the same person. In the present passage there is ap with 
an angular mark above p, in Fr. 134. 9 (cf. Frs. 82. 35, 94. 3, and 129-31. i) ape; elsewhere 
we find a or ap followed by a » having a vertical stroke drawn through the middle: 
for the former cf. II. 75, VI. 89, for the latter VI. 181. a{ in VIII. 35 may also well be 
one or other of these forms. If they all represent a single name, then that of Aristophanes 
of Byzantium is the most probable. But since Aristarchus, Aristodemus, and Aristonicus 
were also Pindaric critics who are quoted in the extant scholia, and four different compendia 
occur in the papyrus, it is not impossible that there may be references to all four scholars. 
At any rate it seems preferable to differentiate the group having a », and here there is 
the choice between Aristophanes and Aristonicus, a grammarian who flourished under 
Augustus and therefore not too late to be mentioned in this manuscript; cf. the possible 
allusion in II. 37 to his contemporary Theon. On the whole we are inclined in view of the 
greater importance of Aristarchus and Aristophanes to suppose that ap and apo stand for 
the former, aps’ and ay’ for the latter. Some support for the expansion of apy’ as Aristophanes 
is to be found in the Paris Alcman papyrus, where in ii. 3 the analogous compendium 
apx no doubt stands for ’Apicrapxos, apior® in i. 32 probably representing 'Apscropavns. 

63. For rpopod- cf. Pyth. ii. 1-2 Zupdcooa . , . dvdpay inmay re oidapoxappay Satpdveat 
rpopoi and VI. 14 below. The scholium on 4Ada «.r.A. apparently refers to the failure 
of a previous attempt by Timesius of Clazomenae to establish a colony at Abdera, 
recorded in Hdt. i. 168 Tuznowos ericas obx andyyro GAN’ ind Opnixwr éfedabeis ...; Cf 
ll. 54-6, note. 

65. tedoGow: or rédols ddbyxay ? 
67. The final » of evayopuuow has been deleted (by the first hand ?) by a cross-stroke 
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and a dot placed above, but is necessary for the metre. @A¢ye intr. has a similar sense in 
Nem. vi. 38 wapd KacraXiav re Xapirwy éoréptos dpady préyev. 

69. MeAdugvAAov is not otherwise known. According to Pliny, H. M. iv. rr. 18, 
Melamphyllus was the name of a Thracian mountain, and possibly this is here 
meant. 

73-80. ‘“ But they shall put him to confusion when he has come near the river, matched 
with a small array against a great host.” It fell out on the first day of the month; and the 
rosy-footed maiden, kindly Hecate, brought tidings of the word which was about to come 
to pass. And with her...’ 

"3-5. The future indicative in @vpee seems unintelligible except on the view that these 
three lines give the substance of an ancient oracle, which Blass suggested may have run 
in some such form as aAX’ drdérav rorapq cxeddy ZAby 8) rare hupca evreot ody Basoias woNvp 
arparov... The author or occasion of the prognostication was probably named in the 
lost marginal note opposite ]. 73. The second o of podorra was corrected from a and 
the final a has also been altered. éy is a Doric form for ¢ov: cf.e.g. C. 1. G. 5774.117, &c. 
tyres, Alcman ap. Eustath. Od. p. 1787. 43 sapévroy. If our reading is correct, the form 
in the present passage had the sanction of Aristophanes (?), there being also a variant é&, 
of which the meaning is not easy to see. The supposed a is however doubtful, the 
remains being an oblique stroke which might be taken for a grave accent. But a grave 
accent here would be mistaken, and the papyrus is distinctly rubbed, while the analogy of 
VI. 89 is strongly in favour of the reading in the text. 

Bury suggests that the word beginning with o in the scholium here and at 1. 105 may 
be the name of the people with whom Abdera was at war, and proposes to make them 
the Thracian Odomanti; but the vestige of the letter after o does not well suit 8. 

17- poumene{a is applied to Demeter in O/. vi. 94, where the epithet has been supposed 
by Boeckh and other critics to refer to the red colours of harvest ; but no such allusion can 
be claimed in the case of Hecate, and no doubt in both passages the adjective is used like 
podénnxus of personal charms simply. 

In the first line of the scholium the letters taken for «AA are blotted and apparently 
corrected ; perhaps pdxn'v was the word intended. 

79. ¢0é\ovra = péAdopra, a use which, though not actually found in Pindar, has good 
classical support, e.g. Hdt. i. 109 ef OeAnoe: dyaSqvas 4} rvpavvis. The scholiast gives an 
erroneous interpretation. dri rov) (cf. VI. 59, Paris Alcman iii. 11) is written as’ 
in Fr. 84. ro and IX. 35. 

81. The object of xadéovr is probably Apollo, and éxara-|8éA}e, as Bury suggests, 
is a likely supplement. 

96-108. ‘,..the songs invoke (Apollo) on fragrant Pindus, and by the lofty rocks 
of Parnassus the glancing-eyed maidens of Delphi set the fleet-footed dance and sing 
a sweet strain with resonant voice. And for me, O Abderus, accomplishing gracious glory 
of noble deeds, may you prosper the horse-loving host with a final war. O Paean, to whom 
we cry, we cry! may Paean never leave us.’ 

97-102. Cf. VI. 15-8. dui inl. 97 does not imply more than vicinity, the scene of the 
choruses being of course Delphi. | 

8. 9 in vypAac was altered from an a. 
99. lAckebwi[Sele (cf. Pyth. vi. 1 OAumomdos ’Adpodiras) is a very doubtful restoration. 
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The accent and the # are on the main fragment, the xe being on a smaller detached strip 
which extends from this point as far as 1. 106 |e wpo8d ; and though metre and sense 
make the place of this strip in Col. viii sufficiently secure, its exact position at 1. 99 is 
not certain. The recto being blank gives no assistance. The objection to the reading 
row is that the accent would be expected to fall more to the right than it actually does ; 
of the letter before the supposed only a tip remains, and ¢#r would be palaeographically 
rather more satisfactory. The letter after r is represented by the merest speck. It must 
also be noticed that the supplement [eds] scarcely fills the lacuna, and [xadukémdes (Bury ; 
cf. Homer, #7. Dem. 8, &c.) would in this respect be more suitable, though on the other hand 
in ll. 102 and 104 also somewhat short supplements in a similar position seem to be justified 
by the context. 

100. xad(xég] can hardly be avoided, for xAq{, which might be read, gives no possible 
word. Though at first sight a not very appropriate epithet to apply to the song of maidens, 
a good parallel to xad{xég] here occurs in Anth. Pal. ix. 505. 15 oxdrreo yadxeopewvoy 
émomépyovoay aadny Medwouemy, while the use of xdAseos of the human voice is as old as 
Homer, e.g. E 785 Zrévrop . . . xarncopdvy, 2 922 dea ydAxeov Alaxidao. Cf. the name 
Xadxtomn, and III. 94, where xaAxéora apparently occurs. 

10K. xedadfeivpe: Or xedad{dovlrs; but the papyrus gives xporeiiyr: in VI. 18, and cf. 
Bacchyl. viii. 43 olxetor. x Of yAucuy is over an erasure. 

102~—3. The right restoration of this passage is not obvious. If the emendation 
xpofi[Bld{o. were adopted in l. 106 (cf. note ad Joc.) a satisfactory sense would be obtained 
by reading [yap e}ixAda [ray cdl» xdpw ; cf. the conjunction of y6dva and orpard» in IV. 42, 
and iperépay ydpw in VIII. 37. But the word at the end of 1. 102, where a bacchius is 
required after 8¢, would remain a problem, Before the lacuna any round letter may stand, 
¢, 6, 0, o, @, or w, and the letter preceding, if not e, must be a, next to which is part of 
a vertical stroke suggesting « or »; further to the left the top of an acute accent is 
recognizable. The meaning of yap» moreover is quite uncertain, and the word may well 
be taken with e]i«Aéa, when it might mean ‘gladness,’ as in Pindar Fr. 75. 2 ider’ dv yopdy 
(cf. 1. gg above), "OAvpssos, dre re kAurdy wépwere xdpw, Geol, or ‘glory,’ as in Jsthm. ii. 19 
KAewais . .. xapirecow, or even ‘song, as in O/. x. 78-9 érovuplay yap... xedadnodpeba 
Bpovray, &c.; for evxAea in connexion with the last sense cf. e.g. Mem. vii. 16 xdurais éréop 
doWais. Possibly, indeed, the marginal 1{}v) g8hv really alludes to xdpu, though being on 
a level with 1. roa this gloss is more naturally referred to [»éulov, The reconstruction 
adopted in the text was suggested by Bury; it is close to the data of the papyrus and 
appropriate in itself, though xai in 1. 104 seems rather otiose. poll of course is Abdera. 

104. The second = in irroydppay seems to have been corrected. 
105. Perhaps [otek as Blass suggested, though this produces a mixture of metaphors, 

and barely fills the lacuna (cf., however, note on 1.99); Bury would prefer [o@ Sig. On the 
allusion in rodéy@ redev[railp cf. introd. p, 17. 

106. Blass wished to omit the final s of wpo88}a{oe and so make Apollo the subject 
instead of Abderus. This may be right, but the mutilation of ll. 1oa-g renders the 
correction hazardous. Our restoration assumes that the text is sound, 

Fr. 5. The fifth line shows that this fragment belongs to the foregoing paean, and it 
may come either from Col. ii or Col. vii. L. g, however, cannot be brought into direct 
connexion with Fr. 2, i. 1 by reading "AB8{%'pots. 

III. 

4. }o{[: there has perhaps been some correction, but o is clear. 
8-9. Ovde[vra. . . |Bapdy: cf. Pindar Fr. 75. 3 doreos duqaddy Ovderra. 
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12. There is a small mark rather high above the o of aodas, but it may be 
meaningless. 

13. rlily: Apollo is addressed, x, being an epithet like ypvodrofe or ypucoxdya 
OF xpucoxaira. There would not be room for a broader letter than « between r and ». 

15. ZeAdvas: a mention of the moon-goddess seems appropriate in this context. The 
epithet €&dcdyrvg is applied to Semele in the only other passage where it occurs in Pindar 
Fr. 75. 20). 
a thie line is the rooth from II. 25, which is marked in the papyrus as the gooth 

line in the roll, and therefore « (= 1000) would be expected to appear in the margin here. 
Presumably it was inserted at the top of following (lost) column. The extent of the gap 
after 1.17 is accurately determined by the occurrence of » (= 1200) in the margin opposite 
l.7 of VI. Of the intervening 200 lines, 125 are accounted for in the papyrus; there are 
therefore (assuming that the » is correctly placed with relation to the. at II. 25) 75 lines 
missing, ie. § columns of 15 lines each. Since the strophe of III contains at least 
18 lines, it is improbable that the 102 lines which separate II and IV were divided 
among two poems, and it may be safely concluded that the first ro lines of Col. xv 
belong to III. : 

94. xadx\éor’: cf. note on II. 100. The superscribed variant aiAés is more probably 
right than avddy. 

95. Schol. The letter between the supposed A and uv seems to have been altered, but 
is probably intended for o; there is not room for [xr|(Aov. 8 might replace A, and perhaps 
806 should be read. 

99. joAar[...] may well be -o:}o Aar{ois}, but a combination with Fr. 28 & Babu{[ croc! 
Aarfois] | ije wai (cf. Pindar Fr. 89 Babifevdy re Aare) is shown by the recto to be iad: 
missible. Fr. 47 (8a4ju{ér[ac)o) is also unsuitable. 

ror. |8ofrje: or 8° dye? 

IV. For tHe Crans to DE os. 

1-2. Blass suggests the very attractive restoration [Td» dxecpexdpay re xai| “Apremy, 
[% Aare, Aard re xopelioopa, comparing Jsthm. i. 7-8 xal rdy dnetpexdpay SoiBov xopever év Kip 
augdipurg ov rovrins av3pdow, which is most probably a reference to the present paean. 
The future xopevoopa: occurs in Aesch. Ag. 31. 

3. es is probably the termination of a participle -dpev}os. 
4. The adscript caro indicates a variant é3xmcero. It is in a different hand from the 

rest of the note; cf. p. 15. 
12. The accent on ayaxdea is somewhat doubtful. 
13. The sense of the scholium is plain, though its right restoration is a matter of 

uncertainty. The slight vestiges before wa suit p» better than a, and pia is therefore pre- 
ferable to Kap8|aia. 

14. é&Aalxtvwroy: or Bpalytvwroy (oracle ap. Strabo vi. 262), when some other supple- 
ment than dAa@éws, which is somewhat long for the supposed size of the lacuna, will become 
necessary. 

15. It is noticeable that the letters wyoca occur in the same position of the correspond- 
ing verse of the second strophe, 1. 36. 

16. Perhaps wedjéxew: cf. 1. 37 where medéxew stands in a corresponding verse, and 
note on 1. rg. 

20. lyévow is an allusion to the fishing industry of the Ceans; cf. the passage from 
Isthm., i quoted in note on Il. 1-2. 
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21—53. ‘ Verily though I live on a rock I am known for prowess in Hellenic contests, 
and known for some display of the Muses’ art; verily too my acres bear a measure of 
Bacchus’ life-giving cure in extremity. I have not horses nor share in the pasturage 
of kine ; but neither would Melampus leave his fatherland to lord it in Argos, nor lay aside 
his gift of divination. Hail, hail, OQ Paean! The city and comrades of a man’s home and 
his kinsmen are dear, and bring contentment. In happiness remote from foolish men 
I praise the words of lord Euxantius, who when his fellows were eager refused to rule or 
to take the seventh share of a hundred cities along with the sons of Pasiphaé; and he 
spake to them his prophecy: “I fear war with Zeus, I fear the crashing Shaker of Earth. 
With thunderbolt and trident sent they once the land and its whole host to the depths 
of Tartarus, but left my mother and all her well-fenced house. Then shall I, in pursuit of 
wealth and thrusting aside into utter neglect the decree of the blessed ones for our country, 
have elsewhere a great possession? How would this be quite secure for me? Dwell 
not, my heart, on the cypress-grove, dwell not on the pastures of Ida! To me little is 
given, a mere shrub of oak, but I have no lot in trouble or strife.”’ 

22-3. For the hypallage of ‘EAAaviow which in sense belongs to déOAw» cf. e.g. 
Pyth. vi. 5 Uvésdvxos tpvwr Onoavpds. The athletic prowess of the Ceans is emphasized 
in Bacchy]l. ii. 6 sqq. do’ ev creervp adyén "Iobpod .. . éredei€aper EB8opyxovra oly aorepdvancy, 
vi. 5-7 Kéov devody wor ’Oduprig wv€é re cal orddsoy xparei| cay] ; their service to the Muses was 

witnessed by the illustrious names of Simonides and Bacchylides. 
24. The scribe at this point changed or mended his pen; the writing in the first three 

lines of the column is markedly larger and coarser than those which follow. 
25. Only a tip of the letter before «as remains, but 7 is not enough to fill the space, 

and m was probably written by mistake, although the smooth breathing shows that there 
was no confusion with 7. The breathing, however, is imperfectly preserved, and might be 
taken for the second half of a superscribed y, in which case something other than » must 
be supposed to have stood before eas. 

Atalyicjou: we owe this reading to Mr. Nairn, who suggested Ato[ytc|ov, comparing 
Bacchyl. vi. § dpmwedorpépoy Keov. After & any round letter would suit the remains, but 
only o or » will give any likely word. A:d[@ey slov is a possible but less attractive alterna- 
tive. Aso[adérjov would be an unlikely epithet of dyaxavias, and Ardpriov, besides being 
unattested, would not fill the lacuna. 

26. Piddwpov: cf. Soph. Phil. 1162 Bid8wpos ala, The scholiast’s explanation ‘ given to 
life’ is not happy. 

28-30. This is not the ordinary form of the myth concerning Melampus as given 
e.g. in Hdt. ix. 34, Apollod. i. 9. 12. 8, which represents him as sharing with his brother 
Bias in the sovereignty of Argos. It is, however, noticeable that the later kings of Argos 
traced descent from Bias through Adrastus, not from Melampus. Besides Py/h. iv. 126 
there is a reference to Melampus in 426. 12 é€ “Apyevs MeAdp[mous, which may be Pindaric. 
MeAdpmos is accented in the papyrus as if it were MeAdprovus. 

29. mwarplij8a: sc. Pylos. 
29-30. There is a break in the papyrus after apyes, but sufficient margin remains after 

the s to indicate pretty clearly that the line is complete. It is therefore inadmissible to read 
[aro|Ocyevos; but though rider6a in the sense of droriferOa: is not found elsewhere in Pindar, 
such a use does not seem impossible; cf. the phrase 6éc@a ra SétAa meaning to lay down 
one’s arms, and Aristoph. Zyszs/. 312 Odpeo6a 8) rd gopriov. Or, as Bury observes, béuevos may 
be taken outside the negative and mean ‘having made his own, adopted’; cf. maida 
OicOa, &c. 

34. The letter after 8 is either ¢ or o. 

el a, nc cient aan 
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35. dvjacros: cf. e.g. Nem. iii. 33 Undets dat, Pyth. iv. 89 "EduaAra dvaf. But the 
reading is very doubtful, and we adopt it without much confidence. The surface of the 
papyrus is damaged, and if « is right, it must be supposed that the lower diagonal stroke 
has entirely disappeared, giving the letter more the appearance of v. The a also is not 
very satisfactory, for rather more than the speck which actually survives would be expected 
to be visible. We had also thought of (@’] airés, but that is a weak alternative. 

Evgayriov: some fresh light is thrown in the following passage upon the legend of 
Euxantius, which was treated at length in the unfortunately mutilated first ode of 
Bacchylides. An outline of the story is given in some scholia on the /é:s of Ovid, where 
it is said that Macello (Macedo, Macelo) and the other daughters of Damon had showed 
hospitality to Jupiter, and were therefore spared by him when he destroyed the Telchines, 
of whom Damon was the chief. Subsequently Minos arrived, and became the father of 
Euxantius by Dexithea (Dexione, Dexithone), one of Macello’s sisters. The poem of 
Bacchylides (written for a Cean victor) begins to give a connected sense at the point when 
Minos arrives in Ceos and weds Dexithea ; his treatment of the earlier part of the story 
can be only vaguely conjectured from a few scattered fragments. But there is one other 
reference to this legend which has an important bearing upon the present passage of 
Pindar. It occurs in Nonnus, Dronys. xviii. ll. 35-8, which in the MSS. run as follows :— 

Znva nal "AwddAdX@va poy feinoce Maxedd\wy 
* * # # * 

eal @deyvas Gre wdvyras aveppi{ace Bardooy 
vygoy GAny» rpddorrs Siappntas ’EpociyOav 
dporépas épudage xal ov mpynte rpralyy. 

There is a lacuna between 1]. 35 and 36, which contained a substantive agreeing with muj, 
and the only necessary alteration in the traditional text is the simple correction of Maxd\\o» 
to MaxeAAd. The emendations adopted in A. Kichly’s Teubner edition (1857), rpawé{n for 
MaxéAXwy and dudorépovs for auorépas, are put out of court, as Jebb remarks (Bacchylides, 

. 444), by the /é7s scholia. But what are the Phiegyae doing in this context? Jebb suggests 
d. ¢.) that Nonnus here alluded to two distinct legends: (a) the destruction of the Telchines 
by Zeus, (4) that of the Philegyae by Poseidon (Euphor. Fr. 154 ap. Servius Aen. vi. 618 stratus 
Neptunus percusstt tridente eam partem insulae quem Phlegyae tenebant, et omnes obrutt). But 
the striking similarity of language in the lines of Nonnus and the present passage of Pindar 
(cf. vavor Dany... epvdrdage with ll. 41-5 pit strongly suggests that if Nonnus was not 
copying Pindar, he was at any rate following the same tradition. The wjcos can hardly be 
other than Ceos, and unless the appearance of the Phlegyae is to be ascribed to a confusion 
on the part of Nonnus,- which would be a rash assumption, it must be concluded that 
one form of the legend brought the Phlegyae and Telchines together at Ceos, and represented 
their destruction by Zeus and Poseidon as simultaneous. 

The introduction of Euxantius into this paean shows that the obscurity of the myth 
is somewhat exaggerated by Jebb (Bacchylides, p. 449). Bacchylides’ reference to Ceos as 
Evifavrida vacoy (ii, 8) might of itself be taken to imply a rather wider currency than Jebb 
admits, Euxantius’ refusal to leave Ceos for a share in the kingdom of Minos, as narrated 
here by Pindar, is an entirely novel feature, 

36. éraiveo’: the corresponding word in the antistrophe (1. 46) also begins with the 
syllable éx- ; cf. note on 1. 15. 

37. dxardy: cf. Jad B 649 Kpnrny éxardpmodiy. 
38. pepos éBdouoy: Pasiphaé is credited with four sons, one of whom, Androgeos, 

predeceased his father Minos (Apollod. iii. 15. 5—7). If Pasiphaé’s sons had a double 
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portion, a seventh share would remain for Euxantius. But Minos had more children by 
another marriage. 

The transposition of the second syllable of victjow is required for the correspondence 
with 1. 48. Blass thought that it would be an improvement to place the final syllable -cw 
also in this line, and transfer pos in 1. 49 to the previous verse. At the end of the second 
line of the scholium Na{ohod/n is a possible reading, but the letters are much mutilated. 

39. répas may be explained as referring to divine interposition described in ll. 42-5, 
and there is no need to emend to yépas. 

42-4. Cf. note on I. 35. 
44. parépa: i.e. Dexithea ; cf. note on 1. 35, Bacchyl. i. c. 8, Apollod. iti. . 2. 
46. sAobrou wapav: cf. Nem. v. 30-1 vupheias éxcipa . . . ebviis. 
48. A point has been inserted immediately below the line between @ and J, this being 

the only instance in the papyrus of the use of a low stop. If [wa]: (Bury) is rightly restored 
in l. 49 the neuter duredow must be taken as referring vaguely to the preceding sentence. 
Blass proposed to read [oa]: (cf. Pindar Fr. 221) and insert od before dia», Zuwedov being 
adverbial as in Pyth. x. 34 &» Oadiats tumedov . . . ’AwddAwp yaipe, The abnormal accentua- 
tion of exe might be explained as a survival of the lost negative ; but the punctuation would 
make the synizesis of éyw; (ov) particularly awkward, and the sentence (ot) . . . «ep 
would be weak. To read [ode without (ov) and regard the words as ironical is also 
unsatisfactory. 

The quantity of « in Alay may vary, but it is short in the only other Pindaric instance 
(Pyth. i. go), and is more likely to be the same here. There is a similar ambiguity in 
the corresponding syllable of the strophe 1 38 vio} (for the short quantity cf. e.g. 
Nem. vi. 2§ a 

49. [wa]s: the corresponding syllable in 1. 39 is short, but there is no great objection 
to a syllaba anceps here, and the difficulty would be still slighter if woe were transposed 
to the end of the preceding verse ; cf. note on 1. 38. 

50-3 = Pindar Fr. 154, quoted by Plutarch, De exil. 9. p. 602, where the MS. 
tradition is now shown to be very corrupt. The lines there appear in the following form: 
d\appay xuwdpiogor Pildew dav 8¢ voudy Kpnras wepitalay dyot 3’ drlyow pew yas dédoras, Sbev Adpvs, 
wevOear 8 obx axov ovdé oraciwe. Hermann altered wepidaior to wepidaioy, but that rather 
obvious correction is the only one proposed by modern editors which is confirmed by 
the papyrus, and the passage affords a good illustration of the precariousness of the attempt 
to emend lyrics where the metre is uncertain. The genesis of some of the corruptions 
is now apparent: Ade» was added to explain éa, and the proximity of this infinitive led 
to dav dé for ga &. The construction being thus obscured é ¢pn» (dpdv) would easily 
become ¢dadpdy, which fits in with the general sense of the passage (simplices Liberalium 
hominum deliciae, says Schroeder) ; and Kprrae no doubt came in from the margin ; cf. the 
scholium of the papyrus. With regard to the latter part of Plutarch’s citation the new 
evidence is somewhat ambiguous, but fortunately just sufficient is preserved to enable, with 
the help of the metre, a satisfactory restoration to be made. At first sight, what remains 
of the two topmost lines of Col. xix appears to belong to the main text, the writing being 
of the normal size; but to this view there are grave objections. Sora: must represent 
Plutarch’s é3ora, which is required by the metre in the middle of the verse, as also is 
@iaxoy in the second line. But in the first place the break down the left side of the papyrus 
follows a practically straight line, and therefore something of lines 54 and 56, containing 
10 and 132 syllables respectively, would be expected to remain; the papyrus, however, 
is blank until 1. 58 is reached, where before }repe ag many as 13 syllables have to be 
supplied. This disproportion is too great to be accounted for by collocations of vowels 
or variations in the size of the writing (cf. note on 1. 24). Secondly, there is not sufficient 
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room in the lacunae to the right of Il 52—3 for the completion of the verses. We therefore 
prefer to suppose that the remnants of ll. 52—3 are marginal variants added by the first 
hand, in favour of which, moreover, there is the positive consideration that before Aaxo 
in 1. 53 is a blank space large enough for 14-2 letters. The size of the writing is no 
doubt something of a difficulty; but analogous cases occur at V. 38, VI. 83, 172, 
Fr. 20. 28, where marginalia have been written by the original scribe in letters not 
appreciably smaller than those of the accompanying text. 

To turn to the reconstruction of these two lines, modern criticism has rightly been 
suspicious of 8» d3pus, which produced no tolerable sense, and is now shown not to 
scan; but attempts at emendation have been wide of the mark. After &¢|8ora the papyrus 
has a clear 6 followed by a curved stroke, which pretty certainly represents either a or @, 
and given the metrical conditions (- — vu “) Blass’s 6dpvos 8pvds seems convincing ; this 
involves the ejection of the superfluous pév yas, which was no doubt added as an explana- 
tion of ddéyov. To alter ddiyor to ddiyos is unnecessary, and the suitability of the epithet 
might be called in question. A certain species of oak is still the characteristic tree 
of Ceos, and the acorns are the chief commercial product of the island. The metre of 
the last verse may be restored by means of a few simple alterations. What stood in the 
original text in place of &é8ora: @du»os remains a riddle which is not likely to be solved. 
The 6 above x of Adyof» is also difficult. There is a dot to the left of it (to the right is 
a lacuna) indicating an alternative reading; for a similar variant on a variant cf. V. 38. 
(%)Aaboy would not give a sense. As for Adxol», the writer may merely have wished to 
emphasize the possibility of the division 8¢ Adyor as against & Zayor, and it is therefore 
unnecessary to suppose that a different verb figured in the text. 

In connexion with xumapicoor and the remark of the scholiast it may be noted that, as 
Bury reminds us, the Cretan péAabpov at Delphi mentioned in PyZh. v. 39 sqq. is described 
QS xumapicowor. 

58. Zn(vddores): cf. VI. 55, &c., and note on II. 61. The reading of the variant here 
attributed to Zenodotus is unfortunately doubtful. The 8 may be a, and the diagonal 
stroke of the supposed » has disappeared, what actually remains suggesting rather pt. It 
is noteworthy that xeap.{ apparently occurs three lines below, where a proper name is 
expected. But no name Kedptos or Kédpsos is known, and Kedptoy fpe would not scan in 
l. §8. There is a further difficulty about the w of npw, the left-hand half of the letter having 
vanished, while the surface of the papyrus is apparently intact. If not w, the mark in 
question must be simply a mis-shapen point, and xe8vdv fp could be read; but this is an 
unsatisfactory alternative. 

60. We can find no other trace of this statement concerning the sons of Euxantius. 
A Kéos in Salamis is mentioned by Hdt. viii. 76 of dugi ryv Kéov re xal ryv Kurdcovpay 
reraypevor, another in Boeotia by Lysimachus in Schol. Soph. O. C. 91, but both were quite 
obscure. Kéwy for Kéw cannot be read. 

61. xeap .[ and uid(s) «rd. below are in a different hand from that of rwéls... 
xatlgxnoay, Keap .( may be a personal name, but the writing is indistinct, and there is 
possibly a correction. The letter after p may bet; cf. note on 1. 58. ’Oveirns was a son 
of Heracles and Deianira, but he does not seem to fit in with the context. For d]»(r) rov) 
cf. e.g. 1.4; an alternative restoration is “Aparogd))(18), but in the other probable instances 
of that name the » is not written above the line; cf. note on II. 61. 
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V. To Detos. 

1. Cf. Soph. O. Z. 154 lnue AdAte Tardy. 
15. A verse has dropped out here. Possibly the marginal insertion opposite 1. 45, 

NavSepou ‘Epex(Odos) alxAov, is misplaced and really gives part of it, for those words have 
no bearing on the context there, and they happen to coincide metrically with the conclusion 
of the missing line. alxXov is obscure; alxAos according to Hesychius meant al ywrias rov 
BéXovs, aixdkoy was a Lacedaemonian word for deixvoyv. Pandorus was a son of Erechtheus ; 
cf. Apollod. iii. 1g. 1. 

35-48. ‘, .. they took Euboea and dwelt there. O Apollo of Delos, to whom we cry ! 
They made homes in the scattered isles where the sheep abound, and laid hands on 
far-famed Delos, for Apollo of the golden locks gave them the body of Asteria to inhabit. 
O Apollo of Delos, to whom we cry! There may the children of Leto graciously receive 
me your servant, to the honeyed sounding strains of a glorious paean.’ 

36. d\ov: the subject is of dwd ’A@nvay “Imes, as indicated by the context and the 
remains of the scholium opposite 1. 35. 

38. There is little to choose between the alternatives depeunAous and modvpnAous, though 
in favour of the latter must be set the fact that this compound occurs twice elsewhere 
in Pindar (O/. i. 12, Pyth. ix. 6) whereas epéundos is not otherwise recorded. The MSS. 
show the same variation in the spelling of -pyAos at Ol. i. 12, but the form with 7 is 
preferable. 

39. The scribe began to write a round letter after epwxvdea and then corrected 
it to ar. 

40. wy in amoAXoy COIT. 
42. "Aorepias Béuas = Androv, Asteria, sister of Leto, was turned into the island of 

Delos, which is sometimes called simply Asteria, e. g. Callim. Ded. 300; cf. Fr. rg. Il. 21 sqq. 
below, and Nonnus 42. 410 ’Aorepiny 8 eBiwxe xal éxAero viros épnun. 

44. &6d pe: trochaic (and sometimes also spondaic) words followed by enclitics 
received two accents according to the grammarians, and instances of such accentuation 
are found in MSS.: cf. Ktihner-Blass I. p. 341. Other examples in this papyrus occur 
at VI. 87 and 132, Fr. 93. 4; cf. the Berlin Corinna papyrus, Berl. Klasstkertexte V. (2) 
XIV. 1. 16 ravicd my, 2. 89 Sdxpov re. 

45. Cf. Pyth. viii. 18 edpevet vow Revdpeaoy @exro. On the marginal addition cf. 
note on I. 15. 

48. The papyrus is so rubbed that no part of the addition in the margin, which is 
in a good-sized hand, is clear. It is doubtful whether there were really letters at the 
two places marked by dots outside the brackets, the traces of ink at those points being 
very slight. 

VI. ‘For tHe Derpnians To Pytuo.’ 

1-19. ‘By Zeus of Olympus I pray thee, golden Pytho famed for prophecy, and 
ye Graces and Aphrodite, to receive me at the sacred season, the spokesman of the tuneful 
Pierides. For I hear that there are wanting men to dance to the music of the Castalian 
fount by the brazen-gated stream, and am therefore come relieving thy townsmen’s need, 
and furthering mine own honour. I have obeyed my heart as a child his kind mother, 
and gone down to Apollo's grove, the home of garlands and festivity, where oft by 
the shady pivot of earth the maidens of Delphi beat the ground with nimble foot as they 
sing of the son of Leto.’ 
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1-6= Pindar Fr. go, quoted by Aelius Aristides ii. 160 (ed. Keil). Hartung was right 
in attributing the lines to a paean, but wrong in connecting them with Pindar Fr. 148. 
A marginal asterisk similar to that here occurs at the end of a poem in the Bacchylides 
papyrus vii. 54 (Facsimile Col. xiv). 

3. Alocopat Xapirecar(y): a(s)oopac Xdperés (or -ds) re MSS., emended by W. Canter. 
5. xpévey, the traditional reading (xape U, Boeckh) accepted by Keil and Schroeder, 

is confirmed by the papyrus; 6pévp Schneidewin, Ty. Mommsen, Christ, xop¢ Bergk, 
Hartung. (d6eos xpovos here means, as Keil points out, the season of the Pythian festival 
(lepopnvia a Tvbids, C. I. G, 1688. 44, &c.) ; cf. Nem. iii. 2 é» lepopnvia Nepedds, and the Delphic 
paean to Dionysus, B.C.H. xix. 393 sqq., ll. 3-4 nptvalis lxod raiod’| lepais év Spas. The syllable 
-vp occurs in the same position of a corresponding verse at 1. 87, and -ovw- at 1. 127. 
Other similar correspondences in this paean are ll. 6 and 128 -ay, ro and 132 -e», r2 and 
134 mais, 15 and 137 ro&t rore, 16 and 138 xopas eopa, 17 and 139 mapa oxicerra kardoxor, 
88 and 128 dxvapnroy d8opxoy, 98 and 138 -pos; cf. ll. 51 and 112 Geoiar [6¢\os. 

6. Either doi&por (so Aristid. MSS.) or dodipe» may be genuine. The interlinear 
w is not certainly by the first hand. Utepio» for Usepido» MSS., emended by Canter. For 
spodaray Cf. Bacchyl. viii. 3 Movoay . . . spoddras. 

”. The marginal » marks the r2ooth line; cf. II. 2g, and note on IIJ. 17. The 
brazen lions’ heads mentioned by the scholiast do not appear to be otherwise known; that 
he calls the stream the Cephisus, which was on the northern side of Parnassus, is also 
strange. 

8-9. A meaning somewhat different from that given in our translation would be 
obtained by connecting KacraXlas with déare and yWédor with yopevows: ‘I hear a sound of 
dancing in which men are unrepresented,’ i.e. the maidens dance alone (cf. ll. 1g 8qq.). 
This construction is preferred by Bury. 

10. Of the variants a{A}ééo», the reading first written, seems the best (cf. e.g. OJ. xiii. 9 
drdgew “YBpw); dpyyer is used in the same way by Aeschylus and Euripides (e. g. Afed. 
1275 dpnga ddvoy . .. réxvow), but not by Pindar. défw» would not give the requisite 
sense. xartd xowvold] in the marginal note below refers to the zeugmatic use in this passage 
of ddégew, which with the acc. means ‘ ward off’ and with the dat. ‘assist.’ The rough 
breathing on the ¢ of gras in the papyrus is unusual. 

14. tpopoy is far preferable to the marginal exduréy. Cf. II. 63 and Pyth. i. 1-2. 
18. The correction of xporei[prs to xporéovr: is necessary metrt grata. With wodl... 

[Gog] cf. IT. 99 xopdy [raxyt}roda: [raxek here would be less suitable to the size of the lacuna. 
5°. Perhaps déar[dros gs] (Bury), with a reference to ll. 87-9, or dips for gps if the 

shortened final syllable of etpupapérpay in 1. 111 is regarded as illegitimate ; cf. note ad loc. 

51-65. ‘The gods are able to persuade the wise of these things, but for mortals it 
is impossible to find the way. But since ye have received this as your ordained right, 
O maidens sharing alike in all things with your father whom the dark clouds hide and 
Mnemosyne, hear me now: my tongue is fain to pay its best and sweetest honey-tribute 
when I have gone down to the broad lists of Loxias at the festival of the gods. For 
sacrifice is made for All-Hellas the glorious, which the Delphic folk prayed (to be saved 
from?) famine...’ 

51. Oeotos is a disyllable, if 1. 112 is rightly restored. It is noticeable that the scansion 
of [@eds in that line is similar. 

§2. wieiy is metrically preferable to weibay if the restoration of |. 113 is correct. 
54. The end of this line is a crux. pAcloa is inevitable, since po, though imperfect, 

is practically certain, and o and o are so close together that there is room for only a very 
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narrow letter between them. Since the Muses are evidently addressed it seems obvious 
at first sight to write Mofiloa; but then the difficulty is to find a plausible restitution of 
the preceding dactyl and a construction for sdyra in 1. 55. It is simpler to suppose that 
polijoa: is the termination of a feminine participle in agreement with rapéému and governing 
gdyra, Yet even on this hypothesis some alteration of the text appears necessary. The 
letter after wr, if not o must be another «, which gives no word. At a short distance from 
this is a vertical stroke which we suppose is the second upright of an »; it might also 
be y, «, r, v, or the first half of » or w. With any of these letters, however, with the doubtful 
exception of r, there will be a short preceding lacuna to be filled (e.g. o[.}{), and the 
metre will be wrong. To the reading adopted there is the objection that part of the 
diagonal stroke of a » would be expected to be visible ; but the surface of the papyrus 
is damaged, and the diagonal stroke may have been drawn somewhat higher than usual. 
If eSppor’ in 1. 115 be scanned as a disyllable, as written in the papyrus, the alternatives 
remain of regarding ico . . pooas aS a compound verb, in which case the termina- 
tion is incorrect (? lrofo}iéoftloa: cf. eg. Isthm. viii. 35 ddedgegiow, and Bacchyl. 
i. 34, where the papyrus has \SoAct for SoAéo:): or of supposing le .. to conceal ica 
and reading [o(a) [véJuo{cloa, the sense of véyew being the same as e.g. in OJ. ii. 12 
& Kpome wai ‘Péas, é0os OAvprov vépor. But the « of toos is short elsewhere in Pindar, 
though it is lengthened in the compound lcodaipay, Nem. iv. 84; and hence we have 
adopted with some hesitation Bury’s proposal to write éépor’ in 1. 115 and insert ye after 
too», The errors in the papyrus are commonly due to omission of letters; and diaeresis is 
neglected e.g. in]. 77. 

55- Only the top of the supposed 7 of (Z})(vd8eros) survives. A variant xeAavepei seems 
to be indicated, but xeAaswepei produces the right correspondence with |. 116. xedawedis 
is a Homeric epithet of Zeus not elsewhere so used by Pindar. The Muses were the 
daughters of Zeus and Mnemosyne ; cf. Fr. 16. 11 below. | 

57. teO\uc»; sc. the inspiration of poets, rd mBeiv copods (I. 52). 
58. A comparison with |. 119 shows that the mark of short quantity above pu» is 

erroneous, 
59. mpoxéey els is only one of several possible restorations ; xeAadjca: e. g. would also be 

suitable, els being unnecessary with xara8dvra (cf. Pyth. iv. 55 Wvtoy vady xaraPdvra), 
A difficulty, however, is raised by the note dr(ri tod) ddrov, which would seem to imply 
that its author did not construct dwroy with an infinitive coming after yAvewr, The reading 
of Zenodotus is unfortunately beyond recovery; it ends with a sloping dash which might 
mark an abbreviation or belong to an hastily written ». For the language of 1 59 
cf. Lsthm. i. §1 yAdooas dwrov, and Ol. v. 1 dwrov yAuxiy. 

60. eipvy shows that dyéva has a local signification as e.g. in O/. x. 24 dy&va . . . Acces, 
dy dpyaigy oduars map UéAcros . .. éextiacaro, The analogy of this and other passages 
is in favour of the correction Ao€ia. 

61. Ocdy Levig = Ocokevins, In the following lines the institution of this festival is 
referred to the occasion of a famine,—a fact explained in the mutilated scholium but 
apparently not otherwise recorded. The local cults of Apollo were frequently brought 
into connexion with deliverance from such visitations, e.g. Pausan, i. 3. 4, where a statue 
to Apollo adegixaxos is said to commemorate the plague in the Peloponnesian war, and 
viii, 41. 8, where Apollo érexotptos at Bassae is explained as émxovpnoayrs dv vdow Aoidder ; 
cf. also schol. on 1. 125 below. 

68-9. Fr. 48 would in some ways be suitable here,—Kpor[ie wu wu mat] paxdpey | rpiram 
(cf. Aesch, Prom. 169 paxdpey mpiravs), but the difference in the colour of the papyrus and 
the disparity in the size of the writing are decisive against this combination. 

72. (IvPerdher: cf. Pyth. v. 105. The transposition of the first syllable from the 
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preceding verse is required by the metre ; 1. 93, the corresponding verse in the antistrophe, 
as originally written was also a syllable short. 

14. UdvOoos was a priest of Apollo at Delphi and subsequently at Troy; cf. Verg. 
Aen. ii. 319 sqq. For Aavady «.r.d. cf. Lsthm. iii. 54 (iv. 36) waiderow ENAdvoy, S00 Tpoiavd’ 
«Bay, 

“5. For the shortened first syllable in Tpwia cf. e.g. Mem. iv. 25, where the MSS, have 
Tpwiay as an anapaest. But several editors substitute Tpoiay, and the interlineation in the 
papyrus shows that the question between and o in such cases is an ancient one. A 
shortened » (with no variant) occurs in 1, 178 sa|rpwiay or Tpwiay, 

77. wdis [Znvos: i.e. Athene; cf. O/. xiii. 77 Znvis éyxexepavvou mais and, for the 
allusion to Diomedes, Jiiad E 115 sqq. The occurrence of mais as a disyllable here is 
of interest in connexion with the corrupt passage in OJ. ii. 76, where mais has been 
conjectured, and 659. 70 (Pindar, Partheneton), where the probability of the vocative di 
is now increased. 

78-123. ‘(Diomedes), whom the far-darting god in the mortal form of Paris smote 
with an arrow and estopped from battle. And straightway he put off the capture of Ilium, 
quelling by a bold deed of blood the doughty son of dark-tressed Thetis of the sea, the 
trusty defence of the Achaeans. What was his strife with white-armed Hera, as he matched 
against her his invincible power, what with Polias! In return for their great pains they would 
have razed the city of Dardanus, had not Apollo been on guard. But Zeus, the ruler of 
the gods, seated on the golden clouds and peaks of Olympus, dared not relax the decrees 
of fate: for high-coifed Helen's sake must the flaming fire’s ray blot out wide Pergamon. 
And when they had placed in the sore-lamented tomb the mighty corse of the son of Peleus, 
went messengers over the sea-waves and came again bringing from Scyros Neoptolemus, 
great in strength, who sacked the city of Ilion. Yet saw he not thereafter his kind mother, 
nor roused he forthin the fields of his fathers the horses of the Myrmidons, a brass-accoutred 
host. He reached the Molossian land hard by Tomarus; but he escaped not the winds 
nor the far-darter with the broad quiver. For the god swore that he who killed aged Priam 
when he had sprung upon the altar in the court should come to no comfortable path in life 
nor reach old age; and he slew him, as he strove with the attendants about their allotted 
rights, in his beloved enclosure by the broad pivot of the earth. Oh hail, hail! Now for 
the paean in full measure! Oh hail, ye youths!’ 

78-80. Cf. Jad A 369 sqq. Homer, however, does not ascribe the wounding of 
Diomedes by Paris to any special intervention of Apollo. The a of 8eua: is corrected. For 
d[xaBddos cf. 1. 111 below; the rough breathing is probable, but not certain. 

81. Either "Ady or ‘IAiov may stand. The genitive is more natural, but it would 
therefore be less liable to alteration. 

83. The metre shows «vavor\éeoo to be the right reading. Both xvaydéwAoxos and 
xvaréxopos are draf elpnyéva. xvavowddxayos is a favourite word of Bacchylides. 

84. A dot has been placed above and below the 8 in @eridos indicating that it should 
be omitted. O¢rios is the Pindaric form ; cf. O/. ix. 76, Zsthm. viii. 52. 

87-9. For daca... doa cf. Ol. xiii. 107 “Apyet & daca rai év OnBas, Scar’, ..paprupnoe. 
In the Jad Apollo appears consistently on the side of the Trojans, Athene on that of 
the Greeks. 

87. épge: the Doric aorist is sufficiently common in Pindar, and hardly deserved 
a note; cf. e. g. 1. 133 éyyudAcker. 

88. Both a grave and an acute accent are placed above the a of as. }epede», the former 
being enclosed between two dots like the letters of variants (e.g. ll. 81 and 83). The 
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purpose was to indicate a choice between the alternative readings ds{rlepel3av (grave accent) 
and dx{r’(a)} épei8ey (acute). Editors write dvrepeioas in Pyfh. iv. 37. A similar double 
accent is found in 1X. 17. 

89. dca: the variant goca attributed to Aristophanes implies a sy/laba anceps at 
the beginning of the verse, but the syllable is short in the other surviving instances, ll. 7, 
68, and 129. 

npé = dvri, a sense found in a line of Philemon doiAcs mpd dovAou, Serrdrns mpd Seanérov 
according to Bekker, Anecd. p. 112; cf. mpofpyov, Ol. x. 23 tpywr mpd ravrwy Biorp paos i8 
perhaps a parallel ; deri rover occurs in /sthm. v. 25. 

QI. éxpaXo\v: expabey Pap., but there seems to be no reason, as Bury observes, for 
dissociating Hera and Athene here, and the singular may easily have come in from the 
adjacent verbs. 

92-3. The final o of oAvpwoco was added at the beginning of |. 93 after « was written. 
The omission may have been simply an oversight ; but the papyrus is damaged at the end 
of 1. 92, and it is possible that the final o was at first placed there, and then deleted ; cf. note 
onl, 72. There is no sign of oAvprov having been the original reading. 

94. avajAjey: for the Doric infin. cf. 1X. 36 curdyer, Ol. i. 3 yapver, Pyth. iv. 115 
tpapev. oxomos is used as in Nem. v. 27 Mayviray oxomov (Acastus), &c. 

95 sqq. Cf. Pyth. xi. 33 apd’ ‘EXevg rupobevray Toor. 
iixdpp : cf. Pyth. iv. 172 tcxaira, an epithet which according to Boeckh vigorem ef 

robur indicat, according to Fennell, who compares Thucydides i. 6. 3, refers to an eastern 
fashion of wearing the hair. The latter explanation would suit the present passage. The 
accent on the o is not quite certain. 

96. A small difficulty occurs at the end of this line. The supposed « is doubtful, 
but to read etpi dlivréoa: is unsatisfactory not only on account of the hiatus but because 
a space between v and a would remain unaccounted for. W¢pyapos (Ol. viii. 42) meaning 
Troy is always feminine wherever the gender is determinable, and therefore edpi{r] is 
inadmissible unless it be here declined as an adjective of two terminations on the analogy 
of 67Avs and 78s. On the whole we prefer &:\gor@oas (Soph. Zrack. 881), and it is possible 
that an a was actually written after &, for though there is no trace of ink the surface of 
the papyrus is worn, a is long in dioroty in the only other Pindaric instance, Pyfh. 
iii, 37. 

97. adopevos was a slip, perhaps due to rupos. The s is practically certain. 
99. There was certainly one letter, probably either « or (better) », immediately after 

-éa, and some traces of ink beyond may belong to a second. UnAeiéay would be intelligible 
whether »xvy was taken adjectivally or in apposition with the proper name; but the genitive 
is more likely to be correct. 

So far as the general appearance of the papyrus and the recto is concerned, Fr. 66 
might be placed near the end of this line in the gap between Cols. xxix and xxx; but there 
is nothing in the scholium which suggests any connexion with the text. 

107, The marginal numeral is placed midway between this and the following line ; 
1. 107 is the rooth from the preceding g (I. 7). 

108, As the text stands yuAx. [S}uAo» is in apposition with trwovs. There is not room 
in the lacuna for [@ SJuAroy: perhaps xaAxoxopy[or |i» (6°) [5]. should be read, but the particle 
is not necessary. 

109-10. Cf. Nem. vii. 35—7 Tpidpou adAw Neorrddepos éxel mpdbew .. . 6 & arondéuv 
Zxupou pév Gyapre, wAayyGevres 8 eis "Eupay txovro, Modogaig 8’ euBacirevey criyow xpdvoy, At 
the end of 1. 110 the choice of supplements seems to lie between pab}ev (cf. Mem. vii. 17-8 
cohol S¢ pédAovra rpiratoy aveyov Fyabov), and @Aaéler, the former being more suitable to 
d\péuous, the latter to éxu8vdov. é[Aablev has the advantage of explaining the mark of short 

H 
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quantity which is visible above the lost vowel, and might naturally have been added to 
obviate confusion with @néev, whereas with gzaéey no mistake could arise. Cf. moreover 
Pyth, iii. 27 ov? Habe cxondy (sc. Apollo), Vem. i. 37 ob Aabdy ypuvadépovoy “Hpay. The 
first three lines of the scholium perhaps contained some reference to Aegina or the 
Aeginetans. It was the following passage concerning the death of Neoptolemus which 
gave offence in Aegina; cf. note on Il. 117-9 and introd. p. 20. The three lower 
lines, which are in a different hand, are so nearly effaced that the obliteration seems 
intentional. 

113. The scribe has marked the final syllable of etpudapérpay as short, which, if correct, 
implies the existence of a form in -a side by side with that in -as (PysA, ix. 26), as in the 
case of inmdérns and imnéra ; cf. époorpiawiy in Py/h. ii. 12. 

114. Cf. Pausan. iv. 17. 3 Neowrodéup yap rp ‘AytAAées aroxreivayrs Uplaynov ém +7 
éaxdpq rou ‘Epxeiov ovvérece xai atroy év Aedgois mpos rp Bape rot 'Awd\Awwos droopayyva, and 
Vergil, Aen. ii. 499-553- 

115. uv, wv. 2. ww: cf. Fr. 19. 24. Fluctuation between the two forms is common 
in the MSS. of Pindar. Mommsen and Bergk practically eliminate pw in spite of a 
consensus of tradition in several passages. je stands alone in II. 73, Fr. 19. 26 and 
Fr. 131. 18, my in IV. 15, Fr. 82. 32 and IX. 47. 

117—9 = Pindar Fr. 52, preserved in the scholia on Vem. vii. 94 xaddou yap drodoyeiaGas 
BovXera: epi rov Neomrodépou Gaydrov mpds rovs Alywrras' éxeivos yap yrivro rév UivSapoy Gre 
ypapow AeAgdois rdv ratava En dudirodAotes papydpevoy pupiay wepl ripay arodw@Adva: Cf. th1d. 150 
peuhbeis ind Alywnray éwi rq Soxeiy év watdow elreiy roy Neowrddepov emi lepoovdig eAndvbeva: eis 
Acrghous, viv Someparodoyetra: elrrdy dre ovy lepoovdAdy eredcirnaev GAN trép xpedv piroripners avypeOn. 
The papyrus proves the antiquity of the mis-spelling pupa» which Boeckh, comparing 
the following words of the schol. on Vem. vii. 94 ove epnoe... GAXd mepi ray vopLopeven 
ripay rois AeAdois, was the first to correct to potpeav. The letter after v is not indeed certain, 
but the remains suit p better than any other letter and are not consistent with 6. pvpsay 
cannot be defended ; and the choice rests between Boeckh’s emendation and the reading 
attributed in the margin of the papyrus to Zenodotus, Hv@a». The latter gives an excellent 
sense and may well be right, but it appears on the whole more probable that Ové:ay 
was an attempt to emend pupiay than that pupay was a corruption of an original Muéay. The 
interchange of v and os is too common to require illustration. paprdpevoy, if not to be 
explained by the supposition that the citation was made from memory, must be a gloss 
on [8npslafdpevov. Snpudfopas is not attested, anpidopas (8npioua, Ol. xiii. 44) being the regular 
form; but we can suggest no more satisfactory restoration: ayriad{ev is not used in the 
middle voice. 

For «[pleav in the note opposite these lines cf. Mem. vii. 42 xpedv vey twep pdxas fhacev 
dyriruxovr’ ayip paxaipg, and Schol. on |. 150 quoted above, which also illustrates 4 rév 
Xpnpdtey «.r.d. 

119-20. The size of the lacuna shows that a syllable is missing at the beginning 
of 1.120. The reading xravé|uew attributed in the marginal note to Zenodotus would be 
metrical ; but a finite verb would be much more natural, and it is probable that the oblique 
construction has been wrongly carried on from Hl. 115—7. At any rate a future not 
an aorist infinitive would be expected to balance ifémer. ravépew is therefore very likely 
a graphical error for «rdvew év, due to the influence of xraveiy in the text; the homoioteleuton 
would of course make the loss of ¢» particularly easy. jim «ravepew is hardly certain, but 
is more suitable than ». 

121-2. The metre requires 2) ij in 1. 12a, fj only in 1. 122. 

123-40. ‘An island of glorious name thou retgnest amid the Dorian sea, bright 
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star of Hellenic Zeus! Therefore will we not lay thee to rest without a feast of paeans, 
but thou shalt receive our surging songs, and declare whence came to thee the god who 
guides thy helm and thy care for the right of the stranger. He who brings all things 
to pass in their diversity, the far-seeing son of Cronos, placed in thy hand thy happiness : 
by the waters of Asopus he once carried off from the threshold the deep-breasted maiden 
Aegina ; then the golden tresses of the mists hid the shaded ridges of your land, that upon 
the immortal couch .. .’ 

123 sqq. The abrupt transition to Aegina, which is addressed in the following passage, 
is in the Pindaric manner. The point of connexion is to be found in the Aeacid ancestry 
of Neoptolemus, Aegina being the mythical home of the line, as narrated below in the 
legend of the birth of its founder. This pointed juxtaposition of Neoptolemus and Aegina 
helps to explain the soreness of the Aeginetans at what appeared to them an unfortunate 
description of the manner of .Neoptolemus’ death; cf. note on Il. 117—9 and introd. p. 20. 
But they certainly had no cause to complain of the tone of Il. 123-32. 

dvopaxAtra is quoted from Pindar by Schol. T. on Jitad X 51 ( = Bergk Fr. 301) 
perhaps from the present passage; the feminine termination is also found in pavowudvra, 
another Pindaric epithet of Aegina (Vem. v. 9). For Aapect cf. Nem. iii. 3 Awpi8da vacov 
Atyway, and Pindar Fr. 1. 3. 

124. $épera: in the marginal note probably means ‘ is found in’, of a reading ; the word 
is so used in an unpublished Oxyrhynchus fragment of Apollonius Rhodius with scholia. 

125. Asds ‘EAAapiov: cf. Nem. v. 10 wap Bopdy marépos ‘EAXaviov, and for the marginal 
note cf. the schol. ad loc. gaol yap abypod more m{ovros my ‘ENAdda, for O¢ KaraxAvopod, 
ovvedOdvras rovs “EAAnvas xaOixeretoas roy Alaxov ws dvra maida Aids éfarncac6a ray rére 
avorayray xaxmy thy lacw, rovrov S¢ evédpuevoy arobepanedoa rd Sed xai otra da rhy ris 
‘“EAAddos cernpiay ‘EAAHvov mapa rois Alywhras retipnoGas Aia. 

128. ddopmov: cf. Pindar Fr. 124 @ €paray dynw (Syxnp’ (?) Boeckh) dosday rovrd (rot) repro 
peraddpriop. 

129. poéea: cf. Aristophanes, Zy. 546 atpec& airg@ wodd rd pobor, The word is 
especially appropriate, like »avmpuramy in ]. 130, in the case of wave-washed Aegina. 

130-1, vavmpuravw and Gepiferor are both drag elpnudva. On the latter cf. Ol. viii. 20-3 
Atyway . . . tvba Séreipa Ards feviou wapedpos doxeira O¢us toy’ avOpanav, Nem. iv. 11-12 
Alax:day niswupyov os, dicq fevapndi cowdv péyyos, Nem. v. 8 pitay Eévev dpovpay, and Fr. 1. 3-4 
vépovras (sc. the Aeginetans) ov O¢usp obd¢é dixay Leivav iepBaivovres. 

In dperdy two short syllables appear in place of a long one (I. 9 #Adov, |. gt 
’Awd(A|Alwv); the same variation occurs in the case of the same word in the epode at 
1.176. Bury notes that this resolution supports the traditional reading in Vem. iii. 14, 
where ante in a similar position in correspondence with a spondee has been commonly 
rejected. 

132. Cf. Lsthm. v. 52 Zevs rd re xal ra véwet, and Pind. Fr. 141 6eds 6 navra revywr Bporois. 
133. The variant ¢yyvddsfow would presumably imply wai for sais, producing a hiatus. 

The indicative is no doubt correct. 
134. The correction of vdar: to iddreocs is necessary for the metre. Asopus was the 

father of Aegina; cf. /sthm. viii. 17 sqq. didupas yévovro buyarpes 'Acowridoy Srddrarat, Zyvi re 
Bor Bacwdi, & rav pév... o€ 8 (sc. Alyway) és vacor Olvoniay éveyxdy xowparo, 

135. n[or’ djré: or perhaps n[06’ u}ré. BabvxoAwos is an epithet of the Muses in 
Pyth. i. 12. Cf. Babdfeovos. 

136. d[valpéyaro: this verb is usually written avepetrecOas (dynpeiavro J]. ¥ 234, &c.), but 
the form dvepeduevos is found in Bekk. Anecd. p. 401, and dpérw akin to dpnd{w and rapere 
would seem to be etymologically correct. 

H 2 
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138. The meaningless and unmetrical expvyaray of the papyrus perhaps arose from 
a dittography of wa. 

172. wowd is an alternative reading. The mark of short quantity rather suggests sowwai 
as a variant on wowa, but a final « was certainly not written. 

175. In the absence of the context there are no means of deciding between ye and the 
v. d. ve. 

176. In dperds U U — = —-; cf. note on Il. 130-1. 
178. alrpwiay: or | Tpwiay ; in either case the @ is shortened ; cf. 1. 75. 
180. »» is apparently a variant for way, There is a short blank space between the 

final » and the very slight vestige of the following letter, which was perhaps the initial of the 
name of the critic who supported the reading. 

182-3. maidy: saavy Pap. According to Ahrens, De dial. Dor. p. 26, wasdy, ‘lav, &C., was 
the Doric accent; but different systems may have obtained among grammarians. If 8 = 
‘and ’ the acute accent shows that an enclitic (ros?) followed. 

The Zenodotean reading recorded in the margin is obscure. The letters are for the 
most part clear. 

VII. 

1. If dérlepas (Pindar Fr. 109. § mevias Séretpay) is right, the Muses or Graces are 
addressed. 

3. avAdy probably means ‘temple’; cf. em. iv. 24 “HpaxAéos é\Biay mpds abdas. 
4. In front of the cross at the beginning of this line are some ink marks which might 

represent ws, but are more likely to be accidental. 
12, dy = avd, 
15. mpd Boplod (-y[d»v?): or wpoBay!ios ; cf. Frs. 129-31. 20 below. 
16. |rapo| is written slightly smaller and less regularly than the adjoining letters, and is 

possibly part of a marginal entry. 
17. xeAd|8noay adddy: cf, Fr. 16. 5 nehadijcab’ Jpvous. 
18. evayrns is not found elsewhere except in Apoll. Rhod. iv. 148 evavréa doiva 

époppny. ; 

B. Frs. 16-25. On the general characteristics of this group of fragments cf. introd. 
p. 12. Whether any of them belong to Paean VII, or, if so, which, is doubtful. There 
are some resemblances in rhythm, but no correspondence can be established. 

Fr. 16. §. xedadijoa@’ is probably a variant for some other verb. The conjunction of 
the words xeaStjoaG" Juvous here is noteworthy in connexion with Vem. iv. 16, where Bergk’s 
emendation of the traditional dpvor xeAddnoe xaddinxov to vidy «x. x. has been accepted by 
Bury and Schroeder. Cf. VII. 17 xeddSnoav aiddy. 

6. Possibly car’ duafirdy, as in Pyth, iv. 247: only the scantiest traces remain of the 
word between «}rroy and duaé. 

4. Zupias: the first letter seems to be o rather than o, or Oovpiass would be an easier 
epithet. Cf. Aesch. Pers. 84 Zupidy & Eppa didxwv, and for dy’ imros cf. e.g. Ol, i. 41 
xpucéaorw dy’ irros. The doubtful v may be r. 

8. mjravév: cf. Plato, Phaedr. 246 E Zeis ddatvwy mrnviv appa. The supposed r is 
represented only by the top of the crossbar, which might belong equally well to e.g. 
y OF o. 

10-7. ‘(I pray) to the fair-robed child of Uranus, Mnemosyne, and to her daughters 
to grant fullness of resource. For blind are the minds of men, whoever without the maids 
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of Helicon seeks the steep path of them who walked it by their wisdom. To me they have 
handed on this immortal work .. .’ 

10. Some word like érevyoua: is apparently to be supplied in the lacuna. For eiwemAg 
~.. rdpaleloi r cf. VI. 54-6 and Jsthm. vi. 74-5 xépas ypvcorer\ov Mvapoovwas, 

11, edpayxaviay: cf. Jsthm. iv. 2, where the word means rather abundance of opportunity 
than resourcefulness on the part of the poet. The latter sense is more appropriate in the 
present passage. 

13-4. dvdpev ...[Sloris: so Ol. iii. 10-1 vicovr’ én’ dvOpdmous dada Grin... 
15. If &Gd»}rev is right the sense seems to be dorss epevvg ri» Babeiay dddv r&v edOdyreay 

airy rais atray aopias : ‘whoever emulates the masters of poetry must be guided by the 
Muses.’ The allusion is perhaps to Homer; cf. Fr. 17. Bury would prefer to connect 
dint rd with [dlovs and clopias with épew{g, which gives a less involved sentence, but 
makes éA@é»}re» awkwardly placed. ¢A&dv}rw», however, is insecure ; the doubtful 6 may 
be « or o, and y may replace r. To write codias d3év (cf. VIII. 4) would be a slight 
simplification, but that is hardly warrantable. For faGeiay cf. Pyth. v. 88 ddds Babkciay 
néXevOov drolyav. 

16. The paragraphus marks the commencement of a new metrical section. If Fr. 16 
belongs to Paean VII this section will be an epode, since the metre of 1. 16 differs from that 
of VII. 1. 

17. sdvov seems to be the right reading ; wépov would keep up the metaphor of déd» in 
1. 15 (cf. Lsthm. viii. 16 Biov sépor) but combines less easily with 8]ie8c[xay] dédvar{oly. 

Fr. 17. The appearance of this fragment suggests that it is closely connected with 
Fr. 19, though whether it should be placed somewhere in Il. 1-9 or belongs to the succeed- 
ing column is doubtful ; the recto is consistent with either position. A suitable collocation 
could be produced by making Fr. 17. 1. 1 the next verse to Fr. 16. J. 17 and connecting 
srévov with ‘Oujpov; the papyrus being broken immediately above the latter word, there is no 
means of determining whether that line was the first of a column. 

Fr. 18. The beginning of 1. 10 in Fr. 16 seems to be a rather likely place for this 
smal] fragment. 

Fr. 19. The first column of this fragment may follow immediately on Fr. 16. Such 
@ position would suit the recto, which on the other hand indicates that Fr. 16 is not to be 
placed next to Fr. 19, Col. ii. 

2. Sédrou: cf. Kaibel, Zpigr. 185. 10 ‘Opunpov 8edrow and 471. 1-2 “Opnpos dyno’ év 
deArors. The occurrence of 8é\rou here may be a mere coincidence, but perhaps affords 
a slight additional argument for making Fr. 16 and Fr. 19, Col. i successive columns, and 
placing Fr. 17 at the top of the latter. 

10. The scholium indicates a reference to Leto; cf. 1. 12 and Il. 20 sqq. 
12, Either éxa¢p|you or éxa¢plyp, as shown by the accent. Cf. Pyth. ix. 28 éxdepyos 

Ardy. 
16-8. Whether Fr. 20 should be assigned to this column is very doubtful ; ¢ecaro is 

not very suitable to the context in Il. 20 sqq. The fragment is unlikely, owing to its 
difference in colour, to belong to Fr. 19, Col. i, but it may be the top of the column 
represented by Fr. 21. In the first line of the scholium it is tempting to read rhy Aq [ov 
Adyes “Aloh{e}piav (cf. V. 42, note), but though the supposed w is quite uncertain and could 
well be r (or y or c), there does not seem to be room for ore between the a and p. 

18. Only a short horizontal stroke, which we take for an elongated base of a 34, is 
visible before the lacuna ; it is too near to the line above to be a paragraphus. 
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20. meicou[e: v. J. weiBopas, indicating that weivoua is from meibe» not macxev. The 
speaker is Asteria, as the next lines show. 

21 sqq. Cf, Callimachus, De/. 36 sqq. add’ dderos weddyecow erérdees, obvoya 8 fy ros 
’Aotepin rd wadatdy, eel Babiv fAao rddppoy otpavdbey Hevyovaa Atos ydpov dortp: ton. Something 
corresponding to ydyov has to be supplied in |. 21 after é@éAdioa, and } perhaps = é$n; but 
this use does not occur elsewhere in Pindar, and Bury would interpret # here on the analogy 
of Pyth. iv. 57 4% pa Mnvelas éréwy orixes, where however the reading has been called in 
question and # is taken by some critics as equivalent to én. 

22. Koiov 6vyamp: i.e. Asteria, not Leto. 
23. Of the last five letters the bases only remain; dé¢do{:}ka seems to be right, but m or 

y might be read in place of the following « Some infinitive such as A¢yesy or Gdew seems 
to be required to complete the sentence, though this profession of scepticism on the part of 
the poet is curious; contrast Py/h. x. 49-50 Gedy redecavrav ovdey more caiveras tuper 
dr.oroy. 

24. For the variant »» cf. VI. 115, note. In the incomplete state of the text it is 
difficult to decide between the claims of ¢» and d». The a is probably by the original 
scribe; whether the overwritten » in this line and v in the next are also due to him is much 
more doubtful. 

25. evayéa, v. /. etavyéa: the dot to the right of the interlinear v is lost. The present 
passage is one of the few authorities for the spelling evavyys, which Hemsterhuis wished 
to restore in all passages where the word means ‘clear’ or ‘conspicuous. In Arist. 
De Mundo 5. p. 397. 16 one MS. has evavyéoraros, and evavyia is found as a variant on 
evayia in Iambl. Protrept. p. 152. 23. It does not seem possible to read the first letter 
of the scholium as ¢, and if Javayd is right, the stem must be vavay-, which would pre-— 
sumably be another v. 4, although the entry is in the small cursive hand in which 
explanations, not variants, are commonly given, and vavay- in any form would produce 
a difference of metre. The supposed ye could equally well be ». 

26. For the name ’Oprvyia cf. e.g. Apoll. Rhod. i. 537 3 wou dy Opruyin (ev r9 Ando 
Schol.) and Schol. Lycophron 401 4) Anrots ddeA) “Aotepia devyovca riy rod Ards pigs 
peréBadrev daurjy eis Sprvya xal fAaro els ry» Gddaccay nai éyévero vijzos, ris ex ravrns ‘Oprvyia 
kal ‘Aotepia éxadeiro. re is clear before ww; Blass preferred xdd[e}» re. In sada there is 
a hole between a and 4, which are farther apart than usual, but there would not be room for 
raXo[cok unless the o was abnormally small. 

27. Cf. Callim. Del. 53-4 obxér’ ddndos éwémdees, ddd’ él sdvrov kipacw Alyaiow roder 
éveOnxao pifas. 

28-30. If ras is right rofopdpor redéoas ydvov will be epexegetical of épdccaro, i, e. Zeus 
desired the island as the place for the birth of Apollo. A more natural interpretation 
would be to connect ras with ydvoy, but this is inadmissible since ras must refer to Asteria, 
who was not the mother of Apollo. Perhaps ras should be & = éws (O/. x. 51), when 
reddoa: would be directly dependent on épdocaro as in Nem, i. 31 ove fpapa . . . exerv. 
The metre being uncertain we cannot decide between xpdriaros and xdprioros ; the confusion 
of spelling is not unfrequent in Pindar, e.g. Py/h. xi. 18, where there is authority for 
both xparepay and xaprepav. For 6 xpdrioros of Zeus cf. Ol. xiv. 12 Oca» xparicrov maides, 
and for redéoa Pyfh. iii. g rdv pév edirrmov Dreyva Ovyarnp mply redéooa parpordAp ovv 'Edecbvig. 
y Of yovow has apparently been corrected from o. 

The present context, as suggested by Blass, would be appropriate to Fr. go, reading 
in ll. 3-4 x)dAxe[ak pev réfre . .. thro xionfes; cf. Pindar Fr. 88 dAX’ d Kotoyenjs érdr’ ddiveror 
bvioe’ ayxirdéxos éréBa vy» (sc. Andov), 3) rére réccapes spbal spéuywv» awadpovcay xOovier, dy 
8 émuxpdvos oxébov wérpay ddapavromédiAos xioves. Moreover, the metre in Fr. go can be 
brought into correspondence with that in ll. 24-6: U uv —] lodpuBpos épaif vero... — x}iAxeas 
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pev rdjre... UU — Ufro xioo[és, and the two passages might therefore stand in the relation 
of strophe and antistrophe. The difference of hand creates no real difficulty, for if C and 
D belong to the same MS. as A and B, which there is good ground for supposing (cf. 
introd. p. 23), a change of scribe necessarily occurred at some point, and there is no 
reason why the point should not be at the end of Col. ii of Fr. 19. The appearance of 
the papyrus, however, is very dissimilar in the two fragments; and the metrical argument 
is not strong, for the line of fracture on the left side of Fr. go is practically straight, and it 
is hardly likely that both vu —] in 1. a4 and Uv ~ vin 1. 26 would have occupied the 
same space as — x] in I. 25. e have therefore refrained from bringing Fr. go into 
immediate relation with Fr. 19, though the combination is undoubtedly attractive. 

Fr. 21. The position of this fragment in relation to Frs. 16 and £7 is altogether 
uncertain ; it may precede Fr. 16 or follow Fr. 17. The recto is practically illegible. 

7. €overos, which is probably a variant for [%r}ra, seems to be independent of aya{, 
being not quite in the same straight line, and apparently by a different hand. 

Fr. 22. 3. Neither the circumflex accent nor the rough breathing is clear. log (subj. of 
tas) is conjectured by Bury in em. iv. gt. 

Fr. 26. This fragment and Fr. 27 are distinguished by the fact that the recto is in 
a different hand from that of the rest of A and B, and may be the same as that of D, where 
the text on the verso is by a second scribe. Fr. 24 is of a darker colour than Fr. 26, and 
does not apparently join directly on to it. : 

5. mAci Opp pl: or possibly Nnpéiov ipfep .. .(?), but the letter before » is rather more 
like p than «, and there is a mark above the preceding letter, which has to be ignored if this 
be read as » but can well be an accent on an 7. 

6. xpo[.ov: the supposed ¢ is rather tall and may be ¢. 
7. Cf. Mem. ix. 22 'lopnvot 8 én’ 3yOaiox. A small dot at the base of might be the 

vestige of an a, but (3y4aks alone would not fill the lacuna. 

Fr. 28. 2. Babvdjof...: cf. II. 58, &c. Babv{[w» . .. may also be read, but a combina- 
tion with III. 99 is not possible ; cf. note ad Joc, 

4. "A@alya . . .: or déofvar . . .? 

Fr. 33. 2. Perhaps d»jaco" or jas o”: but the first « is possibly a rubbed o, and dos or 
Jos e.g. might be read. 

3. Possibly “A}roAdoy; but the relative length of the next four lines renders it unlikely 
that this line is the first verse of a strophe from V. 

4. The first ¢ of vepe is extremely doubtful, but « or o are equally unsatisfactory ; Ae or 
Ao may be read for ao. 

Fr, 44. It is not certain which way up this fragment should be placed, 

Fr, 46. 2. The mark of length above the a is not quite certain. 
3. An alternative reading d»Oéup vol for dvOuev Bal is apparently indicated by the 

interlinear insertion. 
4. Joxe: or Jwxa. If xéAns is right the next word may be ’Ié»jos: lovr{ cannot be read. 

Fr. 47. 2. 8adto[ : so probably rather than Pado[. In any case this line cannot be the 
first of one of the strophes of V (ine AdAv’ “ArodAor), since Jug .[ (Babjvfwof ?) in the line 
below does not suit the metre of the following verse — uu - UU —-. 

Fr. 48. This fragment cannot be placed at VI. 68-9 ; cf. note ad /ec. 
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Frs. 49, 50. These two fragments are of the same light colour, but do not join. 

Fr. 54. 2. The letter after 7 must be either a or 8. The insertion above the line is in 
lighter ink and somewhat blurred. 

Fr. 55. 1. The insertion (which is not certainly by the first hand) is at the distance of 
an ordinary verse from ]. 2; the note is therefore a marginal one, and Jrove[ came near the 
end of a line. 

Frs. 59-60. The appearance of these two small fragments suggests a connexion with 
Col. viii of A owing to the fact that the recto there has a broad strip of papyrus gummed 
on to it, the writing on which runs in the reverse direction to the cursive of the recto, and 
the recto of Frs. 59 and 60 is covered in the same way with pieces from the same document. 
The strip down Col. viii, however, is practically complete except at ll. 102-4, and since 
neither of the fragments can be fitted on there, they may come from quite another part of 
the manuscript. The recto of Fr. 68 is similar. 

Frs. 65-81. Of these seventeen fragments of scholia the recto of five, namely Frs. 71, 
76, 76, 78, and 81 is blank, and they may therefore come from either A-B, C or D; inthe 
case of Frs. 77 and 81 the remains on the recto are insufficient to identify the hand. 
The remainder, as is shown by the recto, belong either to A—B or C, the majority more 
probably to the former. Fr. 81, which is in small sloping uncials, should perhaps rather be 
referred to C or D. 

Fr. 66. This fragment is composed of two pieces, the combination of which, though 
yest is not quite free from doubt. The line of junction is at the lacunae after yeu 
and tad. 

Fr. 71. 4. Perhaps 6 8 Miv8apo}s Ady: [ as in Fr. 82. 3. 

C. The hand of the text changes at this point ; cf. introd. p. 12. 

VI. 

Fr. 82. 1 sqq. This scholium not improbably refers, like I]. 7-11, to Clymenus and 
Erginus (cf. note ad /oc.), but its subject is obscured by mutilation. 

2. If éléqOes y[e'very is right the oracle was quoted verbatim. 
4. The word after fina is perhaps «ai; the vestiges are too slight for certain 

identification. 
4-11. Cf. Apollod. ii. 4. 11 KAvperov rév Misvav Baowéa Aide Baroy Mevorxéws jvioxos, 

Svopa Lepenpns, ev 'Oyxnor@ UMocedavos repeves rirpaooxes, d 8€ xopicbeis ele ’Opxoperdw Hyusdris 
dmoxnmre redevray 'Epyivy rp mardi éxdienoa (cf. Fr. 65. §) rév Gavarov airov, orparevodpuevos 
8¢ 'Epywos él OnBas, xreivas ovx éXiyous, €omeicato pe’ dpxwy Gras wéuraow air OnBaior Sacpdr 
émi éixoow ern xard Eros éxardy Bdas. én rovroy réy Sacpudy rovs xnpuxas eis OnBas amédyras 
auvruxyay ‘Hpaxdijs ékwBnocaro ... é’ ols ayavaxray dorpdrevoey em OnBas. “Hpaxdis be... 
"Epyivoy pe Exrewe rovs d¢ Muvas érpéyaro, A similar account is given by Pausanias ix. 37. 2; 
cf. Schol. OJ. xiv. 2. 

8. Perhaps bio, but hardly "Epyi|volu, since ’Epyivos is presumably the subject of 
Gjmyre. to's, w ich would be expected, does not seem admissible ; the vu is extremely 
doubtful, and palaeographically » would be more satisfactory. 

17-9. A paraphrase of ll. 2g sqq. dureddw in 1. rg is corrupt. reAdws is probably 
meant, and év may represent ad, ‘further’; (o)v redéws émreAd oes is less likely. 

20-33. ‘(Seeing Paris) hasting forth, straightway her godliest inspired heart cried out 
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with grievous moan and made utterance with such purport of speech :—O infinite far-seeing 
son of Cronos, now wilt thou accomplish the calamity fated of old what time Hecabe 
declared to the sons of Dardanus the vision which she once saw when she carried this man 
in her womb; she thought she bore a fiery hundred-handed Fury, who with cruel violence 
hurled down to the ground all Ilium. And she said.. .’ 

20. onevéorr’ refers to Paris, hastening to set out for Sparta. The removal of the final 
» of exdayger is indicated by a dot placed above and below the letter, as in 1. 25 below; 
ef. II. 67. 

lep|eraroy: cf. note on Fr. 87. 3. 
21. xéap: i.e, that of Cassandra, xéap being used paraphrastically for the person as 

in Vem. vii. 102 1rd 8 epdv o8 wore Gace xéap. For ddoaios crovayais cf. [liad ¥ 10 érdooi0 

22. The accent and mark of quantity on orovayas show that the scribe carelessly 
mistook the dative for the nominative. 

23. xopup]a: cf. Ol. vii. 68-9 reAevrabev 3é Adyar Kopupal dv drabela meroioas and Pysh. 
iii, 80 Adywv curduer xopupdy. The analogy of these passages makes Adyer in |. 24 pre- 
ferable to the v. /. Acyor, With what object the curved marks were placed beneath the 
syllables a: and gas is not clear; cf. IX. 35 and 41, where the syllables yes of Ades and 
Tn» in the name Thyepow are similarly underlined. Such signs are used e.g. in the 
Bacchylides papyrus to connect the constituent parts of compound words (iii. 23 dazacinwou, 
Vv. 19 evpvavaxros, &c.), but though the stroke would serve to warn the reader that Ty in 
Thvepoy was not the article, and that rose was one word, not two, no similar explanation 
will apply to copupa: or A¢xes. In the former word next to the circumflex accent is a mark 
which we can only explain as a sign of short quantity indicating xopydai, though this is 
contradicted by the accent and xepudai would not construe. 

odpawey: the interlinear » is in a lighter ink, and was perhaps added by a later hand. 
24. Adyov: cf. note on |. 23. The adjective sasareipor is found only in Orph. #. 

58. 10 vépow dyvyoy savanelpovos etyduou dpxns. wavareipir’ (Oppian C. ii. 517) in the same 
sense OF savanjpov (Hesiod, Of. 811, Anth. Pal. ix. 525. 17; cf. Pindar, Pyth. x. 
21—2 Oeds cin annpov xéap) are other possibilities. 

ag. The reading redeis was altered to réAes (imperative), a dot having been placed 
above and below the final o (cf. 1. 20), and the accent of réAe added. The indicative redcis 
is preferable, since Cassandra did not wish for the accomplishment of the ruin of Troy, but 
only foresaw it. 

29. rovd’ d»ép’ means of course Paris. 
30 sqq. On this well-known story of Hecuba’s dream cf. e.g. Apollod. iii. ra. 5 

Bevrépov 8¢ yervarba péddovros Bpéhous FZofew ‘ExdBn xaG’ trap B8adov rexeiv Siarvpow (SO 
Eurip. Zrotades 921-2 Bpédos, 8adov mixpdv pipnp’, Schol. Eurip. Andr. 294 Aapwada, Vergil, 
Aen. vii. 320 Nec face tantum Cissets praegnas, &c.), rovrev b¢ nacav émvépecOas ry md Kal 
Ree ee, 

32. én n\édov: cf. Aesch. Fr. 169 mpds wed BdAns, &c. 
33 sqq. These mutilated lines probably refer to the interpretation of the dream, of 

which different accounts are preserved. According to Apollod. /. c. the interpreter was 
Priam’s son Aesacus, at whose recommendation the child was exposed, but ineffectually 
(cf. 1. 35 (?) dogafte mpopabera). 

34. For twva[ddoy cf. Anth. Pal. v. 242. § ey trvaddoow dveipos. Either « or 7 might be 
read in place of a, but not o. 

35. Perhaps otras "A[pio(rapyos) or 'Alp(coropa)o(ns) ; cf. note on IT. 61. 

Frs. 83-4. That Fr. 83 should be placed at the top of this column is made almost 
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certain by the combination of three considerations: (1) the similar appearance of the verso 
of Frs. 83 and 84, (2) the fact that a strengthening strip from a cursive document has been 
gummed on the recto of both of them, (3) the coincidence that when the fragment is so 
placed a column of exactly the right length results. On grounds analogous to (1) 
and (2) Fr. 85 is also to be placed in the upper part of the column, probably close to 
Fr. 84. 

I-2. evo{ and we .[{ are probably the beginnings of lines. 
8. The vestiges at the end of this line may belong to a scholium. 
It. xdeis occurs also in O/. i. g2 ’AAdeot mépp xr. and Mem. iv. 15 Odua xe rede pédes 

KA, vuldy (?) xedddyoe. «Aches in the present passage will mean simply ‘ reclining.’ 
12. mpafov is apparently the neuter participle future agreeing with éros, though the 

expression is somewhat strange. 
13. If the marginal Xpvo{ ) gives the name of the speaker, possibly the Trojan 

Chryses, who was a priest of Apollo, or the Cretan Chrysothemis, who is said to have 
been the first winner in the contest of singing a hymn to Apollo at Delphi (Pausan. x. 7. 2), 
may be meant. But on the analogy of the other abbreviated names of Pindaric com- 
mentators which occur in this papyrus it is more probable that Xpvo( ) stands for the critic 
Xptourros, who is frequently referred to in the extant scholia. 

15. From the conjunction in the scholium of dxeayod and 6¢us80s it may be inferred that 
the latter word followed in the text. The reading is practically certain, and r cannot be 
substituted for 8, though it should perhaps be restored in accordance with the usual 
Pindaric declension. 

Fr. 86. 1. This line was probably, but not certainly, the first of a column. The frag- 
ment cannot be combined with Fr. 88 & t|meprarg, &c. 

Fr. 87. 3. There is a remarkable coincidence between the remains of this line and 
Fr. 82. 20; the word leporaroy probably occurs in both verses, and the same ambiguity 
of metre in the preceding word is also found in both cases. But the hypothesis that the 
two verses are in strophic correspondence is open to the objection that Fr. 87. 4 jepres 
does not agree with Fr. 82. 21 ddoailcs; this difficulty, however, could easily be overcome 
by writing éAocailox. 

Fr. 90. On the grounds for and against bringing this fragment into connexion with 
Fr. 19 see note on Il. 28-30 ad loc. 

Fr. 91. This fragment may contain the beginnings of lines, 
— 93- For the double accent on éwAas cf. note on V. 44. The rough breathing is 

not clear. 
Fr. 9§. 5. Perhaps a critical note, if @& recs = ‘in some copies.’ 
Fr. 96. 1. Opacvs seems to be a variant for rays. If "AdeEavd| p below is a reference to 

Paris, the fragment may come from the column following Fr. 82. ii; cf. Frs. 129-31. 1. 
as 103-4. These two fragments are very similar in appearance, and probably go close 

together. 
Fr. 107. dn[d] dadyns dapm{popudy: the poems described as sadynpopexd were so called 

from the branches of laurel which the singers carried, and according to Proclus, CAres#. ap. 
Phot. 2761, 239, they were classed with the WapOévesa,—Dapé. ols nal ra Aadmpopixd as els 
yévos winrar. The d8apynpopia was specially associated with the Ismenion at Thebes. Cf. 
introd, p. 24. 

Fr. 108. mpload8{oy seems a likely restoration; on its possible significance cf. introd. 
p. 24. 

Fr. 109. The occurrence of an elision mark between ¢ and @ leads us to regard this 
line as belonging to the text in spite of the rather small size of the letters. 
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Fr. 111, Probably from the top of a column. The first line may be part of 
a scholium. 

Fr, 116. The vestiges below the third line seem to represent lectional signs rather 
than letters. 

Fr. 117. 3. The supposed high stop may be the end of an acute accent. 
Fr. 124. The writing in this fragment is slightly more cursive than usual in the notes 

by the first hand. 

D. Frs. 126—39 are distinguished from those under C by the presence of a different 
hand on the recto. 

IX. For tHe THEsans. 

1-21 = Pindar Fr. 107, preserved in Dionys. Hal. De Demosth. dict. c. 7 ratra nai ra 
dpoa rovros, & moAAd dori, ef AdBor peAn Kal pvOpovs Somep ol BOvpayBos xai rd tropynyuara, 
rois Iw8dpou woupacw domévas Sdfeen Ay rois els rdv HAtov elpnucvas, ds y duol paivera’ ‘Acris, 
xrA. The general accuracy of Dionysius’ quotation is confirmed by the metre as 
determined by ll. 34 sqq., though some small improvements can now be effected. On the 
class of composition to which the ode belongs cf. introd. p. 23. 

1-2. ri (Dionys.) suits the metre and makes good sense. 
phoeat, & parep: dugs 64H pw’ rep Dionys., of which Blass’s emendation pnoea (or 

éunoao Bergk) & parep is confirmed by the metre. 
3. An additional short syllable is required before ¢6yxas to produce a correspondence 

with 1. 43, which there is no reason to suspect. Perhaps »vy», which might easily have 
dropped out after xAerréwevoy, or rv y' should be inserted. 6nxas is likely to be sound ; cf. 
e.g. L. 19 below and OV. ii. 16—7 dmoirrov . . . Oéuew Epywov rédos. 
"4. lexi» 1’ av8pdodv) Blass, now confirmed by Il. 14, 34, and 44; loxt» mraviv dvdp, 

Dionys. (rravdy 8pdow Paris. 1745). Though the syllable may be long or short (short 
in Il. r4 and 34, long in 1. 44), it is better to write -ow than -ox since -ow recurs in the 
same position in 1.14. Other similar correspondences in this poem are ll. § and 1§ -rov... 
-pev-, Il. 8 and 38 -eve. 

4. Gros baods Dionys., krroodéa Gods Blass. 
g-11. Our identification of Fr. 127 is of course uncertain, but the accents on }A{ and 

both happen to suit, and, moreover, the recto is blank as it should be if the fragment 
longs to Col. ii of Fr. 126. 

g. [els]: és Dionys., but the syllable is long in ll. 19 and 49. 
13. The remains of the first letter are consistent with either o or #, but the con- 

ditions seem less difficult if the two initial feet are taken to be [Uwvdo[— rather than [U —jovdo{. 
Above the @ or o is a dot which is more probably the tip of a lectional sign, e. g. a grave 
or circumflex accent, than of an over-written letter. The doubtful o might be e¢, o or a, 
but hardly 6. 

mohépoto 8¢ capa: roAdpov dis dua Dionys. Scaliger’s caya has been generally accepted, 
and rodéyoro 8¢ can now be confidently restored with the aid of the metre in 1. 43. 

16. (wv) ds wédov: dAAd wé8ov Dionys., of which Hermann’s dy is a natural emendation, 
but then a short syllable is wanting before dy. (dp’) (Blass) would serve. 

17. For the alternative accents on mayerov cf. VI. 88. The word is commonly made 
oxytone; cf. Arcad. 81. 14 mdyeros, dmep dfvves 7 ournbea, Eranius Philo, p, 172 mdyeros 
péy rd Kpvos, mayeros Be 5 yetpov. 
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18. péov Schroeder for Dionys. iepév. The scholium below this line confirms 9 »ériov 
Gepos, but does not seem to have been illuminating. 

22-33. It appears probable that a single column is the extent of the loss between 
ll, 18 and 34. This column would have contained fifteen or sixteen lines, giving an epode 
of the very suitable number either of ten verses, which is also the length of the strophe, 
or of eleven, for which there is an exact parallel in IV. 

ll. 34-49. ‘I have been perfected by some divine influence hard by the immortal 
couch of Melia to compose a noble strain with flute and cunning of the mind, for your 
sake. I supplicate thee, Far-darter, consecrating to the Muses’ arts this shrine .. . 
wherein Oceanus’ daughter Melia once shared thy couch, O god of Pytho, and bore mighty 
Tenerus, the chosen interpreter of heaven’s decrees. To his care didst thou, father with 
unshorn locks, commit the host of Cadmus and the city of Zeathus, on account of his wise 
fortitude. For the sea-dwelling wielder of the trident honoured him above other mortals, 
and he hastened (to ?) the region of the Euripus. . .’ 

34, The use of éxpd»6yy is somewhat strange; the idea appears to be the need of 
divine help if the poet is to attain perfection in his art, émtredeio6a:, which is given as an 
equivalent, occurs in a different sense in Fr. 82. 20. 

35. According to the explanation of the scholiast, the ‘couch of Melia’ means the 
Theban Ismenion, or temple of Apollo Ismenius. Melia, the daughter of Oceanus, was 
the mother of the seer Tenerus by Apollo, and like her son was revered at Thebes, where 
there was a spring which bore her name, close to the Ismenion; cf. ll. 41-3 below, 
Pyth. xi. 4-6 and Schol. ad. Joc., Pausan. ix. 10. 5, &c. 

36. For the Doric infinitive ovvdyey cf. VI. 94, note, and for @pdor, Nem. vii. 81 modvparoy 
Epéor tyvw dove. In the fragmentary scholium in the margin pe{ may well be part of the 
name Me{Aia and rn of Ti vepos, e. g. dv roure [rp lepp ry] Me{Aiay rexeiv pac] Ty»[epov ’Awd\Awn. 
Cf. the preceding note. 

38. The letters ra in exaraBSode are crossed through, and also have dots above them ; 
that ékaSore is here the correct form is proved by the metre. 

39. drfalribeis: cf. Pyth, viii. 29-31 dvabéyev nGcay paxpayopiay dupg re xal Pbéypars 
padOaxe, where, however, the verb has an abstract object. 

40. The latter half of this line presents difficulties. A ando are clear, and if r, which 
is nearly certain, is right, the intervening letter must be ». It is doubtful whether the 
traces before Ao represent two letters or only one; if there are two a » would be best 
for the first, though », ¢, é, or perhaps « might also be read; of the second there is only 
a small speck, which would suit any letter beginning with a more or less upright stroke. 
If on the other hand there is only one letter, it can hardly be other than «, and some narrow 
letter should stand between it and the A. — —Aovr nl as suggested by Blass, would 
be attractive if a suitable word ending in Aoy could be found, though ¢y ¢ in |. 41 would 
better accord with a single antecedent substantive. It is rather tempting to read [ so[A |\op 
ries)»; the supposed acute accent, of which only a tiny top remains, over the first syllable 
might well be a mark of elision or crasis, and the o, though not very satisfactory, is 
possible. The difficulty lies in reading anything but « for the final letter. « and the 
second upright of » are indistinguishable in form, but some part of the diagonal stroke of 
a » would be expected to be visible. The papyrus, however, is damaged, and it is perhaps 
too much to say that a » is to be excluded, though a restoration requiring it cannot be 
regarded as convincing. Bury suggests 1/66, which might be accepted if no better 
solution is forthcoming. | 

41. On the myth of Tenerus cf. note on 1. 35. 
Geuiz[eov: cf. Pindar Fr. 192 AeAdot Oepiorav {iprvov} pdvries ’AroAdwvidat. 
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44. Kd8pov orpardy nal ZedOov midkw: i.e. Thebes and the Thebans. Zéafos is ap- 
parently an otherwise unattested form of Zé@es, who with his twin brother Amphion took 
and fortified Thebes and was buried there. 

47. There is not too much space for the or of ’Opo(or|piawa, which is the regular 
Pindaric form (O2 viii. 48, Pyth. ii. 12, Nem. iv. 86), and perhaps ’Opocrp. was written; 
cf. dpoixrumos and épowedys. *Oporrplawa (Spryvys) would have a different shade of meaning 
from that of ’Opcorplawa (épcds). 

48. Cf. Pyth. xi. 4-5 wap Medlay ypvoéwy és ddvroy rpirdd8av Gnoavpov, Sy mepiaAn’ éripace 
Aofias. 

49. Without the complete context the meaning of cuvereave cannot be clearly defined, 
but it appears to be equivalent to confend:/, ‘hastened, a sense found in late writers; 
cf. Bekker, Anecd. p. 64 ouvreiver’ 1d rpéxewv ovvrerapevws, Plutarch Wic. 30 Spdup ovvreivas 
is ro dotv. 

The subject of Fr. 139, where some one is said to have gone to Aulis and made 
prophecies there, is very probably Tenerus, but that note cannot be the continuation of 
perano|pevOjvas Acyeras (?), for such an arrangement would make the distance between 
Col. iv and the next too great, and it is pretty clear from the width of its lower margin 
that Fr. 139 ran underneath a column (cf. Fr. 126. ii and Fr. 129), whereas perawolpevdjvar does 
not. It is, however, likely enough that Fr. 139 comes from the bottom of the column 
following Col. iv and referred to a passage standing in close relation to Eiphrov re ouveresve 
xX@por. 

Frs. 129-31. The metre shows that these two fragmentary columns do not belong 
to IX; the strophe or epode contained at least fourteen verses (Il. 2-19). 

3. €var{ with what seems to be the top of a mark of long quantity above the letter after 
the r is presumably évirg or évdray, and the references to an evvaernpis in the margin opposite 
and below the column are to be connected with this. This Theban dadynpopia was held 
&:’ évvaernpidos according to Proclus, Chrest. ap. Photius B10. 239. 

1-5. Scholium. Cf. Homer, J7. B 751 sqq. of r’ dud’ lnepréy Trrapyowoy epy’ evéepovro, os p 
és Lqvesdy spoies nadAlppoov dap . .. prov yap Sewvou Ervyds Vdaros dotw droppwé, the last line being 
partially quoted at the beginning of the note. The sentence is probably complete at 
Hyveov, and the word rwd seems to have occurred in the text. The space between dp|xov 
x.r.A. and Aovor| «.r.A. indicates that the two lines belong to distinct notes. 

6. Schol. below line. The number of letters lost in the gap between the two halves . 
of this note is uncertain, but may be estimated at about sixteen. It is not possible to read 
da 6 {rjv, as would be expected (cf. note on |. 3); but perhaps e is a graphical error 
for 6, or there may have been some question whether the 8apyppopia occurred at intervals 
of five or of nine years. Pausanias (ix. 10. 4) says that a boy called agpynpopos was made 
lepéa énavoroy. 

Frs. 132-3. If these two fragments are to be assigned to the foregoing column, they 
should be placed so that Jwod in Fr. 133 comes approximately over kovyap (1. § schol.), and 
Fr. 132 above and in the same straight line with Fr. 133, the edges of the papyrus in neither 
case directly joining. We are led to this arrangement by the coincidence that the fragments, 
like Fr. 130, have a strengthening strip gummed on to the recto, and also show a selis. But 
since the recto is in both cases nearly blank, it is not absolutely certain (though probable) 
that these fragments belong to D rather than to C. 

Fr. 131. ii. 12 wodtdox| : cf. Ol. v. 10 & moAsoxe HadAas. 
14. evoxadys is a drra€ Acyopevoy. 
15. The paragraphus below this line marks the conclusion of a strophic section. 
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18. su: or perhaps ral; the tops of the letters are lost. 
19. xeivou is also a possibility, but not xeivoy on account of the accent. 
20. The accent indicates a{ploSap[ros or -v. 

Fr. 134. 3. The interlinear txa8[ seems to be the same word as that which occurs 
in the reading attributed to Aristophanes in 1, 9 «led&os, which, if sound, must be an adjective 
‘derived from eixds, otherwise attested only as a proper name. According to the Etym. Mag. 
s.v. there was a festival of Apollo on the 2oth of the month. 

4. Jr(): oF Jre() (Keer ))- 
g. Cf. note on 1. 3. 

Fr. 137. 2. The paragraphus below the line shows that épxe{o6a: is the beginning of 
a sentence. 

Fr. 139. Cf. note on IX. 49. }o( ) in 1. 2 is possibly Edpir}o( ). 
Frs. 140-62. The recto of these small fragments is blank or practically so, and there 

is consequently no safe criterion for determining whether they belong to C or D. The 
texture and colour of the papyrus, however, suggests that Frs.140, 146, and 161 come from 
D, and most of the others from C. Fr. 151 perhaps does not belong to this papyrus. 

Fr. 145. 2. The letters are only slightly smaller than those above, and since the 
two lines are the ordinary distance apart, |8eor, may be part of the text, not of 
a scholium. 

Fr. 154. }w followed by a dot is an interlinear variant. The circumflex accent is doubtful. 
Fr, 156. 1. The supposed mark of length over a may be a mark of short quantity 

or a grave accent. 
Fr. 161. Cf. IX. Col. iv and Fr. 138. 
Fr. 162. 1. This line is in a different hand from that of the rest of the text, and seems 

to be over an erasure. The hand of ll. 2-3, however, indicates that the fragment, which 
probably is from the bottom of a column, belongs to C-D. 

842. THEOPOMPUS (OR CRATIPPUS), Hellenica. 

Height 21-2 cm. Plates IV and V (Cols. v-vi and xi-xii.). 

Since the discovery of the ’A@nvalwy TloAirela in 1890 Egypt has not 
produced any historical papyrus at all comparable in importance to these 
portions of a lost Greek historian, obviously of the first rank, dealing in minute 
detail with the events of the Greek world in the years 396 and 395 B.C. The 
papyrus, which with the exception of the manuscript of Plato’s Symposium (848) 
is the largest literary text that has been found at Oxyrhynchus, originally con- 

sisted of about 230 fragments of varying sizes. These have been so far pieced 
together that only about fifty-five, none of which is large, remain unplaced, and 
it is improbable that further efforts at combination will yield results of much 
importance. Like the manuscript of Pindar’s Paeans (841) the historical work, 
though written in uncials, is on the verso of an official document. This is a 

land-survey register giving a long list of cultivators, and the entries in most 
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cases follow the same scheme, which gives (1) the geographical relation of the 
plot of land in question to its predecessor, (2) the name of the owner or lessee, 

(3) the rent and area, (4) the adjacent plots, (5) the changes introduced with 
regard to rent. The village of Ibion Argaei, which was in the south-west of the 
Arsinoite nome, is mentioned as being in the vicinity of one of the plots of land, 
and the land-survey was no doubt drawn up at some village near Ibion, but 
whether the historical work was also written in that district or at Oxyrhynchus 
is uncertain. Various years, ranging from the 4th to the 12th, of an unnamed 
emperor are mentioned, and the handwriting shows that he belonged to the 
second century. Since the survey was probably written soon after the 12th year, 

the reign of Commodus, which in Egypt was reckoned from his father’s accession 
and therefore begins with his 2oth year, is out of the question; the reign of 

Hadrian or Antoninus is as likely to be meant as that of Marcus Aurelius. The 
land-survey has of course been of the utmost service in determining the place of 
detached fragments of the historian, and is in itself of no slight interest : the text 
of portions of it will be given in Part VI. The writing in some places is con- 
cealed by strips of papyrus which were gummed on in order to strengthen the roll 
when the verso came to be used. 

Of the historical work at least twenty-one columns are to be distinguished, 
written in two hands. Postponing for the moment the question of the right order 
of these columns, and assuming the correctness of the numbers assigned to them 
by us, the first hand is responsible for Cols. i-iv, vi. 27-xxi, and all the loose 
fragments except Frs. 3 and perhaps16. The scribe employs a small neat uncial 
of the sloping oval type, representing a transitional stage between the earlier 
specimens of this style, e.g. the Oxyrhynchus papyrus of Demosthenes’ [Tpooluia 
dnunyopixa (26) of the late first or early second century, and the ordinary third 

century type illustrated e.g. by 23 and 282. N at the end of a line is generally 
indicated by a horizontal stroke above the final letter, a practice already found in 
the second century, and a few of the conventional abbreviations occur at the ends 

of lines, «’ for xaf in ix. 25, xiv. 13, xx. 20 and 25, »’ for wéy in xviii. 24 and 35, 

these being similar to the abbreviations found in e.g. the "A@nvalwy ToAtreda. 
A peculiar characteristic of this scribe is his tendency (especially at the ends 
of lines) to combine the letters M and Hor H and N so that the last vertical stroke 
of the first letter serves also as the first of the second, e.g. Icpy[may in xiii. 10, 

pyvey in xvi. 2, rnv in xix. 36. The beginning of a new section is marked by 
a coronis or paragraphus, a small blank space being left where the transition 
occurs in the middle of a line; but there are no stops, and only two accents 
(xx. 36, Fr. 45. 3), and a couple of breathings (xi. 2, xx. 32). Diaereses are 
sometimes placed over , and v. Ina few cases omitted words or letters have 
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been inserted above the line by the scribe himself (xii. 25, xvi. 2, xxi. 18 

and 33, Fr. 33. 8), but not nearly so often as was desirable, the number of 
words omitted being considerable; cf. i. 5, note. Some serious corruptions 
occur, e.g. mpos Tlapuqy modw for map Tauwodw in xv. 26, Thyns (sic) for Mepons 
in xx. 36, ovrw for vo in xvi. 31 (cf. also i. 27, vi. 12, xii. 27, 39, Xiv. 15, XX. 31, 

and xxi. 32), and the spelling of proper names is frequently inconsistent, cf. e.g. 

xii. 34-5, note. The second hand, which is responsible for v. 1-vi. 27 with 
Frs. 3 and perhaps 16, is smaller and rougher than the first. N at the end 
of a line is often written as a horizontal stroke; and a diaeresis occurs in v. 44. 

Stops (high points) are freely employed, a slight space being also left to mark 
the pause, and sometimes the space occurs where the stop is omitted ; cf. v. 1, 
note. A paragraphus is found in vi. 10 marking a transition which the first 
hand would have ignored. In the margin against v. 45 occurs 8, perhaps 
denoting the 4ooth line of the MS.; cf. note ad doc. Unlike the first scribe, 
the second hand writes « adscript. A slip occurs in vi. 18. With regard to 
the date of the MS., the survey on the recto was, as we have said, written 

about the middle of the second century, and we should ascribe the text on 
the verso to the end of that century or the early part of the third. A late 
third-century date is out of the question. The first hand is not very uniform 
either in the size or spacing of his letters ; at the end of a line they are some- 
times very small and cramped, and the beginnings of lines tend gradually to 
move further to the left as the column proceeds. Hence, though the columns 
measure about 16-7 x9 cm. with tolerable regularity, there is much variation in 
the number of lines in a column and the number of letters ina line. Col. i has 
only 37 lines, but Col. ii has 40, Col. iii 43, and Col. iv. 42 (?). In Col. vii the 

number is as high as 45, the scribe being influenced by the more compact writing 
employed by the second hand, who in Col. v, the only extant column entirely 
due to him, reaches the exceptionally large number of 60 lines ; even Col. vi, 
which is divided between the two scribes, has 53. After Col. vii the numbers 
tend to diminish again. Col. viii has 42 lines, Cols. xi-xii, xv, xviii-xxi 39, Cols. 

xiii, xiv and xvii 40, Col. xvi 38. Few lines by the first hand exceed 45 or 
fall below 35 letters, the average being about 40. In vi. 5-27, the only complete 
or nearly complete lines by the second hand, the average is also about 40. Cols. 

i-ii, vi, and xi-xxi, representing about two-thirds of a total of approximately 
800 lines, are well preserved, and in all but a few passages admit of a satisfactory 

restoration of the lacunae. Of Col. iii only about half of each line is extant, and 
in Cols. v, vii, and viii still less, but the sense can occasionally be caught; Cols. 

iv, ix, and x, however, are hopeless. 

These twenty-one columns are not continuous, but are divided into four 
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distinct sections, separated from each other by gaps of uncertain length in which 

several columns are or may be missing. We have called these sections A, B, C, 

and D. A consists of Cols. i-iv, including Frs.1 and 2, only i-ii and 
iii-iv being continuous, but that Col. iii with Fr. 1 follows immediately after 
Col. ii is certain both from internal evidence and from the recto; cf. iti. 1-5, 

note. Whether the small Fr. 2 belongs to iii. 40-43, as we suppose, is more 

doubtful. B consists of Cols. v-viii with Frs. 3-7, and contains Cols. v, vi and 
the beginnings of lines of vii on the same piece of papyrus. The place of 
Frs. 3, 4, and 7, though separated from the main body of B, is definitely fixed 
(cf. notes on v. 41, vii. 1-2, and viii. 3); hence it is certain that Col. viii 
immediately follows vii. That Frs. 5 and 6 belong to Col. vii is practically 
secure, and we have assigned them to ll. 16-24 and 35-41 respectively, but their 

exact position is doubtful; cf. notes ad Joc. C contains only the two quite 
fragmentary Cols. ix and x with Frs. 8-15, which seem to belong to this 
section. D, by far the largest section, has Cols. xi-xxi, which are continuous. 

The first problem that arises is the order of these four sections, which 
unfortunately is in some respects not clear, in spite of the fact that our author 

(whom in order not to prejudice the question of his identity with any known 
historian we henceforth call P) seems to have arranged his work on chronological 
principles almost as strictly as Thucydides and much more carefully than 
Xenophon. That D comes after A and B is certain from internal evidence, for 

it contains (xviii. 33 sqq.) the account of the campaign of Agesilaus in the late 

summer and autumn of 395, whereas B narrates (v. 6-vii. 4) his campaign in the 
spring and early summer of the same year, and the general description of 

the anti-Spartan feeling in Greece in A (i. 33 sqq.) must obviously have preceded 
the much more detailed account in D of the Theban intrigues which led first to 
the war with Phocis and then to an open breach with Sparta (xi. 34 sqq.). 
That D comes last of the four sections is also indicated by the land-survey on 
the recto, the writing of which runs in the opposite direction to that of the verso, 
and which accordingly begins on the other side of Col. xxi. For Col. i of the 
land-survey is in a different hand from the rest, and follows a different formula, 

being apparently a register of land «xaé’ faros, and concluding ylvo(vrat) xad’ 

faros (&povpas) WenZisAB§d3, Sv 7 woceia, referring apparently to the following 

detailed survey-list, though only in a few cases is it stated that individual plots 
were under water. Hence the presumption is that the land-survey on the recto 
of A, B, and C comes later than that of D, i.e. that the writing on the verso of 
A, B, and C precedes D. With regard to the position of C (Cols. ix-x), owing 
to its hopelessly mutilated condition there is no internal evidence to guide us, so 
that beyond the presumption just indicated that it precedes D its relation to the 

I 
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other sections is wholly uncertain, and it may be placed before A, between 
A and B, or between B and D. Our choice of the last alternative is quite 
arbitrary, and the question is of secondary importance. The main problem with 

regard to the order of the sections concerns A and B—which of these two is to 
be placed first? The external evidence is conflicting. On the one hand, before 
Col. i of A is a blank margin 44 cm. in width, whereas the ordinary width of the 
margin between two columns of this papyrus is only 14 cm. Since Col. i. 1 is 
obviously the beginning of a new chapter it is clear that the broad margin before 
it is no mere accident, and that Col. i is either the absolute beginning of the roll, 
or was intentionally separated widely from preceding columns in order to mark 
the commencement of a new division (probably a new book) of the author’s 
work. That the roll originally extended beyond the present starting-point of A 
is known from the land-survey on the recto of the margin of Col. i, which breaks 
off in the middles of lines; but since no regard would be paid to the writing on 
the recto when the verso came to be used, it is quite possible that the vertical 
fracture down the left edge of the margin of A is the result not of injury 
when the MS. was thrown away, but of design when the verso was prepared 
for use. On the other hand A is written by the second of the two scribes who 
appear in B, so that if A follows B it is necessary to assume only one change 
of hands, whereas if A precedes B it must be supposed that the first scribe 
gave way to the second at some point in the gap between Cols. iv and v 
and then resumed at vi. 27. The hypothesis that B comes first has therefore the 
advantage of greater simplicity, and is supported by the analogy of the land- 
survey, in which we justifiably used the identity of the hand on the recto of 
A, B, and C with the second hand on the recto of D as an argument for 
placing the recto of A-C after D. In fact, the priority of B to A has so 
much prima facie probability that at first and for a long time we adopted that 
sequence ; it was only when we came to examine in detail the historical problems 

connected with A that we decided to place it before B. The relative order of 
these two sections makes a considerable difference to the interpretation of A, 
for since B is known from other sources to refer to the spring and early summer 
of 395, the Oépos in A ili. 9, on which the whole chronology of A depends, must, 
if A comes after B, refer to 395, whereas, if A precedes B, the summer of 396 is 
meant, an earlier year being for various reasons out of the question. A unfortu- 
nately mentions no event of which the precise date is fixed by independent 
evidence, for though the arrival of Conon’s reinforcements from Phoenicia 
(iii. 23-7) is also recorded by Diodorus, that historian’s account of the naval war 
is too brief and his chronology too uncertain to help in choosing between the 

rival dates for the events recorded in A. The two principal difficulties which 
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arise from the attribution of A to 395 instead of 396, and which have therefore 
induced us to place A before B, are discussed in detail in the notes on iii. 9, 21, 
and 23-6. Tosummarize the results there reached, the view that the 0épos in iii. 9 

refers to 395 inevitably leads to the conclusion that the year which P took as 
a kind of fresh starting-point after the close of the Peloponnesian war corresponds 
to the archonship of Micon 402-1, in which no incident of particular note took 
place, whereas the view that the @épos is that of 396 will make P’s starting-point 
after the war 403-2, approximately the archonship of Euclides, which is a most 
natural and reasonable year to select for the commencement of a fresh epoch. 
Secondly, the hypothesis that A concerns 395 leads to great confusion with 
regard to the Spartan vatapxo, of whom two seem to arrive in the same summer, 
an inference which can only be avoided by encountering worse obstacles, whereas 
if A refers to 396 all difficulty is removed. Thirdly, the view that A concerns 
396 has the advantage of allowing more time for the change of policy on the 

part of the moderate democrats at Athens with regard to a war with Sparta; 
cf. i. 16, noté. We therefore prefer the arrangement adopted in the text, 
according to which A precedes B and relates to 396; and seeing that A in any 
case begins a new division or book, we are disposed to regard it as the actual 
commencement of the whole roll. A parallel for the changes of hands, whereby 
the portion written by a second scribe comes between two portions written by 

the first, is to be found in the MS. of the ’A@nvalwy TloArrefa. There the third 

hand, which begins in Col. xx and continues up to the end of the second roll at 
Col. xxiv, is also responsible for the fourth roll containing Cols. xxxi-vii, the 
intervening roll containing Cols. xxv-xxx being written by the fourth hand. 

We proceed to a short analysis of the contents of the papyrus, which for 

the convenience of future reference we have divided into chapters and sec- 
tions, though in the present edition we generally refer to columns and lines 
only. A commences with an account of the sailing from Athens of a trireme 
commanded by a certain Demaenetus without official sanction to assist Conon, 
and the unsuccessful efforts of the Spartan harmost at Aegina to intercept it 
(i. I-iii. 7). This incident, to which a passing allusion occurs in Aeschines 
(cf. i. 3, note), is of slight importance; but the commotion at Athens caused 
by it enables P to give a very interesting description of the attitude towards 
Sparta of the various Athenian parties at the time (i. 9-ii. 1), from which he 
diverges into an important excursus upon the origin of the anti-Spartan feel- 
ing in Greece (ii 1-35). The adjectives used by P in describing the contending 
parties at Athens and his severe judgement upon the extreme democrats, whom 
he not only charges with accepting Persian bribes but with desiring a war with 
Sparta for purely selfish reasons (i. 33, note), betray his aristocratic proclivities ; 

12 
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but on the other hand he controverts strongly the theory, no doubt put forward 
by the Spartans, that the mission of Timocrates was instrumental in bringing 
about the anti-Spartan league, and exhibits a considerable historical insight into 
the political situation, of which he takes on the wholea very just view. The first 
of a long series of conflicts with Xenophon occurs in connexion with the date of 

the sending of Timocrates, whom Xenophon (supported by Pausanias and Plutarch) 
represents as dispatched by Tithraustes in the summer of 395, while P connects 
him with Pharnabazus (therein agreeing with Polyaenus), and implies that the 
mission took place much earlier, i.e. in 397 or early in 396. P and Xenophon 

also come into conflict on the question of the acceptance of Timocrates’ bribes by 
the Athenians, and the part played by those bribes in bringing about the anti- 
Spartan confederacy, on both of which points P's version is again, in our opinion, 
superior (i. 33, note). An allusion to Pharax as 6 mpdérepov vavapxos goes far to solve 
the much disputed problem of the date of that admiral’s year of office (i. 30, note). 
The mention of Timolaus in connexion with the opposition to Sparta at Corinth 
gives rise to a digression on some former exploits of his in the Decelean war. 
These are not mentioned by Thucydides, and the fact that the second one, which 

probably occurred just after the latest events recorded by that historian, had 
already been noticed by P probably in its proper chronological position, is an 

important indication of the scope of our author’s work (ii. 17, note). 
In iii. 7 begins a new chapter (IV), which starts by recording the commence- 

ment of a new year (the 8th) from the event chosen by P as a fresh point 
of departure after the conclusion of the Peloponnesian war. Unfortunately the 
lacunae, which prevent any continuous restoration of Col. iii after 1. 5, render the 
interpretation of this crucial passage doubtful in several respects, and it is 
not clear whether the @épos with which the new year begins is the spring or mid- 
summer, or what event was taken as the commencement of the epoch. Unless, 
however, A is placed after B (cf. p. 114), the archonship of Euclides (403-2) seems 
to be the first year on the new reckoning, and the 6épos is that of 396, not 395 
(iii, 9, note). The rest of Col. iii (11-43) is concerned with the naval war, 
to which P gives great prominence (cf. xi. 1-34, xv. 32—xviii. 33), and of which he 
shows the most detailed knowledge, especially with regard to Conon. He thus 
presents a marked contrast to Xenophon, who after mentioning the stir caused at 
Sparta in the winter of 397-6 by the news of the Persian naval preparations 
(Hell. iii. 4. 1-2) entirely ignores Conon’s proceedings until the battle of Cnidus 
in 394 (which itself is only introduced incidentally in iv. 3. 10-14 in connexion with 
the news of it reaching Agesilaus), in order that the stage may be left free for the 
Spartan king. That Xenophon was himself conscious of his deficiency is shown 
by his excuses in iv. 8. 1, where he justifies his silence concerning the naval war 
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on the ground that he was only describing réy apdfewy ras aftouynuovevrovs. The 
narrative in Chapter I'V is for the most part too incomplete to be intelligible, but 
the arrival of a new Spartan vavapyos, probably Pollis, is chronicled (cf. iii. 21 

note), and at the same time (apparently the summer of 396) Conon, whose head- 
quarters were at Caunus in Caria, receives reinforcements from Phoenicia. This 

event is also referred to by Diodorus in words so similar that they must be 
derived directly or indirectly from P, though probably with an error as to the 
chronology, for Diodorus puts the arrival of the Phoenician ships after the revolt of 
Rhodes, whereas P seems to place the revolt after the arrival of the reinforce- 
ments, which is much more likely to be correct (iii. 23-6, note, where the vexed 
question of the chronology of the naval war is discussed in full). Whether the 
scanty remains of Col. iv, with which A concludes, are also concerned with 

the naval war or deal with a fresh subject is uncertain. The gap between 
A and B need not be very extensive, for apart from Agesilaus’ doings in Asia 
no events of much importance took place in 396, unless indeed P took account of 
Sicilian history, which is not probable, and the dispatch of Agesilaus to Asia and 
the early part of the campaign are likely to have been described before Col. i in 
the preceding book or division of P’s work. 

B, where it becomes intelligible, begins with an account of Agesilaus’ 
campaign in the spring and early summer of 395, which occupies v. 6-vii. 4, 
v. 1-5 being perhaps concerned with his preparations during the winter, but 
possibly with quite a different subject. The narrative is not only more detailed 
than Xenophon’s two accounts of this campaign in the Hellenica and Agesilaus, 
but differs widely from them, particularly as to the disposition of Tissaphernes’ 
forces, of which the infantry were according to Xenophon sent by mistake to 
Caria, and the nature of the chief engagement which resulted according to both 
authorities in the capture of the Persian camp. On the other hand P agrees 
closely with the somewhat less detailed account of Diodorus, especially with 

regard to Agesilaus’ route (v. 8, note), the part taken in the campaign by the 
Persian infantry, on which point Pausanias supports Diodorus (v. 13-6, note), the 
formation of the Greek troops in column (v. 9, note), the description of the ambush 
by which the Greeks secured the victory (v. 59, note), and Agesilaus’ withdrawal 
from the interior owing to unfavourable auspices (vi. 30, note). There are some 
discrepancies between P and Diodorus concerning firstly the number of the 
Persian forces (v. 13-6, note) and of the slain (vi. 21, note), and secondly the 
manceuvres connected with the ambush; apart, however, from these inconsiderable 
differences there is, except some conventional details added to Diodorus’ account 
of the ambush (e.g. the fact that the Greeks raised a paean, as is usual in 
Diodorus’ battles), really nothing in his account of this campaign that is not 
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found in P. In fact Diodorus’ narrative looks like an abridgement of P with 
some variations of the language, which rarely coincides verbally with that of P. 

Whether P’s or Xenophon’s account is superior in credibility is open to dispute, 
but P’s version has considerable claims to acceptance in spite of the fact that 
Xenophon is apparently describing the campaign from first-hand knowledge 
(v. 59, note). The rest of B, vii. 4—-viii. 42 (Chapter VIII), deals in most elaborate 
detail with the superseding of Tissaphernes by Tithraustes and the assassination 
of the former, events which are briefly recorded by Xenophon in a few words. 
This chapter is badly mutilated, and no continuous restoration is possible ; but 
enough remains to trace the close agreement between P and firstly Diodorus, who 
again seems to be giving an abridgement of P, and secondly Polyaenus, who is 

fuller than Diodorus but somewhat less detailed than P (vii. 4, 21-5, 36-41, viii. 

18, 21, 26, 27~30, notes). The story told by Nepos that Tissaphernes’ replace- 

ment by Tithraustes was brought about by Conon finds no confirmation, and the 

date for Conon’s visit to the Persian court indicated by Nepos and supported by 
Pausanias (the winter of 396-5), which has generally been preferred to the date 
implied by Diodorus (the winter of 395-4), is clearly inconsistent with P, who 
probably agreed with Diodorus on this point (vii. 4, note; cf. xv. 37, note). 

Persian affairs are still under discussion when B breaks off. A later reference to 
the negotiations between Tithraustes and Agesilaus (xviii. 37, note) shows that 
the account of these occurred in the gap between B and D, probably in the column 
following viii. This gap also comprised the earlier portion of the account of the 
revolution at Rhodes, of which the conclusion is extant in Col. xi, but whether 

C, containing the two fragmentary columns ix and x, is rightly placed between 
Band Dis wholly uncertain ; cf. pp. 113-4. Nothing can be made out of these two 
columns except that in Col. x P seems to be giving an appreciative character- 
sketch of some general or politician whose identity is uncertain (ix. 16, note). 

When D, by far the longest and best preserved section of the papyrus, 
begins, P has reverted to the naval war, xi. 1-34 describing a revolution at 
Rhodes whereby the democrats with the connivance of Conon overthrew the 
existing oligarchic government, which was in the hands of the Diagoreans, one 
of the leading Rhodian families. Xenophon ignores this revolution, to which 
there is a brief allusion in a quotation from Androtion in Pausanias. It has 
hitherto been connected closely with the revolt of Rhodes from Sparta, which is 
mentioned by Diodorus, but P now shows that the two events were by no means 

contemporaneous, the revolution taking place in the summer of 395, the revolt 
from Sparta in the preceding winter or earlier (iii. 23-6, xi. 1, notes). The 
mention of the Diagoreans throws an interesting light on the treatment of an 
illustrious member of that family, Dorieus, by the Spartans (xi. 10, note), and 
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the reference to Conon’s two chief lieutenants, Hieronymus and Nicophemus, 
supplies another point of contact with Diodorus (xi. 10-1, note). The cautious 
policy of Conon and the moderation displayed by the victorious democrats 
receive due recognition from P, who here shows no trace of an aristocratic bias. 
In xii 34 the subject changes to the war between Boeotia and Phocis in the 
summer of 395, but this is not actually reached until xiv. 16 sqq., since P enters 
upon a series of digressions. A mention of the state of faction existing at 
Thebes (xi. 35-8) leads to what is the most valuable portion of the whole 
papyrus, a description of the constitution of Boeotia in 395 (xi. 38-xii. 31), 
which settles a number of important and highly disputed questions, and provides 
much new information. The nature of the four boulai referred to by Thucydides 

is explained, and while Kohler is shown to be right in connecting them with the 
four boulai which the oligarchs at Athens wished to set up in 411, the surprising 
fact is now ascertained that these boulai belonged to the individual cities of the 
league, not to the federation as a whole, which had a single boule of 660 
members not invested with the supreme powers of the local boulai. The vexed 
question of the number of the Boeotarchs at the time of the Peloponnesian war 
is fixed at eleven, corresponding to a division of the Boeotians into eleven units, 
and what is still more important, we now have for the first time a complete list 
of the states forming the league and their distribution among the several units, 
according to which they shared the rights and duties of membership of the 
confederation (xi. 38, note). Of special interest are the details concerning the 
Boeotarchs appointed by Thebes (xii. 12-3, note), Orchomenus (xii. 16, note), 
and Tanagra (xii. 17, note). In xii 31 P reverts to parties at Thebes, about 
which he shows himself very well informed. The description of the anti-Spartan 
faction is on the whole very impartial, and the analysis of their motives shows 
considerable historical acumen (xiii. 10, note; cf. xiv. 6 sqq.). A reference to 
the change in the Theban policy caused by the control of public affairs passing 
from the pro-Spartan to the anti-Spartan party leads to another interesting 
digression (xiii. 15 sqq.) upon the causes of the increase of Boeotian prosperity 
in the forty years preceding 395, and this excursus leads on to yet another 
(xiii. 36—xiv. 5) upon the lavish adornment of Attica in the same period. P then, 
after describing the political schemes of the anti-Spartan party (xiv. 6-21), at 
length reaches the origin of the Boeotian war. His account of the intrigues 
from which it arose (xiv. 231-xv. 15) is not only more detailed than Xenophon’s, 
but differs in several important particulars—e.g. on the questions whether the 
Locrians concerned in the border dispute were the Opuntian (so Xen.) or 
the Hesperian (so P and Pausanias), whether the first act of aggression came 
from the side of the Locrians (so Xen. and Paus.) or from the Phocians 
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(so P), and what methods were employed by the Theban instigators of the war. 
The unsuccessful attempt of the Spartans to settle the dispute peaceably 
(xv. 7-11), which is recorded by no other historian, puts the policy of Sparta 
with regard to Boeotia in a new light,and this does not harmonize very well with 
the subsequent state of feeling at Sparta as described by Xenophon, whose 
account of the origin of this war is perhaps preferable in some respects to that 
of P (xiv. 21, note). The details of the invasion of Phocis (xv. 15-32) are all 
new but of no special interest. Incidentally P’s treatment of the whole dispute 
between the Phocians and the Locrians provides some important indications that 
he wrote his account before the conclusion, at any rate, of the Sacred War ; 

cf. p. 134. 

In xv. 32-xviii. 33 P once more returns to the naval war, and begins 
by recording the arrival (in the late summer) of a hitherto unknown Spartan 
vatapxos Cheiricrates, thereby producing a conflict with Xenophon, who 
represents Pisander as having been appointed vatapyos by Agesilaus at about 
this period (xv. 33, note). An otherwise unrelated visit of Conon to Sardis in 
order to obtain money (xv. 37, note) leads to a digression on the financial 
difficulties experienced by Greeks in the pay of Persia (xvi. 3-15). A passage 
which implies that the Persian empire was still standing shows that this history 
was composed before the conquest of Persia by Alexander (xiv. 3, note). After 
narrating the results of Conon’s mission and the departure of Tithraustes for the 
Persian court (xvi. 16-29), P proceeds to describe minutely a mutiny at Caunus 
of Conon’s forces upon the return of their commander. This event, which 
nearly led to the dispersion of Conon’s fleet, has been passed over by all 
historians except Justin, whose reference to it, though brief, seems to be derived 
indirectly from P (xvi. 29, note). The revolt was ultimately quelled by the 
efforts of Conon, whose mpoOupla receives special praise from our author (xviii. 32). 

In xvi. 33 P reverts to Agesilaus, and describes his campaign in the late summer 
and autumn of 395 up to his arrival at Dascylium, where he passed the winter, 
at which point the papyrus breaks off. Diodorus omits this campaign altogether, 
and, as in the account of the war in the earlier half of the year (v. 6-vii. 4), 
P differs widely from Xenophon, who, omitting the not very exciting incidents 

of Agesilaus’ march, concentrates his descriptive powers upon one or two 
episodes which were capable of picturesque treatment, e.g. the negotiations of 
Agesilaus with the king of Paphlagonia and later with Pharnabazus. P, on the 
other hand, gives a plain, straightforward account of the military operations, 
showing considerable acquaintance with the geography of Asia Minor and the 

details of the campaign (xviii. 39, note). When he reaches the Paphlagonian 
incident he devotes only a few lines to it, but manages nevertheless to conflict 
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with Xenophon both about the name of the Paphlagonian king (on this point 
being also in disagreement with Theopompus and Nepos), and the method by 

which the negotiations were conducted (xx. 37, note). A description of an 
ambush (xix. 22-39) resembles with slight variations that in v. 59 sqq. Con- 
cerning Spithradates, a Persian noble who deserted to Agesilaus, somewhat less 
information is given than by Xenophon ; but with regard to Spithradates’ son 
Megabates P speaks openly of Agesilaus’ attachment to him, which is only 
hinted at in the He//enica, though amply illustrated by the Agesilaus (xx. 9, note). 

The papyrus concludes in the middle of a description of an abortive scheme for 
invading Cappadocia, concerning which country erroneous geographical ideas 
prevailed even down to Roman times (xxi. 35-9, note). The unplaced fragments 
(16-72) are too small to give any historical information. 

To summarize the chief characteristics of our author, we have in this papyrus 
a very elaborate and detailed work of a historian of obviously great importance, 
who shows himself equally well informed whether dealing with events in Greece, 
the campaigns of Agesilaus in Asia, or the naval war. In the arrangement 
of his material he has adopted an annalistic method, evidently imitated from 
Thucydides, whereby events are narrated in chronological order and divided into 
years beginning in the ‘summer’ (whether spring or midsummer is not clear), 
and he has not grouped together according to subject events separated by any 
considerable distance of time. Hence there are abrupt transitions to and from 
different parts of the world, e. g. the account of the origin of the Boeotian war is 

inserted between two chapters dealing with the naval war. Whether P adhered 
strictly to this chronological arrangement there is not sufficient evidence to show ; 
but so far as the extant portions of his work go, he seems to keep closely to it. 
On the other hand he is extremely fond of digressions, whether excursions into 
earlier history, e.g. the exploits of Timolaus and the rise of Theban prosperity; 
or general descriptions which serve to illustrate the background of the events 
which he is recording, e.g. the sketch of the constitution of Boeotia. These 
digressions, though adding greatly to the interest and variety of P’s work, are 
seldom very relevant, and cause serious interruptions to the narrative. How 
easily he was led on from one excursus to another is well illustrated, firstly by 
i. 20 sqq., where, starting from the privateering expedition of Demaenetus, he 
reaches the achievements of the Corinthian Timolaus in the Decelean war through 
the intermediate stages of the origin of the anti-Spartan feeling first at Athens, 
then in Greece in general, and at Corinth in particular,—secondly by xii. 31 sqq., 
where, from the war between Boeotia and Phocis, he proceeds through the de- 
scription of parties at Thebes, the causes of the previous preponderance of the 
aristocrats and the growing prosperity of Thebes, to a sketch of the flourishing 
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condition of Attica prior to the fortification of Decelea. With regard to the 
scope of his work, it is clear that it included, besides the events of 396 and 395, 

the history of the seven years between 396 and the close of the Peloponnesian war, 

the year 403-2, corresponding approximately to the archonship of Euclides, being 
taken by Pas marking a kind of epoch. That his history, however, did not begin 
with 403-2, but comprised that portion of the Peloponnesian war which Thucy- 
dides did not live to narrate, is rendered probable by the reference to a former 
description of an incident of B.C. 411 in ii. 27. Since events prior to 411 are 
several times mentioned, but in no case with a reference to a former description of 
them, there is a strong presumption that P’s history began where Thucydides’ 
left off, and was intended to be a continuation of it. To what point beyond 395 
the narrative was carried there is no internal evidence to show, except that which 

indicates the period of the composition of the work itself. The description of the 
constitution of Boeotia, which is contrasted with the conditions existing in the 
writer's own day, was certainly written after 387, when at the peace of Antalcidas 
the Boeotian league underwent considerable changes. On the other hand the 
fact that the Persian empire is spoken of in terms implying that it was still 
standing (cf. p. 120), proves that P’s history was not written later than 330, and 
the use of the present tense in regard to the border disputes between Phocis 
and Locris, coupled with the absence of any reference to the Sacred War which 
resulted in the destruction of the Phocians, indicates that P’s work was com- 

posed before the conclusion of that war in 346, to say nothing of the general 
probability that an author so well informed (cf. e.g. the extremely minute 
description of the mutiny in xvi. 29 sqq., which is likely to have been obtained 
from an eyewitness) was not writing more than a couple of generations later than 
the events which he narrates. It is therefore possible that the history reached 
a point some twenty or thirty years later than 395, but considering its elaborate 

scale this is not at all likely, and there is nothing to suggest that it went further 
than the battle of Cnidus in 394, with which Theopompus’ Hedlenica concluded. 

That P’s sympathies were aristocratic not democratic, and therefore on the 
whole with Sparta, is shown by his description of the parties at Athens, particularly 

his opinion of the motives influencing the extreme section of the democrats. In 
his account also of the intrigues which led to the Boeotian war he seems to 
acquiesce in the Spartan claims to the hegemony of Greece at this period. But 
so far from laying himself open to the charge of exaggerated partisanship, 
P compares favourably with Xenophon by his impartiality. While admitting 
(probably rightly) the fact of the acceptance of Persian gold by the Athenians in 

common with the Thebans, Argives, and Corinthians, he expressly defends those 
states from the accusation of Medizing, by controverting the pro-Spartan view 
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and minimizing the extent to which the mission of Timocrates was responsible 
for creating the anti-Spartan league. The moderation of the section of the 
Athenian democratic party headed by Thrasybulus and Anytus and of the 
victorious democrats at Rhodes is plainly recognized, and it is noteworthy that 
the leaders of the anti-Spartan faction at Thebes are classed among the BéArioros 
xa yowpizeraro no less than their opponents. Of an anti-Theban bias, which is 
so marked in Xenophon, there is no trace; and it is clear that P wished to do 
full justice to the chief enemy and destined conqueror of Sparta. A still more 
remarkable example of his fairness towards Sparta’s enemies is the prominence 
assigned by him to Conon, who figures no less conspicuously than Agesilaus, 
while there is a noticeable contrast between the dry and unenthusiastic catalogue 
of Agesilaus’ achievements, which evoke hardly a word of praise, and the more 
lively narrative of the incidents of the naval war with its outspoken expression of 
admiration for Conon’s skill in overcoming difficulties (xviii. 32). Nothing illus- 
trates P’s merits as a historian and his superiority to Xenophon better than the 
correct perspective in which he draws the two chief actors on his stage, refusing 
to allow the brilliant and showy but ultimately fruitless triumphs of Agesilaus in 
the East to obscure the slow but in the end successful steps by which Conon 
destroyed the Spartan sea power and restored Athens to a position among the 
leading Greek states. 

A characteristic of P, which separates him from most Greek historians, 
is his dislike of rhetoric and apparent avoidance of speeches, of which there is 

only one consisting of but nine words (xi. 22-3), so that he almost seems to 
have taken the eighth book of Thucydides as his model. Allowance must, 

however, be made not only for the fact that the events recorded in the extant 
fragments do not offer any very favourable opportunities for inserting speeches 
(even Thucydides in Books i-vii and Xenophon have long sections without 
them), but also for the possibility that speeches occurred in the lost portions of 
P’s history. His seeming divergence from the common method of employing 

speeches to indicate motives and illustrate situations is compensated by a frequent 

analysis of causes, which shows much historical insight into the politics of the 
early fourth century, e. g. the discussions of the growth of anti-Spartan feeling in 
Greece, and of the policy of the anti-Spartan party at Thebes. That our author 
was sparing in comments, whether of approval or of the reverse, upon the actions 
of his characters is clear; it is unfortunate that the only passage in which he 

seems to have entered on a general criticism of some one’s character is hopelessly 
mutilated (Col. x). 

While P’s excellences as a narrator of facts, his wealth of information, his 

impartiality, his acuteness of judgement, and his seriousness, entitle him to very 
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high place among Greek historians, it is impossible to award much praise to his 
style. This, though correct and easy, is somewhat frigid, colourless, and verbose, 

rather like that of Polybius, and its monotonous flow is but seldom stirred to 
a little life, as in the descriptions of the democratic rising at Rhodes, the 
mutiny of Conon’s troops, and the adornment of Attica. So far from displaying 
any richness of vocabulary, he is decidedly careless about repeating words at 

very short intervals, and shows a marked fondness for certain expressions, e.g. 
BadlCew, mapofivey, and rvyyxdvew with a participle in place of the simple verb. 
pe ...dé are wont to recur with dull regularity, and the tendency to overload 

sentences with participles and parentheses, e.g. xiv. 8-16, sometimes produces 
a heavy effect. Some words and -phrases recall Polybius, e.g. (rats wédeot) rats 
apoeipnpevass (ii. 32), mAnyy (xv. 20, xix. 25), xara(edfas (xix. 18). With xaplevres 
in i. 9 cf. Ar. Pol. Z 5,1320b 7. The nearest parallel to the curious expression 
Botjoavros éxelvou rhv [SoljOevay in xi. 23 is Boay &xparov in Menander Fr. 510 (Kock). 
The hypothesis that he wrote his work later than 346 is excluded by internal 
evidence (cf. p. 122), and the style-does not suggest a much earlier date. Hiatus 
is as a rule avoided, even at the cost of producing an unnatural order of words, 
e.g. ii. 34 emnppévor yucety Foay rovs Aaxedaipovlous, and xi, 22 lepev @ &vdpes, Edn, 
moNirat, éxt rovs rupdyvovs. Eight instances, however (cf. i. 4, note), of hiatus 
occur, and though most of these can be got rid of without difficulty by slight 
alterations of the text, we have preferred to allow them to stand. The avoidance 
of hiatus proves little as regards the date of composition, for it is common to the 
Isocrateans, Polybius, and even Plutarch. 

Turning to P’s relation to other historians, everything in the papyrus leads 
to the conclusion that he was quite independent of Xenophon, and it is not even 
certain that Xenophon’s Hellenica was published before P wrote his work, for 
the Hellenica is now generally supposed to have been issued between 360 and 
350, and the limits within which P composed his history are 387 and 346; 

cf.p.122. If the Hellenica was published first, P shows a complete disregard 
for it, not only describing much that Xenophon had omitted, but frequently 

conflicting with him where the two writers cover the same ground. P may even 
have intended his work to be a contrast to Xenophon’s onesided and unsatisfac- 
tory account. With Diodorus P exhibits a remarkably close connexion ; Diod. xiv. 
80, which describes Agesilaus’ campaign in the early part of 395 and the super- 
session of Tissaphernes, is practically an abridgement of v-viii, and with regard 
to the naval war also Diodorus (xiv. 79. 4-8) has obtained his scanty details from 
P, though in the process apparently disturbing the sequence of events. The 
question whether the use of P by Diodorus was direct or indirect we postpone 

until we reach the question of P’s identity (cf. pp. 135-7), but we may remark that 
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with the discovery of P the criticism of Diod. xiii and xiv in any case enters on 
a new phase. Another late writer with whom P exhibits some noteworthy cases 
of agreement, though to a less extent than with Diodorus, is Polyaenus, whose 
account of the removal of Tissaphernes (S¢raz. vii. 16) seems to be an abridge- 
ment of vii—viii, and who alone of ancient writers agrees with P in associating 
the mission of Timocrates with Pharnabazus instead of with Tithraustes, though 
it is possible that this may be due to an accident (i. 33, note). Pausanias, too, 
presents some points of connexion with P, but generally mingled with points of 
difference. Thus he agrees with P that Epicrates and Cephalus took Persian 
gold (i. 33, note), and like P associates Amphitheus (whom he calls Amphithemis) 
with Ismenias and Androclidas (xii. 34-5, note); but on the date of Pisander’s 
appointment as vavapyos (xv. 33, note) and that of Timocrates’ mission and its 
effects he agrees with Xenophon against P, the view which Pausanias accepted 
being expressly controverted in ii. 1 sqq. Again with regard to the origin of 
the Boeotian war Pausanias agrees with P against Xenophon that the Locrians 
concerned were the Hesperian, not the Opuntian; but the embassy of the 
Athenians mentioned by Pausanias is not at all likely to have occurred in 
P’s narrative, and Pausanias, like Xenophon, makes the Locrians the aggressors. 
On the question whether Tissaphernes’ infantry took part in the campaign round 
Sardis Pausanias agrees with P against Xenophon, but his allusion to it is very 
brief, and that he himself used P in composing iii. 9 is most unlikely, though P 
may have to some extent influenced Pausanias’ sources. The only ancient 
historian who mentions the mutiny of Conon’s troops described in xvi. 29 sqq. is 
Justin, whose reference though brief seems to be derived ultimately from P. 
In the other late writers we have been unable to detect any trace of P’s 

influence. With Nepos P comes into conflict both concerning the nature of 
the campaign of 395 and the date of the visit of Conon to the Persian court 
and his responsibility for the dismissal of Tissaphernes, and also in regard to the 
name of the Paphlagonian king, while Plutarch in his Agestlaus closely follows 
Xenophon’s account of the campaign of 395, ignoring P altogether, and neither 

his Lysander nor his Artaxerxes betray any use of our author. 
Such being in brief the evidence concerning the character of P’s history, the 

way is now clear for the discussion of the most interesting problem of all—can 
he be identified with any of the known historians of the fourth century? For 
the authorship of so important a historical work the first names that naturally 
suggest themselves are those of the two famous pupils of Isocrates, Ephorus 
of Cyme and Theopompus of Chios. The close agreement between P and 
Diodorus at once suggests an identification with Ephorus, whose history is known 

to have been used by Diodorus in Book xiv; cf. 98. 2 ’"Apadotoros 3% cat Sddcor 
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at Kurcets dvréyovres 1 wokdue with Ephorus Fr. 134 ’Apadovoror 8% xal Sddrcor «al 
"Orvis dvréxovres Ere rH wodrdup. Moreover, Hieronymus, one of Conon’s lieu- 
tenants, who is stated by Harpocration to have been mentioned in Books xviii 
and xix of Ephorus (cf. Diod. xiv. 81. 4), occurs in xi. 10, and the spelling 
*Axpaiproy instead of ’Axpaldioy in xii. 20 is in accordance with Ephorus’ use 
(Fr. 67) of the adjectives ’Axpalg@mos and ‘Axpatpudrns. Neither of these 

coincidences, however, is really very striking, for any historian of this period who 
(unlike Xenophon) described the naval war in detail would be bound to mention 
Hieronymus, and Harpocration expressly says that other (unspecified) historians 
did so, while the insertion of the » in ’Axpalgcoy and its derivatives occurred 
in Theopompus also and was probably a common practice outside Boeotia. 

Some characteristics of P would suit Ephorus very well, e.g. his intimate know- 
ledge of Asia Minor, with which country Ephorus, whose home was at Cyme 
and who was a good geographer, must have been well acquainted, his proneness 
to digressions, of which Ephorus was fond (cf. Polyb. xii. 28 dewerards éorey 
éy rais mapexBacect), and his full information concerning Theban affairs, which is 

thought to have characterized Ephorus also (Busolt, Gr. Gesch. iii. p. 710). 
P’s divergence from Xenophon and points of agreement with other later writers 
besides Diodorus, e. g. Pausanias, Justin, and Polyaenus, would be in accordance 
with the views of modern critics concerning the relation of these authors to 
Ephorus; cf. e.g. E. Schwartz in Pauly-Wissowa, Keal-Eancycl. sv. Ephoros, 
pp. 11-2, Melber, Fahkrb. d. Class. Philol. Supplementbd. xiv. pp. 419 sqq., 
Busolt, of. ctt., iii. pp. 245 sqq., though the explanation of divergences in late 
writers from Thucydides and Xenophon by reference to Ephorus has in our 
opinion often been carried too far. For forming an opinion upon Ephorus’ style 
the extant fragments which very rarely quote his actual words afford but slight 
material ; the awkward repetition of the words AepxvA(ay érepyay after a brief 
interval (Fr. 130 from Book xviii) recalls P's carelessness in that respect (cf. p. 124), 
and there is at any rate no marked discrepancy of style between the extant 
fragments of Ephorus and P. The judgements of ancient critics who regarded 
Ephorus’ style as smooth but tame are by no means inappropriate to P; cf. 
Cicero Hortens. Fr. 12 quid... Ephoro mitius invenirs potest, Brut. 104 lents- 
simum Ephori ingenium; Dion. Chrys. xvii. p. 283 “Eqopos 3 zoAAny pev loroplay 
mapadliwow Td 3° frrioy xal dvewdvoy oo THs dnayyeAlas obx émirydecoy. The con- 
trast between him and Theopompus is frequently drawn, e. g. in the well-known 
saying of Isocrates that the latter required the bit, the former the spur, and if it 
were necessary to identify P with one of these two the argument from style 
would be all in favour of Ephorus. On the other hand some of the charac- 
teristics ascribed by ancient critics to Ephorus are not illustrated by P, e.g. his 
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fondness for moral reflexions (cf. Polyb. /.¢. rats ag’ atrod yvwpodoylais) and his 
use of speeches (cf. Plutarch, Mor. 803 b, quoted on p. 132); and if modern 
criticism (cf. e.g. Busolt, Gr. Gesc&. iii. p. 707) is right in supposing that Ephorus 
was a pronounced partisan of Athens and opponent of Sparta, and that he 
abandoned altogether the annalistic arrangement adopted by Thucydides, group- 
ing events together according to subject without sharp chronological distinctions, 
in both these features he differed from P, whose work moreover attains a higher 
degree of historical value than critics have generally been disposed to allow 
to Ephorus. It is difficult for instance to believe that P could have written any- 
thing so unreasonable as Ephorus’ account of the causes of the Peloponnesian 
war. But the really fatal objection to the identification of P with Ephorus, and 
one which caused Blass, who was at first disposed to favour that view, to reject 

it decisively, is that Ephorus wrote a universal history, which, although it became 
more detailed as he approached his own times, can hardly have described with 
very great minuteness the period covered by P, whereas not only is P’s narrative 
extremely elaborate (compared with the parallel portions of Xenophon P is 
much longer), but there are distinct indications in the work itself that it began at 
the point where Thucydides broke off and not earlier (cf. p. 116). Hence in 
spite of the remarkable agreement between P and Diodorus, we have no hesitation 
in rejecting the view that Ephorus is the author of the papyrus, and the same 
objection to the identification of P with Ephorus is equally fatal to his identifi- 
cation with Anaximenes or any other fourth-century writer of a universal history. 
The primary condition which must be satisfied with regard to the authorship of 
P’s work is that the historian whose claims are put forward wrote a continuation 
of Thucydides on a very elaborate scale. 

That condition is fulfilled by Theopompus, whose He/lenica in twelve books 
began where Thucydides left off, and ended with the battle of Cnidus in 394, as 
is known from Diod. xiii. 42, xiv. 84, and Theopompus is in fact regarded by 
both E. Meyer and Wilamowitz-Mdéllendorff as the author of the papyrus, 
though that hypothesis was unhesitatingly rejected by Blass. Of Theopompus’ 
Hellenica, which was certainly written before the same historian’s more famous 
and longer work, the P/ilippica, only about twenty fragments survive, of which 
only four (nos. 7, 15, 15 @, and 23) consist of more than a few words. The events 
from 411 up to the close of the war seem to have been related comparatively 

briefly, for already in Book ii there occurs a reference to a Lacedaemonian har- 
most who has generally been thought to have been appointed by Lysander, 
though that inference is not certain. After this, however, the history became much 
more detailed: Book viii, from which the names of certain places in Bithynia are 
quoted by Stephanus Byz., no doubt contained the accounts of the campaign of 
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Dercylidas in 398-7. The solitary extant quotation from Book ix cannot be 
dated precisely, but Book x included a character-sketch of Lysander emphasizing 
his moderation (Athen. xii. p. 543), a passage which is also referred to by Plutarch 
(Lysand. 30), who introduces it in connexion with Lysander’s death. Hence 
it is probable, as Meyer remarks, that in Theopompus also the sketch occurred 

at the point where he described Lysander’s death at the battle of Haliartus. 
Since this event took place in the autumn of 395 and the concluding chapters of 
P narrate Agesilaus’ campaign in the same autumn, while the battle of Haliartus 
has yet to be related, it is clear that Cols. xi-xxi, assuming that Athenaeus has 
quoted the number of the book correctly, cannot come from a later book 
than x. That they would, if Theopompus were the author, belong to Book x 
not to Book ix is made probable by the statement of Porphyry (ap. Euseb. Praep. 
Evang. p. 465) that Theopompus’ account of the negotiations between Agesilaus 
and Pharnabazus corresponding to Xen. Fell. iv. i. 29-40 (cf. p. 120) occurred in 
Book xi; for these negotiations took place in the winter of 395-4 soon after the 
events recorded in Col. xxi, and it is unlikely that the narrative of events in 
Greece in the autumn of 395 occupied a whole book. Cols. i-x might still come 
from Book ix, but since there is some reason to believe that Col. i commences 

a new book (cf. p. 115), it is more satisfactory to refer Cols. xi-xxi to the same 
book. In that case Book x of Theopompus’ He//enica would comprise an 
account of events from the expedition of Demaenetus in the first half of 396 
(cf. p. 115) down to the end of the year 395, the battle of Haliartus falling near 
the conclusion of this book, and the negotiations of Agesilaus with Pharnabazus 
near the beginning of the next. This would lead to the difficulty that Books 
xi and xii together would cover only the period from about January 394 to 
August (the approximate date of the battle of Cnidus is fixed by an eclipse), 
and even allowing for considerable digressions and the possible recital of events 
in other parts of the world such an arrangement seems disproportionate. The 
difficulty could be avoided by assigning Cols. xi-xxi to Book xi and assuming 
either that the sketch of Lysander referred to by Athenaeus occurred in Book x 

not in connexion with the battle of Haliartus or else that Athenaeus has erred in 
referring the passage in question to Book x instead of to Book xi. But Fr. 23 
of Theopompus from Book xi seems to relate to the homeward march of 
Agesilaus from the Hellespont, which is likely to have been narrated in the book 
following that to which Cols. xi-xxi would belong, so that it is preferable 
to suppose that these columns would be part of Book x. Book xii is in any case 
something of a mystery. No quotations from it are extant, and possibly Suidas 
was right in stating that the He//enica contained only eleven books. 

The hypothesis that P’s important work, which continued Thucydides’ 
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history and has clearly had a large influence upon later historians, is to be 
identified with a known continuation of Thucydides written by a historian of the 
first rank, who was undoubtedly much used by his successors in the same field, 
possesses obvious advantages and, especially when it comes to be advocated 

by Meyer in his own words, is sure to find wide acceptance. The positive 
arguments by which he in agreement with Wilamowitz-Mollendorff supports it 
against the rival theory of Blass, to be discussed later, are in the main as follows. 
Firstly, Theopompus, who as a child was exiled with his father from Chios on 

account of the latter’s philo-Laconian views, is krown to have been an aristocrat 
and on the whole in favour of Sparta as against Athens (cf. e.g. Fr. 17), though 
as would be expected from so great a historian, his personal feelings did not 
lead him into violent partisanship—witness his censure of the Spartans in the 

abstract of Pfilip~pica xii preserved by Photius as A@nvalwv 4 adds rais wpds 
Baotréa cuvOijxats éretparo eupyévew, Aaxedaysdvior 8% trépoyxa ppovodyres tapéBawov 

ras ovpOyjxas (cf. Blass’ defence of Theopompus from the charge of extreme - 
partiality in Att. Bereds. ii. pp. 415 sqq., and for a much less favourable view 
of Theopompus E. Schwartz, Hermes xxxv. pp. 109-10). This combination 
of aristocratic leanings with a sincere desire for truth corresponds, as Meyer 
thinks, to the attitude adopted by P, especially in his account of parties at 
Athens. Secondly, there is no reason to suppose that the characteristic 
vigour and eloquence of Theopompus were displayed in ordinary narrative 
such as that which occupies so large a part of the papyrus, and in fact the 
extant fragments of the e/lenica are not dissimilar in style from P. Of 
these the four largest are: (1) Fr. 7 dufx@noay els Xadxnddva cat Bu(dyriop 
pera tod Actos otparevyaros BovAduevo. XpvodwoAw xaracyety (for dyayerGat 
cf. i. 7; orpdrevya occurs frequently in P); (2) Fr. 15 a dvaxowodvrat trav 
'Qpwrieov Tyrépe nai rots per’ .éxelvov Bovrdopévots xal rév "Opwndy vadpxew avrois 

(for werd in preference to ovy cf. vi. 17, &c., and for the historic present 

xvi. 20, xvii. 17, &c.); (3) Fr. 15 rd 88 ray elAdrwy fOvos tavrdmacw apds 
Sidxetrat cal mxpas. lot ydp otros KxarededovAwmpévor modty dn xpdvoy tnd Tey 
TaapriarGy, of wey atrav éx Meooyyys dyres of 3 édedrat xarotxodyres mpdrepov Td 

kadovpevov “EAos rijs Aaxcveijs (cf. e.g. xiv. 25 sqq.; vos, dvaxetoOat, and ro 

xaAotmevoy are words of frequent occurrence in P; with the inversion oOpés 
didxecrat kal mixp@s to avoid hiatus with the following elc( cf. ii. 34 and xi. 22); 

(4) Fr. 23 (from Hell. xi and Philip. xiii according to Athen. xiv. p. 657) xat ol 
Odoror Exepav "AynoiAdw mpoordyr. apdBara cat Bots ed reOpappévovs mpds rovros 
82 xal wéupara cat rpaynpdrewv eldos mavrotamdy. 63 ’Aynalraos ra wey mpdBara cal 

ras Bots é\aBev, ra 3 téupara cal ra Tpayjpara mpGtoy pev ovd’ éyvw, KarexexaAuTro 
yap’ @s 3€ xareev dropper avrovs éxérevoey, clay ov véumsov elvat Aaxedatpovlots 

K 
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xphoGat rovotrots rots ééopact. Atmapotvrav dt rév Oacluy, dre, pyal, pépovtes éxelvors, 

delEas abrots rovs efAwras, eltav Sri rovrovs d€or d:apOelpecOat tpa@yovtas atra oA 

pa@AAov 7 avrov kal rots mapovtas Aaxedaiporlwy (the structure of the sentence 
6 8 ’Aynoldaos x.r.A. is particularly like the style of P). This argument for the 
general similarity of the style of the Hellenica with that of P can, we may 

remark, be supplemented by the occurrence of certain linguistic agreements 
between P and Theopompus, including two possible references to extant 

portions of P in quotations from Theopompus (p. 131). Thirdly, enough is known 

about the contents of the PAikppica, particularly from the abstract of Book xii 
preserved by Photius, to show that Theopompus was extremely prone to 

digressions on all kinds of subjects, many of them very remotely connected with 
his main narrative, a feature which is notably prominent in P also (cf. p. 121). 
Fourthly, several points in the probably just criticism of Theopompus as © 
a historian by Dionysius of Halicarnassus (£9. ad Cn. Pomp. pp. 782-7) apply 
very well to P. Thus Dionysius speaks of both Hellenica and Philippica as 

being evzapaxoAovnro. cai cadets, and praises the careful and diligent preparations 
which Theopompus had made in collecting materials and obtaining information, 
and the wide range of subjects treated (ré roAvpoppoy tis ypadijs), which included 

descriptions of states, laws, constitutions (aoAtreidy ocyjpara; cf. P’s excursus on 

the constitution of Boeotia), important individuals, &c. Dionysius specially 
singles out as Theopompus’ most remarkable characteristic, which distinguished 
him from both older and younger historians, his deep insight into causes and 
power of psychological analysis, ré xa’ éxdorny mpagw pn povoy Ta pavepa rois 
moAXois dpay cat Adyety, dAAG eLerad ey cal rds ddpaveis alrlas ray mpdfewy nat rdv 

npagdvrwy avrds xal ta maby ris Wuxs & pH pddsa rots wodAots eldévat, cai mdvra 
éxxadumrrey Ta pvotip.ia Ths TE Soxovaons apeTijs cal THs ayvoovpévns Kaxias ... 1d Kal 

Bacxavos oer elvat, with which description may be compared the penetrating 

analysis of the motives of the various anti-Spartan parties in i. 33 sqq. and of 
the policy of Ismenias’ party at Thebes in xii. 37-xiv. 21. Fifthly, that 
Theopompus’ works were serious histories like that of P, and very far from being 
over-rhetorical, is shown by the unfavourable verdict passed upon him by one of 
his successors, Duris of Samos, a writer who sacrificed historical accuracy to 
mere effect, "Eqopos 8? xat @edropmos rév yevopévwy mActoroy anedcipOnoay, otre 
yap piujoews peréAaBov ovdepustas obtre ndovis év ro ppdeat, avrod 8% rod ypddew pdvov 

énepeAn@noay. Sixthly, the blame passed on Theopompus in common with 
Ephorus and Timaeus by Polybius (xii. 25 f. 6) for his want of knowledge in 
describing battles would accord with the suspiciously conventional character of 
the account of the two ambuscades in v. 59 sqq. and xix. 22 sqq. 

The combined weight of Meyer’s arguments, of which the first three seem 
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to us the strongest, is undoubtedly considerable, and we can reinforce them 
by several linguistic coincidences of which the last two are particularly striking, 
and perhaps provide direct evidence of P’s identity with Theopompus. Of 
P’s favourite expressions (cf. p. 124) rvyxdvew with a participle in place of the 
simple verb occurs in Theop. Fr. 149, wapoftvew in Fr. 100, while ywploy... 
Kateoxevacpévoy KxadGs is found both in xx. 30 (xaxws Pap. by an error) and 
Theop. Fr. 33. The agreement of P with Theopompus as to the insertion of 
y in the name ‘Axpalquoy (cf. ’Axpaivlov xii. 20, note) proves little, for Ephorus 

used the forms 'Axpaigmos and ’Axpatpueérns (cf. p. 126) and the insertion of »v was 
probably common; moreover, Stephanus Byz. ascribes the form "’Axpaldrioy to 

Pausanias, and (ra) ’Axpalpua to Theopompus. Similarly the circumstance that 
Theopompus’ description of Mesogis and Celaenae (Fr. 290) is in accordance 
with vi. 45-vii. 2 (cf. note ad /oc.), that of Parapotamii (Fr. 264) with xv. 17-8, is 
of slight account. But the occurrence in xviii. 39 (cf. viii. 22) of the verb carapar 
in the rather rare sense of eA@ety, a use which is attributed to Theopompus 
(Fr. 327) by a grammarian in Bekk. Anecd. p. 104. 15, is significant in any case, 

and it is possible that this passage in P was the grammarian’s authority, while 
a still more noteworthy coincidence between P and Theopompus is found in con- 
nexion with the form Kapzacets (xvi. 37, xvii. 16), meaning a man of Carpasus (in 
Cyprus). Steph. Byz. s.v. Kapzacla remarks 6 moAlrns Kapnacedrns ... cat rd 
xrntixdy Kapracewrixds cat Kaptacewrtxy axpa. Oedropnos év dexdrp Kapraceis avrovs 
g@now. tows ard rob Kdpracos as Avrloxos ’Avrioxed’s, ap’ ot Kapracevs. It has been 
generally assumed that the 10th Book in question belonged to the more com- 

monly quoted PAlippica rather than to the Hellenica, and C. Miiller explains it 

(Fr. Hist. Gr. Theop. Fr. 93) by the supposition that the Carpasians were 
mentioned in connexion with Cimon’s expedition to Sicily, Cimon being men- 
tioned in another fragment (94) of PAz/. Book x. But both the assumption and 
the suggested explanation are mere guesses, and if the roth Book belongs to 
the Hellenica the agreement with P is very remarkable, for, as we have shown 

(p. 128), Cols. xi-xxi, if not the whole of the papyrus, would belong to that 
Book. This coincidence may indeed seem to clinch the argument for the 

identification of P with Theopompus, but before deciding in favour of that view 

it is necessary to examine the objections to it. 
In the first place P and Theopompus seem to disagree as to the name of the 

Paphlagonian king, who is called I'vns in xxi. 11 but Ovs by Theopompus accord- 

ing to Athenaeus, while Nepos, who is no doubt following Theopompus, calls 

him 7huys (xx. 37, note). Meyer evades the difficulty by supposing a corruption 
in the papyrus, which is admittedly not very trustworthy, especially as to proper 

names. But Ivns is not in itself an unlikely form for an Asiatic name which, as 

K 2 
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the variations of it in Xenophon (Kérus and “Orvs) show, could not be repre- 
sented satisfactorily in Greek, and the apparent disagreement between P and 
Theopompus is prima facie evidence against the identity of the two. Secondly, 
according to Porphyry af. Eusebius, Praep. Evang. p. 465 b-c Theopompus in his 
Hellenica plagiarized from Xenophon (7oAAa rod EZevopGvros avrdv peraridévra 
xare(Anga) and in the 11th Book peradels dpyd re cat dxlynra tenolnxe xat dapaxra 

the account of the negotiations between Agesilaus and Pharnabazus which 
Xenophon (fell, iv. 1. 29-40) had described wdvv xapsévtws Kai npendvras dudoty. 
It is very unfortunate that the papyrus breaks off shortly before that episode was 
reached, but the total disregard of Xenophon exhibited in the extant portions of 

P renders it improbable that he borrowed from that author, and though, as Meyer 

remarks, Xenophon is likely to have been the only historian who could describe 
those negotiations from first-hand knowledge, the divergence between P and 
Xenophon in regard to the treatment of the earlier negotiations between Agesilaus 
and the king of Paphlagonia (xx. 37, note), for the details of which Xenophon 

was equally in all probability the sole first-hand authority, renders it in our 
opinion very difficult to believe that P used Xenophon’s account when describing 
the negotiations with Pharnabazus. Hence if P is Theopompus, the general 
charge of plagiarism from Xenophon brought against him by Porphyry must cer- 
tainly be dismissed, and it would, we think, be preferable to explain the specific 

instance alleged as also due to a misunderstanding. Whether Porphyry carries 
very much weight on a question of literary criticism may be doubted, but his 
evidence, so far as it goes, distinctly tells against the identification of P with 
Theopompus. Thirdly, the absence of speeches in P offers a point of contrast with 
Theopompus, who certainly employed them, as is shown not only by the censure 

passed upon him in common with Ephorus and Anaximenes by Plutarch Mor. 
803 b éni 388 trav 'Ed. nal Geom. nal Ava. pytoperdy nat tepiddwv ds mepalvovew 
eLomAloavtes ra orparevmara Kal mapard€avres ory elreiy’ ovdeis cidipov Taira pwpalver 
mékas, but by.two recently discovered fragments of the ®iAcwm«dé (Didymus, 
De Demosth. Comm., ed. Diels and Schubart, pp. 19 and 35). It is possible 
however that the absence of speeches in P is due to accident; cf. p. 123. 
Fourthly, P’s account of Agesilaus does not accord at all well with what is 

known of the treatment of him in Theopompus. That the latter had a very 
high admiration for Agesilaus is clear from the fact that Plutarch quotes his 
praise (xai peyioros peéy iv duodoyoupévws kal trav tore Covrwy émubapéoraros, ws 

elpnxé mov kal @ednoumos), and the rather trivial anecdote preserved in Fr. 23 

from //e//. xi, and probably in a slightly different form in PAs. xiii (cf. 
p. 129) recalls the stories about Agesilaus which Xenophon tells of his hero, 

P on the other hand shows no tendency to illustrate the personal character 
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of Agesilaus nor any enthusiasm over his achievements (though cf. v. 17-9, 
note). It is moreover very noticeable that Plutarch, who is generally con- 
sidered to have derived much information from Theopompus (cf. e.g. Busolt, 
Gr. Gesch. iii. pp. 727 sqq.), and who in his Ages. mentions him four times, 
besides clearly referring in ch. 36 to the version in Theopompus’ PAilippica 
of the story about the gifts offered to the king, nevertheless ignores the 
divergences between P and Xenophon with regard to Agesilaus’ campaigns in 
395 and shows practically no trace of connexion with P anywhere. That P’s 
account of the war in 395, which has influenced Diodorus and other writers 

of the Roman period and must have been still extant in Plutarch’s time, was so 

completely neglected by him is somewhat remarkable in any case; but the 
identification of P with Theopompus makes this neglect much more difficult of 
explanation, and the view, which has been widely held, that Plutarch had first- 

hand knowledge of Theopompus, becomes almost untenable, with regard to the 
Flellenica at any rate, if P was the author of that work. Fifthly, while the 

agreements between P and Pausanias, Justin,and Polyaenus present no obstacles 
to Meyer’s view, the acceptance of it leads to considerable complications when 
we try to account for the agreement between P and Diodorus, and to reconcile the 
dates at which P’s work and Theopompus’ Héedlenica were probably composed. 
Meyer, from the standpoint of most modern criticism of Diodorus, which believes 
that ‘die starke Abhangigkeit Diodors von Ephoros von dem neunten Buche der 
Bibliothek ab (i.e. to Book xv) eines der sichersten Ergebnisse der Quellen- 
forschung ist’ (Bauer, Die Forschungen zur Gr. Gesch. 1888-98, p. 265), explains 
the clear dependence of Diodorus upon P by the hypothesis that Diodorus’ 
source, Ephorus, was using Theopompus. This leads, however, to a chronological 
dificulty. Theopompus was probably born about 376, since according to Photius 

he was 45 years of age, when through Alexander’s intervention he returned 

to Chios from exile apparently in 332 (cf. Blass, of. c#t. p. 400; Rohde, Rhein. 

Mus, x\ix. p. 623). The statement of Suidas that Theopompus, like Ephorus, 
was yeyoras...in the gg3rd Olympiad (b.C. 408) is now universally regarded as 
containing an error in the figures, yeyoyés meaning not ‘born’ but ‘lived’ (cf. 
Blass, 2 c.). He survived the death of Alexander, for Photius relates that he 

took refuge in Egypt with Ptolemy, but when and where he died is uncertain. 
Concerning Ephorus’ life even less is known. Probably he was born about the 

same time as Theopompus and died some time before him, for the latest event 
recorded about him is his refusal to accept an invitation to Alexander's court 
(Plat. De stoic. repugn. c. 20), and whereas part of Theopompus’ PA#i/ip~pica must 

have been written after the death of Philip in 336, the 29th Book of Ephorus’ 
history only reached 356, the goth Book which reaches 340 being edited after the 
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historian’s death by his son (Diod. xvi. 14). Meyer thinks that Theopompus 
wrote the Hellenica not much later than 350, and that the 18th and roth Books 
of Ephorus, which covered the same ground, were not composed until after 330, 
for it is of course very difficult to reconcile the supposed dependence of Ephorus 

upon Theopompus without assuming an interval of some 15 or 20 years between 
the composition of the ellenica and the parallel portions of Ephorus’ history. 
But to this view there are two serious objections. That P wrote his history not 
much, if at all, later than 350 is probable enough; for, as Mr. E. M. Walker was 

the first to point out and as Meyer now admits, the account of the border dispute 
between Phocis and Locris in xiv. 25 sqq., where P speaks of the audio Bnrjoiuos 

_ xepa as still existing (éom, in 1. 25; cf. émvéuovor and d:apmd(ovcr in Il. 27 
and 29) and contrasts in ll. 30-37 the former peaceful methods of settling the 
quarrel with the war which was kindled on that occasion, cannot have been 

written after the end of the Sacred War, which began in 356 with a struggle 
between the Phocians and the very same Locrians, and ended in 346 with 
the complete ruin of Phocis, whose place on the Amphictyonic Council was 

transferred to Macedonia. Hence 346 may be regarded as the serminus ad quem 
for the date at which P composed his history. Mr. Walker is even prepared to 
place it before 356, on the ground that a reference to the Sacred War would be 

expected in xiv. 25 sqq. if it had actually begun ; but we do not wish to press 

this point, for the use of the present tense is quite compatible with the war being 
already in progress. If P wrote before 356, it is of course impossible to identify 
him with Theopompus without abandoning the current view concerning the 
date of Theopompus’ birth, and even if he was writing between 350 and 346, 
which we regard as on the whole the most likely date for the composition of 
P’s work, it is not at all easy to reconcile this with the evidence that Theo- 
pompus was born in about 376. A work so detailed and elaborate as that of 
P implies a large amount of research on the part of its author, especially since 

he disregarded Xenophon. Theopompus may have begun writing his Hellenica 
at the age of 23 or 24, but that he composed the roth Book before the age 
of 30 seems to us distinctly improbable, so that taking 376 as the correct 
date of Theopompus’ birth, the /erminus a quo for the date of the composition 

of Book x is 347-6. Since the terminus ad quem for P’s work is, as we have 
said, 346, the margin of time available for the supposed composition of it by 
Theopompus is reduced to the narrowest possible limits, if it does not disappear 

altogether. The margin may be extended for a year or two by supposing that 

when Photius gave Theopompus’ age at his return from exile as 45 years, 

that figure was approximate, and he should have strictly said 46 or 47. But 
if the date of Theopompus’ birth is pushed back before about 378 it becomes 
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necessary to alter the number of the year in Photius’ account, and to this there 
are two objections: firstly, that Photius seems to be drawing his details con- 
cerning Theopompus’ life from a trustworthy source, and that the mistake, if 
there be one, must be attributed not to him but to his copyists; secondly, that, 

in view of the fact that Theopompus was living in Egypt under Ptolemy Soter 

and may even have survived the year 300, 376 is a sufficiently early date for his 
birth, and a date before 380 is not at all probable. 

The theory of the identity of P with Theopompus thus leads to a grave 
chronological difficulty with regard to the date of the 10th Book of the Hellenica, 
the composition of which would on general grounds of probability be assigned to 

a year later than 346, whereas in order to satisfy the exigencies of the theory the 

date has to be prior to 346, and it is open to the further objection that P’s most 

prominent features as a historian (cf. pp. 122-3) do not in the least suggest the work 

of a very young man, but on the contrary are rather characteristic of maturity or 
even old age; cf. also p. 139. With regard to Ephorus on the other hand, Meyer's 
supposition that he wrote the last twelve out of 29 Books of his history after 
330 seems rather hazardous in view of the fact that he is not known to have out- 
lived that year. The interval, therefore, between the publication of the Hellenica 

and the composition of Books xviii and xix of Ephorus is likely to have been 
rather brief, and then the question arises whether it is probable that Ephorus would 
have neglected Xenophon and been content to reproduce in a shortened form the 
recently published work of his contemporary Theopompus as (granting that 
Diodorus in Book xiv is closely following Ephorus) he would seem to have done 
for the events of 396-5. Ephorus may have been a writer without much 
originality (cf. Wilamowitz, Arist. u. Athen ii. p. 16), but that he should have 
selected Theopompus as his principal or sole authority for the period covered 

by the Hedlenica is strange. If P is identified with Theopompus, can the 
difficulty of admitting that Theopompus was Ephorus’ source in Books xviii 
and xix be evaded by supposing a direct use of Theopompus by Diodorus for 

the period from 411-394? 
The question whether Diodorus borrowed from Theopompus has long been 

disputed, but since Volquardsen in 1869 propounded the view that Books xi-xv 
of Diodorus were mainly derived from Ephorus and Theopompus was not used, 

nearly all modern critics have ranged themselves on his side. Neither the scepticism 
of Holm (Gr. Gescd. iii. p. 19) nor the attempt of W. Stern (Commentationes tn 
hon. G. Studemund, 1889, pp. 245 sqq.) to prove on stylistic grounds that 
Diodorus had extensively used Theopompus in Books i-xx have won support, 
and the only concession sometimes made to the advocates of a use of Theopompus 

by Diodorus is in connexion with Book xvi, which deals with the period from 
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360-336, and of which Volquardsen left the source in doubt. Here F. Reuss’ 
conclusion (¥ahr6. f. class. Philol. cliii. pp. 317 sqq.) that parts of this Book are 
based on Theopompus is accepted by Bauer (of. cit. p. 266), but not by 
E. Schwartz (Pauly-Wissowa, Real-Encycl. v. p. 682), though cf. Reuss, Burstans 
Fahresber. cxxvii. p. 37, where he suggests that Diod. xvi. 34. 5 is derived from 
Theopompus on the evidence of the new fragment in Diels-Schubart, Didymus 
Comm. de Demosth. xii. 43-9. The conditions of the problem are now entirely 

altered by the discovery of our papyrus. Volquardsen (Unéers. uber dite 
Quellen Diod. pp. 67 sqq.) found five arguments against the use of Theopompus 
by Diodorus: (1) Theopompus is never cited by Diodorus; the mentions 

of his history in xiii. 42 and xiv. 84 do not count, because they belong to 
the extracts from a chronological epitome incorporated in Diodorus’ history. 

(2) There is no correspondence between the fragments of Theopompus and 
Diodorus. (3) There is no trace in Diodorus of Theopompus’ aristocratic bias. 
(4) The style of Diodorus does not resemble that of Theopompus. (5) For the 
period from 394-360 Diodorus could only have utilized Theopompus if he had 
searched up and down through the PA:lippica, and it is unlikely that he would 
have used a work arranged on so unsystematic a plan. If, however, P is 
Theopompus, these arguments break down completely, with regard to the 
Flellenica at any rate. As for (2), there would be a close agreement between 
Diodorus xiv and Theopompus ; as for (3), since Theopompus’ aristocratic bias 
would be very slight, and on the whole he would have to be regarded as 
a decidedly impartial historian, there would be no reason to expect an aristocratic 
bias to be traceable in Diodorus. With regard to (4) the identification of P 
with Theopompus necessitates a radical alteration in the ordinary conception of 
Theopompus’ style (cf. pp. 137-9), and so far from the style of Diodorus being 
different from that of Theopompus’ Hel/enica, it would present considerable 
resemblance to it. Volquardsen’s fifth reason does not apply to the period 
covered by the Mellenica, which moreover, being arranged on a chronological 
system, would be more convenient as a basis for a history arranged on Diodorus’ 
plan than a less strictly chronological work, such as Ephorus is supposed to 
have written. There remains, therefore, only the first argument, which, seeing 

that Diodorus is not in the habit of quoting his sources (e.g. Hieronymus of 
Cardia is generally thought to have been largely used in Books xviii-xx), is 
hardly serious, and it is clear that if P is Theopompus the whole question of 
the relation of Diodorus to Theopompus will have to be reconsidered. Into that 
problem we do not propose to enter in detail ; what we wish chiefly to insist upon 

is that the identification of P with Theopompus tends to disturb the prevailing 
view of the relation of Ephorus to Diodorus more seriously than an identification 
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with e.g. Cratippus, who may well have been used by Ephorus (cf. p. 141), and, 
secondly, the hypothesis which Meyer adopts so readily that Ephorus used 
Theopompus’ He/lenica, is based not only on a somewhat hazardous assumption 
concerning the dates at which these historians wrote, but on conclusions con- 
cerning the relation of Diodorus to Ephorus and Theopompus which the 
identification of P with Theopompus goes some way to undermine. That 
Diodorus used P directly does not seem to us probable: for though the general 
agreement between them is very close, the verbal coincidences are not on the 
whole very striking (cf. p. 216); and, as Mr. Walker remarks, the fact that 
Diodorus, though adopting an annalistic arrangement like that-of P, never- 
theless commits the egregious blunder of first omitting the events of Greek 
history altogether during the two years preceding that in which he places the 
dispatch of Agesilaus, and then combining into one year his account of the two 
campaigns of Agesilaus which really belong to different years, is almost 
incredible if he was excerpting an author whose chronology was as clear as 
that of P. Such an error, however, is readily explicable on the assumption that 

Diodorus was using an author like Ephorus, who (as is generally supposed) 
grouped events together without strict regard to chronology. That Diodorus’ 
close connexion with P is due to his use of Ephorus who was based on P is 
much the most satisfactory hypothesis, but the acceptance of it, so far from 
providing an argument for the identification of P with Theopompus, creates 
somewhat formidable difficulties. It is not Diodorus but Plutarch who, if P is 

Theopompus, ought to exhibit traces of his influence; but these, as we have said 

(p. 133), are not forthcoming. 
To these objections which we have brought against the identification of P 

with Theopompus may be added the great obstacle, which from the outset led 
Blass (and Dittenberger also) to reject that view, namely the absence in P of 

several of Theopompus’ most prominent characteristics, especially in regard to 
style. Thus Theopompus was noted for his comments either of praise or blame 
(principally the latter),a feature which is abundantly illustrated by the extant 
fragments of the PAslippica, whereas P, except apparently in the fragmentary 
Col. x, shows no disposition to moralize upon his characters, preferring to let their 
actions speak for themselves. Even so important a personage as Ismenias 
is introduced (xii. 34) without remark, and Agesilaus’ relations to Megabates are 
stated, but neither excused nor censured. We hear, indeed, of Conon’s mpo@vyia, an 

expression which is also used of Cyrus (xvi. 9) and an obscure Persian general 
(xx. 35), but for Agesilaus the extant portions of P have, except perhaps in v. 
17-9 (cf. note ad /oc.), no word of praise. The notorious bitterness of Theopompus, 
which Cicero singles out when summing him up in a single epithet (Hortens. 
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Fr. 12 guid... Theopompo acrius), and which is exemplified in his diatribes 
against Athens (Frs. 117, 238, and 297), however well deserved these may be, 
goes far beyond the censure, implied rather than openly expressed, upon the 

extreme democrats in ii. 10-14; and in the plain unrhetorical composition of P 
we look in vain for any traces of the fire and passion which Theopompus put 
into his vivid and powerful description of the friends of Philip (Fr. 249), or 
Fr. 125 beginning mola yap médts i} motoy EOvos ray Kata rhy "Aalay ovx éxpecBevero 
mpds BactAda ; rf 88 ray éx ris yas yervaudvon f ray xara réxyny emireAoupdvan KadGv 

4 tyulwv ov exouleOn 3Gpov as adréy; ov moAAal pey cal woduTeAcis orpwpvai Kal 
xAavides, ra pev ddovpy tra Be wowxtAra Ta 8 Aevkd, woAAal Be cenval ypvcat 

Katecxevacpévot Tao. Tots xpnoluots, woAAal 3é Kal Evorides cal xAtvat modvredeis ; 
x.7.X., or Fr. 135 Nixdotparoy 3 roy ‘Apyetoy mas ov xp gatAov voullew; ds 

mpoatdrys yerdpevos tis "Apyeiwy méAews cat tapadaBay kal yévos cal xpypara xat 

mOAAnY ovolay Tapa Tay mpoydvwy E&navras dmepeBadero rh KoAaxelg cal rais Oepamelas 
ot ydvov rovs rére otparelas perarydytas GANG Kal rods Eutpocbev yevoudvovs. mparov 
pey ydp otras hydance Ty mapa rod BapBdpou ryujy dore BovdAduevos dpéoxew xat 

moreverOa, padAov avexdpice mpds Bacirdda rov vidy' § rév GAAwv ovdels aémore 

pavicera: nojoas’ Exera xa’ éxdorny iydpay dmdre pédAot Sectvety tpdeCav maperlOe 

xwpts dvoudCwy rp daiuort tw BactAdws, éundrrjoas alrov cal dAAwy emirydelwy, dxovwv 

pev rotro moety cat rév Ilepody rots mepi ras Ovpas brarplBovras, oldpevos be da rijs 
Oepatelas ravrns xpnuarieto Oat GAAoy wapa toh Bacihéws. iy yap aloyxpoxepdis Kal 

xpnudreov ws ov« od’ ef ris Erepos qrtwy. That the historian whose superiority to 

Thucydides and Philistus on account of the elatio atque altitudo orationis suae was 

compared by Cicero (Brut. 66) to the superiority of Demosthenes to Lysias, and 
whose Aéfis Dionysius (Zp. ad Cn. Pomp. p. 786) compares to that of Isocrates, 

xa@apa yap... kal cow? cai cadys, tynAn re Kal peyadonpemis Kai ro Toumixdy Exovea 
moAU, ovyxeevy Kara thy peony dppovlay, jdéws nat padraxds feotoa, could have 

attained so high a reputation as a stylist is incredible, if his other work re- 

sembled these fragments. It is also noticeable that out of three points which are 
censured by Dionysius (p. 787) in Theopompus, his over-anxiety to avoid hiatus, 
his continual rhythmical periods, and his wearisome epideictic figures (rijs re 

cuptAokhs ray pwrndvray ypaypdrov Kal rijs kuxAtKijs edpvOulas ray mepidwv xal rijs 

dpoedelas rav cxnuartouGv), P exhibits only avoidance of hiatus (a rule which is 

subject to exceptions both in P and the extant fragments of Theopompus). 

Elaborate rhythmical periods and rhetorical antitheses, parisa, and paromoia 
(e.g. rl yap ray aloxpay i) Seay abtots ov mpoojy 7 Tl ray KadGy kal omovdaluy 

ovx amqv; in Theop. Fr. 249) are foreign to P's sober, unadorned style. In 

-order to identify P with Theopompus it ts practically necessary, as Meyer and 

Wilamowitz admit, to suppose that the /Ze//enica was written in a manner much 
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jess ornate than that of the PAilippica. In support of such a view of the develop- 

ment of Theopompus’ style can be cited the difference in Xenophon’s treatment 
of the period before and after the end of the Peloponnesian war, and the circum- 
stance that Theopompus seems to have begun his historical researches tamely 
enough by writing an epitome of Herodotus, and when composing the Hellenica 
may have been to some extent under the influence of Thucydides. But on the 

other hand the ancient critics draw no distinction between the characteristics of 
the Hell. and P#il., and in the case of a writer with so vigorous an individuality 

and such marked features of style as Theopompus it is certainly surprising, 

even apart from the story about the bit and the spur (cf. p. 126), that he should 
have been able as a young man (cf. p. 135) to curb his tendency to rhetoric so 
successfully as he has done, if he be indeed the author of the papyrus. That he 

was composing émdecxrixot Adyor at the same time as the Hellenica appears from 
Fr. 26, which probably is derived from the preface to the PArlippica, and the 
conception of history in the Isocratean school was in the words of the master 

himself (Isocr. iv. 9) af wey yap mpdfes al mpoyeyernpévar xowal macww hpiv Kare- 
AelpOnoayv, ro 3° ey KatpQ ratrais KataxpyoacOat Kal ra mpoonxovra wept éxdorns 

evOvunOnrat cat rots dvdpacw ev d:abérOat Tay ev ppovotvrwy Tidy éorw. 

Our comparison, therefore, of P’s work with the Hellenica of Theopompus, 
though it has not presented any single insuperable obstacle to the identification 
of one with the other, if that hypothesis can be made probable on other grounds, 

and though even as regards style there are some points of agreement between 

the two (cf. p. 129), undoubtedly has shown the existence of a number of 

weighty objections to the identification of P with Theopompus. Can these be 
avoided by identifying P with another historian? To reject Theopompus and 

take refuge in complete agnosticism is most unsatisfactory, for admittedly P was 
a historian of much importance who has largely influenced later tradition, and 
since his work survived far into the second century his name at any rate must be 
known. 

This being granted, there is besides Theopompus only one known historian, 
Cratippus, who seems to fulfil the primary condition required for identification 
with P, that he should have written a continuation of Thucydides, and it is 

Cratippus whom Blass wished to regard as the author of the papyrus. Con- 
cerning this writer our information is scanty, and his date has been much disputed. 
Dionysius Halic. (De Thucyd. 16) says forxey (sc. Thucydides) areAq riv toroplay 
karadineiy ws cal Kpdritmmos 6 cvvaxpdcas atr@ xat ta mapadeipOdvta tn’ atrod 

owayayav yéypapev’ ov pdvoy tais mpdfeow avras (sc. Thucydides’ speeches) éurodar 

yeyevioOat Adywy GAAG Kal Tots dxovovow dxAnpds etvat. rodrd yé to ovvdvra avrdy ey 

rots reAeutalas tis Lotoplas myot pndeplay rdfat pnropelay moAAGY pev Kata THy 'lwvlay 
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yevouévwy ToAAGy 8° év rats ’AOjvats Soa did Adywy kai SnunyopiGy éxpdy6n (perhaps 
a quotation from Cratippus’ zpoolyioyv). From this it is clear that Dionysius 
regarded Cratippus as a contemporary of Thucydides, and that Cratippus strongly 
objected to the speeches. More definite information about the period which his 

history covered is supplied by Plutarch (De glor. Ath. p. 345 C-E av ydp dvéAns 
tous mpdrrovtas ovx éfets tots ypdpovras. Gvede rhv [epixAdovs modttelav cal ra 

vavpaxa mpds “Ply Popplwyos rpdaata .. . kat Qovxvdldns vot diayéypamra. vere ra 
mept ‘EAAnomovtoy 'AAkiBiddou vearcevuata cal ta mpds AdoBov @pacvadov xal riv d7d 

Onpapévous ris 6Atyapxlas cardAvoww cat @pacdBovdaov nat ’Apyivoy (MSS. "Apyerzor) 
Kal rovs awd PvAifis éBdounxovra xara ris TraptiatGy yepovlas dvicrapévous Kal 

Kéveva médw euBiBddovra ras ’AOjvas els thy Oddarray, cal Kpdrimmos dynpntat 

This shows that Cratippus’ work, like Theopompus’ He//enica and probably the 
history of P, included the period from 411 to the battle of Cnidus in 394. 
Apparently he went over again part of the ground covered by the last Book 
of Thucydides, for the expulsion of the oligarchs by Theramenes is narrated 
in viii. 89 sqq., and Thrasyllus’ proceedings at Lesbos are recorded (very briefly) 
in viii. 100. That Plutarch should have here placed Cratippus on the same level 
as Thucydides indicates that he must have been a very important historian, and 
it is remarkable that there are only two other extant references to him: (1) Ps.- 
Plut. Vit. Orat. p. 834, where he is quoted in reference to the Hermocopidae, 
a subject which he may have treated in connexion with the return of Alcibiades ; 
(2) Marcellinus, Vit. Thuc. 33 dAAd dijAov Ste xdBodos e3d0n roils Getyovow, as cat 
Pidrdxopos Adyer xat Anuyrpros éy rots “Apyovow. eyo && Zeémavpov Anpetv vopllw 
Adyovra rotrov éy Opdxn reredevrynévar xdv ddnOevew voulCy Kpdrimmos atrdv. 133° 

éy ‘Iradlg Tluatoy airov xat Gddovs Adyew xeiobar ph cal opddpa xarayéAacrop #.! 
It appears from this that Cratippus was not older than Zopyrus, and Susemihl, 
identifying this Zopyrus with the friend of Timon of Phlius (Geseh. d. Gr. Lit. in 
a. Alexandrinerseit, ii. p. 468), thinks that Cratippus lived in the third or second 
century B.C. (op. c#¢. i. p. 646). But it is quite uncertain which Zopyrus is meant: 
he may, for instance, have been the contemporary of Socrates (Herbst, PAs/ol. 

xlix. p. 174). That Cratippus lived even later still has been maintained by Stahl, 

1 dy 82 «.7.A, has hitherto been treated as a remark of Marcellinus, éy @pgdey (which does not suit 
the sense) being generally altered to é» "Arnej; but, as Blass suggested, the passage in question is perhaps 

in iambic trimeters, though his proposal to regard it as a quotation from the Chromica of Apollodorus is 
unhesitatingly rejected by Wilamowitz. The lines can be restored thus : 

éya 82 Zdwupoy 
Adyorta rovroy (“SY U) reredevryeévas (or ey 'Arrieg reOrqxévas) 
Anpeiv vopuilw, way dAnOevay dox7 

Kpdriwwos airdvy ... 

7d 38° dy “Irarlg Tipaoy atroy ydrépovs 
weicbay Aé-yew jo) Kal opd’pa KxarayéAacror 7. 
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who boldy emends air (i. e. Thucydides) after cvvaxudoas in the Dionysius pas- 
sage into col adr@ (i.e. Q. Aelius Tubero, whom Dionysius was addressing), and 
would identify Cratippus with the friend of Pompey. This violent emendation 
of Dionysius has however been universally abandoned, and most recent critics 
either defend the date assigned to Cratippus by Dionysius or leave the question 
undecided ; cf. Meyer, Gesch. d. Alt. iii. p. 276; Busolt, Gr. Gesch. iii. pp. 631-2, 
where the literature of the subject is surveyed. 

That Cratippus was an Athenian is a tolerably certain inference from the 
context of the Plutarch passage, which relates to Athenian historians, and 
Meyer adduces as an objection to the identification of P with Cratippus the 
circumstance that the Athenians do not occupy in P the prominent position 
which they have in Thucydides, and that his sympathies are rather with 
Sparta. But since Plutarch next after Cratippus proceeds to mention Xeno- 
phon, this objection does not carry much weight, for P is certainly not more 
pro-Spartan than Xenophon, and his just recognition of Conon’s merits stands 
in marked contrast to Xenophon’s biased attempt to belittle that commander’s 
achievements. 

To sum up the scanty evidence with regard to Cratippus, what is known 
about the scope of his history and his avoidance of speeches fits in very well with 
Blass’ view concerning the authorship of the papyrus. That he was younger 
than Thucydides is practically certain in any case, and if cvvaxpdoas in Dionysius 
be regarded as a loose expression, and the publication of Cratippus’, i.e. P’s, 
work be assigned to the period between 375 and 350, it may well have been 
used by Ephorus, a hypothesis which would account for the agreements between 
P and Diodorus more easily than the rival view that P is Theopompus; cf. 
pp. 133-7. The style of P hardly suggests so early a date as 375-350, but since 
in any case he wrote his history before 346 (cf. p. 134) that difficulty is not very 
serious, and his independence of Xenophon can be explained by supposing that 
his work was published before Xenophon’s Hellenica just as well as by the theory 
that Pintentionally disregarded it. Moreover, the identification of P with Cratippus 
in preference to Theopompus would provide a possible solution for the mysterious 
paucity of references to him by name, for if his work was used not only by 
Ephorus but, as is possible, by Theopompus, it is to some extent intelligible that 
an author with so colourless a style was soon superseded by those writers and the 
more elegant Xenophon, although P’s great merits as a narrator of facts would 
still be expected to have rescued him from the almost complete neglect into 
which Cratippus unquestionably fell. 

In the absence of any other historian whose claims to be regarded as the 
author of the papyrus seem to be worthy of consideration, the choice lies between 
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Theopompus and Cratippus, and having stated the case for and against both as 

impartially as we could, we leave the decision to our readers. The positive 
arguments in favour of identifying P with so shadowy a person as Cratippus are 
inevitably not very convincing ; the strength of his case rests largely on the 
objections to regarding Theopompus as the author of the papyrus, objections 
which have led both Prof. Bury and Mr. Walker to endorse the opinion of Blass. 
For ourselves we should prefer on many grounds to identify P with Theopompus, 
especially as that view can be supported by some direct evidence—the coinci- 

dences with regard to Kapzace’s and xarapa; cf. p. 131. The first of these 
can of course be reconciled with the identification of P with Cratippus by the sup- 
position that Theopompus in the 10th Book of the Hellenica also mentioned the 
Carpasian leader of the mutiny or that the quotation comes after all from the 

10th Book of the P#ilip~pica; and the second coincidence by itself would not be 
very remarkable. Nevertheless they appeal to us on the whole more powerfully 
than the other arguments for Theopompus, and seem to us to turn the scale 

slightly in his favour, so that in the heading of 842 we have placed Theopompus’ 
name before that of Cratippus. On the other hand we feel more strongly than 
Meyer the difficulties (particularly those discussed on pp. 133-7) involved in his 
attractive hypothesis, which results in proving Theopompus to have been in his 
youth a greater historian and a worse stylist than has been generally supposed. 

Call him by what name we will, our author's work entitles him to be classed 
among the select band of Greek historians of the first rank, below Thucydides 
indeed but above Xenophon, and the portions of his history which have been 
preserved constitute a notable addition to the extant evidence. Not only has it 
supplied new facts of importance regarding the events of 396-5 and the con- 
stitution of Boeotia, and thrown a new and unexpected light upon the sources 
othér than Xenophon available to the later historians, but the agreement between P 
and Diodorus is bound to have far-reaching consequences. For quite apart from 

Col. i(=A Col. i). 

UTOOETOU. «0 2 ee ee eee juoe£erAevoerpinpne 

abnunberf. . 2. ese eeee Onpovyvapnod. .. 

Sednpaww{. .Jorox . . cocavrnoKkowvwoupero. . . 

atropnrar|. .jovAnmoAcyerairepirouTpay|. . . 

5 eredn|.ur[. .|rncavavtor|. . .jroderavour. . 

KataBaceioreparakakaG....... ]vavvexz[.|y 

VEDTOLKOVAVAYOMEY. we seen ae ]oxor{. .Ja80 
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the questions of his identity with Theopompus and the relation of Diodorus 
to that author and Ephorus, the discrepancies between Diodorus and Xenophon 

with regard to the events of 396-5 are now known to be due to the fact that 
Diodorus ultimately drew his account of those years from so well informed an 
authority as P; and henceforth it will be necessary to take into consideration 

the probability that throughout the rest of the period from 411-394 the differences 
between Diodorus and Xenophon, e.g. with regard to the campaign of Thibron 
and the return of the Ten Thousand, are largely due to the same cause. 

The credit of reconstructing the much damaged text of the papyrus is in 
a considerable measure due to Prof. F. Blass, who at first worked upon a rough 

copy. In November, 1906 the Greek was put into print, and the proof-sheets of 
it were revised by him shortly before his death. Proofs were also sent to Profs. E. 

Meyer and U. von Wilamowitz-Mollendorff, and to the latter we are indebted for 

a number of valuable suggestions for the restorations of lacunae, &c., which are 
acknowledged in the notes, while E. Meyer has most generously placed at our dis- 
posal the very elaborate historical commentary upon the papyrus which he wrote 
in the winter of 1906-7, and which will be published shortly. This important 

contribution of the leading historian of Germany has of course been of inestim- 
able service to us in composing our introduction and notes, though the conditions 
of some of the problems have been greatly altered by placing Cols. i-iv before 
v-viii instead of after them, as in the first proofs. Some suggestions on the text 
are also due to the late Prof. W. Dittenberger and to Prof. B. Niese, who were 
consulted by Prof. Blass. More recently the proofs of the whole edition were read 
by Profs. Meyer and Wilamowitz-Mdéllendorff, who have made some additional 
suggestions, and by Prof. J. B. Bury and Mr. E. M. Walker. To Prof. Bury we 
owe several excellent restorations in the text, while Mr. Walker’s criticisms have 

materially assisted in the elucidation of some of the historical problems connected 

with the papyrus. 

Col. i. 

bird Ot rov[s avrods yxpévolus é£érAevce rpijpns | I, 1. 

AOjynOev [od pera ris rob] Shpouv yrdpuns- [dia B.C. 396 

de Anpaivferios 6 k.. tos auris Kowwodpevols ev 

dmopp)ite ti BjovAn os Aéyerat wepi rod mpdy|[paros, 

5 €redn [olurl[éolrncay altro (rives) tTi@v] woAITOY ovy- 

kataBas els ITetpara cal xa6leAxtcas] vaivy ex t[a|y 

veoooikoy dvaybpevios Erde: mpd|s Koviwvja. 6o- 2 
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puBovdeperatraurayd......- ]xae7[. .JaOn 
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OKOVAUTOUCOTI MEY aValpouvTaKiyOuvoVel 

pEnTnvToAWwarodvaovetT noariactoveeadn 

VALWVOLLEVETFELK ELOKALTACOUTLAT EX OVTETE 

20 OTEpyovTarapovraodemoAAoKatdnporiKot 

rorepevpoBnbevrecer ea OnoavrocouyBovrev 

OUTLKALITE LN AYTEOT POT LLAMVATOVapPLOOT NY 

Tovaryewnoeo[.jommcdu|.jararretpmperc Oat 

rovonpal. .jrovwro|. . .|JrarnorokeworauTa 

25 terotnxotal. .jrpooG, .. . .]yedovamavraroy 

xpovoverapl. .jrov7[. ... .|paraxairodAat{. lio 

Aaxedaipol. . .joag[.... .|rrevarerepn{. |p 

pevyaponN......... .pectacemiracvavotac 

peraroun[. . 2.220 -|fOnoavderpecfi. .jo 

30 woBaciean[......... a |r[-\Kparnrexasayve 

GVKGLTEXE. . . ]opovovakatovAAaBovgapato 

MpoTEepovvavapxocameoretAeT porroucA. |Ke 

dalpoviovootameKTetvavauTovanvarTt 

ouvroderauT an apofuvovTrwvrovmeptTo— 

35 emikpaTnkatxepadovouroryaperyy over Ou 

pouyTecpadtoTarnvroAlvKalTavTnved xo— 

ouxerrerdnreipoxparerdtedey OnaavKat. jo 

Col. ii (=A Col. ii). 
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puBov Se pera taira yevopévov,) cai [av] Abn- 

valoy dyavaxrovvroly Soot yvd)pipfo Klai yxa- 

plevres fioay nai Aey[dvrav Sri dtalBa[Aob]or riv 

méAww &pxovres mod€ pou mpds Aax}edatpor{i- 

ous, KaramAayévres of BlovAevral rd]y ObpuBov ovy- 

hyayov rdv Sjpoy ovdey smpoolrjoovpevor pe- 
recynkévat Tol mpdyparos. auvedndvOéros de 

rob mwAnOovs dviorduevot Tav AOnvaloy oi re 

wept @pactBovroy kai Alotpoy Kai “Avutoy édida- 

aKoy avrods ore péyav aipodvra xivduvoy ef 

pH tiv wbdw drodvoovet Tis aitlas. trav de Abn. 

valov of pey ém(tvaxe’s Kal ras ovolas éxovres é- 

orepyov ra mapéyvra, of d¢ moAXAol Kai dnporixol 

tore yey GoBnbévres érelaOnaay Trois cvpBovdet= 

ovat, Kal mépwarvres pds Maova rov dppooriy 

tov Alyivns elrofv] énws Siivjarat ripwpeicbat 

tov Anpaijvejrov, ds oft pelra tis mbA\ews tabra 

meronKora> [Eulrpoohev St olyeddv dravra roy 

xpbvov érdplarjroy 7[& mpdy|uara Kal rroAdd 7z[olis 
Aaxedatpo[viow|s d[yrémpalrr{o)y. drrérepun[oly 

pev yap Srd[a re Kai tirnlpectas él rds vais ras 

pera’ rod K[évmvos, éréu|pOnoav dé mpéofjet)s 

as Bacitéa nf..... of mepi .jn[.Jxpdérn re xal Ayvi- 

av xal Tedelojylopov, ods Kai avAraBov Sdpaft 6 

mpbrepoy vavapxos amécreike mpds rovs Ala'xe- 

Satpovlous of améxrewvay avrovs. hvayri- 

odvro 6¢ raira mwapofuvbyrav tev mepi Tov 

’"Emxpdrn xai Kégadov obroe yap ervyor émibv- 

II. 1 

145 

podvres pddtora thy médrw (exrorepaoat), kal tabrnv (TiY yvopunv) Exxov 

ovx érecdy) Tipoxpdére diedéxOnoav Kai [7]d 

Col. ii, 

xpuciov [€iaBov, GAAA Kal odd] mpérepov. afro T- 

ves A€y[ovow alria ywvéoOla: Ta map éxelvov xpr- 
para tod oblorivat rovrous Kai] rods éy Botwrois 

L 
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Kai rods é[v rlalis dANats wébAeot Tlais mpoecpnpévats, 

ovx eldéres Ort n[aow avrois ovjveBeByxet mdédat 

dvapevas Exe [wpds Aaxedaipolilows Kal oxorely 

Srws éxrrodepdlaovet] tas mbes. éuloouy yap of 

pev ‘Apyeion xai Bowwrfol ....j}ywrat rods Aaxe- 
datpovlous drt rots évar{rlot]s ray modtTov 

avrois éxpavro Piro, [olf & [él rais AOjvas ém- 
Gupodvres drraddd£at tlod|s AOnvalflous ris %- 

avxias Kai ris elpyyns Kat [rploayayeiy ext rd to- 

Aepety Kai mloAlumpaly|uovety, iv’ avrois éx Tay 

Koway 7 xpnpart{eo[Olar. rav dé Kopw6lov 3 
of peractijcat Ta mpdlypjara (nrodvres of piv 

GdXor (apamdrnolos ?) trois ‘Apyelos Kai rois Botwrois érvyov dvople- 
ves Ovaxeimevor mpos rods Aaxedaipovlous, Tlcpé- 

Aaos dt pdbvos avrois didgopos yeyovas id{flwy éy- 

KAnpdroy Evexa, mporepov apiora dtaxelper(os 

kal pddrtora Aaxavifwy, os Eeort xarapabeiy 

éx tov kara Tov médcnov ov[ulBdvrav tov Aex[e- 

Aexéy. éxeivos yap dre peyv tmevr(evalay exo 4 

érbpOnoe Trav vice twas trav én AOnvalolt)s 
ovady, dré dt pera So r[pifpov els Apdlrodw 

karamAevoas Kai wap ¢xeivwv érépas réz[ralpas 

ovprAnpwodplevos éevixnjoe Rixtoy vavylayxjov 

Tov otpatnydy [trav Adnvalov, domep elpynx[d mov 

kat ampbrepov, x[al rpijpelis tas modeu[las [fra]Bey 

otcas mwévre Klal dota & erleuwav rpid[Kovrja: 

pera 6¢ ratra f........ |} Exov rpijples) xara- 

mrevcas els Odololy dréornce ravtny 7[d\v Abn- 
valov. of piv ody év rais mbreot Tals mpoet- 5 

pnpévais Std raira modd paddov # ocd Paprd- 

Bafov xai 7d xpvolov émnppévor puceiv Ficjav 

tods Aaxedatpoviovs. 6 6¢ Midoyv 6 ris Aly[é Ill. x 

yns dppoori|s,] os frovce ta wapd trav AOnvial- 

wv, cuumAnpwodpevos tpifipy &a Taxéo[y 
L2 
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edioxeTovdnpatverovoveKaTarouTorT{. 
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Col. iii (=A Col. iii with Frs. 1 and 2). 
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édimxe. tov Anyalveroy’ 6 8& Kara robrov z[év 

xpivov Eruxe pévay mepi Oopixdy ris Ar- 
40 THs. é[rreijO)) 8 mpoomdedoas eExeiv[ols mpds 2 

Col. iii. 

[Oopixdy] éreyxeipy[oev éEuBadrleiv, Gpunocevy emi modv 

[mpomA]eiy’ xparjofas dé... vjeds adrav thy pev v- 

[p adbrQ] vabv, bre xeipov Fv rd oxjépos, adrob xarédnev, 
[els 82] riv éxeifov peraBiBldéoas rods adrob vav- 

g [ras mploémAlelvoey [emi 76 orpd|revya TO pera Tod 

([Kévavos ........ .. 6 d& Minor els Alywav pe- 
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kai rods é[y tlalis AXas wédreot Tlais mpoeipnpévais, 

ovx eldéres Ort nlaow avrois culveBeByxer mérar 

dvapevas Exe [wpds Aaxedatpolvilols Kai oxome 

Srws exrrodeu@oovet] tias méAvals. épuloouy yap of 

piv ‘Apyeiar cai Bowrfol ....j}ywrat rods Aaxe- 
Satpovious Sri rots évar{rlot|s rev modtrav 

avrois éxpavro didas, [olf & [él rats Adjvats ém- 
Oupoivres araddrd£at zlod|s AOnvalijovs ris %- 

avyias Kal ris eipfjuns Kai [wploayayely émi rd mo- 

Aenety Kal m[oAlumpalylpoveiy, tv’ adbrois éx Tay 
Kowav 7 xpnparlleo[Olat. trav d& Kopiwbiav 3 
of peracrijca: Ta mpdlypjara (nrodyres of pey 

Gro (rapamAnolws ?) trois Apyelos Kai rois Botwrois érvyoyv dvople- 
vas Staxeinevoe mpds rods Aaxedatpovlous, T[iué- 

Aaos de pdbvos avrois diddopos yeyoves id{fjwv éy- 

KAnpdtov Evexa, mporepoy Apiora dtaxelner[os 

kai pddiora Aaxovifov, as efeort xarapabety 

éx tov Kara Tov mbdcnov ov[fp|Bdvrav rov Aex[e- 

Aekédv. éxeivos yap dre péey trevr(ealay e~yov 4 
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puBov Se pera taira yevopévov,| Kai [av] AOn- 

valoy dyavaxtovvtTaly Scot yvdjpiplor Kai ya- 

plevres Fioav Kal Aey[bvrav Sri dtalBalrAoblot rhv 

médXty pxovres moAr€ pou mpds Aax]edatpor{i- 

ous, xaramAayévres of BlovAevrai rd]v OdpvBor ovy- 

Hyayov Tov Onpov ovdey mpoo[rlootpevot pe- 

Terxnkévat rod mpéyparos. cuvedndvOéros Se 
To0 wARGovs dvicrduevor trav ‘AOnvaloy of re 
mept @pacvBovroy cai Alotpov Kal “Avuroy édida- 

oxoy aurods Ort péyav alpobyra: kivduvoy ef 

pi) thy mbdw drodtcover Tis airlas. trav de AOn- 

vatov of pev ém(texeis Kal ras ovalas Eyovres é- 

orepyov Ta mwapbyra, of Oe modAol Kal Snporixol 

tére pev hoBnOévres erreloOncav rois cupBovdct- 

ovat, Kal méuwavtes rpds Miatova tov dppooriy 

tov Alyivns elroly] Snws Siivjarar ripwpetcbat 

Tov Anpaiivejrov, ds ofd pelra rhs méAEews tabra 

menoinkéta’ [€u]rpocO[ey St alxeddov dravra Tov 

xpovoy érdplarjrov 7[& mpdyluara Kal modded 7z[olis 
Aaxedatpo[viotls d[vrémpa}rr(o)y. dirérepn[oly 

pev yap Sra re xai danjpectas emi tas vais tas 

pera tod Kiévavos, éréulpOnoav de mpéoBiet]s 
as Bacihéa nf..... of wept .jn[.Jxpdrn te xat Ayvl- 
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kai rods ¢é[y rlalis dAAats méAeot tlais mpoecpnpévas, 

ovx elddres Sri nlGow avrois culyveBeBHxe: médat 

dvopevas Exev [pds Aaxedatpolviols Kai oxomety 

Eras éxrodeudaovat] tias mwédels. éuloouy yap of 

pey ‘Apyeioe kai Bowrlot ... .jywrat rods Aaxe- 
datpovious bre rois évar{rlotls ray modtraev 

avrois éxpavro gidots, [olf 8 [ély rais Adjvas ém- 
6upobvres arradddgat tlod|s AOnvaliiovs ris - 
ovxias Kai ris elpyyns xal [mploayayeiy éni 7d so- 

Aepeity Kai mloAlumpaly]uovety, iv’ avrois éx Tov 

Koway 7 xpnpart{ec[Ojar. tay 6& Kopw6lov 3 
of peracrijcat Td mpdlypjara ¢nrodvres of pey 

Grdrot (raparAnolws ?) rois ‘Apyelos xai rois Bowwrois érvyoy dvople- 
vos Oaxeipevor mpds rods Aaxedaipovious, T(ipé- 

Aaos S& pbvos avrois Sidpopos yeyovas id{flwv éy- 

KAnpdtov évexa, mporepov Epiora Staxelperfos 

cai pdrtora Aaxovifwy, as tert: xarapadeiv 

éx tov Kard tov mbdenoy ovfp|Bdvrov rov Mex[e- 

Aetxdv. éxeivos yap éré pev mevr(ewalav tyov 4 

érébpOnoe tev vicwy twas trav én’ Abnvaloltls 
ovcdy, dré O& pera Sto tlptipav els Apdlrodey 

Karamdevoas Kai tap ¢kellvov érépas rétiralpas 

oupmAnpwodplevos evixnloe Sixtov vavplayjov 
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kai mpérepov, x[ai tpijpelis Tas modeplfllas [é\a]|Bev 

otcas wévre Kial mrAoia & EmleuwWay tpid[Kovrja: 

pera 6¢ tratra f........ | €xov tpinples] xara- 

mrctoas els Odolol dréctnce tavTny tial Abn- 
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[vdBagos ....... mapoguvélyroy avréy Tay mapa- 

80: Tess kcavise ee es 6 pey ovy ....]. apos Ta mepi Tiv apyny 

fara da este ok we ee hs TO orparb|redov, K[dwowv dé mpoc- 3 

er oe ee ene ee ee ailcOépevos avadaBov 
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Sovemtxtpourreo|.jedtaraurnornoanarnonpoayet— 

eLoTOvToAELOVauToUcavenetaavavdpacTivacpw 

Kewve uBanewetarnvrA0kp@vT@VETTFEpLOVKAa 

oupevwvoiceyeverornaeKOpacairiarolavTyn 

eortrorceOveotvrovroicapgia Bnrnotpocxwparre 

ptTovirapvaccoviep|.|noKatt poTepov ror em em oX€ 

PNKACLYNVTTONAGKLC ETILVELOVTLVEKATEPOLTMYTE 

pwxewvKattwvAoKpwvororepoidavTuxwcivata do 

pevottroreerepovacuvAcyevTectroAAotdtaprafovat 

Tam poBaTam por pov pevouvToAA@VT OLOUTMVAgeE 

KQTEpOvy ELvOpEevovaclmEeTAdLKNOTAMOAAGKALAO 

yovdtedvov Ton poradAnXovoToredeT@vAOKpa— 

avOapracavrovayvOevareBadovmpoBatravev 

ducoipaxe|.|omapofvvovravaut ove ekevavrov 

avdpovol.. . .}reptrovaydpox\edavKatroviopn 

VLIAVTTAPETKEVATAVELOTNVAOK plOapLETATMVO 

mAwveveBadovordedAoKpodnoupevnaTnoxXwpac 

mepwavrean peo Beiceia Borwrovexarnyoplave 

10. uvrorwvd|. |KeovxatBonOewexervovaavroie 

[... .Jurdtaxetr|. JacdemporavrovaaerorepiNioc 
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paca: rd Ebvos [pds rods Aaxedalipovlovs, BovAdpevor 

pey xatadOoa thy apyiy adtaly iva pi d:adbapaoow 

tr’ éxelvov Sid [rovs Aaxwr)f{fovras, oldpevor Se 
pgdiws robro mpldgew tirodaluBdvovres Bacirléla 

xXpypara nlalpé~eiiv, xa & 6] mapa rod BapBdpov nfelu- 
Pbcis ernyyédrcTO, (rods de) [KopivOiov]s xai rods ‘Apyelou[s] Kai 
rods A[Onalous pebe~ew rot] wodAguov, rovrous yap 

éxOpods rots Aaxedatp[ovlas Sras avrois cvprap(a)- 

[oxlevdoe(tv) rods moXlras. [dijavonbévres St Taira 2 

wept Tay mpaypdrov évéusfov ard pev Tob ga- 

vepoD yaderas Exew émiribecOat robrots, ovdémore 

yap obre OnBalovs obre rods dAdAovs Bowsods rwacbh- 

ceoOat rodeneiy Aaxedatpoviois Apyovot rs ‘EAAd- 

dos. émtyetpoivres [d]t dca ravrns tis dwdrns mpodyew 

cis tov méAcuov avrovs, advéretoay Avdpas twis So- 

xéoy éuBareiy els thy Aoxpav ray ‘Eoreploy xa- 

Aoupévwy, ols éyévero ris ExOpas airla roatrn: 
€ore Tois eBbveoty rovTas augioBnrioipos xdpa me- 3 

pt rv Ilapvaccéby, wepli] is wal mpérepdy tore merode- 

Hixacw, hv wodAdkis émwépovow éxdrepot tov Te 

Paxéwy cal trav Aoxpov, dmrbrepa 8 av riywow alo66- 

pevol more (rods) érépouvs ovddeyévres modal Stapmdgouer 

Ta wpbBara. mpbrepoy pey ovv moAdAav Tootray ad é- 

Katépwy ytyvopévey det pera Olens ta modAd Kal dé- 

yov SteXvovro mpds aAAHAovs, rére S@ Tav Aoxpay 

advOapracdvrav avf ay awéBadov mpoBdrov ev- 

Ods of Daxeli]s, mapofuvéyrav avrods exelvav ray 

dvdpay ods ol] mepi riv AvdpoxAclSay Kai roy ‘Iopn- 
viay trapecxedacay, els tiv Aoxplda pera roy 6- 

wrov évéBarov. of d& Aoxpot Syoupévns tis xopas 4 
wéuwavres mpéoBeas eis Borwrods Karnyoplay é- 

motojivro tov P[wkéwy, xal BonOew éxelvous avrois 
[hélowy> Sidxew[rlac 8€ mpds avrods adel more gidlos. 

177 
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Col. xv (=D Col. v). 

[. .]wrovaBonPewrorcroxpoiogof.. 1... 2-2 ee eee 

[. jwvavrotormvexrovOnBorv7]....- 2622-02 eee 

[.]aruvavexwpnoavirperBeod.]..[.... 2-2 ee eee 

TETIPOTAGKECALMOVLOVINELOUVER[. . 2+ ee ee eee 

revBowwroceornvavrovBadi..........-- 

Aeyetvavrovovopicavrecanioral..... ee a 

ouxed]. prove Bouwroverodepover| Gros Src hie 
gpoxearadrAcrTiadixercOaivoptfovc[........... 

Bavewrapavrovevroicouppayola[,.. 2.66. 

POLVvOVTMVAUTOVTTMOVKAITHVAN|. . 2.2.5. 

ypararavTacvoTnoavT@vrovoper[...... pits 

TovAaKkedatpoviovanpaxtovoamerte|. . 2... ee 

raomAadaPovreceBadel. \fovertrovagwxd....... } 

Aovrecdedtaraxewverornvgoxidaka. .. .]y 
CAVTECTNVTETOVTTA PAT OT ALLOVyYwpayKadau 

AcwvKaipavorewverexeipnoavTatomoAcoin por Bar 

AetvKatdavAapevmpocedA Govrecarexwpnocavavbio 

ovdevrronoavrecadANaKkaitAnyacodryacAaBovres 

pavorewvSeronpoaoriovKaraxparorethovdta 

mpagapevorderavranpon\Oovearnvpwxidaxa 

radpapovrecdepepoor trou edtoume ptTnveAa 

TELAVKQLT OUOTEOLEATKALTOVOTAUTNKATOLKOUY 

TACANNETAVTOLOVLEVoVOETNVATOXMPNOLY 

avrovmpoorapunvroAwedofevavroicamomeipa 

oOairnomodewoer ri deroyxmpioverretKmotaxXupovT poo’ 

BadovrecderotcretyeotkainpobupiacovdevedAXt 

mwovTegadAopevovdever pagfavamoBadovrecde 

TOVOTPATiOTMOVMToyOONKOYTAaTaAlLvavEexwpn 

cavBowwrotpevo.\vrocavrakaxamono avec. jouer 
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Col. xv. 

[aAprldcavres 52 rov Katpdy doplevéorara ol repi 

[roy “Iolunvlay xat rév ‘Avdpoxde[lSav etretcay rods 
[Bo:lwrods Bonbety trois Aoxpois. Palkeis é, dyyedOév- 

[rlwy avrois trav éx trav OnBav riére pty éx rijs Aoxpisos 

[wr]éAw dvexdpnoay, mpéoBeas Je] ..[....... wéppav- 

res mpds Aaxedatpoviovs ngiovy éx{elvous dairet- 

ney Bowwrots els tiv abrav Badiffev. of 6 Kairep 

héyew avrods vouloavres Emiora [spas wéepwarres 

obx elwy rods Bowwrods mébdrenov éx[pépew emi rods 

Poxéas, GAN ef re ddixeicOar voulfovo[e Slenv rAap- 

Bdveyv wap avrav év trois cuppdyos [éxédevoy. of 8é, ma- 

pofuvévray avrods tav Kal riv ani{drny Kai td mpd- 

ypata taita ovotnodytwy, rods pev [mpécBes rovs 

tov Aaxedatpoviny adrpdkrovs a@réoretdav, avrol de 

Ta Orda AaBbvres EBENilCow Eri rods Dwoxdas. eéuBa} 

Aévres 82 bia Tayéwv els riv Doxlda Kai [rop6}i- 

gavres thy re tov IIapanotaplwy ydpay Kal Aav- 

Alov cai Davoréwy éwexelpnoay rais médeot mpooBdd- 

Aew kal Aavrlg pev mpocedbbvres drexdpynoay avéis 

oudéy woijoavres, GANA Kal wAnyds ébAlyas AaBébrres, 

Pavoréwy 8 7d mpodoriovy Kata Kpdtos efdov. dta- 

mpatdpevo: d¢ taira mpondOory els tiv PDoxlda, xa- 

tadpapévres S& pépos re toh wedfou mepi riv 'EXd- 

retay Kal Tovs IIediéas wai rods tavrn Karotxoiv- 

Tas admpecay. motoupévor St tiv dmoydpnow 

avrav {mpos} map ‘T(dp)rodw Wogev atrois drromepa- 
gOar ris mbvews’ tore 82 7d yaploy em(ijexas loxupdv. mpoc- 
Badrévres St rois relyeot Kai mpoOuplas. oddéy éAX- 

mévres Addo pey ovdey Expagtay, amoBarédvres de 

TéV oTpaTiotay as dydojKovra waédw dvexapn- 

gay. Bowwrol pey ofvly rovaira xaxd trowjoavtes [rods 
N 2 

179 
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goxd.joamrnr\SovecrnveavtTmy Kovwvderapern 
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poroondnxelptkparovoTacvaveracrwvAaKedat 

HOvLMOVKaLT@VoUppaywovoradikerovavapyxocdta 

doyoorwroAN Oiouv TAN pwc ac eKoolT@VT pin pov 

AV AYOLEVOOEKTN T POCOUKATETAEUTEVELT KAUYOV 

Bovropevocdeouppe~arrwpapvaBafaxal.|rw 

riOpavornkatxpnparadaBevaveBawvevextno 

KQUVOUT POT AUTOUGETUY KX AVEDETOLT OT pariM 

Col. xvi (=D Col. vi). 

TALOKATATOUTOVTOV YX povovTrpomopEetA ope 
€ 

voopucbooro\Awvpnvorpicbodor|. .|yroyapu 

WoTMvOTpAaTHyorKaKkwcoroleved. .jeoriva 

etToLomroAcpoualwmEepBactrewoerre. . .|TaTOY 

dexeXetkovrroAcpovorroreoup pl. . . .|\Aaxedat 

povioincavKomidnpavrwckatyAicy|. .]orape 

Xovrox pnparakatmo\AaKicavkar|. AvOnoay 

airovovppayxovrp[. npeoeundatnyKupov 

m poOuuiayrourwvdeBact\evcaiTiorEecTiog 

ETELOAVEVTTNONTALTOACLOVKATATELW AT 

KaTapxaco\yaxpnpararocapxoucivoArympet 

Tovem tAolTrovy povovotder oom pay Lacie 

PETTWOTETOUKEXOVTETAVANLTKELVERT@VLOL 

ove... .joiwevtorexaradvoper,. |oracavra— 

ares JecoravrapevovvovracovpBatvery 

ewer OpavornaderapayevopevovrouKo 

YOVOTMOOTAUTOVKALAEY OVTOTOTLKLYOUYEUC ELTUY 

rpiBnvatanpayparadsiaxpynparovevdea— 

olaTovouT epBact\eworrod€ LovyT aT OUKEVAO 

yooexetvarayoper|. |ivarooreAAciTivacTwY LE 

GavrovBapBapwrivapicbovdwotroicorpario 

TAaLceyovTacapyuplouTadavTadtaKoctaKalel 

KooteAndOnderovroapyuptovextngovetacrng 

Tigcaghepvove 6 pavoTno pevouverimepipel 
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PDoxélals dwndOov els tiv davrav, Kébvov dé, mapetrn- 

géros dn Xeipixpdrovs tas vais ras trav Aaxedai- 

povloy Kal tov ovppdywyv, bs adixero vatapyos did- 

doxos 7 ITAA, cupmdrAnpdcas elkoot TaY Tpi_pov 

dvayépevos éx rhs “Pédov xarémdevcer els Katvor: 
Bovrdbpuevos 8 ouppetgat to PapvaBdlm kali] ro 

T:Opavory xai xpypara AaBeiv avéBawev éx THs 
Katvov mpds avrovs. éréyxave S¢ rois otpatia- 

Col. xvi. 

Talis Kata tolrow Tov xpbyvov mpocoderdpe- 

vos picbds wodAav pnvav épstcbodor[oilyro yap v- 

7d TOY oTparnyav Kakas, 8 moeiy EMfos] éoriv a- 

ei Tots tmroAeuodoww wrip Baciréws, éme{i (Kai) xajra Tov 

Aexederxdy médrepov, drére ovyuplaxot] Aaxedat- 

pévioe fjoay, Kopidf pathos xai yAloy[pwls mapel- 

XovrTo xphpara, cai mwodddes av KazleAvOnoay 
al tov ouppdyoy rplijjpes ef pr dia tiv Kipov 

awpoOupiay. rovrov 6¢ Bacireds alzibs éorww, ds 

éreddy évotnonrat woAcpov KaTaréuas 
kar’ dpyas érlya xphpara trois Epxovow ddrywpet 

Tov énidotrrovy xpévor, of 8t Trois mpdypacw é- 

geotares ovK txovres advadioxey éx tov (dl- 
wy mme[ptopajow evlore katadvopér[als tas abtoy 

[Suvdples. rtafra pey ovy otras cupBaiveyr 

ciwbe, TiOpavarns 8é, mapayevopévov trod Ké- 

yovos os alroéy Kai A€éyovros Sri Kivdvvedce ovv- 

tpiSyvat Ta mpdypara Oia ypnpdrov Weary 

ols rods Umreép Bacthéws modcpodyras ovK evd6- 

yos Exe arayopeelv, arooréA\Xee tivds Toy pe- 

6’ adro6b BapBdpav tva picbdv Saot Trois orparid- 

tais txovras dpyuplouv rddavta dtaxébota Kal ei- 

Koot édA4pOn 8 rofro (7d) apybpioy ex ris ovalas 
Tiscagépvous. TiOpaterns pév ovv Ere mepipel- 

THs 

181 
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25 vagoALyovxpovovevTacocaplecwaveBatver 

woBactheakaractTycacoTparny ovaoeniTovi pa 

yHaTovaptatovKairacipepynkainapadoveaurac 

ecoToviToA cpovToKaradergbevapyupiovKaty pu 

TlovopacipavnvarTrEeplenmTakoglaTadavTaToy 

30 dexumptwvoiperarouKovmvooKxaranAevcay 

TecelaoTnyKavvovavatreta OevTEeTOUTMTLYO— 

d:aBadAovrovecavroiopevoupedAAovewwaro 

d.ovatrovpsoOovrovogeAopevovmapacKey 

afovradedtadvol. .|\opovovral. |ovirnpectaio 

35 KatrocemtBaracyademocepepovKaicuved Bo- 

TETELTEKKANOLavetAovTooTpal.|nyovavTay 

avépakapracearoyevookatto. .jopuAakny 

edoravrovowparocdvoo..... joracagekaorno 

Col. xvii (=D Col. vii). 

even eee . .|xva. is bE ea-ercecsctoateustd 

ree eee ee |rovKovoval......0.000- 

Lis se wie Wi eae once . Jooervyyave.f...... Juo{f......| 

el ee ree eee ae Jepacecxaredl. . - «|vovor , L- J 

Lan ene Sree Jyerorepiraf. . ). peat [- .] 
Lore wise Beare rover. .... .|voovxecamiorevet 

ee ere  » -JexAl.Jof. ... . JeAAnv@vadl.jamray 

fo othe et yes at eos ee » -|oxopecoOatraurny 

16. feces a-4 aie setaliees see cee cere sepackerBovrerOat 

6. Gee xe ki indtereeciats jotcodeotparnyorora— 

[.warpf.. see Joel... . . .|rpooromAnbocrorwy 
oTparial.....JKoAg..... jeer. Judeovvefoppnoay 

a.|oere. . .. .Jevoper[. . . .JraracmuAacnoavope— 

16 Kov@y[..... Jeruxevny|. .]uevore£eAnAvempore 

pooext|. .|Tetxovorouvdea|. .|pwrovrovxapracemowr 

nvegd.\yeataraomuAaceTtAapBavovrarov ner 

onvial.|riverrovKoveviTapaKo\ouleverw 
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vas ddlyor xpbvoy év tais Sdpdeow advéBaiver 
as Bacihéa, xataocricas orparnyous émi tov mpa- 

ypdrov ‘Aptaiov cat IIacipépvn, nai wapadods avrois 
els roy méAcnov 7d KaradegpOey apytpiov Kal xpv- 
giov & dact gavinvat wepl éwraxécia tédavra. Tov XV. 1 

6¢ Kumplov of pera tod Kévovos xarandetcav- 

res els tiv Kaivoy, avameacbévres {0} Kid) rivev 

SiaBadrAbvrov ws avrois pey ov péAdNovow arro- 

&dévar rdv picbdy tov dperdpevoy, mapackev- 

dfovrat bt staddo[els povoyv ralils vanpeclas 
Kai trois émtBdrats, xaderas Edepov, Kal ovvedOdr- 

res els ExxAnolay eidovto orpalr|nyéy abray 

dvipa Kapnacéa 1rd yévos, cai toltt]p gudaxiy 

€Socav toh cdparos Oto o[rpatt\éras ap éxdorns 

Col. xvii. 

Leela bist o-eie ees ]xva..[. raf... cece eee nee ] 

fos ea eee eats ] tov Kévova [.. 2... cece cece J 

[ie Sco ed eis wee e ] os érdyxave.[......Juof...... ] 
eee aera ware Jepacee Kared[..... Kélvovos .[.. «| 

Larter are sumera.s lyero wept ra[y ..]. ov. Kévory dé o.[..] 2 

[.... dkovoas aluray tlods Adbyolus ovx cia mioredev 

Gees eee care JexA[.Jo[. .. trav] ‘EAAjvay, ad[A]a wdv- 

(FOS sae bib. Gea eek Dera SB ash ares ]s Kopueio bat, radrny 
[8 riv dréxptow roinodpevos] Epackey BovrecOar 

[SlalSnA@oas Kai rots dAAjos, 6 dé orparnyds 6 Tar 
[Kjumpifov 6 Kaprajoc(ds aitp] mpds 7d wAnb0s 7d Tov 
orpariirav njxoAove. éxjeivfojy 6 ovvegopyjoav- 3 

a{ols, éme[td) moplevdper[or xalra tas mbAas foav, 6 pey 
Kéveov (domep] Ervyev tylot|uevos éeAnrAvGer mpére- 

pos éx z[ob] relyous, rob 6& d[vO|pdémov toh Kapracéws, os 
fv éé(o xard ras midas, éridapBdvovra trav Meo- 
onviely] riwes trav Kévovt mapaxodovbeiv eiw- 
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Oorar|. .uerarnoexevovyy|. unoemtOvpovvrece— 

20 THON. |KaTacxelvauTovon|. .javovegnuaprev 

dwdix[.|voiServvaxodovo. . .leotovKumpiovay 

reAap{.Jav[.\vrot[. 22+... JwoxatdtexmAvovrove 

pecon[..... Jaye... .... koOavopevovdexarro 

Toveg[..... CS, JeBonberraorparnywo. je 

25 kovor[..... }rel... . . . .froul. JavOpmnrovceonn 

OCOD) i554: 65 ete i a ee Juoer{. kornvrroAtvoidexy 

SPlOlT 66 be MSA Se Joayy[.|uevovorovkal. . 

Wacea. . .JAAL. wee eee ee eee jvoavavrodereretop{. . 

VOLTAVTAT., «es eee cece JovKovovarrape 

go oxevacOaiepl... 2... ee eee ee Jera8oowd. . Bf... 

vove.joracrpl. . .jeiwem[... 2.20 ljatompagerwacye 

Tivesedeyor[. .jeANor[. 2... |rnopodoutrapada 
Bov[. . .]JoecoxumpovmaAd...... » .Jevoavrecdernoa 

Aer. .JytovovKaitraparl....... JreorouaBovdope 

35 [-.-.... .jumptovBadl..... . .jirpoornvaKxpomo 

feces ao etees Wapxnvrl.... 2. eee ]Jxaradvowctoc 

Lach meters \ouray,. . 2. ee ee eee \vxaxwovopot 

(eee eee eee Jornal... eee ogee pavroiwec 

Looe aie te eter tan ee a0 Jeotaf. 2. ww ce cen cnee jrovAoy ov 

i Cee ne eee eee a ae ee pi aegis Sue a len 

TONVT 0 SACS REGS a ee See Ries }romAevoa— 

TETAMOTNT «[. 0. reece eve ccceees JAI. - -Juevoe 

XpnocacOatrotwauT]. 2... ee ee }rptnpovKo 

VOVOEKATNY HE. 02. eee ee nee JeAO@vmrpoo 

5 A€wvupovTovT].. 2... ewe eee cece }n[. ]vavT@o 

Tipovorduvaratt]... 1.22225 eee }e{- . -JotAcwores 

yapavrwBovreTaidl. .. 1... eens Jupoverovof. .] 

ANVATOLTNVKAUVO,. 2... ee eee ee |rovKapoy 

WOTAELOTOVTMAUTEY. 2. 2 ee eee ee jaroredora 
IO paxnvKeAevoavrood........... jovAapBaver 
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Obrav [ov] pera ris éxelvou yr[dluns, emibupobvres év 

Th woAct] xatacyeiy adrdv Sn[ws| dv oy éfquaprev 
6@ Six{nly. of 8 ocvvaxorovbolivtjes trav Kumplov dy- 

Tevap[Bldv[oyro z[od Kapmacélws wai dtexddAvov rovs 
Mecon{vious] dyely adrév, alicbavéuevoy St xal 7d 

tov éffaxocliov [obvvraypa ?) éBoibe ro ocrpatnyd. 4 [éé 

Kévov [as .. .jmg........ ] Tov{s] dvOpdrovs elown- 

ONT AS lois oe Se ehe egie naa Jucey [elis riv wédw: of 8 Ke- 

mptot t[ods Meoonviovs rod|s dwapévous rob Kalp- 

twacéas Bdl\AAlovres dwéxpolvoay, avroi 8 wemacplé- 

Vol WAVTA We... ee cee veees tlov Kévova mape- 

oxevdcOas mepli tiv rob pecdod] did8oow cicé|P{ a- 

voy ils Tas rplijples én[? radrats rlais mpdgeow, ds yé 

Ties EXeyor, [u]éAAor[res rods éx] rHs ‘Pééouv mapada- 

Bér{rels els Kémpov mddiv. dromAlevoarvres 8 rijs ‘A- 

Aay[. .Jytotov Kai mapakloplocayjres rods BovAopé- 

[vous rav Klurplov, Badilgovowv| mpds tiv adxpbiro- 

[Acy iva rily apxiy tof Kévevos] xaradtcwow os 
[alrfov yevopuélyou mdv[rwv avrois raly Kaxav, dpol- 

[ws d¢........ BONO sa soca kwh see \v avrois els 

[on ii-e taud Omnplectlaf. ow ce ee eee ] trav Adyor 

Serene ee ee ke eee oe ee area eer ee |y[-] thy 

Col. xviii. 

FOND TA i: te sa se oeds ara etd a 8 d)\romActoar- 
TES GMO TIS oli Ue oe BOR Rew ] BlovAd]uevoe 

xpHoacGat rots av7[6Oc........ Tay] Tpijpeov. Ké- 

voy 8 Karnyp€vov trav Kumplov] é\Odv mpds 

Medvupov Tov Te... eee ewan ellnfely adr@ 6- 
vt pbvos Stvarat [a mpéypara cacat] [a Balowdéws, ef 

yap adr@ BotrAcrar Fiddvar rods Ppolupods rods ["EA} 
Anvas of tiv Kafvoy [gvAdrrovet kai] tov Kapov 
as mielorous, matcely tiv év TO orlparorédm Ta- 

paxyhv. Kedevoavros é tod Acwvipjov AapBdvew 

185. 
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omocovaBovAeTatoTpar[.......... yy pevrny 

npepavmapynxevkatyapy........ ]énmepidvo pac 
ecodernvertovoavirpunp..... JeveoOatraBov 
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émécous Bovd\eTat otparii@tas, ravr|yy pev Tiy 

huepay tmapixery, kal yap f[dos fv H\8n wept svopds, 

eis 62 riv émiotcay mplv hylépay yjevérOar AaBov 

mapa Tob Acwvipou tav re [Kapay] ovyvods Kai rods 

"“EdAnvas dnravras éftyaye [adroWs é« rijs méAeos: 

Greta rovs peév [&fjwobev avrof rod orparomédou me- 
pliéornoev, Tovs (de... .].[.....Jv mpbs re tas vais Kali 

Tov aiytaddy [,....-.6% rajira 6 motjoas Kai Kedev- 

gas knpdgat 7[....-.. Balyvay éxacroy Trav orpa- 
20 TiwTay emi rify ...... , ouvédraBe trav Kurplov 

25 

390 

35 

roy re Kapracqa xai trav dd)ov éfjxovta, Kal rods 
pev awéxrevie, tov 8t orpajrnydy dvecratpwcev. 

dxotoavres 2 td yevdpeva olf xaradrapbévres ev rH 
‘Pédqm nyavder[ovy, cai Bapélws éveyxévres rovs pév 
dpxovras rovs [brd ro} Kévealvos xaracrdvras Bdd- 

Aovres éffAaolayv éx rot] orparomédov, rov Se Atpé- 
va Katadiméyfres woddy] ObpuvBov Kai rapay?y map- 

[Eloxov rots ‘Podffos. 6 dt Kélvov ddixbuevos éx ris 
Katvov rovs [e dpxovrjas atrav ovd\d\aBov drékre- 

ve, Kal rois GdA[ots picOdp dtédaxe. 7d pev ody Bact- 
Aixdy orparGredov obrlws els péyav xivdvvoy 

mpoceABdy 8a Kéveor[a Kail ray éxelvou mpobuulay 

énavoaro TiS Tapayi[s. ‘Alynoldaos 8 mapa[ropev- 
dpfevjos els rov ‘EdAjon[olyroy dua 7 orparieWwpa- 

[te rav AlaxeCatpoviwy x[al}t Tov cuppdyoy, doov pév 

x[pbvoly éBddife dd ri[s] Avdlas, [olvdey xaxdy érrol- 
[et rods] évotxobyras, AlovA]éuevos éuplévjery rats ozov- 

[Slat[s rlais apis TrOpavfor}ny yevop[évats:] ered) de xa- 

[riper els thy x[dpav] riv DaprlaBdlfov mpojye 7d 

Col. xix. 

orpdr[elupa AendaTav Kal wopbdy Tily yy. elra 
de mapadrddfals r]6 re OGBns wedloy wai 7rd ‘Anlas 

Kadotpevoy e[icléBarev els tiv Mvalaly, cal évéxet- 
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ro Trois Mucofils xedea|y avrovs ovorplaredew pe- 

7T avrav. lot yap of rod[Alot [ray Mucay at[révoy 

Baoiréws ovy dmaxobvor[rles. Scot ev ody [rév Mv- 
Ody peréxety jpotvro ris orparelas [ovdey é- 

mole. Kaxdv avrovs, rev 8? Aoimav edplov riv xo- 
pay. émed) St mpoidy éyévero kara péooly par- 

ora 7[d\v “Oduprov rév Miciov xadovperfov, dpay 

xarlehriy xal oreviy odcay tiv Slodoy [kai Bov- 

Abplevos] dodalrAa]s wopevOjvar ot adris, wéu[yas 
twa [rpd|s sods M)ucods xal oreioduevos mpds alv- 

rovs Hye 7d] o[rpdrlevpa did rijs ydpas. mapévr[els 

82 wofrAAods Trav IT\e[Ajorovynolwy Kai tov ouplp)d- 

x[ov, émBépevor rlois reAevtalois avray xataBdd- 

Aloval riwas They orpatiwray ardxrav od ras 
or{evoxwplas dvrjov. Aynolraos 8 xarafed~as 

a{d orpdérevpa talvrny tiv hpépay hovylay 

Wye mov rd volulie}6ueva rois dwrobavoter dte- 
POdpr[oav] St mepi wevriKovra Tay oTparimray: 
els 82 s[v] éEmtoboay xabloas els évédpay moddods 
tov plicBod)épav trav Aepxudrdelwy Kadoupévoy 

dvao[ras mplonye 7d orpdreupa médw. tav 8 Mucay 

oln@évres Ekxacro: dia tiv wAnyhy tiv TH Mpo- 

répg [yeyeynluévny dmiévat tiv Aynoidaoy éfed- 

Obyr[es ex rlav Kwopav édloxov, ds émOnodbpevot 
rois t[eAev}ralas tov aurov rpbmov. of 8 ray “EXAH- 

vov év[edpevjovres, dS fioay Kar’ avtots, éxrndi- 

gavres ex ris évédpas els xeipas peoay rois tode- 
plows. tov dé Muoay of pev yyotpeva xai mpa- 

ro Stdxolvjres é£aldyns rois “EdAnot ovppelgar- 
res dmoly|jaxovow, of 8& mwoddol xariddvres rods mpd- 

tous alvra éy wAnyais Svras Edevyov mpds ras Ké- 
pas. ‘Ay[nof\jaos 8 mpocayyedbévroy atrp rotrov 

pera[Barbpelvos admijye 1d orpdrevpa mddy Thy 

auriy [dddv ews cuvéuerte rots ev ralils évéspas, 
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Katkal. ... .yorevetcroorparomedovnkairn 
m porepal.jareorparomredevoeavpeTaceTauTaTo— 

Col. xx (=D Col. x). 
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[. ore. .]par{.}rop[.|nrovKal. .]oaurnverroeome 

ou 

10 [. .Jaéarn[. . .Jornyepoval. . . .Jorvovoderm Opa 

8q[.Jnoroperyevoonyres. . . .JerpeBol.Berape 
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6pavxaracracnpocavrovgoBnbacpunl. . -JadnpOn 

kaikaxovrima@nrapautixapel.jamd...... 
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[. -]yaBarnwovveovoryraxaxadovaynoiaoode 

TovToryevopevmvaveA aBevauTovepaXdiorTa 

pevevexaroupelpakcovAeyetacyapermOupnre 

Kooautove podpacyeverrerradexaidtacmOpida 

20 7{. .|nyepovarernootpariacavTocerer Oak’ 
[... .JadAAaypnotpovexetvoucpevouv7{. ju 

7[- -levexavredefar|. rpobvpwoavroadempo 

aywveroton poo CevacrrooTparevpakatrAEenrAa 

rovrnvrovpapvaBalovympavagixverrat 

25 MporxmptovoKaAeLTaheovTMVKEPAAGLK 

Tomngapevoompocautom poo Bodacwooudey 

emepatvevavacrnoacrooTpareupl. pon yey 

eoronpocberopbwrKa:henrarwvrTnl.|yopacrny 

aKepaiovagikopevocderaXivmpooyopveoy xo 

go ptovertyoparoowmkodopinpevovKaikare 
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Kal Kalrecxi|vocey els 1d orparéredov 9 xal TH 
mporépe [klarectparonésevoay. pera 8t rafra rév 3 

Col. xx. 

pev Mvodv dv fioav [ol drobavivres Exacroe Kif- 
pukas wépwavres Ge... cee ee et ee dveldov- 

To Tods vexpods moonbyéous: drébavov 8t mrelous 

} tpidxovra Kal Qxarby- Aynoidaos St AaBov éx tar 
5 Kopov twas KaO[nyepdvas Kal dvaravoas.... 

Huepas Tods orplari@ras fyev els] rd mpécbev 7{d 
orpdérevpa, xal xa[ra\BiBdoas [els rh]y xdpay trav P[p- 

yav, ovx els [flv ro0 mporépou [Béplous évéBadrev dd- 

[\’ ells Eréloayv [d}rép[6|nrov, xalxals avriv éwole, Sm- 
10 [Opjaddrafy Ex}ov tyepdva [kai rldv vidv. 6 82 SaOpa- 4 

Sd[r]ns rd pev yévos Fv Ilépfons, SijarplBofy] 8 rapa 
7@ PapvaBdlw Kal Oeparedov [adrély, ere[ra dé els] ex- 

Opay xaraoras mpds avrév, poBnbels pi [xarladng¢o7 
wal xaxéy tt wdé0n, wapaurixa pev] awélguyev 

15 els Kugixov, forepoy S2] as Ayniol{Aao i[xev d}yov 
[MelyaBdrny uldv véov Svra Kal xadby. Aynolraos & 

rovrwy yevopévay avédaBey avrovs pddora 

piv Evexa rob pepaxlov, Aéyerat yap émiOupnrti- 

nas avroh ofddpa txew, Ereita 8 nai da Sribpadd- 

20 7[nv,) hyepbva re THs orparias (HyoUpevos) avrois EcerOat xal 

[pds] AAa xpioipov. éxelvous pev ody zlolv- 5 

tov] Evexa viredé~at[o] mpoOdpas, avrds de mpo- 

dywv els rd mpbcbevy del rd orpdrevpa Kal dAeEndAa- 

ray riv ro) DapvaBdlov yxdpay adixveiras 

25 impos yxwplov 8 Kareirat Acbyrav Kedaral. xai 

mwonodpevos mpos avrd mpooBoAds, as ovdey 

érépavev, advacticas 16 otpdrevpla] mponyer 

els rd wpdcbe(v) mropOey Kat AenAarev Tis] xdpas Thy 

dxépatov, ddixduevos de mérw mpds Tépdiov, xo- 6 

30 plow émi xadparos pxodopnpévoy Kai xare- 
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Col. xxi (=D Col. xi). 
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Opidarnf... 2. eevee . .woderopevOercxacre{. 

wacexeif..... eC Be ha ees JayovaynotAaccderoin|. 

eo WragAayovovarnyal. 
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AUTMYUNOTO. oe ew ee co ee WT. + TOL. eee 

Urreaop{. ©. ee eee eee JovorrefovaderAcovj,.... vf 

@VKATAY. 6. eee eee Jareupaxaraxtovrnopvatadl. 

[.. .Jrovpf... 2. eee, jaonpepacavrovicxakaxoce. 

mote|.Jrovopuao|. . . .\ivavOwvereBovrAevcavauvtane|. 

ptrovoduprror{. .jrepovderponyerovaedAnvacdiary. 

ppvytactnorapl. . .AarridiovcarrpooBadwrrpocy|. 
Or 

ptovroxadoup{. .jovpecAnroureryorouKndvvarto|. 

AaBevannyd. .jvcorparwracno.oupevocdsernr{. 

TopeLavTrapatov puvOakovmoTapovad). |kvecrai. 

n{.joornvdackxvAarivAipynvignkeratt|. \baxvAcol. 

Xwplovoxupovagodpaxaixarerxevac pf .\vovirof. 

BaciAcocouxa:rovpapvaBafovereyoval.}yuptovol. 
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oxevacpévoy KatA)@s, kai Karafedgas 7d or[pldrevpa 

meptépevey &£ Huépas, mpldjs pey rovs mo[Aleulous 

mporBords troiodpevos, rods d¢ orparimras é[mi m)od- 

dois ayabois ovvéxywy, ered) d¢ Bidcacba 7d yxapi- 

35 ov ovK HOvvaro Oia Tiv ‘Pabdvov mpobuplay, ds é- 

amnpxev avrod II(épo)ns dv 76 yévos, dvacrioas Fyev 

dyw rods oTrparidéras, KeXevovros Tod ZmOpa- 

ddrov eis IIadAayovlay mopeverOat. pera dt rai- XVIL 1 

Ta mpodywv tous IIedXotovvnciouvs Kai tods ouppd- 

Col. xxi. 

xous a[pds rd Spa tis Ppvjyias wai rns IaddAayor(- 

as éxet rd orpdrevpa Kareoc|rparomédevce, tov St Yn{[- 
Opaddrn[y atrév mpoérepwely 6 dé ropevdeis Kai rei- 

gas éxeilvous Axe mpéoBas] Eywv. Aynoidraos dt mroin- 2 

5 odperlols [ctupaxa Ta Tay Iladdayévor amijyalye 

dia tay[€wv 7d orpdrevpa emi Olddrarrav, poBodpevos p[h} 
Xetpav[os THs Ttpodis évdélwoiv. rroteiro St Thy mopei- 
av oukés[t Thy avriy dddv fvjmep HAOev GAN’ Erépav, Hyo[v- 

pevos dtd [rijs Brbvvidos] dtefcto[ior dgo|rwrépws €- 
10 wecOat Trois o[rparidras. adméalrede [de] . 7[. -Jpf.Juf. . - 

avro Tons tof... ... eee eee ee wr... Tor.....- 

imméas ply 2. eee. flous, mefovs dé amaAclou[s doy: JAlé- 

wy. Kataylayov be rd orp|dtevpa xara Kiov rhs Mvoias, 3 

[wp@|rov plév mepipeivjas hpépas avrod déxa xaxas €- 

15 moles] rods Mucolds mdAky av’ av éreBov\ecay a’Te me- 

pt rdv “Odvptov, [bclrepov 8¢ mponpye rods “EAAnvas did rials 
Ppvyias THs mapladalAarridiov, Kai mpooBadov mpos y[o- 

piov rd Kxadovplevjoyv Midryrov Teixos, ws ovk dvvato 

AaBely, dwiye [ros orparidras. moiodpevos Ce tiv 

20 mopefay mapa tov ‘Pivdaxov morapiy adit|xveirat 

a[plos tiv AackvAir Aipyny bp Ff Keirat 1[(d] Aa(o)KrL0[y, 
xwpiov dxupiy opidpa Kai Kareoxevacplélvoy vd 

Baciréws, ov Kal tov DapvdBagov Ereyov d[plyvpioy door 

O 
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nvavrokatxpvotovarror OecOaxareotparon|. . 

2x SeuxmoderovcorpariwracecerOiperereumetomal. 
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ETT € LENELTOTOVEAAN OTTOVTOUTFEVTET pinpELTE X@OY| 

fovedcacs JevopevovderourayKadovdiaraxewvKat 

Sreece |{- peowecowAevoavroceornvAtpynveKe 

90s ae ates JexeAevoevoaynotAaocev Oepevovocaror|. 

bh ale ei Ser JevovnrAcovorafiadtayayeivercr|.jor|. 

leva Reap iewens kexugexovormoavamavrwvpicboc7a.|7|. . 

ae oad ae evoie custentparmendanaormeil iota. : 

Laczot rier eden joorafacauroicnkeveoroeaprapal. .|eval 

ci Cece ere Jovertovray tpwovaBadifeveonanma 

Po top. cai58 sot bees jovraurnvrnvywpavdiarevervoo 

ener ees \vorevnvap£apevnvarornonovrixne 

[Kesh wees JexpixiAtxiagk|. .|porvecxnoxair|.|unKoo 

leionhd eae Jatrogourol. . . .|rerovcexoiven|.\oBadk 

Unplaced Fragments. 

Fr. 16 (to Cols.ior ii?). Fr.17 (to Col. iv?). = Fr. 18 (to Col. iv?). 

Ieoag| Jurcegl 
}-[ Japo[ lyepro[ 
Al \pepl Worx{ 

keagox[ 
® | 

3 rer 

5 ker{ 

Fr. 19 (to Col. iv ?). Fr. 20 (to Col. iv ?). Fr. 21 (to Col. vii ?). 

Jorupaf Jrovd| Jee - [ 
Jaracd |]. wver . [ leysope 

javraz| Jroracn{ w..{ 

]- por JovaddAl ; ; 

5 Jopevarl 5 |voper| 

jeereu[ JAvoar[ 
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fv abr@ Kal xpuolov aroribecbat. Karecrparon(e- 4 
25 Geuxas 82 rovs orparioras éxeiOc perenéumero IId[y- 

xadov, bs émBdrns To vavdpy» Xetpexpdrer wemdevkals 

érepedeito tod ‘EAAnonévrov mévre rpinpes exov. 

[wapaylevopévou de tof IIayxdAov &d rayéwv Kai 

[rais tpl[ylpeotw eiowAedoavros eis tiv Aluynv, Exei- 

30 [voy pev] éxé\evoey 6 Aynoidaos évOénevov baa Tar 

[wae a plévay Fv) mrciovos dfia Stayayeiv eis 7[.Jov/. 
[.... mep]i Kugicov, Gras {av} dm avrav pobds 7@ [c]r[pa- 
[revpart] yévotro. rods 6 orparioras tods dad THs M{vjcia{s d- 

[wéAvoe mploordgas avrois fxey els 7d Eap. trapaloxjeva- 

33 [Copevos toy emdvra yetpova Badifev eis Kamia- 

[(Soxfay, dxovjwy tavrny tiv yopay dtareivey oo- 

[rep ravialy oreviiy dpfapévny amd tas Iovrixis 

[Oardrrns pléxpe Kidsxlas x[at] Dowlens, xai 7[d] paxos 

(avrns elv'at rocotroly walre rods ék Yiwen[yn|s Badd(fovras) 

Fr. 17 (to Col. iv ?). 

Tilooadglepy 

Japol 
Tiooalpepy 

Fr. 19 (to Col. iv ?). 

]s tupalyy 

jaract 

Jarraz{ 

] - poov| 
5 Japever| 

rere’ 

Unplaced Fragments. 

Fr. 18 (to Col. iv ?). 

\pswo 
) y4p mpl 
\dov xj 

B\:a foul 
5 ert 

Fr. 20 (to Col. iv?). Fr. 21 (to Col. vii?). 

Jef 
adlpyiopey 
j..[ 

Jrov Of 

]- ov er.[ 

Jro ras ni 

Jov &AA[ 

5 — vopa{ 
Avear[ 

O 2 
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]- vovdexad ]- ovvra[ Fr. 22 (to Cols. vii 

]--- apxe Jararny or viii ?). 

]. wocoul |nvew[ : : 

10 Jroup| 10 orator Jrexal 
oer Joapxer| legal 

]. oval }. adpel uel 
Jeguj }-{ ss 

Fr. 23 (to Col. x ?). Fr. 24 (to Col. x ?). Fr. 25 (to Col. x ?). 

. Jeorer[ . ° ; . ; 

J. om. | am d 
: : : 7 4 

, 2 7 

Fr. 26 (to Cols. xvii Fr, 27 (to Cols. xvii Fr. 28 (to Cols. xvii 
or xviii ?). or xviii ?). or xviii ?). 

Jed Ireof ‘ref 
eS . & mal 

Fr. 29. Fr. 30. Fr. 31. ' Fr. 32, 

vrn.[ J. af et rf 
jrax( Javro{ ]. thoou| on . [ 

\pexr{ Joeyra . [ care | [.]ra 

\e[ . : ; Jewoan| ; . 

; : § jrovoo7( 

Fr. 33. Fr. 34. Fr. 35. Fr. 36. 

Jeol vel ]..[ Japevn[ 
Jal. Joo af yf JeBewn{ 
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]- voy 8 Kail 

].. . ApyeAaiéd ? 
] - mogoul 

10 = jroup{ 

]oOer{ 

]- oval 

Jeguf 

Fr, 23 (to Col. x ?). 

] €or [ 

}- om.[ 

Fr. 29. 

w ™m.[ 

Jprax{ 
aldexr{ 

jel 

Fr. 33. 

Jao} 
\xa{.jor[ 

THEOPOMPUS (OR CRATIPPUS), HELLENICA 

] - ovvral 

Jara rh [ 

]nv elo 

10 = Jot at on 

Ths Apxerlaidos ? 
])- adpel 

jel 

Fr. 30. Fr. 31. 

Sb a & )-[ 
]- a ]. ts of 

Javro[ ] xarecx[ 

Jo evra .[ Jews an 
5 | Tovs o7[ 

Fr. 36. 

Ja perv af 

AjaBeiv nf 
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Jgperxol \r.[ 
JorBaosr[ \v7{ 

5 loa. dof 5 8 -[ 
|rparol : , 

]- xpoy 
xO}. [ 

J++ [-Jeel 

Fr. 37. Fr. 38. Fr, 39. 

; ; ]- a : : 

}ra[ \xa| Joel 
Jeou iF Ire 
Iron | Jeri 
Jecal : ; 

Fr. 42. Fr. 43 Fr. 44. 

}-[ luv . [ Juevn[ 
Jorro{ kou{ 
pag 

}-[ 

Ir. 47 Fr, 48 Fr. 49. 

leyl lel yoo 
Jal ss 

Fr. 52 Fr. 53 Fr, 54. 

Jen ke }reé[ 

fovro 

nvior| 
5 jppo . | 
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Jap eixol drelgdvroo y 

Jov Bacrrle nv torlep 

Joa . of 5 |ppw « [ 
o|rparo| o 2 # 

] - Xpop 
].- [-] wal 
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Fr. 57. Fr, 58. Fr. 59. Fr. 60. Fr. 61. 

Inf 6 .[ lal }-[ Joo 

Fr. 62. Fr. 63 Fr. 64. Fr. 65. Fr. 66. 

Jyoro| val ]. oF; | | 
Jed ley [ \pxl 

Fr. 67 Fr. 69. Fr. 71 Fr, 72. 

el ifeas Jee. 
x--[ jo. [ Jaco}. . jue. 

or 
J 
-[ lyevnpe ke 
-[ Jrocope— ].€ 

Fr. 68 ; 5 javayer 5 |. o 

. lewrepmre— ] 

Ledlea}ia | Fr. 70. Jaxaceca ]oGe 

Jocrra[ 4 8 }ndera{.] 

Se ee ].m7.[ Jeror|. . 

Cols. i. 1-iil, 7 = chs. I-III. 

Expedition of Demacnetus. Anti-Spartan feeling in Greece. 

‘About the same time a trireme sailed out from Athens without the consent of the 
people. Demaenetus, the... of it, had privately imparted his plan in secret to the 
boule, as it is said, and some of the citizens having conspired with him, he went down 
with them to the Piraeus, and having launched a ship at the docks set sail to join Conon. 
Thereupon an uproar was raised, and the notables and cultivated class among the Athenians 
were indignant, declaring that it would give the city a bad name if they began a war with 
the Lacedaemonians. The bouleutai, frightened by the clamour, held a meeting of the people, 
pretending to have had no share in the enterprise. The populace having assembled, 
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5 hav dyer 

] émeprrev 

Jaxas éica- 

jn 8 ral. 
jeror[. . 

the party at Athens of Thrasybulus, Aesimus, and Anytus came forward and pointed out 
that the Athenians were incurring great risks unless they relieved the state from the 
responsibility. The moderate and wealthy class at Athens was content with the present 
policy, while the populace and democratic party on that occasion, through fear, yielded 
to their advisers, and sent to Milon, the harmost of Aegina, to inform him that he could 
punish Demaenetus since the latter had acted without the leave of the state. But previously 
for nearly the whole time their policy was aggressive, and in frequent opposition to the 
Lacedaemonians. Not only were they in the habit of dispatching both arms and sailors 
for Conon’s fleet, but on a former occasion ... crates, Hagnias, and Telesegorus with their 
companions were dispatched on an embassy to the king, the ambassadors being captured 
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by Pharax, the former admiral, and sent as prisoners to the Lacedaemonians, who put them 
to death. This opposition was stimulated by the party of Epicrates and. Cephalus; for 
it was they who were most anxious to involve Athens in war, holding that view not merely 
since they had dealings with Timocrates and received the gold, but long before. It is 
nevertheless asserted by some that Timocrates’ bribes were responsible for the formation of 
the war party at Athens and among the Boeotians and in the other states which I have 
mentioned, owing to ignorance of the circumstance that all of them had long adopted 
a hostile attitude towards the Lacedaemonians, and been on the watch for an opportunity 
to involve the states in war. For the Lacedaemonians were hated by the Argive and 
Boeotian factions for being on friendly terms with the opposing party of the citizens, 
and by the faction at Athens because it desired to put an end to the existing tranquillity 
and peace, and to lead the Athenians on to a policy of war and interference, in order that 
it might be enabled to make a profit from the state funds. At Corinth, of the partisans 
of a change of policy the majority were hostile to the Lacedaemonians for reasons similar 
to those of the Argives and Bocotians, while Timolaus alone had become opposed to them 
on account of private grounds of complaint, although he was formerly on the best of terms 
with them and a strong philo-Laconian, as can be ascertained from the events of the 
Decelean war. On one occasion, with a squadron of five ships, he plundered several of the 
islands tributary to the Athenians, and on another, having sailed to Amphipolis with 
two triremes, and manned four more supplied from there, he defeated Sichius (?), the 
Athenian general, in a sea-fight, as I have previously related, and captured the enemy’s 
triremes, which were five in number, together with a convoy of 30 (?) boats; subsequently 
with [.] triremes he sailed to Thasos and caused the island to revolt from the Athenians. 
Parties, therefore, in the aforesaid states had been induced to hate the Lacedaemonians 
far more by these reasons than by Pharnabazus and the gold. When Milon, the harmost 
of Aegina, heard the news brought by the Athenians, he quickly manned a trireme 
and pursued Demaenetus. The latter at this time happened to be waiting off Thoricus 
in Attica, but when Milon arrived at Thoricus and tried to attack him he hastened to sail 
far in advance. Having gained possession of a ship belonging to them he left his own ship 
behind because the hull was inferior, and transferring his sailors to the other ship 
continued his voyage to Conon’s fleet, while Milon . . . with the trireme returned to 

° ) Aegina. 

i. rx. A new book apparently begins here (cf. p. 115); and it is quite uncertain with 
what events our author synchronizes the expedition of Demaenetus, which took place in the 
first half of 396 if Cols. i-iv are correctly placed (cf. iii. 9, note), or in the early summer 
of 395 if Cols. i-iv follow Cols. v—viii, as is much less probable. 

a. For [od perd cf. 1. 24. 9)» or #[pxe may be substituted for i[&g, which was suggested 
by Wilamowitz. The construction in ll. 2-7 is not clear; cf. note on I. 5. 

3. Anpai[erjos: he is identical, as was perceived by Wilamowitz, with Anpaiveros 6 
Bou{vyns in Aeschines ii, 78 Oeios 3¢ nyérepos KAed8ovd0s 6 TAavxou rot ’Ayapyéws vids pera 
Anpawérov tod Bov{ivyou ovyxarevaupdxnoe Xeikwva tov Aaxedaipovioy yavapxov, Xeikow being 
obviously identical with the harmost of Aegina called Mao» in i. 22 and ii. 35. Aeschines 
has exaggerated the importance of the naval engagement, which as P shows was a trivial 
affair. ‘The Demaenetus who is mentioned as strategus in 388-7 in Aegina (Xen. Hell. v. 
1. 10) and in the autumn of 387 on the Hellespont (e//. v. 1. 26) is no doubt the same 
person as Demaenetus 6 Boufvyns; cf. Kirchner, Ait. Prosopogr. i. p. 216: but that on the 
present occasion he held the office of strategus is neither stated by P nor in itself likely. 
Meyer well compares the private expedition of Macartatus to Crete in (probably) 386-379 
with a trireme which he had bought (Isaeus xi. 48). The word following Anpais[er|os 
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seems to be a title, if airjs is right. «tpros could be read, but this would imply that the 
trireme was Demaenetus’ own property, whereas it was clearly a warship belonging to the 
State. The doubtful « might be a; the following letter can equally well be y, «, u, », #, r, 
or v; for .« (ps?) a single letter (» ?) may be substituted, and in place of urn (or erp) yn 
should perhaps be read. A single word as a family name or a title would be more suitable 
than «.. cos airis, but Bovfvyys is inadmissible, though it is possible that the word in the 
papyrus is a corruption of this.. 

4. BlovaAg os: for other instances of hiatus cf. vi. 39, vii. 7, xi. 22, xii. 24, xvi. 6, 
xviii, 5 and 24. 

mpay|paros : the end of this line must have projected some distance beyond that of |. 1 
and Il. 5 sqq. 

5. éwedn: the vestiges of the letter following 8 suit » somewhat better than e. ov» 
[ots instead of ov» | would have the advantage of preventing this line from being exceptionally 
short, but the construction of Il. 2—7 is then somewhat awkward. Between avre and 
nokarey the scribe seems to have omitted either ries or rev, more probably the former ; 
cf. the omissions of words in i. 36, ii. 16, xi. 20, xiv. 13, 29, xvi. 23, and xx. 20. Or 
possibly ovv/os, i.e. ov(x)x[of should be read, as Wilamowitz suggests. 

. vauy: ry vary would be expected, especially if avrys in 1]. 3 is right. 
g. ywo|pipfor]: cf. xii. 31. 
16. Thrasybulus and Anytus are well known as leaders of the moderate democratic 

party at this period. On Atomos, who is less frequently mentioned, cf. Kirchner, A#/. 
Prosopogr.i. p. 22. Our author ignores Archinus, who was also prominent at this time 
(cf. p. 140). It is interesting to note the cautious policy pursued by this section of the 
Athenian democrats, who side with the aristocrats in objecting to an open breach with 
Sparta, and for the moment succeed in curbing the warlike spirit of the majority of the 
democratic party headed by Epicrates and Cephalus (1. 35). The course of events was, 
however, too strong for the advocates of peace, and Thrasybulus himself in the late 
summer of 395 proposed the alliance with Boeotia, which was agreed to without opposition 
(Xen. Hell. iii. 5. 16). If the events recorded in i. 1-iii. 7 belonged to the spring or early 
summer of 395, the change of policy must have taken place within a very few months, and 
seems very sudden. It is therefore much more satisfactory to refer chapters I-III to 396, 
and to suppose more than a year’s interval between the expedition of Demaenetus and the 
alliance of Athens with Boeotia ; cf. iii. 9, note. 

22. Midwea: he is called XeiAw» by Aeschines ii. 78; cf. note on 1. 3. Which is the 
correct form is uncertain. 

27. avrenpalrrey (1. dyrémparroy): it is possible that the scribe has himself corrected 
the « to o, 

27-8. For the secret assistance rendered to Conon by the Athenians cf. Isocr. Paneg. 
142 dv d¢ rp wodduyp re wepi ‘Pésoy . . . xpmpevos 8é rats Unnpecias Tais wap Huey, oTpariyourros 
& aire Kéveoos. 

30. The letter after Baovdea, if not x, can only be y. _»{pérepow is somewhat too long 
and is not very appropriate, since it occurs immediately afterwards in ]. 32. Bury 
suggests s|pa@rov, i.e. the first embassy to the Persians since the Peace. i aes 
is possible, but in that case we should expect our author to have distinguished this Epicrates 
from the democratic leader of that name mentioned in I. 35. ro can be read in place 
of x[c], and ‘Ix]a[okpary or Avjroxpdry is more likely ; ’Apto}roxpdry seems to be too long. 
One of the three ambassadors, Hagnias, is known from Isae. xi. 8 “Ayvias ot» Gre demdciv 
napeoxeud{ero mpecBevowy émi ravras ras mpagfes, and from Harpocration s. v. ‘Ayvias, rovroy 
kat rovs cuumpeaBevras avrov dnoly ’Avdporicy dy wéunrep ris "ArOidos cai Sihéyopos as édAwody 
te xai dwéOavov. Telesegorus is possibly the father of Acpndns TeAeoryspou KodAvrevs who 
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occurs in an inscription of the middle of the fourth century s.c. (Kirchner, of. cz. ii. 
p. 304). The date of the embassy, which was previously uncertain, is now fixed within 
narrow limits by the mention of @dpaf 6 mpdrepoy vavapyxes, for he is known from Xen. Fell. 
iii. 2, 12, 14 to have co-operated with Dercylidas in the spring and summer of 397. 
Apart from the uncertainty as to the period of the year in which the Spartan vavapyo: 
entered on their command, it has been disputed whether Pharax’ term of office belongs 
to 398-7 or 397-6. Since his vavapyia is here spoken of as past, the present passage, 
if i. 1-iii. 7 are rightly assigned to the first half of 396, is strongly in favour of the date 
398-7; cf. iii. g and 23-6, notes. 

i. 33 sqq. P here diverges into a highly interesting account of the causes of the 
formation of the anti-Spartan league, and in connexion with the mission of Timocrates the 
Rhodian supplies some new information of importance. Xenophon (fell. iii. 5. 1-2) 
attributes to Tithraustes the mission of the Persian envoy with §0 talents, and specifies as 
the recipients at Thebes Androclidas, Ismenias, and Galaxidorus, at Corinth Timolaus and 
Polyanthes, at Argos Cylon and of per’ atrov, but says of the Athenians cal od peradaBdvres 
rovrou Tov xpuciov duws mpdévpos Foap eis rov méAepov vopuifovres re aitay dpyecOar, He then 
proceeds to describe the outbreak of the Boeotian war, which he regards as the direct 
outcome of Timocrates’ bribes. Pausanias (iii. 9. 8) also connects Timocrates with 
Tithraustes, and gives a list of the recipients of the money (Cylon and Sodamas at Argos, 
Androclides, Ismenias, and Amphithemis at Thebes, Cephalus and Epicrates at Athens, 
Polyanthes and Timolaus at Argos), and like Xenophon treats the Boeotian war, in describing 
which he mentions ciroy dxyd{ovra, as an effect of the mission. Plutarch too (Ariax. 20; 
cf. Lysand, 27, Ages. 15) agrees with Xenophon’s date for Timocrates. Only Polyaenus 
(i. 48) connects the episode not with Tithraustes but with Pharnabazus, Kévay GapraBaly 
cuppayay Aynowddov ri “Aclay ropOouvros erage rov Lépony xpvolov meu ar rois Snpaywyois, K.T.A., 
though it is possible that his statement is due to mere carelessness. Diodorus, Nepos, and 
Justin are silent on the subject. Our author, as appears both from i. 37 and ii. 4 and 32 
ndédeat Tais mpoecpnuevas, had already described the sending of Timocrates, no doubt in its 
chronological position, in his main narrative, but ii. 33 shows that, like Polyaenus, he 
connected it with Pharnabazus, and i. 37-ii. 1 indicates that, like Pausanias, he in opposition 
to Xenophon believed in the guilt of the Athenians Epicrates and Cephalus, In ii. 1 sqq., 
however, he controverts the view that the anti-Spartan league was brought about by 
Timocrates, attributing the hostility of the states to Sparta to other and older reasons. It 
has been generally recognized that Xenophon’s account of the origin of the confederacy 
is chronologically untenable, for if Timocrates was sent by Tithraustes, who cannot have 
reached Sardis before June 395, he must have arrived in Greece after the beginning of the 
Boeotian war (of which Pausanias’ date is now confirmed by xi. 34 rovrov rov 6épous), and 
therefore cannot have been the cause of it; .and historians have usually accepted 
Xenophon’s date for Timocrates’ mission, and abandoned the connexion between it and the 
outbreak of the war; cf. Beloch, Gr. Gesc&. ii. p. 193; Meyer, Gesch. d. Alt. v. pp. 231-2. 
Now, however, in the light of the new evidence another solution of the chronological 
difficulty in Xenophon’s account is preferable. The error lies not in making Timocrates’ 
mission precede the beginning of the war, but in supposing that he was sent by Tithraustes. 
On the view that he was inspired by Pharnabazus the difficulty vanishes, for it is clear from.the 
order of the narrative in P, who does not reach the Boeotian war until xi. 34 sqq., that 
there was a considerable interval of time (more than a year) between the mission and the 
opening of hostilities in the summer of 395. The reference in mpoespneéva: wédes (ii. 4 and 
32) seems to be to a not very distant passage, and it is possible that the description of 
Timocrates’ mission in the main narrative occurred shortly before Col. i. . If so, since the 
expedition of Demaenetus took place in the first half of 396, the journey of Timocrates 
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must have occurred not later than the spring of that year. An earlier date for it would 
produce a conflict with Polyaenus, since he synchronizes the mission with the campaigns of 
Agesilaus in Asia, which began in the spring of 396. Polyaenus’ statement is not lightly 
to be disregarded, especially as a close relation between him and P has been detected in 
another passage; cf. vii. 4, note. On the other hand the argument in i. 33-11. 1 is more 
logical if the dispatch of Timocrates preceded in point of time the embassy mentioned in 
i. 29-33, which took place in 397 (cf. 1. 30, note), and the year 397, in which Pharnabazus 
and Conon set to work to construct a fleet, is in itself a very suitable date. Hence the 
interval between the mission and the outbreak of the Boeotian war may be as much as two 
years. Even if Cols. i-iv are placed after v—viii and belong to the year 395 (cf. iii. 9, note), 
P’s date for the mission cannot be brought down later than the spring of 395, so that there 
would still remain an interval of some months between it and the Boeotian war. The 
chronological mistake made by Xenophon and others may well be due, as Meyer suggests, to 
the circumstance that the fruits of the Persian bribes were not apparent till the summer of 395. 

On the question of the date of Timocrates’ mission and the Persian who inspired 
it, P is certainly right as against Xenophon. Which account is to be followed in regard to 
the action of the Athenian democrats ? Here, too, we think P’s version is more probable 
than Xenophon’s, and that Epicrates and Cephalus, as Pausanias also states, took the 
Persian gold. There was clearly a widespread belief in the fourth century that they did so, 
as is shown not only by our author’s own view, but by that of the unnamed rvés, which he 
controverts in ii. 1-7, without however disputing the fact of the bribes having been received. 
Moreover, P’s explanation of the origin of the anti-Spartan feeling as due not to bribery, 
but to anterior and deeper lying causes, is eminently just, and exhibits his acute insight 
into the politics of the fourth century, in which many of the leading statesmen thought it no 
shame to be in the pay of a foreign power, so long as the policy of which they really approved 
was pursued. And if P is right, as is practically certain, in minimizing the effects of 
Timocrates’ bribes, he is probably correct also in his admission with regard to Epicrates 
and Cephalus, Xenophon must have known of the charges against them, but, exaggerating 
the part played by Persian gold in bringing about the league, and, like our author, being 
aware of the strong war feeling at Athens (the corrupt words vopifovrés re atrav adpyxerbau 
probably refer, as Meyer remarks, to the Athenian desire to recover their empire ; cf. Hell. 
iii. 5. 10 xat phy Sri Borla dy thy dpyny hw mpdrepov éxéxrnobe dvadaBeiv navres émordyeda), 
seems to have excepted the Athenians, mainly in order that he might emphasize the accusa- 
tions of Medizing which he brings against the other allies, in particular the Thebans. 
Only in one respect does P compare unfavourably with Xenophon, the desire for personal 
profit imputed as a motive to the Athenian war party (ii. ro-14). Here he seems to be 
influenced by an anti-democratic bias, which is quite in keeping with that of Theopompus 
(cf. p. 129), and to misrepresent the natural patriotic aspirations of the Athenians to which 
Xenophon alludes, thereby coming nearer to the truth. 

36. For the omissions cf. i. 5, note. 
37. Tysoxpdra: so also Xenophon and Pausanias. Plato (Afeno 90 A) calls him 

Ilodvxpdrns, but the fault may be due to his MSS. Plutarch in Ar/ax. 20 has the form 
*Eppoxpdrny and ‘Eppoxpdrovs, but in the second case apparently with a variant Tipoxpdrous, so 
that the mistake is presumably due to the MSS. 

ii. 1. revés Af{ovow: the view which our author here controverts, and which onginated 
no doubt in Sparta, coloured the sources from which Pausanias drew his information, 
and Xenophon shared it to a large extent ; cf. note on i. 33. That P included Xenophon 
among the rs is not likely, seeing that P’s work was written little, if at all, later than 
Xenophon’s Hellenica (cf. p. 124); the reference may be to historical works which have 
perished or merely to current tradition. 
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ii, 8. Bowor[...... lyerat : if not y, the letter after the lacuna must be r.  |ywra: or rerat 
is very intractable; and if a correction is necessary the simplest course is to read 
vane sti i.€. oraowra, the superfluous y being an example of the practice of inserting 
a y between two vowels, which is not uncommon in Ptolemaic papyri. A difficulty, 
however, then arises about the termination of Bowr{, for the lacuna ought to contain 
only six or seven letters. Bowt[wy ot oractlywra is too long, and for oles crac |yeras 
there is barely room. That the scribe wrote Botwr{o: is in any case probable (cf. 1. 16), 
but Bowrds is not used as an adjective at this period, so that with Bouwsr[o: oract|ywra: two 
corrections are necessary, which is not a very satisfactory hypothesis. If cractras is the 
word intended, it must apply to the Argives as well as to the Boeotians, for the two 
states are treated as exactly parallel in 1. 16, and the clause ére roés dine x.7.A. refers to 
both, which implies that there was a philo-Laconian party at Argos as well as at Thebes. 
Theban politics at this period are discussed in greater detail in xii. 31 sqq. 

13-4. This sarcastic and somewhat unfair criticism of the motives of the Athenian war 
party favours the view that our author is Theopompus; cf. note on i. 33 and p. 129. 

17. ‘1[«é}Aaos : both Xenophon and Pausanias state that he took Timocrates’ bribes’ 
(cf. i. 33, note), and P no doubt admitted the fact, as he does definitely in the case of 
Epicrates and Cephalus; but he regarded Timolaus’ private quarrel with the Spartans 
as the chief reason for his present anti-Spartan attitude. In Xen. Hell. iv. 2. 11 Timolaus 
appears as leader of the Corinthian contingent at the battle of Nemea. 

21-32. Of Timolaus’ exploits in the Decelean war (which is again referred to in 
xiii, 16 and 30) the expedition to Thasos must, as Meyer remarks, have occurred towards 
the end of 411. Thucydides (viii. 64) records in that year the fall of the Thasian 
democracy, the fortification of the city, and the expectation of speedy assistance from 
the Spartans, with whom the exiled Thasian oligarchs had taken refuge. In 410 Thasos 
has a Spartan harmost (Xen. Hell. i. 1. 32), so that the arrival of Timolaus with the 
Peloponnesian fleet falls in the intervening period. The incidents related in HN. 24-32 
therefore occurred just after the point at which Thucydides’ history breaks off, and the 
reference in ll. 27-8 to a former mention of them (probably in the main narrative) is 
important as an indication that the present work was a continuation of Thucydides ; 
cf. p. 122. The earlier exploit, the plundering of certain islands (ll. 22-4), probably took 
place in 412 or early in 411, and is passed over by Thucydides. 

26, myioy must be corrupt, and more probably conceals the name of the Athenian 
strategus than a reference to Chios. The only name among the known Athenian strategi 
at that period which remotely resembles Z:xios is ErpopPixidns (Thuc. viii. 13-79), but he is 
not likely to be meant. 

27. Gowep eipnxia mov nal mpérepov: Cf. xii. 32 Sowep nal wpérepov eZpnxa, and ii. 21- 
32, note. 

29. éxlepyav: mapéreppav would be expected (cf. Dem. viii. 25 wapaméumecOar rd wdoia 
ra avrav), but «{al 4 wapér|euway rpia [wAoi)a is not satisfactory. 

30. Wilamowitz suggests [ras é8exa] in the lacuna. 
33. SapydBafov: cf. i. 33, note. 
34. The curious order of the words énnppévor pucetv Foay is due to the desire to avoid 

hiatus; cf. xi. 22, note. 
iii, 1-5. That Fr. 1 belongs to the top of this column is practically certain, (1) from 

internal evidence of its suitability to this context ; (2) from the colour of the papyrus, which 
resembles that of Cols. i-ii in being much lighter than the rest ; (3) from the recto, which 
has the beginnings of two lines that suit the first two lines of the column of the land-survey 
on the recto of Col. ii. ‘The remainder of Col. iii (which on the recto has the ends of lines 
of a column of the land-survey) is on a separate. fragment, but the correctness of its 
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position admits of no doubt ; cf. 6 dé Milo» eis Alyway in 1.6. Since the width of the gap 
separating Fr. r from the bulk of Col. iii cannot be determined with absolute precision, 
and the beginnings of lines are lost throughout this column, the size of the lacuna on each 
side of Fr. t may be slightly larger or smaller than we have supposed in our restoration, 
which proceeds on the assumption that 5 or 6 letters are missing at the beginning and 8 or 
g in the middle of Il. 1-5. 

It is not clear whose ship Demaenetus took possession of. Aeschines ii. 78 (cf. i. 3, 
note) states that he ovyxarevaupdynoe Xeidwva (i.e. Milon), and Wilamowitz, reading rijs »jeds 
in vii. 2, thinks that Demaenetus captured Milon’s ship. To this there are the objections : 
(1) that it is not easy to see how Demaenetus obtained possession of Milon’s ship without 
capturing Milon himself, who, as appears from |. 6, returned safely to Aegina ; (2) that the 
plural atréyv in |. 2 suits the inhabitants of a place just mentioned (cf. vi. 24-5 eis "Aphirodw 
xaranhevoas kai rap’ ¢xei'vor) better than the Spartans; (3) the remains of 1. 7 suggest that 
Demaenetus took flight on Milon’s approach rather than that he gave action. Hence 
we prefer to regard airé» as the inhabitants either of. Thoricus or, reading éni Modv.... 
or Il .ap...., of that place, though we are unable to suggest a suitable place-name. 
pias v|eds is, however, not satisfactory, and rjs would suit the space better. For ris there 
is no room, but rov (Bury) is possible. 

6—7. Something like pera ris tpijpous dmérdeuce is required. 

Cols. iii. 7-iv. 42 = chs. 1V-V. Zhe Naval War. 

iii. g. The mutilation of this passage, which if complete would have explained the 
chronological system adopted by our author, is much to be deplored. If Cols. i-iv are 
correctly placed before v-viii, which describe Agesilaus’ campaign in the spring and early 
summer of 395, the 6épos in iii. g must be that of 396, and the ‘8th year’, of which the 
beginning is noted in |. 10, is 396-5. An earlier date is excluded by the description 
of Pharax in i, 31-2 as 6 spérepov vavapyos; for he is known to have held that office in the 
spring and summer of 397 (cf. i. 30, note), and since the expedition of Demaenetus, 
in connexion with which he is mentioned, falls within the seventh year of P’s reckoning and 
Pharax’ term of office was then already over, it is impossible to make the 8th year begin 
in 397. Granted that the @é¢pos in iii. 9 refers to 396 and is the beginning of the 8th year 
(the possibility ofits referring to 395 will be discussed later), it remains doubtful what month 
P precisely regarded as the starting-point. Thucydides, who divides each year of the war 
into two equal parts, O¢pos and xetuev, makes the former begin in the spring (cf. e.g. iv. 117 
dua fps rov émcytyvopdvou Oépous), and Xenophon in ell. i-ii. 3, where he is influenced by 
the annalistic method of Thucydides, similarly reckons in years beginning with the spring. 
Since P’s work is probably, like Xenophon’s, a continuation of Thucydides’ history 
(cf. p. 122) and seems to be constructed on chronological principles, which if not as strict 
as those of Thucydides are more careful than Xenophon’s, there is a certain presumption that 
he too reckoned in years which began in the spring; and iii. 11 may even have commenced 
with some phrase like @apos dpyopévov. On the other hand 6épos in iii. g might very well 
refer to midsummer, the starting-point of the Olympiads and year of the Attic archons. The 
later columns are compatible with either hypothesis: v-viii cover the period from about 
March—June 395, xi-xxi that from about July—November of the same year, and the 
transition from the 8th to the gth year would, if it was noted and took place in the spring, 
naturally occur in the gap between Cols. iv and v, while if it was at midsummer, it would 
occur in the gap before Col. xi. In xi. 34 rovrov rov Oépous referring to the war between 
Boeotia and Phocis probably means July, and the fact that the Theban intrigues and the 
dispute between Phocis and Locris, which are narrated in xiv. 21 sqq., began before 
midsummer (cf. xiv. 21, note) provides no argument against the view that the gth year began in 
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midsummer, for there is no reason to think that P’s arrangement of facts was so strictly 
annalistic as to prevent his grouping together an intimately connected series of incidents 
belonging to the conclusion of the 8th and the beginning of the gth year. The later 
columns being thus indecisive, the question what is meant by @pos in iti. 9 has to be decided 
by the evidence of Cols. i-iv. Assuming—as is most probable but by no means absolutely 
certain—that the incidents in i. 1-iii. 7 refer to the conclusion of the 7th year and those 
in iii. 11 sqq. to the beginning of the Sth, it is on the whole more satisfactory to regard the 
6épos in which the 8th year began as midsummer, not spring. The narrative of the 
expedition of Demaenetus does not help, for the only definite mark of date connected 
with it is the mention of Pharax as the former vavapxus, and if Pharax’ term of office 
ended, as is likely, in the autumn of 397 (cf. iii. 23-6, note) the expedition may have taken 
place during the winter of 397—6 just as well as in the spring or early summer of 396. But 
the account of the naval war in iii. 11 sqq. favours the view that the 8th year began in the 
summer. It would be surprising in the first place that the narrative of the 8th year, if this 
began in the spring, should commence with the comparatively unimportant naval war 
in place of the expedition of Agesilaus to Asia. Secondly, the arrival of the reinforcements 
from Phoenicia (iii. 23—6, cf. note) is more likely to have occurred towards the end than 
at the beginning of 396, for though Diodorus seems to have placed that event too late, 
the view that these reinforcements were available to Conon throughout the campaign of 396 
does not well accord with the statements of Isocrates about the blockade of Caunus. 
Thirdly, the arrival of the new Spartan vavapxos (probably Pollis), which happened soon 
after the beginning of the 8th year (iii. 21, note), suits the late summer better than the 
spring, not merely because the summer or autumn was the normal time in which a new 
vavapxos entered on his duties, but because the arrival of Cheiricrates, the successor of Pollis, 
is definitely fixed by xv. 33 for the late summer (about July or August) of 395. If, therefore, 
the new vavapyos of iii. 21 came out in the spring, either he remained in office considerably 
more than a year, or he was not Pollis but some unknown individual, and Pollis’ arrival 
occurred later, the notice of it in P being lost. Of these two alternatives the second would 
be preferable to the first, for great as are the irregularities connected with the Spartan 
vavapxia (cf, iii. 21, note), there is no precedent for a vavapxos who took over the command 
in the spring remaining in that position until the summer of the year following, and the 
mention of Pollis in iii. 21 is of course conjectural. No one of the arguments in 
favour of treating the 6épos in iii. g as midsummer is very strong, but together they seem 
to counterbalance the presumption in favour of the other explanation created by the 
example of Thucydides and Xenophon, and for the present we leave the question open. 
In any case P does not use the Attic archons for dating purposes, but like Thucydides and 
Xenophon reckons back to a fixed point. What this was is owing to the lacuna in I. 10 not 
definitely ascertainable. It is not the end of the Peloponnesian war as foreshadowed by 
Thucydides v. 26, where he states his intention of carrying his history up to the surrender 
of Athens; for the capture of the city by Lysander took place on Munychion 16 = April 24, 
404 according to Plutarch Zysand. 15, and the 8th year on P’s system being 396-5, his 
epoch-year is 403-2, not 404-3. Xenophon, however (or rather, as is generally supposed, 

- his interpolator), in /ed/. ii. 3. 9 treats the capitulation of Samos in the autumn of 404 
as the end of the war, and in any case it would seem that P connected the events of 404, 
including the capture of Samos and the despotism of the Thirty, with the war, and made 
a fresh start in the spring or summer of 403, i.e. approximately from the archonship 
of Euclides, a well-known landmark in Greek history. The restoration of the Athenian 
democracy and the general amnesty occurred on Boedromion 12 (= Oct. 4) 403 (Plut. de 
glor. Ath. 7). On this view iii. 9-10 should perhaps be restored ry pe» [elpqvy ri wpds 
’ AOnvaious. 
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Our discussion has so far proceeded on the fundamental assumption that Cols. i-iv are 
rightly placed before v—viii, and we have hitherto left out of account the hypothesis that the 
Gépos in iii. g may refer not to 396 but to 395. It is not worth while reviewing in detail 
the consequences that would ensue from the combination of the present arrangement of 
Cols. i-viii with the view that the 6épos belongs to 395, for that hypothesis would remove 
none of the difficulties which have led us to place Cols, i-iv before v—viii, and would not be 
supported by the chief argument for transposing v-viii before i—iv, the fact that Cols. i-iv are in 
the same hand as that of vi. 27—xxi (cf. p. 114). If the @¢pos in iii. 9 refers to 395, there 
is not the least doubt that Cols. v-viii should precede i-iv, not follow them, What are the 
results of this arrangement ? 

In the first place the 6épos of iii. g would necessarily mean midsummer not spring, for 
the account of Agesilaus’ campaign in the spring and early summer of 395 would have 
preceded ; accordingly Demaenetus’ expedition would have occurred in the spring or early 
summer of 395. There is no insuperable objection to this, although the change of policy on 
the part of Thrasybulus and the moderate democrats with regard to a war with Sparta would 
become very sudden, and it is more satisfactory to suppose at least a year’s interval between 
the events described in i. 7-25 and the unanimously voted alliance of Athens with Boeotia 
in the late summer of 395; cf. i. 16, note. With regard to Pharax, the mention of him as 
6 mpérepoy vavapxos would merely cease to bear strongly on the vexed question of the date 
of his vavapyxia, since whether he was vavapyes in 398-7 or 397-6, he would equally be 
6 mpérepoy vavapxos in the spring of 395. The really serious difficulties begin when we try 
to imagine what could have stood in the lacuna in iii. 10, and what reasons P had for 
taking as his epoch the remarkably uneventful year 402-1, corresponding to the archonship 
of Micon. That P should have grouped the events of the year of dvapyia with the 
Peloponnesian war is perfectly intelligible, but that he should have also included in it 
the whole of the archonship of Euclides, and made a fresh: start with the Attic new year 
following the amnesty is very extraordinary. At the time when v-viii were placed before 
i-iv, Meyer suggested for iii. 10 rj pév [ré» Aaxedasuovior dpxp oF jyepovig, i.e. the definitive 
organization of the Spartan hegemony, but we should certainly expect some particular event 
of well-known importance to be mentioned there, not a vague phrase. And, since no 
important historical incident occurred in the archonship of Micon at all, the choice of 
402-1 as a starting-point would remain a complete enigma. Problems of still greater 
difficulty would, however, arise in connexion with the appearance of the new vavapyos; for 
that he was Pollis, the predecessor of Cheiricrates, would be practically certain, and it would 
become necessary to suppose either that he disappeared almost immediately after his arrival, 
or that in iii. rz sqq. P has abandoned altogether the chronological sequence of events and 
reverted to incidents which took place long before the beginning of the 8th year. Neither 
of the two explanations is at all satisfactory; cf. iii. 21, note, and iii. 23-6, note, 
where the whole question of the chronology of this period is discussed more in detail. The 
overwhelming difficulties which ensue concerning the starting-point of P’s system of years 
and the savapyia of Pollis, if the 6épos in iii. g refers to 395, seem to us much to outweigh the 
advantages which result from placing Cols. v—viii before i-iv: for apart from the argument 
based on the change of hands which is far from conclusive (cf. p. 115), especially as the 
margin before Col. i suggests that it is the commencement of a new book or section, the 
only gain afforded by making Cols. v—viii precede i—iv is that it would then be easy to bring 
P into harmony with Diodorus as to the date of the arrival of the reinforcements from 
Phoenicia recorded in iii. 23-6. It is, however, not absolutely certain that P and Diodorus 
differ on this point even if the @épos belongs to 396, and in any case the apparent order of 
events in P possesses such manifest advantages over their sequence in Diodorus that we 
are prepared to admit an error on the part of the latter; cf. p. 213. 

P 
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iii. rx sqq. P now turns to the naval war, the fragmentary account of which bristles 
with difficulties. The first is the identity of the person -apos (-8pes cannot be read) who 
occurs in I. 11 and again apparently in ll. r9 and 30. The context (especially the mentions 
of Pharnabazus in 1]. 16 and 36) indicates that he was on the side of the Persians, not of 
the Spartans; and if ll. 11-20 all refer to him he seems to have been in command of the 
fleet and to have had negotiations with Pharnabazus concerning the pay (cf. xv. 37, sqq.), 
while ll. 28-31 perhaps refer to his departure as the result of some new arrangement about 
the command introduced by Pharnabazus, his place being apparently taken by Conon 
(Il. 31). Against this interpretation may be urged the fact that in the account of Diodorus, 
who owing to the silence of Xenophon is practically the sole authority for the naval 
operations between the building of the Persian fleet and the battle of Cnidus, Conon is 
throughout in command of the Persian fleet; cf. xiv. 39. 2 rg 8¢ Kdvom sept rns vavapyias 
dadexOeis eréornoev (sc. Pharnabagus) avrév émi riy Oddarray syepdva, and 81. 4 Kévew 6 rev 
Tlepoav vavapxos. At the battle of Cnidus, however, Xenophon (/#ell. iv. 3. 11) speaks of 
Pharnabazus as vavapyos, and it seems possible that at the period with which Col. iii is concerned 
Conon, though really directing the operations, was nominally subject to a Persian com- 
mander other than Pharnabazus. That -apes was one of Conon’s lieutenants is not likely, 
for both P (xi. 10-1) and Diodorus mention Hieronymus and Nicophemus as acting in 
this capacity (cf. note ad Joc.) ; that he was a Spartan pavapyos is still less probable, for even if 
ll. 16-8 refer to Conon’s negotiations with Pharmabazus, not to -apes, the Spartan fleet 
seems to be mentioned for the first time in ]. 20, and the dpyj of -apes in 1. 30 most probably 
refers to the vavapyia in |. 28, which in view of the context is almost certainly the Persian, 
not the Spartan. 

12. é€kei: probably Caunus, the head quarters of the Persian fleet in the Aegean 
(cf. Il. 24 sqq.). That Rhodes, which became the head quarters later, had already revolted 
from Sparta is on the whole unlikely ; cf. iii. 23-6, note. 

17-8. Perhaps BovAdpevos rp SapruBalp ouppert|a ; cf. xv. 37. 
21. WdéAds|: cf. xv. 32-5, where the arrival of Cheiricrates as successor to Pollis is 

mentioned as having taken place before Conon’s visit to Tithraustes and the mutiny. 
Both vavapyo: were previously unknown. Since Cheiricrates’ arrival is there mentioned in terms 
which seem to imply that this had not been previously referred to, it is not at all satisfactory 
to restore ddixero Xecpuxpdrns here, and MdéAdes may be regarded as practically certain. That 
the vavapyia at Sparta was an annual office is generally agreed, but whether it normally was 
entered upon in midsummer or in the autumn is much disputed. Meyer, who formerly 
(Gesch. d. All. iv. p. Pay agreed with Beloch (PAzlol. xliii. p. 261) in accepting midsummer, 
now agrees with Lohse (Quaest. chronol. ad Xenoph. Hell. pertinentes, pp. 43 8qq.) and with 
Beloch’s former view (Ahem. Mus. xxxiv. p. 119) in regarding the autumn, i.e. the be- 
ginning of the official Spartan year, as the normal commencement of the term of 
office of the »avapyo. But whatever may have been the rule, there is no doubt that there 
were great irregularities in practice. Lysander, for instance, was in command not from 
autumn to autumn or even summer to summer, but from spring to spring; cf. Lohse, /. ¢. 
But since the episode in connexion with which Cheiricrates is mentioned is related by P 
after the Boeotian war, which took place in the summer (xi. 34), and before the campaign 
of Agesilaus in the late summer and autumn, Cheiricrates’ arrival must have occurred soon 
after midsummer, 395. He is mentioned again in connexion with the autumn campaign 
(xxi. 26), and was no doubt succeeded in the course of the winter by Pisander, who fell at 
the battle of Cnidus in August 394; cf. xv. 33, note. Cheiricrates’ predecessor, Pollis, 
would therefore be expected to have come out in the summer or autumn of 396, and 
the great probability of this date for Pollis’ arrival is one of the chief reasons for putting 
Cols. i-iv before v—viii in spite of the difficulty caused by the change of hands; cf. iii. 9, 
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note. For if Cols. i-iv are placed after v—viii and the 8th year in iii. 9 is 395-4, not 396—5, 
the advent of Pollis seems to coincide almost with his replacement by Cheiricrates. This 
conflict of evidence can only be explained in one of two ways. It is possible that Pollis 
entered office in the summer of 395, but only held it for a very short time before being 
succeeded by Cheiricrates. It is, however, not satisfactory to suppose that he was recalled 

- so soon, still less that he died, for he is likely to be identical with the Pollis who was 
emorodevs in 393-2 (Xen. Hell. iv. 8. 11), and perhaps with the vavapyos of that name in 376 
(Xen. Hell. v. 4. 61). Or secondly, Pollis may have entered office in the summer of 396, 
and on the hypothesis that Cols. i-iv follow v—viii the mention of his arrival is out of its 
proper chronological position. It must then be supposed that in relating the naval war 
P has departed from the fairly strict chronological arrangement followed by him in 
narrating the campaigns of Agesilaus and events in Greece, and has grouped together in 
Col. iii sqq. a series of events beginning with some which ought to have been mentioned 
long before. This explanation, however, is also very unsatisfactory, for in the subsequent 
sections dealing with the naval war (xi. 1-34, xv. 32—-Xviii. 33) the chronological arrangement is 
adhered to at the price of dividing the narrative of Conon’s operations into two parts 
separated from each other by the account of the Boeotian war; and since iii. gro seem to 
record the conclusion of one year and the beginning of another, it is singularly difficult to 
regard the events next related as really belonging to the beginning of the year just 
concluded. 

22. "ApxeAaida: this seems to be the name of a ship rather than of a place; cf. Frs. 19. 
8 and 20. 11, where it is perhaps mentioned again. Possibly there is some connexion 
with Archelaus king of Macedonia, a country which is mentioned in ix. 29. 

23-6. Cf. Diod. xiv. 79. 8 mapeyernOncay 3¢ rq Kévavt rpinpas dvernxovra, Béxa pév ard 
Ki\udas, éySonxovra 8 ard Powwixns, Sv & Sdwvlov duvdorns elye THY iyepoviay, a passage which 
is no doubt derived directly or indirectly from P (cf. p. 137), though whether Diodorus and 
P agreed exactly with regard to the numbers of the ships is by no means certain in view of 
the differences between them as to numbers elsewhere; cf. v. 13-6, 60, and vi. 21, notes. 
There is also the difficulty in Diodorus’ account that these 90 ships added to the 80 which 
Conon possessed previously (xiv. 79. 6) make 170 triremes, but in his description of the 
battle of Cnidus (83. 4) the Persian fleet consists of only rpijpes . . . mAcious rev évevnxorra, 
against 85 on the side of the Spartans. Xenophon, however, (Hell. iv. 3.12) states that the 
Spartan fleet was greatly inferior in numbers, so that mAciovs ré» dvevjxovra seems to imply 
too low an estimate. 

Diodorus’ statement concerning the arrival of the 90 ships comes at the end of 
a section dealing with the naval war (79. 4-8), in which he previously recounts the assistance 
offered by the king of Egypt to the Spartans, the blockade of Conon with 40 ships at 
Caunus by Pharax, the Spartan »avapxos, with 120 ships, the relief of Conon by Pharnabazus 
and Artaphernes, the revolt of Rhodes from the Spartans, and the capture by Conon of the 
Egyptian corn-ships which sailed to Rhodes in ignorance of the revolt. These incidents of 
the naval war he synchronizes with the dispatch of Agesilaus to Asia and his first campaign 
(79. 4 rovray 8¢ rparropévey, referring to 79. 1-3); the second campaign of Agesilaus, which 
corresponds to Cols. v—viii, follows immediately afterwards (80. 1 pera 8¢ ravra), being 
succeeded by the Boeotian war and the battle of Haliartus (81. 1 ray 3€ card yy "Agia rovroy 
rév rpésov diupxnpévoy), and Conon’s visit to Babylon (81. 4-6). The events of all three 
chapters 79—81 are assigned by Diodorus to the year 396-5, but his narrative of the two 
preceding years 398—7 and 397-6 deals only with Sicilian history, and it is clear that in 
those three chapters the events of two or more years have been compressed into one. 
Isocrates (Paneg. 142) speaks of the Persian fleet being blockaded (modopxotpevov) for 
three years éy rp rodcup rep mepi ‘Pédov ; but woAsopxovperoy is clearly a rhetorical exaggeration, 

PZ 
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and it is not certain whether he is referring to the years 397-5 or 396-4. Beloch (Gr. 
Gesch. ii. p. 146), supported by Lohse, of. cz#. pp. 24 sqq., takes the former view, placing 
the arrival of Conon at Caunus and the siege and relief of that place in 397, principally 
on account of the mention of Pharax, who is known from Xen. ell. iii. 3.12 to have 
accompanied Dercylidas in his campaign of 397, which began in the spring. The revolt 
of Rhodes is referred by Beloch to the summer of 395, by Lohse to the summer of 396. 
Meyer, on the other hand (of. ci#. v. pp. 208-9), connecting Paneg. 142 with Evag. 64, 
where it is stated that the king Aaxedatpovioy éyris tpiay drav adeidero rhy dpxny, i.e. in the 
three years 396-4 up to the battle of Cnidus in August 394 (cf. Paneg. 154 and Evag. 56 
through Conon's fleet Aaxedapdnos pév xarevavpaynGncay cal ris dpxis aweorepnOncay, ol 8 
“EdAnves HAevbepoOncay), postpones the arrival of Conon at Caunus and the siege of that 
town by Pharax to the spring of 396, placing the revolt of Rhodes at about the beginning 
of 395. That the naval war did not begin in the summer of 397 is, he thinks, implied by 
Xenophon, fell. iii. 4. 1, where the commotion at Sparta caused by the news of the Persian 
preparations of a large fleet brings about the expedition of Agesilaus, which left Greece in 
the spring of 396. The chief objections to this view are (1) that it implies a very long 
term of office as vavapyes for Pharax, who is known to have been already acting in that 
capacity in the spring and early summer of 397, and (2) that if his operations in Asia 
against Conon took place in 396 it is difficult to account for his presence at Syracuse about 
midsummer of that year; cf. Diod. xiv. 63. 4 and 70. 2, where @apaxidas is no doubt identical 
with Sdpag, though Diodorus is almost certainly wrong in still calling him vavapyos. More- 
over, as Lohse remarks (of. ci#. pp. 26-7), the fear aroused at Sparta in 396 by the scale 
of the Persian preparations is not inconsistent with the supposition that the Persians had 
already a fleet of 40 ships in 397, and the three years of Isocr. Zvag. in which the king 
ageiAero thy apxny are likely to be different from the three years of the Paneg. in which the 
Persian fleet was blockaded, and may be 395-3. Lohse’s discussion of this point requires 
some modification in the light of the evidence from P that the visit of Conon to the Persian 
court happened not in the summer of 395 but in the following winter, but on the main 
questions of the date of Pharax’ vavapyia and the distinction between the three years of the 
Paneg. from those of the vag. we agree with him against Meyer. 

The account of the democratic rising (¢saydoracis) at Rhodes in xi. 1-34 presupposes 
that the expulsion of the Spartans and the admission of Conon’s fleet had taken place some 
time previously, the government of the island being in the interval in the hands of the 
Atayépew. Since the revolution is clearly assigned by P to the summer of 395 (cf. xi. 34 
rovrov rou Oépous), the expulsion of the Spartans can hardly have occurred later than the 
winter of 396—5. That P’s account of this immediately preceded that of the éravdoracss is 
unlikely, for there is no reference in xi. 1~34 to the Spartans, and the rising of the democrats 
and the expulsion of the Spartans belong to different years according to P’s reckoning. 
The question then arises whether the expulsion of the Spartans took place before or after 
the events recorded in Col. iii. If these belong to 395 it would be necessary to suppose 
that the revolt of Rhodes from the Spartans preceded them, for there would be only 
a very brief interval of time (one or two months at most) between the arrival of Pollis and 
the democratic revolution, P would then confirm Diodorus’ statement that the reinforce- 
ments from Phoenicia arrived after the revolt of Rhodes. But it is in any case more 
probable that Pollis’ arrival took place in the summer of 396 (cf? iii. 9 and 21, notes); 
and if so there is an interval of practically a year between Cols. iii and xi, which gives ample 
time for the expulsion of the Spartans during this period. Unfortunately the remains of 
Col. iii are insufficient by themselves to show definitely whether the expulsion of the Spartans 
from Rhodes had taken place or not. On the one hand Caunus not Rhodes seems to be 
the head quarters of the Persian fleet ; and if ’Aprapé]pvq{s] be read in iii. 37 the situation may, 
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as Meyer suggests, correspond to that in Diod. xiv. 79. 5, when Pharnabazus and Artaphernes 
came to the rescue of Conon at Caunus, Rhodes being still held by the Spartans. On the 
other hand xi. 9 and xv. 36 show that even after Rhodes had become the head quarters of 
the Persian fleet Conon was in the habit of visiting Caunus, and it is possible that 
a mention of Rhodes in connexion with the Persian fleet occurred in iii. 11-2. 
Moreover, if the expulsion of the Spartans occurred after the events recorded in Col. iii, 
there is a discrepancy between P and Diodorus as to the date of the arrival of the 
reinforcements, since Diodorus places that event after the defection of Rhodes. In itself there 
is nothing at all improbable in the view that these reinforcements played a part in causing 
‘Rhodes to revolt from the Spartans, but we have some hesitation, in consideration of the 
agreements between P and Diodorus elsewhere, in accepting so serious a divergence between 
them as to the order of the events described in Diod. xiv. 79. 4-8, especially as the placing 
of Cols t-iv after v—viii would bring P into harmony with Diodorus on this point. On the 
whole, however, in view of the advantages gained by the hypothesis that the arrival of the 
reinforcements preceded the revolt, and the inextricable difficulties caused by maintaining 
that the events in iii. 11 sqq. belong to 395, we prefer to suppose that the order of events 
in Diodorus is erroneous, and that the arrival of the reinforcements occurred in the late 
summer or autumn of 396, the revolt of Rhodes in the same autumn or the following 
winter, the account of the latter event being probably lost between Cols. iii and v. 

The accuracy of Diodorus’ narrative of the naval war in xiv. 79. 4-8 having been denied 
in one important particular, it becomes somewhat doubtful how far the rest of it is to be 
trusted. If the siege of Caunus was conducted by Pharax, this must certainly be referred | 
to 397, not to 396. For apart from other objections to the supposition that his »vavapyia ex- 
tended to 396 (cf. p. 212), since Pharax is called 6 xpérepoy vavapxos (i.-31) in the year preceding 
the 8th year mentioned in iii. 9 and the arrival of Pollis apparently belongs to the 8th year 
(or at any rate to 396), it is very unlikely that he was the immediate predecessor of Pollis, 
And if another vavapyes intervened Pharax’ term of office cannot have extended into 396. 
The probable chronology of the vavapyo: is in our opinion 398—7 (autumn) Pharax; 397 
(autumn) to 396 (autumn) unknown ; 396 (autumn) to 396 (summer) Pollis; 395 (summer— 
winter) Cheiricrates ; 394 Pisander (cf. xv. 33, note). Hence P on the whole seems to 
support Beloch’s chronology of the naval war against that of Meyer. To make P 
consistent with Meyer’s view that the naval war began in 396, it is necessary to suppose 
that Pharax in Diodorus xiv. 79. § is a mistake for Pollis or his unknown predecessor. 
There is, however, as Meyer remarks, a good deal to be said for treating @dpaé there as an 
error, for if the siege of Caunus began in 397, when Pharax was with Dercylidas in Caria, 
Diodorus ought to have mentioned it in his account of Dercylidas’ campaign in xiv. 39, and 
the indecisive character of the operations on land, which ended ina tame avoidance of battle 
and a truce for further negotiations, ill accords with the hypothesis that the Spartans had in 
397 so large a fleet as 120 ships in the Aegean, and were taking active measures against 
Conon. It is possible, therefore, to limit Pharax’ period of office to 397, and yet to regard 
the naval war as commencing in the spring of 396, for apart from the mention of Pharax 
in Diod. xiv. 79. 4 there is no clear evidence that Conon came to Caunus before 396. The 
substitution of another name for Pharax in that passage would however still be compatible 
with Conon’s arrival there in 397, for Diodorus’ expression with regard to Conon (é:arpi8ovra 
8 ev Kaivy pera veav recoapdxovra) is quite vague. And since the rhetorical exaggeration in 
Isocr, Paneg. 142 (cf. p. 211) is more excusable if the three years of the siege refer to 
397-5 instead of 396—4, it does not seem worth while to reject Diodorus’ statement that 
Pharax besieged Conon, though the number of the Lacedaemonian ships (120) may well 
be too large. The connexion suggested by Meyer between iii. 37 and the relief of Conon 
by Pharnabazus and Artaphernes (cf. p. 212) is therefore not very probable. 
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iii. 26. [dd Powinns (cf. Diod. /. c.) is unlikely, as @owixew occurs in 1, 23, applying to 
the whole fleet. Perhaps an Zidavos xal...; but the division ds “Acrey is very uncertain. 
The name “Acray is not known, and jacaxroy may be all part of the name of the 
Sidonian. 

30. |. apos: the vestige of a letter before a would suit y or r best, but is also com- 
patible with «, o, v, or x. It is of course quite uncertain how many letters intervene 
between ] . apos and pep ody, 

34. Perhaps eal duaBas os rayilora orap[d]y, as proposed by Bury, who suggested 
cadoupevoy in 1, 35. 

35- els Aiuyny rip K[aluviay: there was a large lake a little north of Caunus, which was 
connected with it by a river, i.e. the moray[é|» rdy Kav{mov of 1. 34, or KaAfis, as it is called 
by Strabo xiv. 651 elra Kaitpos eal rorapyds rAnolov KddBis Babis éywv elaaywyhy. : 

36. Ko{vwros: the supposed « has been corrected. 
37. Jpm[s]: perhaps Daorgé]om{s], who is mentioned in xvi. 27 as having been 

appointed by Tithraustes to command the Persian forces along with Ariaeus, or 
"Apra$é|pry{s|, who, according to Diod. xiv. 79. 5, came with Pharnabazus to the help 
of Conon at Caunus (cf. iii. 23-6, note), unless indeed 'Aprapépms there is a mistake for 
Tao:pépyns, a name not known apart from xvi. 27. 

40-3. Fr. 2, containing the letters jupal, jao[, |nAq, poe is placed here chiefly 
on the evidence of colour; the recto is blank at this point, and the proposed arrangement 
is by no means certain. 

Col. v. 1-vii. 4 = chs. VI-VII. Agesilaus in Asia. 

v. r. The supposed stops at the beginning of this line and 1. 3 may represent the 
tip of a letter. The second scribe sometimes fails to insert stops when he leaves a 
space, e.g. in l. 6. 

4. } pév [obv: a new section probably begins here. Whether the preceding lines 
concerned Agesilaus’ preparations at Ephesus (cf. Xen. ell. iii. 4. 16-9) or events in 
another part of the world is quite uncertain. 

7. = Of orparon(e|8ov is corrected, and the vestiges after orpar indicate something more 
than o. Perhaps the scribe began to write orparevya. 

8. For Kal vo ep wediov cf. Diodorus xiv. 80. 1 pera 8€ ravra ’Ayqoidacs péry éfayayor 
ri» Suvanw els rd Kavorpov medioy cai thy wepl Ziwvdoy ydbpay edjace Tas Tey éyyapioy erprEs. 
te: ae in |. 9 probably refer to Sipylus. Xenophon does not state Agesilaus’ route 
to Sardis. 

g-10. Possibly ragdpelvos els wdwwOiov; cf. 1. 34 and Diod. J. c. "Aynaidaos 8¢ els mAtrbion 
ovrrdgas rovs orpariwras. But though the sAwéiovy must have been mentioned before 1. 34, 
it would be more naturally introduced after the mention of Tissaphernes in ll. 14-6, i.e. in 
ll. 17 sqq., where the manceuvres of the march are described. Moreover the € of rafape 
is very doubtful, and the correct division may be ra épn ra . que... 

13-6. Cf. Diod. 2 ¢. Tracadhépyns 8é prpious pev lemeis wevraxicpuplovs 8¢ we{ods dOpoicas 
énnxodovbe: rois Aaxedatpovios. Wilamowitz proposes mefois pév mevrjaxcyidious cali] pu[piovs 
Exev, imméas 8¢ pupiwv olix éAdrrous, and would bring the figures in Diodorus into agreement 
with P by emending mevraxcpvpious into mevramo(yxAious cal) pvpiovs. But P and Diodorus 
differ elsewhere in regard to figures (cf. notes on v. 60 and vi. 21), and the immeis may well 
have been mentioned before the me{oi, as in Diod. /. c. and in xxi. 12 (though not in 
vii. 41). The restoration suggested in our text produces a conflict with Diodorus as 
to the number of the frneis, but not necessarily in that of the me{ol, since mevracopupiov 
would suit the space. That figure is very high; but cf. Pausan. iii. 9. 6 yerouerns 8€ pds 
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Tiwoadepyny carpanny ray repli "loviay payns ey "Eppou medi ray re immov ray Lepoay évixcnoev 
6 "Aynaidaos cai rd me(dv rére mreioror dOpacder perd ye roy Képfou orparév. The agreement 
between P and Diodorus, supported by Pausanias, concerning the movements of 
Tissaphernes’ troops is very striking. Xenophon (/7é/l. iii. 4. 21, Ages. 1. 29) gives 
a wholly different account; according to him, the satrap expected an invasion of Caria, 
and dispatched his infantry thither and his horse to the plain of the Maeander, so that 
Agesilaus reached the neighbourhood of Sardis unmolested and never met the Persian 
infantry at all; cf. note on v. §9. 

17-9. The restorations are due to Bury, who further suggests carideév avrovs in |. 17 and 
continues in Il. 20-2 ddpes cal xpalrivas ryy rdfiv, eroveiro 3¢ ris] otparyyias (dxddegew abroi, 
a passing compliment to Agesilaus’ tactical skill; cf. p. 123. That the sAw6ioy was mentioned 
here is probable in any case ; cf. ll. 9 and 34, notes. 

22. The first a of payeoOa is corrected. 
24. gas’: OF oacs without a stop; cf. note on |. 1. 
34. wru{Glov: cf. vi. 35 and the passage from Diodorus quoted in 1. 9, note. Diodorus 

proceeds to describe Agesilaus’ arrival before Sardis and the plundering of the environs, 
including the wapddeoos of Tissaphernes ; but the scanty remains of ll. 36—58 do not offer 
any points of connexion with his narrative, and it is not clear precisely where the battle 
described in v. 59—vi. 27 took place. Xenophon, whose account in Heil. iv. 22-4 = Ages. 
1. 30-33 is widely different (cf. v. 59, note), describes it as occurring on the bank of the 
Pactolus before Agesilaus reached Sardis, the environs of which were, according to 
Ages. 1. 33, plundered after the engagement. Diodorus, whose description of the ambush 
in xiv. 80. 2-3 closely resembles that of P, represents Agesilaus as turning back 
(¢morpé was) after reaching Sardis, and places the scene of the battle det pécov . . . rav 
Te Ydpdewr nal GvSdprwr, the site of which town is unknown. Pausanias in the passage 
quoted in note on Il. 13-6 vaguely says that the fight occurred in the “Eppou mediov, which 
is also mentioned in Ephorus Fr. 131, possibly in reference to this battle. From vi. 29, 
where it is stated that Tissaphernes after his defeat retreated with his troops (dreyapncay) 
to Sardis, it is probable that in P’s account Agesilaus had passed Sardis before the 
battle, and émorpépas in Diodorus is, as Meyer remarks, likely to be due to a mis- 
understanding, since he uses the same expression (dweyapnoe) as P with regard to 
Tissaphermes. 

40. A stop may be lost after lporws. 
41. padlAoy»: the position of Fr. 3 containing the supposed beginnings of Il. 42-9 

and 54-60 is not absolutely certain, and it might belong to an earlier column. The 
recto gives no help. The combinations padlAo» and Ajioibeles and the fact that .«[ is 
the last line of a column are the grounds for placing it as we have indicated. If pad|Ao{» is 
correct, the iota adscript of eyyurepw: is perhaps erroneous. 

45. 8 in the margin opposite this line seems to indicate that this is the 4ooth line 
of the MS. Similar indications of the successive hundreds are common in poetical texts; 
e.g. 228 and 841; but the only parallel that we can adduce from a prose MS. of this 
period occurs in the Pherecydes papyrus (P. Grenf. IT. 11), where ¢ in the margin opposite 
ii, 3 is more likely to mean the 6ooth line than the 6th section. 

56. Perhaps rovrop ray dnar[rdv. 
68. There is a spot of ink in the margin before ¢«.(, which might represent Jo, but 

may be merely an accident. That it is connected with 3 in the margin against l. 45 
is unlikely. 

Ve 59=Vi. 53. 
‘(Agesilaus sent)... hoplites and [.loo light-armed troops, and appointed as their 

leader Xenocles, a Spartiate, with instructions to form in order of battle when (the main 
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body of the army) marched past them. Agesilaus on the next day at dawn roused his army, 
and continued his advance. The barbarians accompanied them as usual, some assaulting 
the Greeks, others ... them, others in loose order following them over the plain. When 
Xenocles considered that it was the moment to attack the enemy, he started up with 
the Peloponnesians from the ambush, and charged ata run. The barbarians at the sight 
of the advancing Greeks fled over the whole plain, whereupon Agesilaus perceiving the 
panic dispatched from his army the light troops and the cavalry in pursuit, and they 
in combination with the force which had issued from the ambush pressed hard upon the 
barbarians. They followed the enemy for no very long time, as they were unable to 
overtake them because the majority were horsemen or without armour, and after killing 
about six hundred of them they desisted from the pursuit, and attacked the barbarians’ 
camp. Finding the guard not strongly posted they soon took it, and captured from the 
enemy large supplies, many prisoners, and much baggage and money, including that 
of Tissaphernes himself. Such being the result of the battle, the barbarians in terror 
of the Greeks retired with Tissaphernes to Sardis, while Agesilaus after remaining there 
three days, in which he restored to the enemy their dead under a truce and erected 
a trophy and ravaged the whole country, led his army forward again into Phrygia Magna. 
He no longer kept his soldiers formed in column on the march, but allowed them to range 
over as much of the country as they liked, and to plunder the enemy. Tissaphernes on 
learning that the Greeks were continuing their advance, gathered the barbarians together 
once more, and followed in the rear of his adversaries, at a distance of many stades. 
After crossing the Lydian plain Agesilaus conducted his forces through the mountains 
which lie between Lydia and Phrygia, and after traversing these brought them down to 
Phrygia until they reached the river Maeander, which rises at Celaenae, the largest city 
in Phrygia, and flows into the sea near Priene and (Myus?). There he encamped the 
Peloponnesians and their allies, and consulted the auspices whether he ought to cross 
the river or not, and whether he should march against Celaenae or retreat. Since the 
sacrifices proved unpropitious for him, after waiting there during the day of his arrival and 
the next, he retired with his army .. .’ 

v. 59 sqq. With the account of the ambush cf. Diodorus xiv. 80. 2—3, which is 
somewhat less detailed, dméore:Ae evordéa roy Srapriutryy perd yiAlow cul rerpaxociwy orparwrer 

vuaris ets rina Saciv rérov Stes évedpevoy rods BapBdpovs. airds 3° du’ jpépa wopevdpevos pera rijs 

Suvapews drrecdy) thy pe évedpay wapnAdaker, ol 8¢ BapBapo spoowisrovres draxrws Trois ei ris 

otpayias éfnnrovro, wapaddfws efaihyys enéorpeper ei rovs Iépoas. ‘yevoueyns b¢ xaprepas paxns 
cal row ovoonpou Trois kara rip évédpay apbévros dxeivor pév masavicayres énepéepovro rois woAepioss, ol 
8¢ Tépoa Gewpoivres abrovs drodapBavopévous els pécov xaren\aynoay xal srapayphua epevyor. of dé 

wept rdv ’Aynol\aoy péxps pév rivos dmididtavres dveihay pév taép. rovs éfaxiryAious aixpadorey 
dé woAd wAnOos FOpocay, rv 8€ wapepBorny dinpracay yéyovgay woAAey dyabdy. awd de Ts 

payns Ticoadhépyns per eis Sdpders areyapyoe KaramenArypéevos ryy réApav rev Aaxedatpoviov. The 

general resemblance between Diodorus and P is very close, though except in the last 
sentence of the extract (cf. vi. 27—30) the verbal coincidences (which are indicated by the 
underlined words) are not striking, and besides minor differences there is a discrepancy 
as regards Agesilaus’ tactics, since Diodorus represents him as bringing on a general 
engagement before giving the signal to Xenocles, while in P Xenocles chooses his own 
time for the attack, and is then reinforced by a portion of the main army. Diodorus’ 
account has been generally supposed to be derived from Ephorus; and if so Ephorus 
must have been based on P; cf. pp. 135-7. 
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Xenophon on the other hand (Hell. iii. 4. 22-4 = Ages. 1. 30-33) gives quite a different 
colour to the engagement. The Persian infantry having been sent to Caria (cf. note on 
v. 13-6), only the cavalry, under an unnamed jyeuo», were engaged, at first with the Greek 
cavalry and subsequently with the infantry, while Tissaphernes himself is stated to have 
been at the time in Sardis and not present during the fighting. That Xenophon is referring 
to the same battle as Diodorus, though that has been doubted, is practically certain, for 
in both accounts the fight results in the capture of the Persian camp with much booty, and 
it is difficult to believe that if there had been two important victories, Xenophon would have 
omitted one of them; cf. Meyer, Gesch. d. Alt. ii. p. 207. Xenophon’s account is followed 
in the main by Plutarch, Ages. 10, but with some variation in details (e.g. according to 
Plutarch Tissaphernes was present in the engagement, and Agesilaus attack is described 
somewhat differently), which are explained by Sachse (Die Quellen Plutarchs in der 
Lebensbeschretbung des Konigs Agesilaos, pp. 8-9) on the hypothesis that Plutarch was using 
Ephorus, who was based on Xenophon. If this view were accepted, it would follow 
that Diodorus’ account was not derived from Ephorus; but Sachse seems to us to 
overestimate the extent to which Plutarch in his Ages. has used Ephorus ; cf. xx. 37, note, 
and p. 126. Nepos (Ages. 3) also follows Xenophon, but Pausanias (cf. note on v. 13-6) 
supports Diodorus as to the presence of the Persian infantry. While Diodorus’ story 
stood almost alone, and might be explained as a comparatively late invention, historians 
have naturally preferred to believe Xenophon; but the case is now much altered, and 
the alternative version of Agesilaus’ victory found in P and Diodorus, which is clearly 
based on good evidence, has considerable claims to acceptance. The fact that Xenophon 
represents Tissaphernes as repeating in 395 the error which he had made with regard 
to Agesilaus’ plans in 396, and again sending his infantry to Caria where they were useless, 
is decidedly suspicious. 

60. The traces of the first letter of the line do not suit ¢. «fs rwa daciv réroy (cf. Diod.) 
is therefore inadmissible. Diodorus gives the number of the orparéra: as 1400 in all. 
Since it is quite uncertain whether [mev-}, (dx-] or [ér-] occurred in the lacuna at the end of 
the line, we abstain from inserting a number before ésAiras, especially as P and Diodorus 
differ elsewhere in respect of numbers; cf. iii. 23-6, note. 

vi. 2. ZevorAda: cf. Diod. J. c. and Xen. Hell. iii. 4. 20, where it is stated that he was 
one of 30 Spartiates who came out with Herippidas in succession to ol wep) Avoaydpoy in the 
winter of 396—5, and was appointed one of the two leaders of Agesilaus’ cavalry. 

3. In the lacuna the Badi{ovres were no doubt specified: probably they were 
Agesilaus’ troops, e.g. of éwt rijs otpaylas (cf. Diodorus), rather than the woddwos; cf. dred 
Tyy pév evédpay wapnAdagfey in Diodorus. Aadi{urres also suits Agesilaus’ troops better than 
the enemy, although in the very similar account of the ambush against the Mysians in 
xix. 28 sqq. ol 3¢ ray “EAAQvay evfedper'lovres, ds Foav nar’ airovus, dxrndjoavres x..d., the subject 
of foay is the enemy. There is, however, this difference between the arrangements for the 
attack in the two cases, that in xix. 28 the troops employed for the ambush were left behind 
when the main army continued its forward march, whereas in the present instance, 
as appears not only from P’s account but more clearly from that of Diodorus, the ambush 
was laid on the line of march of the main army, which would thus have to pass it. 

4. [els 3¢ rip emovoay (cf. xix. 22) is due to Bury. 
5 jukpale: cf. Diod, and ris vuer[és] in v. §9 corresponding to wuerds in Diod. It 

would be ible to read &ray rd olrpd[reju[pa].(..., but the other reading is preferable, 
though rp [or)pdire}{ua is very doubtful. 

8. dw... ..Joov: dwe[xeA]voy (Dittenberger) is not long enough ; éwe[rdge'voy necessitates 
the alteration of atrovs to airois, but cf. the error of case in 1. 18. éme[Seixxlvoy airous 
is possible, but not very satisfactory. 
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vi. g. draxr[ws: cf. Diod. 1. c. rpoowlwrovres drdxres. | 
21. é£axociovs: Diodorus gives the number of the slain as 6000, which is no doubt an 

error, probably due to a cormuption in the MSS. Cf. v. 13-6 and 60, notes. 
28-30. Cf. Diod. and v. 59, note. 
30 sqq. Diodorus (xiv. 80. 5) says only ’Ayyoidaos 8 érexelpnoe péy eis tas dvw carpaneias, 

év 8€ rois lepois ob Surduevos Kaddepnoa (cf. vi. 51-2) maAcy amiyaye ri Svvayy éwi Oddarray, and 
omits altogether the autumn campaign of Agesilaus described in xviii. 33 sqq. Xenophon 
(Hell. iii. 4. 28) says nothing of the advance to the upper Maeander, but proceeds direct 
to the death of Tissaphernes and the negotiations with Tithraustes which led to 
Agesilaus’ departure into the satrapy of Pharnabazus. The details provided by P are 
therefore new. 

34. Bpvyiay mddw [viv] peydAny: possibly P means to imply that this was the second 
invasion of Phrygia; cf. xx. 7 rij» xépay ray Oplvyay ode els [fp rov mporépov [Oép ous évéBadev 
(i.e. in 396), Xen. Hell. iii. 4. 12-5 and Diodorus xiv. 79. 3, where the first campaign 
of Agesilaus in Phrygia is described. The campaign of 396, however, took place not 
in Phrygia Magna (i.e. the interior) which was in the satrapy of Tissaphernes, but in 
Phrygia wapaOaAarrides (cf. xxi. 17) in the satrapy of Pharnabazus; and though the order 
of the words els ®puyiavy mddw [rjy] peyddny may be intended to express that wdAw qualifies 
Spvyiay, but not ry peydAny, a comparison with xx. 29 dducdpewos B€ wddww mpds Tdpdor, 
where swddw seems to be used loosely for ‘ further’ and certainly does not imply a previous 
visit to Gordium, suggests that wdAw in vi. 34 merely qualifies mpopyer, not Spvylav. 

35. ouvreraypévous... dy r@ mrliWOip: cf. v. g, note, and Xen. Ages. 6. 7 éwére ye piv 
mopevoiro «idws Gre éfein rots wodepios paxsoOas ef Bovdowro overeraypevoy pev ovrws Frye rd 
otpdrevpa «.7.A, ; 

39. éhr{xodolvbe: dmobey: a hiatus which can easily be avoided by placing érnxodovbes 
after avray. For other instances of hiatus cf. i. 4, note. 

41. The lacuna after orplaray may be filled up by duaxed (Wilamowitz) or jovyés. 
42. xétuévay by itself does not fill the lacuna; «ai may be inserted after it, but is 

superfluous, and rijs] re [Avdéas, though possible, is equally unsatisfactory. In the last five 
lines of this column, however, a blank space about three letters in width has been left 
in the middle of the lines owing to a roughness in the papyrus, and if this blank space 
extended as far as ]. 42 xe{tzévwv] would be sufficient. But since it tends to diminish in size 
in ll. 49-50, it is not very likely that it reached as far as |. 42, though it seems to affect 1. 48, 
where the restoration, which is certain, gives only 16 letters in the lacuna in place of 20. 

44-7. Agesilaus no doubt followed the road taken by Cyrus; cf. Xen. Anaé. i. 2. 5-7 
Kupos 8¢... epparo amd Lapdeww cat dfedavve dca rye Avdias arabpovs rpeis wapacayyas elxoo: xat 
dvo éri riy Maiaydpoy wotayéy ... rovrov diuaPds ékedavve did Ppvyias . . . eis KoAoocds 
. « « vrevdey éfehavves crabpovs rpeis mapardyyas elxoow els Kedauwds, ris Spvyias wdéAw olkoupévny, 
peydAny kal evdaipova. évravfa Kipp Baca fy . . . al dé mpyal adrod (sc. the Maeander) eiow 
éx ray Baceliwr. éws adixovro xpés in 1. 44 was suggested by Wilamowitz, who proposes |[xaé 
followed by a second adjective (e.g. xadAiorn) wddis doriy in 1. 46, with s{arapéperas in 1. 47. 
This verb is however much less suitable than é«&ideow, and the lacuna in |. 47 may be filled 
up by «[ai followed by the name of another town (Wilamowitz suggests Mvodvra). The coast at 
the mouth of the Maeander has greatly altered since ancient times, and Priene is now far 
inland and some distance from the river. The papyrus confirms the reconstruction of the 
ancient course of the Maeander in Wiegand and Schrader, Priene, pp. 8 sqq. Cf. also note 
on vii, 1-2. 

51-2. Cf. the extract from Diodorus quoted in 1. 30, note. 
vii. 1-2. Agesilaus seems to have marched down towards the coast along the right 

bank of the Maeander, which river at this time probably formed the boundary between 
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Lydia and Caria ; cf. the mention in 1. 3 of the Lydians in the plain of the Maeander with Strabo 
xiii. p. 629 7 8¢ Meceyis els rd avrixeipevov pepos dcareives péxpe MuxdAns and KeAawav dpfdpevoy 
(cf. vi. 45), &s not Gedropwos, Sore ra pév airov Spvyes xaréxoves ra mpds rais Kedatvais xai rH 
*Anapeig, ra 3¢ Mucol al AvOoi, ra d¢ Kapes xai“Iwves. otre 8¢ xal ol rorapol «al pddscora 6 Matavdpos, 
ra pév diopifovres tS» Ovary x.r.x. Wilamowitz proposes x{ai Mugoi, Kapés re xal “loves in 1. 4,. 
and would regard vi. 44-vii. 4 as the passage in Theopompus mentioned by Strabo. 
This restoration and identification however seem to us very doubtful, even if P is Theo-: 
pompus ; for dd KeAa: pa» in vi. 45 apparently refers to the Maeander not to the Mesogis, 
about which Theopompus was speaking, and there is no room for anything corresponding 
to Gore rd per abrov Spvyes... ‘Anapeig. Hence we attach little weight to the general 
resemblance between vi. 44—-vii. 4 and Strabo’s allusion to Theopompus as an argument for 
the identification of the latter author with P; cf. p. 131. 

If our restoration of vii. 39-40 is correct, Agesilaus spent a period of inactivity at 
Magnesia. The extant fragments of P do not mention him again until xviii, 33, when he 
goes from Lydia northwards to the Hellespont ; but xviii. 37—8 show that our author had 
described his negotiations with Tithraustes, no doubt in the gap between Cols. viii and xi. 
The correctness of the position assigned to Fr. 4 is guaranteed (1) by internal evidence, 
since it clearly contains the transition from Agesilaus’ campaign to the arrangements for the 
removal of Tissaphernes, (2) by the suitable combination yaA|Ady» in Il. g—10, (3) by the 
evidence of the recto, which has ends of lines at the right point, (4) by the colour and texture 
of the papyrus, which agree with those of Fr. 7, containing Col. villi. Frs. 21 and 22 also 
probably belong to Cols. vii or viii. 

Cols. vii. 4-viii. 42 = ch. VIII]. Death of Tissaphernes. 

vii. 4 sqq. P now turns, like Xenophon and Diodorus, to the supersession of 
Tissaphernes by Tithraustes and the assassination of the former. Xenophon ( /el/. iii. 4. 
25; cf. Ages. 1. 35) says merely yoots d¢ cai airds 6 Lepoay Bacwte’s Ticoadépyny airiov elva 
rou xaxws épecOas ra avrov TiOpavorny xaramépwas droréuves abrov ri xedadny. Diodorus 
(xiv. 80. 6-8) is somewhat more detailed : 'Aprafépgns 3¢ 6 ris ’Acias Baoweds rd re €Aarrapara 
wvOdpevos Kal xaroppwdey roy mpds rovs “ENAnvas wdAcpuow 80° cpyns elye rov Ticoahépyny . . . Kai 
tnd rhs pyrpos 8¢ Llapucdridos fy nfiwpévos rinwpnoacda riv Tiocapépyyy . . . Karaornoas ov» 
TiOpavorny tyyeudva rourp pew waprryyeAe ovAdapBdvew Ticcapépyny, mpis 8¢ rds wdAdews xal rovs 
gatpanas reper émrodds Gros mdvres rovrp womos rd wpootarréuevory, 6 8€ TiOpavorns 
mapayeropevos els Kodoocds ris Spvyias ovvéAaBe rdw Ticoadépyny did rivos *Apiaiov carpdrov 
Aovdpevow xal rihy xechadyy dwroxé as améorecde mpds roy Bacwéa. A fuller account of the 
methods employed by Tithraustes and Ariaeus to accomplish their object is found in 
Polyaenus, S/ra/. vii. 16. The account in P, which is unfinished at the end of Col. viii, was 
much longer still ; and although in the scanty remains of Cols. vii and viii only the general 
outline of the story can be perceived, the agreement with Diodorus and Polyaenus is clear, 
and the accounts of both those writers are no doubt derived directly or indirectly from 
P. vii. 4-20 probably describe the complaints against Tissaphernes and the king’s resolve to 
get rid of him. In vii. 21 sqq. we have the departure of Tithraustes and appointment 
of Ariaeus, in vii. 35 sqq. the message sent by Ariaeus to Tissaphernes at Sardis to induce 
him to come to Colossae, in viii. 20 sqq. the arrival of Tissaphernes with a bodyguard at 
Colossae, and his arrest while bathing at Ariaeus’ house. It is clear that P directly connects 
Tissaphernes’ fall with his want of success in the campaign round Sardis, as also in our 
opinion does Xenophon, in spite of Beloch’s objection (Gr. Gesch. ii. p. 148) ; and it is notice- 
able that in vii, 4 sqq. there is nothing to suggest that Conon was concerned. According to 
Nepos, Conon 3, the supersession of Tissaphernes was the consequence of the representations 
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of Conon, who was sent by Pharnabazus to the king to accuse Tissaphernes, and both 
Meyer (Gesch. d. Alt. ii. 209) and Beloch (/. ¢.) accept Nepos’ story and adopt the date for 
Conon’s visit implied by him and Pausanias iii. 9. 2 (the winter of 396-5) in preference to 
that of Diodorus, who (xiv. 81. 4) places this event between the revolt of Rhodes and the battle 
of Cnidus, i.e. in the winter of 395-4, after Tissaphernes’ death. But that P supported 
Diodorus’ date admits of little doubt, for it is very improbable that Conon had an interview 
with the king himself before his visit to Tithraustes narrated in xv. 32 sqq., and in Justin 
vi. 1. 11-2 Conon’s visit to the king is mentioned after the mutiny, which is now known 
from xvi. 29 sqq. to have taken place in the late summer or autumn of 395. Diodorus’ date 
for Conon’s mission is therefore preferable, as Meyer now admits; the motive was not the 
removal of Tissaphernes, but, as Diodorus says, the need of money for the fleet and the 
appointment of Pharnabazus as commander-in-chief. 

vii. 15. Jawap[: there is possibly a reference to Artaxerxes’ mother Parysatis; cf. 

practically certain, not only from internal evidence (e.g. the mentions of éwur)oAds and 
Ts]ovadq/¢ |p»y{.), but on account of the recto, which contains ends of lines like Fr. 4 (cf. note 
on vii. 1-2) and resembles the recto of both the other portions of Col. vii and Fr. 7, con- 
taining Col. viii, in having some white stains on the surface. The supposed junction in I. 18 is, 
however, not very satisfactory: for the vestiges at the beginning of the third line of Fr. 5 
which, if our arrangement is correct, represent the second half of the » of opodAcyour, would 
suit » better, and in |. 22 we should expect rds émorjoAds, for which there is no room, 
Perhaps therefore Fr. 5 should be placed further to the right and nearer to the ends of 
ll. 16—24 or even lower down in the same column. 

17. If Fr. § is rightly placed, xar7y[op}o[.] is inadmissible, for the tail of the p ought to 
be visible, and the vestiges before a do not suit «. 

19. Perhaps ma{p|o». 
a1-s. Cf. Diod. Zc. and Polyaen. vii. 16. 1 "Apragépéns éxi riv Ticoaddprovs ovdAAnyor 

carerepwe T:Opavorny S00 émoroAds Kopi{ovra riy péy mpds avrdy wept rov woA¢uou Tou mpos Tous 
“EAAnvas émirpérer are rd wdvra, riy dé wpds Apiaioy Gres avréy ovAAdBot pera TiOpavorov. és in 
l. 21 refers to Tithraustes. For émorodds cf. viii. 18 and 36. pa in |. 23 is very likely 
wa}|pa, but though the supposed « (or ») after the lacuna might conceivably be a, there is not 
room for [SaviAéw}s. Me.[. .jaov in 1, 24 is probably a proper name, perhaps that of another 
general; cf. mpds d¢ rae wédas xal rovs warparas in Diod. The second letter, if not e, may 
be a or o; with o, the third letter must be r. The word preceding may be én[épparo. 
ovd)aBeiv éxei[vor (cf. Polyaen.) suggests itself in 1. 2g, but the doubtful letter after exe suits 
»y or A (éxeA\[evoe ?) somewhat better than «, 

go-2. The ends of these lines, which are on Fr. 7, may be shifted one line higher 
up, but cf. the next note. ; 

35- At the end of the line it is not certain whether the supposed o, which is on Fr. 7, 
belongs to Il. 34 or 35. But the last letter of lL 34 must be a, which does not suit the 
vestiges of this letter. 

36-41. Tissaphernes was at Sardis according to Polyaenus, / ¢. rd pév orpardémedoy 
narédirev ev Zdpdeow: hence the army at Magnesia (1. 40) was probably that of Agesilaus, 
who would pass that place on his way down the Maeander to the coast (cf. ll. 1-2, note), 
and ll. 36—41 seem to refer to Ariaeus’ message to Tissaphernes, corresponding to Polyaen. 
caret Ticoadéprny ds dyot ABovAevoacba: déo1 rd re dda nal wepl ray ‘EAAnvev. That Fr. 6 
belongs to this column is practically certain on account of the recto, which like that of 
Fr. 5, has ends of lines and white stains on the surface; cf. notes on ll. 1-2 and 16. We 
have assigned it to ll. 35-41 on account of the suitable combination ri{»] carpaniof» in 1. 39. 
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The resulting combination Mayo[n]o{ijay in 1. 40 is, however, not very satisfactory. The 
vestige of the supposed o would suit y, x, or r better, and the traces of the supposed a» are 
compatible with many alternatives. Hence Fr. 6 may well belong to some other part 
of Col. vii. 

37. ]. pea. [: possibly ]Apead, but the vestiges before p do not suit a very well. 
viii. 3. That Fr. 7, which contains this column, is correctly placed admits of no doubt ; 

for although the ends of a few lines of the preceding column preserved in it do not provide any 
certain combination with the rest of Col. vii, the mentions of Ariaeus, Tithraustes, and Tissa- 
phernes and of the émoroda/ establish its near connexion with Col. vii, and the texture and 
colour of Fr. 7 closely resemble those of Fr. 4, while the white stains found on the recto of 
both Frs. 5 and 6 and the rest of Col. vii are also present on the recto of Fr. 7. 
The writing on the recto is here too much effaced to allow a combination between the 
middles of lines on the recto of Fr. 7 and the scanty remains of ends of lines on 
Frs. 4-6, 

6. ra is no doubt the termination of a numeral, e.g. érrd or rpidxorra. 
18, émoroAds: cf. 1. 36, Diod. /. ¢., and the extract from Polyaen. quoted in vii. 21=5, 

note. 
21. Manos : cf. Polyaen. Jc. airds 8¢ perd rév Aoydder "Apaddor nal Mirnoioy apudcuevos. 
23. For xa'Irijpey els cf. xviii. 38, note. 
26. duarpiBoy: cf. xx. 31 darpifel »] d¢ wapa rq GapraSd{p and Polyaen. J. c. dy ’Apsaiov 

xaréAvey. 
27-30. Cf. Polyaen. 2.¢. $8n 8¢ wept Aourpdy eyov rdy deuwdeny aGwéBero ’Apiatos pera rev 

Oecpareurnpwr cuvaprdoas avroy xabeipgas eis dpyduatay xareppappdyny Gyew TiOpavory mapédoxey, 
vov in |, 28 is very likely the termination of Aovdpevor (cf. Diod.) or yupsdy. 

Cols. ix-x = ch. IX. 

ix. 16 sqq. Whether Cols. ix—x precede or follow v—viii is quite uncertain ; cf. p. 113. 
Frs. 8 and g are assigned to Col. ix owing to the similarity of the script, which is here 
somewhat smaller than usual, and the colour of the ink, which is exceptionally black; 
but there is nothing to show whether they should be placed above or below Il. 16-20. 
Fr. 33 also may belong to this column. The reference to Macedonia in |. 29 is remarkable ; 
cf. Fr. 19. 8, note. In Col. x the ink is fainter and the writing much less compact. The 
subject there seems to be a favourable character-sketch of some important general or politician, 
but the fragments are unfortunately not sufficiently intelligible to allow of his identity being 
determined. 

X. 5. emsrp8evyar| cannot be read. 
16. The first letter of the line may be a, o, or w, but hardly ¢; érépous “EN[A}i vas is 

therefore unsuitable. 
17. Perhaps s[o}\[duov], 
18. [j]o[u}{fJa» or [a gg (but not [»jav[aplyiay) may be read. If not o or r, the 

second letter must be y ors. The line may have ended s{ots xpdypacs halveras, as Wilamowitz 
suggests. 
a 19. off mAcioros is hardly long eno ugh. 

21. dnfpolrag r... oF beslesbreglol ot{ or 8nporséraros 1[ is possible. 

Col. xi. 1-34 = ch. X. Revolution at Rhodes. 

‘. .. every day Conon used to review the soldiers under arms in the harbour, on 
the pretext of preventing idleness from causing them to deteriorate in war, but really 
wishing first to render the Rhodians tranquil at the spectacle of his soldiers present under 
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arms and then to take action. When he had accustomed them all to the sight of the review 
he himself with 20 triremes sailed away to Caunus, as he did not wish to be present 
at the destruction of the Diagoreans, and Hieronymus and Nicophemus, his lieutenants, 
were ordered to take charge. These two waited during that day, and when on the next 
day the soldiers presented themselves for review as usual, marched some of them under 
arms to the harbour, and stationed others a little distance from the market-place. When 
the Rhodians who were privy to the plot considered the moment for action had come, 
they collected in the market-place wearing daggers, and one of their number, Dorimachus, 
mounting the stone from which the herald used to make proclamations, cried out as 
loudly as he could “ Down with the tyrants at once, fellow-citizens”. The rest when he 
called for help (?) rushed with their daggers into the council of the magistrates, and killed 
both the Diagoreans and eleven of the other citizens. Having accomplished this, they 
collected the Rhodian populace in an assembly, and when they had just met Conon 
returned from Caunus with the triremes. The authors of the massacre put down the 
existing constitution and set up a democracy, sending a few citizens into banishment. 
Such was the result of the insurrection at Rhodes.’ 

xi. 1. The revolt of Rhodes from the Spartans is ignored by Xenophon, but mentioned 
by Diodorus xiv. 79. 6 (cf. iii. 23-6, note) and Androtion, af. Paus. vi. 7. 6 “Podiey re roy 
Sjpoy mweoOdvra vwd Tov Kévevos dnd Aaxedatpoviny peraSadéoba odas és rw Baowées xal 
"AOnvaiay cuppayiav, That the revolt was connected with a change of constitution was 
clear (cf. Xen. Heli. iv. 8. 20, where the exiled Rhodian oligarchs appeal to Sparta in 
.391), but it now for the first time appears that the two events were not contemporaneous, - 
In the interval the government was in the hands of one of the leading families (cf. lL 25, 
note), and Conon’s fleet had already been admitted to the harbour before the democratic 
rising took place. Conon, though supporting the conspirators, took no active part in their 
proceedings, preferring to be absent at the critical moment. The date of the insurrection 
is fixed by xi. 34 as the summer of 395; the expulsion of the Spartans must have occurred 
in the winter of 396-5, if not earlier still ; cf. iii. 23-6, note. 

3-8. spohact{spuevos pe, wapacne vdcas Hovxous in |. 5, érav in 1. 6, éwecd) ovvjOn érof nor] 
in |. 7 and adrés pév in 1. 8 were suggested by Wilamowitz. We prefer eet 3¢ to érecdn, since 
a connecting particle is required between the two main verbs ¢£q7[afe in 1. 2 and ééérAacev 
in 1. 9, and é in 1. 5 only balances the preceding yé}. A somewhat different sense, which 
seems less appropriate, is given to the passage if, abandoning rpopaor{épevos pély and placing 
a full-stop after wéAepow in 1. 4, we restore mapacke|vdlew rpobvpous| rovs “Podious ve iBoow. .. 
émxetpe| iv, del avepdy A}racw érod cio] Spay rav derdopsy Execra cikcoos «.r.A. avrods wapdy}r 
in |. 6 is due to Niese. The lacunae at the beginnings of ll. 6—7 ought not to contain more 
than four letters, and perhaps ¢d» should be substituted for dra», while inl, 7 ra may have 
been omitted by mistake. 

9. For els Katvoy cf. 1. 29 éx Kavvov. Conon, having been admitted to Rhodes by the 
ruling oligarchs, was probably unwilling to be compromised by the action of the con- 
spirators, and wished that the revolution should appear to be spontaneous. 

10, ra» Auayopeio|y: cf. 1.25. The Diagoreans (cf. Aeschin. Zp. 4. 4) or Diagoridae 
were an illustrious Rhodian family descended from Damagetus, king of Ialysus, and 
renowned for their athletic prowess; cf. Paus. iv. 24. 5 and vi. 7. 1-7. Diagoras himself 
won the boxing contest at Olympia in 464, the victory being celebrated by Pindar in 
Ol. vii, and his sons Acusilaus, Dorieus, and Damagetus, and grandsons, Eucles and 
Pisirhodus, were all famous athletes, especially Dorieus, who became the leader of the 
anti-Athenian party at Rhodes. Condemned to death with his kindred by the Athenians, 
he escaped to Thurii, and after fighting for some years on the Spartan side was taken 
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prisoner in 407, but released (Xen. Hell. i. 5.19). According to Androtion, af. Paus. 
vi. 7. 6, when the revolt of Rhodes from Sparta with which we are concerned took place, 
Dorieus was near the Peloponnese, and was arrested and put to death by the Spartans, 
whose conduct is now much more intelligible in view of the fact that the Diagoridae had 
clearly taken the lead in expelling the Spartan harmosts. 

10-1. The Athenians Hieronymus and Nicophemus are known as Conon’s chief 
lieutenants from Diod. xiv. 81. 4, where they are left in charge of the fleet when Conon goes 
to visit the Persian king. Nexdédnpos is there called Nexd3npos, but Xenophon (fell. iv. 8. 8) 
and Lysias (xix. 7) agree with P as to the form of the name. Concerning Hieronymus, 
Harpocration (s. v.) says dAAos re pynpovevovow xal“Edopos ey 7 Sy8dy nal Sexdty xal dv rf 
évirn xal Sexarp, but as he must have been mentioned in any detailed history of the 
naval war, this statement provides no argument for identifying P with Ephorus; 
cf. p. 126. 

12. walpédpos was suggested by Dittenberger. 
20. airéy has no construction and something has dropped out, probably res or a word 

meaning ‘leader ’. 
22. [Tloper, & dvdpes, fn, wodira, x.r.A. This is the only speech in the papyrus; cf. 

p- 123. The position of ép7 between dy3pes and roXira: instead of after toper is due to the 
desire to avoid hiatus; cf. ii. 34, note. 

| 23-4. For such an accusative as rjv Bonbaay after Soncayros there is no near parallel, 
but [80}j4ea» seems inevitable, and the phrase is so easily intelligible that we prefer to 
eee the expression as one peculiar to our author rather than to treat it as corrupt ; 
cf. p. 124. 

26. éexa: the moderation of the victorious democrats is noticeable (cf. rus oAiyous 
in ]. 32), and was clearly appreciated by our author, who here shows no trace of the 
aristocratic bias sometimes discernible ; cf. i. 33, note, and pp. 122-3. 

Cols. xi. 34—-xii. 31 = ch. XI. Constitution of Boeotia. 

‘In this summer the Boeotians and Phocians went to war. Their enmity was chiefly 
caused by a party at Thebes; for not many years previously the Boeotians had entered 
into a state of discord. The condition of Boeotia at that time was as follows. There 
were then appointed in each of the cities four boulai, of which not all the citizens were 
allowed to become members, but only those who possessed a certain amount of money ; 
of these boulai each one in turn held a preliminary sitting and deliberation about matters of 
policy, and made proposals to the other three, and a resolution adopted by all became 
valid. Their individual affairs they continued to manage in that fashion, while the arrange- 
ment of the Boeotian league was this. The whole population of the country was divided 
into eleven units, and each of these provided one Boeotarch, as follows. The Thebans 
contributed four, two for the city and two for Plataea, Scolus, Erythrae, Scaphae, and 
the other towns which formerly were members of one state with the Plataeans, but at 
that time were subject to Thebes. Two Boeotarchs were provided by the inhabitants of 
Orchomenus and Hysiae, and two by the inhabitants of Thespiae with Eutresis and 
Thisbae, one by the inhabitants of Tanagra, and another by the inhabitants of Haliartus, 
Lebadea, and Coronea, each of these cities sending him in tutn; in the same way one 
came from Acraephium, Copae, and Chaeronea. Such was the proportion in which the 
chief magistrates were appointed by the different units, which also provided sixty bouleutae 
for every Boeotarch, and themselves defrayed their daily expenses. Each unit was, more- 
over, under the obligation to supply a corps of approximately a thousand hoplites and 
a hundred horsemen. To speak generally, it was in proportion to the distribution of their 
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magistrates that they enjoyed the privileges of the league, made their contributions, sent 
judges, and took part in everything whether good or bad. The nation then as a whole 
had this form of polity, and the general assemblies of the Boeotians used to meet in the 
Cadmea.’ 

xi. 38 sqq. This digression on the constitution of Boeotia in 395, which is somewhat 
irrelevant to the account of the factions at Thebes, and still more so to the war between 
Boeotia and Phocis, is the most valuable section of the papyrus, and disposes of several 
long debated problems, First, as to the four BovAal; these were only known from Thuc. v. 
38. 2 of Bowwrdpya: éxoivecay rais régcapat BovAais rav Bowréy ravra airep dway rd Kipos @youcs 
xal mapyvouv yeverbar Sprouse rais wédcow Soa Bovrovra én’ apedig opios Evvopyuvas, and their 
relation to each other was uncertain, it being often supposed that the four BovAai corresponded 
to four different districts. The present passage shows that Kohler (Si/sungsber. d. Berl. Akad, 
1895, pp. 465-6) was fully justified in connecting them with the four SovAai which the 
Athenian oligarchs in 411 proposed to institute els rd» péAdovra xpdeoy (Arist. Ath. Pol. 30), 
and each of which was to consist of roo persons and to hold office for a year in turn; and 
his conjecture that in the case of important matters, such as treaties, the four Boeotian SuvAai 
sat together is now completely established. The present passage, however, brings out a new 
fact of considerable value, that the four oval were not councils of the Boeotian league as 
a whole, but existed in each of the separate states which formed the federation. Thucydides’ 
expression rais rércapat BovAais tov Bowwrép is therefore somewhat misleading, since the natural 
supposition is that he meant Sovdai of the league. There was indeed, in addition to the four 
Bovdai in the individual states, one federal SovAy for Boeotia (cf. xiii. 12), which met in the 
Cadmea and consisted of 660 members, contributed by the several states in the proportion 
of sixty BovAevrai for each Boeotarch, but it is clear that Thucydides is not referring to this ; 
and that the state BovAai, not the federal SovAn, possessed the supreme authority is indicated 
by the greater prominence given in P’s account to the former, as well as by Thucydides’ 
words atsrep day rd xpos Zyover, and the circumstance that the treaty in question provisionally 
made by the Boeotarchs depended for validity on the consent of each individual state, not 
on a resolution of the federal council. For membership of the state boulai there was 
a property qualification, so that the numbers of the ruling oligarchies must have varied in 
the different states, of which there were at least ten (g, ##/-). 

Secondly, as to the number of the Boeotarchs, ‘Thuc. iv. 91 mentions eleven in B.c. 424 
ray Dov Bowrapyxar of low evdexa ot Evveraivovvrey payerOas . . . Uaydrdas 6 AloAddov Borerapyay 
éx OnBav per’ "AptavGidou rod Avowayidov «.r.d.; but it was formerly disputed whether or not the 
figure eleven included the two Theban Boeotarchs. A strong reason for supposing eleven 
to be the whole number of the Boeotarchs was supplied by Poppo (i. 2, p. 292), namely 
that if of elow édexa referred to rév dAAwy Borwrapyar exclusive of the Thebans ca» not eici» 
should have been written. The number eleven has also been disputed by Wilamowitz (Hermes, 
viii. p. 440), who wished to alter it to seven, corresponding to the seven Boeotian states mentioned 
in Thuc. lv. 93, 2 change which has been supported on other grounds and widely accepted 
e.g. by Cauer, Pauly-Wissowa, Real-Encyci.iii. p. 647. Eleven is however the total number 
of the Boeotarchs in P (xii. 11-20), so that the correctness of the figure in Thuc. iv. 91 is 
vindicated beyond dispute. It is also noteworthy that P uses dpyo» merely as a synonym 
for Boeotarch, and says nothing about an archon of the whole league ; this officer therefore, 
who first appears in third century B.c. inscriptions, is not to be identified with one of the 
Theban Boeotarchs, as was suggested by Wilamowitz, /. c., still less to be regarded with 
Freeman (ist. of Federal Gov. i. p. 128) as the most ancient official of the league. 

Thirdly, with regard to the members of the league, in 424 seven of them, Thebes, 
Haliartus, Coronea, Copae, Thespiae, Tanagra, and Orchomenus were known from 
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Thucydides’ account (iv. 93) of the battle of Delium. P now gives the complete list, adding 
the names of, firstly, Acraephium and Lebadea, which Thucydides there referred to in the 
expression kal of GAdoe of wept rv Aipyny, and secondly Chaeronea, which in 424 was not 
yet independent (cf. xii. 14, note), and also provides some information about towns which were 
subordinate to the sovereign members of the league. What is still more important, we now 
for the first time learn the proportion in which the eleven Boeotarchs were distributed among 
the various states. Formerly all that was known was that Thebes at the time of the 
Peloponnesian war had at least two Boeotarchs and probably no more (Thue. ii. 2, iv. gr). 
It now appears that Boeotia as a whole was divided into eleven pépy or units, each of which 
provided one Boeotarch and sixty members of the federal BovAn, 1000 hoplites and 100 cavalry, 
and that these pépy were distributed among the sovereign states not evenly, but in widely 
varying proportions according to their relative importance. Thus four pépy were assigned to 
the Thebans, though only two of them belonged strictly to the city (cf. xii. r2—3, note), two 
to Orchomenus, two to Thespiae, one to Tanagra, one jointly to Haliartus, Lebadea, and 
Coronea, who appointed the Boeotarch in turn, and similarly one jointly to Acraephium, 
Copae, and Chaeronea. These units also provided a basis for calculating both the 
contributions paid by the states for the federal taxes, the number of judges sent to the 

. federal courts, and for defining in general the rights and duties of the individual states where 
common action was required (xii. 25-8). 

The constitution of Boeotia in 395, which P directly contrasts with the conditions 
existing in his own day by rére in xi. 38—9 and the use of the past tense throughout, lasted until 
387, when at the peace of Antalcidas the Thebans were unwillingly compelled to reconstitute 
the league, and even quite small Boeotian towns received complete autonomy ; cf. Xen. fell. 
v. I. 32-6, whose statements are confirmed by the evidence of the coins. Besides the 
ten sovereign states mentioned by P, except Acraephium (unless the coin from Acraephium 
ascribed by Head, Coins of Central Greece, p. 44, to 456-447 really belongs to 387-374, in 
which case the exception disappears), Plataea, Pharae, Mycalessus, and perhaps some other 
towns of which the names are uncertain are thought to have had coinages of their own from 
387-374 (Head, of. cif. p. xli). On the other hand the beginning of the period to which 
this constitution in the main applies may be placed at 447-6, when the Athenians were 
driven out of Boeotia and the league reconstituted under. the hegemony of Thebes, which 
appears to have been the only Boeotian city to issue coinage between 446 and 387 (Head, 
op. ctf. pp. xxxix—xl). Some changes, however, must have taken place between that year 
and 395 with regard to the states belonging to the league. Chaeronea was in 424 still 
subject to Orchomenus (Thuc. iv. 76. 3, cf. Hellanicus Fr. 49): it was no doubt made 
independent soon afterwards by the Thebans in order to weaken their ancient and most 
formidable rival. Plataea, which during the period of alliance with Athens had stood 
outside the league, did not rejoin it until 427, and that before that year two additional 
Boeotarchs were appointed by the Thebans besides the two who represented Thebes itself 
is not likely; cf. xii. r2—3, note. Before 447 the league had probably been in abeyance 
during the ten years in which Athenian influence was predominant, and even from 
480 to the battle of Oenophyta Thebes did not occupy the commanding position in 
Boeotia which she had held previously. From 480-456 the coins of only Thebes, Tanagra, 
and Orchomenus are known (Head, of. ct#. p. xxxviji), and from 550-480 the members 
of the league were somewhat different from those in 395. The numismatic evidence 
of that period (Head, of. ci. p. xxxvii) indicates seven cities issuing coins with the league- 
symbol, Acraephium, Coronea, Haliartus, Mycalessus (? ; no coin of Mycalessus is ascribed to 
this period on p. gr), Pharae, Tanagra, and Thebes, besides Orchomenus which apparently 
did not adopt that symbol on its coinage before 387, a circumstance of which the importance 
has, we think, been over-estimated ; cf. xii. 16, note. 

Q 
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39. The space between r and o of rore was, we suppose, left blank owing to a roughness 
in the papyrus. 

xii. 1-3. Cf. Thuc. iii. 62. 3, where in 428 the Theban orator contrasts the duvacreia 
éXiyeor av3pa»v which existed at the time of the Persian war with the dAtyapxia iodvopos of Thebes 
in his own day. 

4. mpox]aOnpévm, if correct, is employed in an unusual sense, referring to a preliminary 
sitting. Generally the word means ‘presiding over’. 23iq x|a@nuévn is too long and would 
cause a hiatus, 

10. Bowrapxor: so in |, 22, but in |. 15 Bocwrapyas. 
12-3. Scolus, Erythrae, and Scaphae were towns in the Parasopia east of Plataea and 

Hysiae, between the Asopus and Mount Cithaeron. Scaphae is called Sedppn by Strabo 
(ix. 2. 24), who states that its earlier name was 'Erewsds, and confirms the connexion of 
these three places with Plataea, rovs Dapacwmious ... dxavras 8 bed OnBaioss dvras (repos 3 
év +7 UAaraéwy daci rov re SxdAoy cai roy 'Erewvoy xai tas ‘EpvOpas), Pausanias also speaks 
of Erythrae (ix. 2. 1) and Scolus (ix. 4. 4) as belonging to 4 UAarads, remarking in 
connexion with the latter droxpive: 8¢ wal viv éri dro ris OnBaiwoy ry UAaraida 6 Acwrds. It 
is thus clear that in much later times the boundary between the land of Plataea and Thebes 
was the same as it had been in the period which P calls vaguely mpérepov, contrasting 
it with rére, i.e. 395. The question when these three towns became tributary to Thebes 
raises a difficult problem. ‘The most natural interpretation of this passage taken by itself 
would be that Scolus, Erythrae, and Scaphae were traditionally united to Plataea, and only 
became subject to Thebes when that city rejoined the Boeotian confederacy on its capture 
in 427. A necessary corollary of this view would be that the right to appoint two extra 
Boeotarchs was only obtained by the Thebans after the fall of Plataea; before 427 the 
number of the Boeotarchs would be nine, not eleven. To this inference there is no 
particular objection, for eleven as the number of the Boeotarchs is not attested before the 
battle of Delium in 424, and in the scanty evidence hitherto available concerning the 
boundaries of the UAarass in the fifth century, there is nothing definite to show that Scolus, 
Erythrae, and Scaphae had ceased to be united with Plataea in the fifty years before 427. In 
519 the Athenians made the Asopus the boundary between Thebes on the one hand and 
Plataea and Hysiae on the other (Hdt. vi. 108), and in 507, when Hysiae and Oenoé were 
captured by the Boeotians, both places are called by Herodotus (v. 74) dipous robs éayarous 
ys’ Arrichs, though whether Hysiae really belonged to Attica rather than to Plataea is doubtful. 
In 479 Scolus is indeed mentioned in Hdt. ix. 15 as being é» yq rj OnBaier, and Erythrae 
and Hysiae, which occur later on in the same chapter, also seem to be Theban and outside the 
IWAarads. But, even if Herodotus is correct on this point, which is by no means 
certain, after the battle of Plataea the territory of the Plataeans may have been 
increased at the expense of Thebes, and at any rate during the period of the Athenian 
predominance in Boeotia, it is unlikely that Thebes possessed any territory south of the 
Asopus. After the battle of Coronea according to Thuc. i. 113 17» Botoriay éf¢Asrov ’AOnvains 
sacar, but whether the Plataeans suffered a diminution of their land is not known. Oecenoé in 
431 was on the frontier of Attica and Boeotia (Thuc. ii. 18) and Erythrae and Hysiae, 
mentioned by Thuc. iii: 24 in connexion with the flight of the Plataeans to Athens, are 
called by the scholiast ad Joc. 8jpos Borwrias and have generally been regarded as not 
belonging to the WAarais; but since Plataea even when allied to Athens continued to be 
included in Boeotia, this evidence is not irreconcilable with the view that the Plataeans 
retained the south bank of the Asopus after 447 until the Peloponnesian war. An 
important fresh piece of evidence is provided by xiii. 23-8, where Erythrae, Scaphae, 
and Scolus occur in a list of Boeotian towns from which the inhabitants, owing to fear 
of an Athenian invasion, moved to Thebes. The date and circumstances of the removal 
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are not very clear (cf. note ad Joc.), but it took place probably about 431; and Erythrae, 
Scaphae and Scolus, although coupled with three undoubtedly Theban towns, Aulis, 
Schoenus and Potniae, were, we think, dependent upon Plataea when the transference of 
the population occurred. For if Erythrae, Scaphae and Scolus were already in 431 
separated from Plataea and joined to Thebes, it is very difficult to see what period is meant 
by spérepuv in }. 13. 

In any case, whatever may have been the relations of those three towns to Plataea and 
Thebes in the fifth century, three such unimportant places as Erythrae, Scolus and Scaphae 
cannot have returned two Boeotarchs by themselves apart from Plataea, so that the Thebans 
are not likely to have appointed more than two Boeotarchs until the fall of Plataea in 
427; and on the other hand it is clear from the agreement between P and Thuc. iv. 91 
as to the total number of the Boeotarchs (eleven), that from 427 onwards they appointed 
four. Hence the manifest indication in Thuc. iv. 91 (cf. p. 224), that only two out of the 
eleven were éx @nBav in 424 is to be regarded as implying not an increase in the representation 
of Thebes between 424 and 395, but a difference in status and mode of election between 
the two representatives of Thebes itself and the other two, who were, as Thucydides 
shows, not ¢éx @nféy, and may well, as Dittenberger suggested, have been citizens of 
Plataea and the three dependent towns, 

14. ouvredouvroy : this is the technical term for indicating the dependence of the lesser 
Boeotian towns on the sovereign states; cf. Thuc. iv. 76. 3 Xatpovecay § ds "Opyoperdy . . . 
£urredet and Paus. ix. 3. 6 réy 3¢ rodktopdray dréca éoriv éAdacovos Adyou aurré\etay alpovvras. 

16. "Opyopeno:: Orchomenus, the ancient and most serious rival of Thebes, issued its 
own coinage without the league-symbol in the sixth century and in the first half of the fifth. 
No coins of the city are ascribed to the period 456-387, and the league-symbol does not 
make its appearance on the coins of Orchomenus till 387-74, though many of the types of 
that period are without it and have the traditional corn-grain of the city. On the strength 
of the numismatic evidence, and in particular the absence of the league-symbol, it has been 
supposed that prior to 447 Orchomenus was not a member of the federation, or at any rate 
was not closely connected with it (Head, of, ct. p. xxxvii; cf. Cauer, ap. Pauly-Wissowa, 
Real-Enci. iii. p. 645); but that Orchomenus should have remained outside the league for so 
long is not very likely, and the importance attached to the absence of the league-symbol 
from its coinage prior to 387 seems to us exaggerated, especially as the symbol is not always 
found on the coins of Orchomenus from 387-74. : 

*Yowaios: this, as Wilamowitz remarked, cannot refer to Hysiae near Plataea, but must 
mean the inhabitants of “Ynrros on Lake Copais, east of Orchomenus. It is, however, we 
think, not necessary to alter the text to ‘Yarriot, as he proposes. ‘Yotaios here probably indicates 
a real variation in the form of the name; cf. the ancient identification of Hysiae with Hyria 
mentioned by Strabo ix. 2.12. Of Hyettus and its neighbour Olmones Pausanias (ix. 24. 3) 
SAYS capa viv re ovcas nal edOds e& dpyis poipas 8é (duct Boxeiv) tis 'Opxouevias eloi . . .; but 
the first statement is inexact, for Hyettus appears as an independent sds in inscriptions of 
the third century s.c. In 395, however, it was probably, as Meyer suggests, dependent 
upon Orchomenus in the same way as Thisbe and Eutresis were subordinate to Thespiae. 

Geomuis ovv Etrpnves xai Olafas: that Thespiae had two Boeotarchs is not surprising in 
view of its extensive territory at this period ; cf. Thuc. iv. 76. 3, where Zi¢a: on the Corinthian 
Gulf belongs to it. For Eutresis cf: Strabo ix. 2. 28 EOrpnow ... xopiov Geoméwv, Thisbe 
as well as Corsiae, a town further west, became independent in the third century 8.C., as 1s 
shown by inscriptions. 

17. éva 3¢ Tavaypaios: in Jater times the territory of Tanagra was very extensive, 
including Eleon, Harma, Mycalessus, and Pharae (Strabo ix. 2. 14, Pausan. ix. 19. 4), Aulis 
(Strabo ix. 2. 8, Pausan. ix. 19. 8), and Hyria (Strabo ix. 2. 12); but, as Meyer observes, 

Q2 
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the fact that Tanagra in 395 had only one Boeotarch indicates that it was then much less 
important, and probably most or even all of those six places at that time belonged to 
Thebes. Head (Coins of Central Greece, p. xxxviii) thinks that in 480-456 Tanagra 
aspired to the hegemony of the league, because it was the only town which struck coins in 
the name of the Boeotians as a whole; but this seems to us a very doubtful inference 
(Cauer /. c. wrongly states that Tanagra issued coins of its own in this period, and hence 
erroneously regards Tanagra as standing outside the league). That Aulis was Theban 
in B.c. 431 is made probable by xiii. 25, where it is mentioned together with Schoenus 
and Potniae, which were undoubtedly Theban; and of Hyria Strabo (/. ¢.) expressly says 
that it was formerly in the Thebais, while Pharae and Mycalessus, which were independent 
both before 480 and after 387, are much more likely to have belonged to Thebes than 
to Tanagra in the intervening period. Delium therefore seems to have been the only 
place of much importance belonging to Tanagra in 395; cf. Thuc. iv. 76, Strabo ix. 2. 7, 
Pausan. ix. 20. 1. 

xii. 17-20. On the six minor states divided into two groups with one Boeotarch to 
each group cf. pp. 224—-5.° 

20. ‘Axpaipriov: the spelling of this name is subject to many variations. P’s form 
*Axpaipmoy has hitherto been found only in Pausan. ix. 23. 5, 24. 1. Inscriptions and the 
older literature have only forms without the », 4 ’Axpa:dia, rd 'Axpaigiov, ra "Axpaigua, but 
Steph. Byz. states that Theopompus employed the form ra ’Axpaidma (cf. p. 126) and that 
Ephorus used ’Axpaigmos and ’Axpaipmarns for the ¢6uxdv. Outside Boeotia the word seems 
to have been derived from dxpacpyns. 

21-3. That the federal boule, consisting of 660 members, was divided like the state 
Bovdai into four parts, each of which held office in turn, is neither stated by P, nor is at all 
likely. Lines 29-31 apparently refer to general meetings of the federal boule in the 
Cadmea, and another mention of it occurs in xiii. 12, but the ultimate decision in matters 
. supreme importance rested less with it than with the boulai of the individual states ; 
cf. p. 224. . 

23. avrof: sc. the Boeotians. 
24. The hiatus orparid éxdorp can be avoided by placing édedorp pépe: after d¢ ; 

cf. i. 4, note. 

Cols. xii. 31-xiv. § = ch. XII. Parties at Thebes. 

‘At Thebes the best and most notable of the citizens were, as I have already stated, 
divided against each other, one faction being led by Ismenias, Antitheus, and Androclidas, 
the other by Leontiades, Asias, and Corrantadas. The political party of Leontiades sided 
with the Lacedaemonians, while that of Ismenias was accused of Atticizing, because it 
favoured the Athenian democracy when the latter was exiled. Ismenias’ party, however, 
was not concerned for the Athenians but.... Such being the condition of affairs at 
Thebes, and each of the two factions being powerful, many people from the cities 
throughout Boeotia then came forward and joined one or the other of them. At that 
time, and for a short period previously, the party of Ismenias and Androclidas was the 
stronger both at Thebes itself and in the boule of the Boeotians; but formerly that of 
Asias and Leontiades was in the ascendant for a considerable period and (had complete 
control of?) the city. For when the Lacedaemonians in the war with the Athenians were 
occupying Decelea and collected a large concourse of their allies, this party prevailed over 
their opponents both by reason of the proximity of the Lacedaemonians and because the 
latter were instrumental in conferring great benefits upon the city. The Thebans made 
@ great advance in the direction of complete prosperity as soon as war between the 
Athenians and Lacedaemonians began ; for when the Athenians commenced to threaten (?) 
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Boeotia, the inhabitants of Erythrae, Scaphae, Scolus, Aulis, Schoenus, and Potniae, and 
many other similar places which had no walls, congregated at Thebes, thus doubling the 
size of the city. But it nevertheless came to prosper in a much higher degree when the 
Thebans in conjunction with the Lacedaemonians fortified Decelea against the Athenians ; 
for they took over the prisoners and all the other spoils of the war at a small price, and, 
as they inhabited the neighbouring country, carried off to their homes all the furnishing 
material in Attica, beginning with the wood and tiles of the houses. The country of the 
Athenians at that time had been the most lavishly furnished in Greece, for it had suffered 
but slight injury from the Lacedaemonians in the former invasions, and had been adorned 
and elaborated with so much extravagance that... Such was the condition of Thebes and 
Boeotia.’ 

xii, 32. domep xal spérepov: i.e. in xi. 36—8. 
34-5- Ismenias and Androclidas are well known as the leaders of the anti-Spartan 

party at Thebes at this period and instigators of ‘the war with Sparta, for the furtherance 
of which they took bribes from Persia; cf. i. 33, note. The form ’A»8poxdys which occurs 
here is a slip ; "Av8poxdeidas, the correct Boeotian form uniformly employed by Xenophon, 
is found in xiv. 6 and 36, and the Attic variant ’Av8poxAeidns in xiii. 11. "Avrideos is not 
mentioned by Xenophon, who (/#éll. iii. 5. 1) in his place associates with Ismenias and 
Androclidas an otherwise unknown TIadafidwpos. Pausanias, however (iii. 9. 8), couples 
Androclidas and Ismenias with "Aydi@euss, who is obviously identical with our ‘Avriéeos, 
while Plutarch (Zysand. 27) calls him ’Ap@i6eos. Of the leaders of the pro-Spartan party 
Acovreadns (Acovridas Plut.) is familiar, but "Acias (or "Acrias as he is called in xiii. 13) seems 
to be otherwise unknown, for the ’Apyias who is associated with Leontiades in 379 (Xen. 
Hell. v. 4. 2, 6, Plut. Pelop. § sqq., Cornelius Nepos, Pelop. 3. 2) is not likely to be the 
same as ’Acias. With regard to the form of that name, ’Acrias does not occur elsewhere, 
but faoias is found in a Boeotian inscription. Koppayrddas (cf. Koppwadas in Boeotian 
inscriptions) may, as Meyer suggests, be identical with the Boeotian general Ko:parddas 
mentioned in Xen. /7ell. i. 3. 15-23 and Anab. vii. 1. 33 sqq. 

39. Though a plural subject for @pvyor can be supplied out of ray djyov, the sentence 
is made much clearer by altering épvyow to épvyey, as proposed by Wilamowitz. The 
reference is of course to the restoration of the Athenian democracy in 403. 

xiii. 1-5. The general sense of this passage appears to be that Jsmenias and his party 
favoured Athens not from any regard for Athenian interests but from selfish motives, in 
order that they might use Athenian support in the contest with the pro-Spartan party at 
Thebes; cf. xiv. 6-16. 

10. [ysx]pp mpdérepow: i.e. ever since the conclusion of the Peloponnesian war when 
the ascendency of Ismenias’ party caused a complete change in Theban policy, and Thebes 
which had been the bitterest foe of Athens suddenly became leader of the opposition to 
Sparta; cf. Meyer, Gesch. d. Alt. v. pp. 213-4. P's description in xii—xiv of the attitude 
of Thebes and the origin of the anti-Spartan league is much fuller than the short accounts 
in Xenophon, Hell. iii. 5. 1-3, Pausan. iii. 9. 9, Plut. Lysand. 27 and Diod. xiv. 81 ; and in 
particular his analysis of the motives of Ismenias’ party (xii. 37 sqq., xiv. 6 sqq.) is acute 
and just (cf. i. 36 sqq., where he rightly treats the Persian bribes as a factor of secondary 
importance); but he tends to Jay too much stress on the mere rivalry of the contending 
factions, and to obscure the underlying cause which brought Ismenias’ party to the front, 
the dissatisfaction of Thebes with the Spartan domination in central Greece, which hindered 
Theban ambitions. Here, as in the case of the war party at Athens (cf. i. 33, note), P’s 
sympathy with Sparta causes him to under-estimate the legitimate patriotic aspirations of 
Sparta’s chief opponents, but it is noticeable that he does not attempt to cast aspersions 

te ll ed 
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on Ismenias and Androclidas, who equally with the leaders of the pro-Spartan party at 
Thebes are among the feArwra cal yoopiporaroe (xii. 31), and the contest of Theban 
factions is described in quite different terms from the opposition between the yrapipos «al 
xapievres and of woAAol xa) dnucrixol in i. 9 Sqq. 

xiii. 13. For the spelling ‘Acriay cf. xii. 34-5, note. 
14. [repa: there is room for three or even four letters before », but xpovo»[r:\sa is 

preferable to xpol[vov r:]va which seems the only alternative. The beginnings of lines tend 
to be irregular throughout the papyrus. The doubtful r before the lacuna can be y, «, «, 
ory. jxov may well be ef]yo», but da y[ecpév is inadmissible. 

16. The vestiges after xa: o do not suit rpfareh{ula very well, and rparevyarw seems too 
long for the space between o and the final ». gis{ra}{n]2 (Bury) is also unsatisfactory. 

22. 6 é\epos: from the context, especially the mentions of Deceleia in ll. 16 and 29, 
this would naturally be interpreted as the Peloponnesian war. For some time-we agreed 
with Meyer who suggested a connexion between xiii. 23-8 and the statement of Diodorus 
(xi. 81. 3) that the Spartans in the period preceding the battle of Tanagra rjs pév rov 
OnBalov wédews pei(ova roy repiSodov xarecxevacay, ras & év Botwrig wédes Weayxacay UrorarreaOat 
rois OnBaias, and consequently referred 6 mddenzos to the war of Athens against the Spartans 
and Boeotians in 457. But while both writers allude to the increase in the size of Thebes, 
the explanation of it is quite different in the two cases, and Mr. Walker has convinced 
us that the natural interpretation is right, and that P ascribed the transference of population 
to Thebes to s.c. 431. Whether he was correct in his statement, particularly in the alleged 
reason for the transference, the fear of Athenian invasion, is not clear. The Boeotians 
may have expected reprisals for the treacherous attack on Plataea, and that Athens 
cherished hopes of recovering Boeotia is shown by the expedition of Nicias against Tanagra 
in 426 (Thuc. iii. gt) and the invasion two years later which resulted in the battle of 
Delium ; but there was of course no attack upon Boeotia in 431, Attica being itself invaded, 
so that the impression conveyed by P's statement is not very accurate. It is noteworthy 
that in his account of the prosperity of Attica (xiii. 36-xiv. 3) P unduly minimizes the 
extent of the injuries inflicted by the Lacedaemonian invasions in the Archidamian war, 
which, as Thucydides shows clearly, caused widespread devastation. If fear of Athenian 
attack was the real reason of the cuvvoupds, it would be more satisfactory to place that 
event in the period after the battle of Tanagra and the withdrawal of the Spartans from 
Boeotia when the Athenians, according to Diod. xi. 83. 1, gained possession of all the 
Boeotian cities except Thebes, which would naturally have become a centre of migration 
from other parts of the country. 

Of the six places mentioned in connexion with the ovvomeyds, Erythrae, Scaphae and 
Scolus were in the Parasopia near the Athenian boundary and in 431 belonged to Plataea 
(cf. xii. ra—3, note), while Schoenus and Potniae were Theban and respectively 50 
and ro stades north of Thebes (Pausan. ix. 8. 1, Strabo ix. 2. 22, 24, 32). A slight 
difficulty arises in connexion with Aulis, which was on the coast and much further 
away from Thebes, especially as in later times it was dependent not on Thebes but 
Tanagra. There is however not much doubt about the reading )idos, and there are other 
reasons for supposing that the territory of Tanagra was less extensive in 431-395 than 
later ; cf. note on xii. 17. 

23. dn[eA}eiy, though it gives a suitable sense, is very doubtful, for there seems to be 
ay apa for the metaphorical use of this word in prose, and y, » or » can be read in 
place of m. 

38. pixpd: this is an exaggeration ; cf. ]. 22, note. 
xiv. 1-2. Jer must be yy}iév or ob )8é, and Sere probably preceded, perhaps immediately 

after dme)pSoAyv, while the word after ol’xgoes must be a comparative adverb. Bury suggests 
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Sore xeapas jv obey map’ abrois énd[palrov, olenoe{s 8¢ Kai xdddoy pxo8opnpevas f rral[pa rots 
Doss [elyor. , 

3- Perhaps rojis dAdous ["EAAnox ; but then the repetition of ‘EAAp{ in the next line is 
somewhat awkward. Probably some of the letters in the lacuna were erased. Before ydp 
« unaltered can be read instead of the supposed deleted o. avray, like atrois in 1. 1, probably 
refers to the Athenians. 

4-5. The subject of | . eAduSavor is here more probably the Thebans than the Athenians; 
cf. xiii. 32. rov{s] | [28ojus dypovs is not unlikely. 

Cols. xiv. 6-xv. 32 = ch. XIII. War between Boeotia and Phoct's. 

‘The party of Androclidas and Ismenias was anxious to involve Boeotia in a war with 
the Lacedaemonians, because firstly they wished to overthrow their supremacy in order to 
avoid destruction at the hands of the Lacedaemonians on account of the Laconizing party, 
and secondly they expected to achieve their object easily, on the supposition that the king 
would provide money in accordance with the promises of the envoy from Persia, and that 
the Corinthians, Argives and Athenians would join in the war, for these states, being hostile 
to the Lacedaemonians, would, they thought, provide support from among their citizens. 
Having this policy in view, they considered that it was difficult to attack the enemy openly, 
since neither the Thebans nor the other Boeotians would consent to a war with the 
Lacedaemonians while supreme in Greece; but they attempted to incite them to make war 
by the device of persuading certain Phocians to invade the territory of the so-called 
Hesperian Locrians. The enmity between these two states originated as follows, There 
is a disputed area near Parnassus, about which they have gone to war in former times also ; 
this is often encroached upon for grazing by both the Phocians and the Locrians, and 
whichever party perceives the other in occupation collects in considerable numbers and 
plunders the sheep. Many such quarrels had been provoked by either side, which formerly 
they were always in the habit of settling for the most part by legal proceedings or discussion ; 
but on this occasion when the Locrians retaliated by seizing an equivalent of the sheep 
which they had lost, the Phocians at the instigation of the men procured by Androclidas 
and Ismenias immediately took up arms and invaded Locris. Thereupon the Locrians 
when their country was ravaged sent ambassadors to the Boeotians accusing the Phocians 
and asking for assistance, these states having always been on friendly terms with each 
other. Gladly seizing the opportunity, the party of Ismenias and Androclidas persuaded the 
Boeotians to help the Locrians, whereat the Phocians on receiving news of the action of 
Thebes withdrew from Locris and sent ambassadors to the Lacedaemonians asking them 
to forbid the Boeotians to enter their country. The Lacedaemonians, although they 
considered the story unworthy of belief, nevertheless sent a message ordering the Boeotians 
not to make war on the Phocians, but if they considered themselves aggrieved on any point 
to take satisfaction at a meeting of the confederacy. The Boeotians, however, at the 
instigation of the men who had arranged the plot and its consequences, dismissed the 
Lacedaemonian envoys with an unfavourable answer, and taking up arms marched against 
the Phocians. They immediately invaded the country, and after ravaging the land of 
the Parapotamii, the Daulii and Phanoteis, they attempted an assault upon these cities. 
They attacked Daulia, but retreated without having effected anything, and even suffered 
some slight losses; of tle Phanoteis, however, they took by storm the suburb of the 
town. After this success they advanced further into Phocis, where they overran part of 
the plain near Elatea and Pedieis and the people of that neighbourhood, and then turned 
homewards. As they were passing Hyampolis in the course of the retreat, they decided to 
make an attempt upon it. The place is remarkably strong, and though they attacked the 
walls and displayed no lack of energy they achieved no success, but had to retire with the 
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loss of about eighty soldiers. Having inflicted this amount of injury upon the Phocians 
the Boeotians returned to their own country.’ 

xiv. 12-3. xa@ & and the insertion of & were suggested by Wilamowitz; Blass had 
proposed ereidq in 1. 12 and made pebégew dependent on émpyyéAdero, which is less satisfactory. 
The effects of the bribes of Timocrates and the anti-Spartan feeling at Corinth, Argos and 
Athens have already been described by P in ii. 1 sqq. Though the hopes of assistance 
from Athens were justified by the event, the expectation of help from Corinth and Argos 
proved somewhat premature, for these two states remained passive until the defeat of the 
Lacedaemonians at Haliartus had relieved Boeotia from danger. 

14. The somewhat otiose sentence rovrovus . . . woAiras is corrupt as it stands, and the 
simplest course is to read ovpmapaloxlevdcew for cuprapdox}vace; but this does not yield 
a very satisfactory sense, and possibly some words have dropped out. 

21 sqq. With regard to the origin of the Boeotian war, P’s account, which is much 
more detailed than those of the extant authorities, agrees with Xenophon’s (/7e//. iii. 5. 3) and 
Pausanias’ (iii. 9. g) in attributing the ultimate responsibility for the outbreak to the party 
of Ismenias and Androclidas (cf. also Plut. Zysand. 27), and the occasion of it to a border 
dispute between Phocis and is. Diodorus, who (xiv. 81. 1) says merely Saxeis mpds 
Botorovs éx river éyxAnudror els méAeuov xatacrdyres Ereccay rovs Aaxedatpovious cupyayeiy KaTa TOY 
Bowray, not only gives no details but produces the false impression that Sparta rather than 
Thebes was the aggressor, a view which is defended in vain by Grote, for though Plutarch 
(Lysand, 27) says that some regarded Lysander as the cause of the war rather than the 
Thebans, there can no longer be any doubt that the latter were the prime movers. But 
while P so far supports Xenophon and Pausanias, his account differs widely from theirs in 
point of detail. In the first place Xenophon states that the Locrians in question were the 
Opuntian Locrians, whereas according to P they were the Hesperian Locrians and the 
disputed area was mepi tév [apvacadv. Pausanias speaks of of é£ ’Apdicons Aoxpoi, thus 
agreeing with P, who is likely to be right on this point. In 394 both sets of Locrians were 
allied to Thebes and Athens; cf. Xen. Hell. iv. 2. 17, 3. 15. Secondly, while Xenophon 
and Pausanias represent the Locrians as beginning the dispute by encroaching upon the 
disputed area at the suggestion of their allies the Thebans, according to P it was 
the Phocians who originally made a raid upon the flocks of the Locrians in the 
debatable ground, and the Locrians only assumed the offensive as a means of 
retaliation. The subsequent invasion of Locris by the Phocians is also attributed by 
P to the instigation of a band of Phocians in the pay of the Thebans. There is 
further a minor discrepancy with respect to the precise action of the Locrians in the 
disputed area. According to Xenophon they were persuaded xpnyara redéoa (which 
is translated ‘levy money’ though reAéoas does not seem to be the right word in the 
context), and the Phocians retaliated by taking woAAamAdowa xpnyara. P’s account on the 
other hand, according to which the dispute was concerned with the grazing of flocks, agrees 
closely with that of Pausanias, who says that the Locrians rév re ciroy dxpafovra erepov xat 
ffracay deiavy ayorres. Whether it was really the Locrians or, as P asserts, certain Phocians 
who allowed themselves to be made the tools of Thebes cannot be decided with certainty. 
The intrigue becomes more involved in P’s version, which brings out the remarkable 
ingenuity of Ismenias and Androclidas in making the Locrians appear the injured party, 
and displays an apparently very detailed knowledge of the circumstances. Meyer is disposed 
to prefer Xenophon’s account on the ground that the Locrians, not the Phocians, were 
allied to Thebes, and that the Phocians fell too readily into the trap prepared for them. On 
the other hand, if the facts were as P states, an abbreviated account of them would easily 
give rise to the version in which the Locrians took the first step. 
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The appeal of the Locrians for Theban support (xiv. 37—xv. 3) is also related by both 
Xenophon and Pausanias, but neither of these writers mentions the embassy of the Phocians 
to Sparta and the unsuccessful mission of the Spartans to Boeotia (xv. 3-14) prior to the 
actual invasion of Phocis. According to them the request for Spartan assistance was made 
by the Phocians after the invasion had begun, and then the pretext for a war with Boeotia 
was eagerly seized. Pausanias adds the statement that the Athenians tried to prevent 
a conflict, érAa pew odas (the Spartans) deduevoe pr) xevjoar dixy 8€ imip bv dyxadoves dcaxpiverOas, 
an improbable story which looks like a perversion of the proposals of the Spartans in xv. g—11. 
P must have described the successful appeal of the Phocians for Spartan intervention in 
a later chapter after the campaign of Agesilaus, in the middle of which the papyrus breaks 
off ; but the narrative in xv. 7-11 represents the Spartans as pursuing a pacific policy and 
showing no great anxiety to accept the opportunity for declaring war on Boeotia. This 
does not harmonize very well with Xenophon’s eminently just remarks (/7e/d. iii. 5. 5) upon 
the reasons which the Spartans had for welcoming a war with Boeotia at this juncture, and, 
as Meyer suggests, P may be exaggerating the Spartan moderation. On the other hand 
Xenophon himself in Hell. iii. 5. 3 says—what is probably true—that the Thebans had 
to take the initiative because they knew Gre ef py ris dpfes wodgpou otc ebeAnoovow of Aaxedat> 
poo Avew ras orovdds mpds Tois cuppdxous, and P’s statement that the Spartans, while in 
doubt about the truth of the impending invasion of Phocis, gave the Boeotians the chance 
of settling the quarrel peaceably, is not inconsistent with their ready intervention when 
the invasion was an accomplished fact. The arrogant tone of the Spartan message, in 
which the Boeotians were treated as if they were subordinate members of the Peloponnesian 
confederacy is quite in keeping with their claim dpxew ris ‘EAAd8os (xiv. 20). 

25. gers: on the use of the present tense here and in ll. 27 and 4o, which has an 
important bearing upon the date of the composition of P’s work, cf. xvi. 3, note, and p. 134. 

XV. 3-4. dyyeAOdvr lov and r[dre nev were suggested by Wilamowitz. 
5. The vestiges after &{¢] do not suit pe[rd radra, 
15 sqq. These details concerning the invasion of Phocis are all new, but of no special 

interest. With regard to the chronology of the war between Boeotia and Phocis, P’s 
remark (xi. 34) that it began in the summer agrees with Pausanias’ statement that the 
Locrians cut down rév giroy dxpd{ovra. Apparently the dispute between Phocis and 
Locris took place about May or June, the invasion of Phocis about July and August, and 

' the battle of Haliartus about September or October. 
19. Aavaig: for the form cf. Strabo ix. 423 “Opnpos pév ovy Aaviida einer, ol 3° dorepor 

Aaviiay, 
24. Uedtéas: this town is mentioned by Hdt. viii. 33, but Hedsas here may mean the 

people of Pedieis ; cf. the similar ambiguity in the case of Mapanordpsos. 
26. The corruption of rap YuaproAw into mpos Tapuny rodkw was detected by both Blass 

and Wilamowitz. 

XV. 32—-xvi. 29 = ch. XIV. Zhe naval war. 

‘Cheiricrates, who had arrived as admiral in succession to Pollis, having now taken 
over the command of the fleet of the Lacedaemonians and their allies, Conon manned 
twenty triremes and setting out from Rhodes sailed to Caunus. Wishing to communicate 
with Pharnabazus and Tithraustes and to obtain money, he went inland from Caunus 
to visit them. ‘The soldiers at this time had many months’ pay owing to them, for their 
generals paid them badly, as is their invariable habit when fighting for the king. In the 
Decelean war also, when the Lacedaemonians were the allies of Persia, money was provided 
on a very mean and niggardly scale, and the triremes of the allies would often have been 
disbanded but for the energy of Cyrus. The responsibility for this lies with the king, who 
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when he begins a war, dispatches a small sum at the outset and neglects the army sub- 
sequently, while those in charge of the campaign being unable to defray the expenses 
privately sometimes suffer their forces to disband. This is what usually takes place, but on 
the arrival of Conon and his declaration that the Persian cause would run the risk of ruin 
through want of money, of which it was unreasonable for the king’s soldiers to be in need, 
Tithraustes sent some of the barbarians im his following with two hundred and twenty 
talents for the pay of the soldiers; this sum was obtained from the property of Tissaphernes. 
After remaining a short time longer at Sardis he then went up to the court of the king, having 
appointed Ariaeus and Pasiphernes to take command, and delivered to them for the purposes 
of the war the silver and gold that was left behind, which proved, as it is said, to be about 
seven hundred talents.’ 

xv. 33. On Cheiricrates, who succeeded Pollis as »avapxos in the late summer of 395, 
cf. iii. 21 and 23-6, notes. Neither »vavapyos was known previously. Cheiricrates seems 
to have taken no active steps against Conon: probably the bulk of the Spartan fleet was 
at Cnidus; but Pancalus was stationed with 5 ships at the Hellespont, where he co- 
operated with Agesilaus; cf. xxi. 25-7. In the course of the winter of 395-4 Cheiricrates 
was superseded by Agesilaus’ brother-in-law, Pisander, who was killed at the battle of Cnidus 
in the following July or August. Xenophon, who (ell. iii. 4. 27-9, supported by Plut. 
Ages. 10, Pausan. iii. 9. 6) represents Pisander as appointed vavapxos by Agesilaus when the 
latter was in the wedioy Uxép Kuyns on his way to invade Phrygia, i.e. in the late summer 
of 395 (cf. Hell. iv. 1. 1 and xviii. 38 sqq. and xix. 2, note), has clearly placed the beginning 
of Pisander’s vavapyia too early. 

37 sqq. This visit of Conon to Pharnabazus and Tithraustes to obtain money is not 
recorded elsewhere. Diodorus (xix. 81. 4-6) relates that Conon went to the king himself 
at Babylon for the same purpose, synchronizing this event with the Boeotian war. His 
date for Conon’s journey to Persia conflicts with that of Nepos (Conon 3) and Pausanias 
(iii, 9. 2), who imply that it took place in the winter of 396-5; but the correctness of 
Diodorus’ date is now amply vindicated (cf. note on vii. 4), and Conon’s journey to 
Babylon is to be assigned to the Jate autumn of 395 or winter of 395-4. That he should 
have found it necessary to go to the king to obtain money is not at all surprising, for 
the 220 talents which he received from Tithraustes cannot have been sufficient to make 
up the arrears of many months’ pay upon a fleet of over roo triremes and numerous Greek 
mercenaries on land, and the serious mutiny described in xvi. 29 sqq. shows the dangers 
to which he was exposed so long as he was ill provided with funds. 

xvi. 2-4. This sentence seems to be the origin of Justin’s remark (vi. 2. 11) with 
regard to Conon’s soldiers, guos pracfecti regis fraudare stipendio soltti erant; cf. xvi. 
29, note. 

3. €or] doriv: the use of the present tense here and in Il. 9-16 is important as an 
indication that this history was composed before the fall of the Persian empire; cf. xiv. 25, 
27, 40, xix. § and p. 122. 

5. Aaxedaudnot hoa»: the hiatus can be avoided by reading Aaxedatpoviods), as Wilamowitz 
proposes. Cf. i. 4, note. 

7. Cf. Isocr. Panegyr. 142 1d pév én’ dxeivp (sc. the king) wodAdus dy dredvénoay (sc. of 
orparimrat). : 

14. » Of emore is corrected from «. 
17. av Of avroy is corrected. At the end of the line the v of ov» is written above the ». 
24-6. Tithraustes, having fulfilled the objects of his mission, the removal of 

Tissaphernes and the necessary arrangements for the continuance of the war, had no 
justification for remaining in Lydia; cf. Meyer, of. c##. v. p. 249. While Pharnabazus 
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was at Conon’s request made commander-in-chief of the Persian forces (Diod. xiv. 81. 6; 
cf. vii. 4, note) and acted as such in 394-3, the successor of Tissaphernes as satrap was 
Tiribazus, who is first heard of in the winter of 393-2 (Xen. Hell. iv. 8. 12). 

- 27. For Ariaeus cf. vil. 36 and vii. 4, note. From Xen. Hell. iv. 1. 27, it appears 
that he revolted from Persia in the course of the winter of 395-4. Pasiphernes was 
perhaps referred to in iii. 37, but is not mentioned by the other authorities, unless he 
is identical with the general whom Diodorus calls Artaphernes ; cf. iii. 37, note. 

Cols. xvi. 29-xviii. 33 = ch. XV. Mutiny of Conon’s forces. 

‘The Cypriots who had sailed with Conon to Caunus, persuaded by certain persons 
who falsely asserted that there was no intention to give them the arrears of their pay, but 
that preparations were only being made for discharging the debts of the crews and marines, 
were filled with indignation, and having met in assembly elected as their leader a man of 
Carpasian stock, and gave him a body-guard of two soldiers from each ship . . . Conon 
after hearing their story urged them not to believe that (one section would be favoured), 
assuring them that they would all alike obtain their pay. Having given this answer, he said 
that he wished to make it known to the other soldiers also, whereupon the leader of the 
Cypriots, the Carpasian, followed him towards the main body of the troops. They started 
out in company, and when they were passing the gates Conon, being in front, came outside 
the wall first, but the Carpasian while he was going out at the gates was seized without 
Conon’s consent by some of the Messenians in Conon’s following, who wished to 
detain him in the city in order ‘that he might be punished for his offences. The Cypriots 
who were accompanying him laid hold of the Carpasian and prevented the Messenians from 
arresting him, and the contingent of the 600, perceiving the fight, also came to the 
help of their leader. Conon . . . (went back) to the city, while the Cypriots attacked and 
drove off the Messenians who had seized the Carpasian, and being persuaded that Conon’s 
plans with regard to the distribution of the pay were altogether (unjust), thereupon 
embarked on the triremes with the object, as some said, of taking up the Cypriots at 
Rhodes and sailing to Cyprus. Leaving . . ., and conveying with them the Cypriots who 
consented to come, they marched against the acropolis in order to destroy the power 
of Conon, whom they regarded as the cause of all their troubles . . . When the Cypriots landed 
at Caunus, Conon came to Leonymus the . . . and declared that he alone could save 
the king’s cause, for if Leonymus would consent to give him the Greek guards protecting 
Caunus and as many Carians as possible, he would put an end to the mutiny in the camp. 
Leonymus having bidden him take as many soldiers as he wished, he remained inactive for 
that day, since it was already near sunset ; but on the next before dawn he took a large 
number of the.Carians and all the Greeks, led them out of the city, and proceeded to post 
some of them round the outside of the camp, others . . . by the ships and seashore. 
Having done this and given orders to proclaim that each soldier should go... he 
captured the Carpasian and sixty of the other Cypriots, whom he put to death, while 
the leader was crucified. The Cypriots who were left at Rhodes were enraged on 
hearing of this, and in their indignation first attacked and drove out the officers whom 
Conon had appointed, and then leaving the harbour caused a great tumult and riot among 
the Rhodians. Conon, however, arrived from Caunus, and having arrested their leaders put 
them to death, distributing pay among the remainder. Thus the king’s camp, after it had 
reached a condition of extreme peril, was restored to peace by Conon and his energetic 
measures,’ 

xvi. 29 sqq. These Cypriot mercenaries were a land force, as appears from the 
contrast between them and the dmnpecias and érBdra in Il. 34-5. The éf{axocka» [cvvraypa) 
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in xvii. 24 seems to be part of them, but that restoration is far from certain. The mutiny 
is only mentioned elsewhere by Justin (vi. 2. 11) Sed Cononem seditio militum invadtt, quos 
pracfecti regis fraudare stipendto solttt erant : eo instanhius debila poscentibus quo graviorem sub 
magno duce militiam praesumebant. ‘The sentence guos pracfecti . . . erani closely resembles 
xvi. 2-4, and P is probably the ultimate source of Justin’s reference to the mutiny. 

xvi. 31. The correction of ovre, which makes an extremely awkward construction, to 
uro is due to Wilamowitz. 

37. Kapmacéa: it is rather curious that P does not mention his name, for the narrative 
of the mutiny is conspicuous for its wealth of detail, which is likely to have been obtained 
from an eyewitness. The omission may however, as Meyer remarks, be intentional, 
implying contempt ; cf. xvii. 16 rot 8¢ d[v6parov rov Kapracéws. With regard to the form of 
the adjective, the agreement between the papyrus and Theopompus (Fr. 93) provides a 
strong argument for identifying him with our author ; cf. p. 131. 

xvii. 1. That the separate fragment containing the middles of Il. 1-8 belongs to the 
upper part of this column is made certain by its colour and the mention of Conon in 1. 3. 
The exact position is then fixed by the recto, which has the beginning of a new section 
dn[nA(trov) ¢x}o(uévou) ¢yS{aivorros) partly on this fragment, partly on the piece containing 
the rest of Col. xvii. 

5. \paes: a can be read in place of the first e. as: is perhaps a separate word (=dei) ; 
cf. aces in iii. 13. 

6. wepi rd» yo Ody cannot be read. At the end of the line a is possible instead ofc ., 
but there is not room for o{xov] cas, and the division a|[xoveas would make the line 
too short. Bury suggests od o|m7. 

8-9. The general sense of Conon’s answer is clearly that in the distribution of the 
money no one section of the troops would be favoured, but all would receive their share; 
In 1. 8 the doubtful A may be « or » or possibly r; with the last reading [ovdén 
meov}ext[q]o\ew is possible. Line g requires something like wds[ras fAeye ray picbdy awd rips 
tons xopeicba. The letter before copscioba, if not ¢, can only be y. 

10—I. moimodpevos is due to Bury. Wilamowitz suggested ravrnv [de Thy anépiow Kal 
rois Ddos] Epacxev BovreoGar [8hal Snracat Alar nak which no doubt expresses the sense 
correctly, and most of which we have adopted. The letter before «s in |. 11 cannot be a. 

12. 6 Kapralod ts atrp| is due to Wilamowitz. 
24. €{{axoa}ov [ovvraypa] is very doubtful, especially as axoo is rather short for the first 

lacuna, which has room for 5 letters, and this supposed corps is not mentioned elsewhere. 
Perhaps ¢€ followed by a place-name should be read. 

25. Something like [ds ele] me[pcordyras] would suit the sense. 
26. ray wédw: sc. Caunus, 
28. dréxpoloay: the v is extremely doubtful, but a and ¢ are inadmissible. 
29. Perhaps {apd rd dixaoy r\dy, if mapecxevdcbau is middle. If it is passive, dd is 

probable before r}i», In xvi. 33 mapacxeva{ovra: is more probably middle, but may be 
assive. 

‘ 31. én[t ravras rlais was suggested by Wilamowitz. ds yé ries ZAeyow seems to refer 
to the statements of the Cypriots, and is not, we think, to be interpreted as a reservation on 
the part of the author, for which rues A¢youos would be expected; cf. ii 1-2. 

33 sqq. The narrative becomes very obscure at this point. js Ada. .|mocov seems to 
be corrupt; there is not much doubt about the reading »oov; the only possible alternatives 
to o are om or ov, but these are less suitable. 17 Zadap{[et}s could be read, but yields no 
sense, and that the mutineers reached Cyprus is unlikely, since it is clear from xviii. 1-22 
that they soon returned to Caunus, and ds yé rwes ZAeyow indicates that they did not carry 
out their original plans in full. Assuming that Ada». .}uoov is the name of an unknown 
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place, this was perhaps situated in Rhodes, for ropnfniew re if correct, seems to refer 
back to rovs ex] ris ‘Pé8ou mapadaBér[re]s, and if s[od Kévevos] Wilamowitz) is right in |. 36 
the acropolis might be that of Rhodes. On the other hand if *Aday... was in Rhodes 
we should expect the statement that the mutineers sailed thither, whereas drrom) |evoraytes 
or dea levoavres can hardly be avoided in the light of the following genitive, even though 
it omission of aré before ris is not in accordance with our author’s usage ; cf. xviii. 1-2 

Aevoavres ard ris... Moreover, the account in xviii. 23-8 of the proceedings of the 
Cypriots who were left at Rhodes does not harmonize at all well with the view that 
the acropolis of the city of Rhodes had been attacked previously. It is therefore very 
doubtful whether the mutineers sailed as far as Rhodes, and possibly the acropolis and 
the supposed place Ada»... were in the vicinity of Caunus, 

37. abrois was suggested by Wilamowitz. 
xviii. 2, The letter after rie might be a, and it is conceivable that the name 

Adax. .Jvcocov (xvii. 33) recurred here; but several other letters, e. 38, ¢ or o, are 
equally admissible. The verb lost probably had the sense of ‘returned ’ , 8c. to Caunus. 

3. If rois is not an error for rais, some part of the gear of the triremes is probably 
referred to, perhaps lorios ; cf. Conon’s capture of the peydAa réy Avodvdpou vedy loria after 
Aegospotami (Xen. Hell. ii. 1. 29). 

4. xarnypdvov rav Kuxplov: xarnyy[vos is unlikely, for there is no indication that Conon 
had left Caunus, and Leonymus was clearly posted in the immediate neighbourhood of 
the city. 

5. Perhaps roy 1 dy e(av dpxovra, as Wilamowitz suggests. 
atr@ én: for the hiatus cf. i. 4, note. airg@ can be omitted without difficulty. 
18. Some word like spoofyaye is probable i in the lacuna. 

. 19. Wilamowitz suggests 1/4» «jpuxa Baijew, but a compound of Baive» would rather 
be expected. 

20. Wilamowitz proposes rj» davrov, Bury rif» oxnyay. 
24. ‘Pédq ryyavdxt[ouv: another hiatus; cf. 1. 5. 
30~3. With this favourable criticism of Conon cf. xvi. 8 3a ri» Kupov mpobupiay, Xx. 

35 dd ray ‘Pabdyov mpobuyiay, and p. 123. 

Cols. xviii. 33-xxi. 39 = chs. XVI-XVII. Agesilaus in Asia, 

‘While Agesilaus was marching towards the Hellespont with the army of the 
Lacedaemonians and their allies, as long as he was passing through Lydia he did no injury 
to the inhabitants, wishing to abide by the truce made with Tithraustes. But when he 
reached the country of Pharnabazus, he plundered and ravaged the land as he advanced. 
Then crossing the plain of Thebe and the so-called plain of Apia he invaded Mysia, and 
gave urgent orders to the Mysians to take up arms on his side ; for most of the Mysians 
are autonomous and not subjects of the king. Those Mysians who elected to join the 
expedition suffered no injury from him, but he laid waste the land of the rest. When in 
the course of his advance he came to about the middle of the so-called Mysian Olympus, 
seeing that the pass was difficult and narrow, and being anxious to cross it in safety, he 
sent an envoy to the Mysians, and having made a truce with them began to lead his forces 
through the country. The Mysians however, after allowing many of the Peloponnesians 
and their allies to go through, attacked the rear-guard and struck down some of the soldiers, 
who were not in regular order owing to the confined space. Agesilaus encamped his army 
and remained inactive for the rest of that day while he was performing the due rites for the 
dead (about fifty of the soldiers had perished), and on the day following, having posted 
a large number of the so-called Dercylidean mercenaries in an ambush, again started on 
the march with his army. The Mysians all thought that Agesilaus was departing in 
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consequence of the loss received on the previous day, and coming out of their villages 
began to pursue the army with the intention of attacking the rear-guard as before; where- 
upon the Greeks in the ambush, when the enemy came up to them, charged out and 
attacked them at close quarters. The Mysian leaders and those in the forefront of the 
pursuit perished in the sudden onslaught of the Greeks, while the main body perceiving the 
losses of their comrades in front fled home to their villages. On receipt of the news Agesilaus 
wheeled round, and led his army back by the same road until he joined the force which had 
been in ambush, and pitched his camp on the spot where they had encamped on the 
previous day. Afterwards the Mysians, to whom the dead severally belonged, sent heralds 
and... took away the bodies under a truce, more than a hundred and thirty being 
killed. Agesilaus after obtaining guides from the villages and giving his soldiers a rest of 
[.]days led his army forward,and having brought them down into the country of the Phrygians 
(not that part which he had invaded in the previous summer but another which was un- 
plundered), proceeded to lay it waste under the guidance of Spithradates and his son. 
Spithradates was by race a Persian, who for some time lived with Pharnabazus and was in his 
service, but having subsequently quarrelled with him, and being afraid that he would be seized 
and come to harm, took refuge for the moment at Cyzicus, and afterwards presented himself 
to Agesilaus with his son Megabates, who was young and handsome. When this happened, 
Agesilaus received them favourably, chiefly for the sake of the youth to whom he is said 
to ‘have been much attached, but partly also on account of Spithradates, who he hoped 
would act as guide of the expedition and be useful in other ways. For these reasons they 
obtained a warm welcome. Continuing the onward march of his army and plundering 
the country of Pharnabazus, Agesilaus reached the town called Leonton Cephalae; and 
after making several assaults, but without success, moved his forces and led them forward, 
plundering and laying waste the unravaged part of the country. Arriving subsequently 
at Gordium, a town built upon a mound and strongly fortified, he encamped his forces and 
remained there six days, making assaults upon the enemy and keeping his soldiers from 
dispersing by affording them numerous comforts. When he failed to overpower the place 
owing to the energy of Rhathanes, a Persian by race, who was in command of it, he put his 
soldiers in motion and led them on, being urged by Spithradates to enter Paphlagonia. 
He next led the Peloponnesians and their allies forward to the borders of Phrygia and 
Paphlagonia, and encamped his army there, sending Spithradates himself in advance. The 
latter having gone on and come to terms with the Paphlagonians returned with ambassadors 
from them. Agesilaus made an alliance with the Paphlagonians and then retired with all 
speed in the direction of the sea, being afraid that there would be a lack of supplies in the 
winter. He did not march by the same road as that by which he had come, but by 
another, as he thought that it would be easier for his soldiers to cross (Bithynia). Gyes 
... senthim ... horsemen and more than two thousand footsoldiers. Having conducted the 
army to Cius in Mysia, he first remained there ten days, and again harried the Mysians in 
revenge for their treachery at Olympus, and then led the Greeks forward through Phrygia 
on the seacoast, where he attacked a place called Miletou Teichos, but being unable to 
capture it withdrew his forces. As he was marching along the river Rhyndacus he arrived 
at Lake Dascylitis, near which lies Dascylium, an extremely strong place and fortified by 
the king, where Pharnabazus was said to store all his silver and gold. Having encamped 
his army there, he summoned Pancalus, who had sailed with the admiral Cheiricrates and 
was watching the Hellespont with five triremes. Pancalus arrived with all speed and entered 
the lake with his triremes, and was then ordered by Agesilaus to put on board all the more 
valuable part of the (booty) and transport it to... at Cyzicus, that it might produce pay 
for the army. The soldiers from Mysia he dismissed with orders to return in the spring, 
as he was preparing during the coming winter to invade Cappadocia, having heard that 
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that country stretched in the shape of a narrow strip from the Pontic sea to Cilicia and 
Phoenicia, and that the length of it was such that persons journeying on foot from 
Sinope...’ 

XViii. 37. rais owor[d|aiis: P’s account of the negotiations between Agesilaus and 
Tithraustes is lost in the gap between Cols. viii and xi. They are described in some detail 
by Xenophon ( ell, iii. 4. 25-6). Diodorus (xiv. 80. 8) states briefly that a six months’ 
truce was arranged, while Isocrates (iv. 153) calls it eight months. 

38. xo[r}ipey: xaraipew is often used by Thucydides for arriving by sea (e. g. viii. 31 and 
39), but is rare in the sense of coming by land. It was employed by Theopompus as 
equivalent to «Aéeiv according to Stephanus Byz., who was perhaps referring to the present 
passage or viii. 22; cf. p. 131. 

39. eis ri» x{cpay] ri» Sapr[a8akov: so Xenophon, Hell. iii. 4. 26 jes én rij» SapvaBafov 
@pvylay, followed by Plutarch, Ages. 11. Since the whole of the autumn campaign of 
Agesilaus in 395 is ignored by Diodorus, Xenophon has been hitherto practically the 
sole authority for it. The discrepancies between his account in Hell. iii. 4. 26—9 and iv. 1. 
1-16 and that of P are no less marked here than in the campaign of the earlier part of the 
year (v. 6—vii. 4). The two historians are indeed writing from different points of view ; 
with Xenophon the glorification of Agesilaus is the central motive, and in order to illustrate 
his hero’s personal character certain more or less dramatic episodes, e.g. the negotiations 
with the king of Paphlagonia and with Pharnabazus, are treated in great detail, so as 
to produce the. impression that the author himself took part in the scenes which he 
describes: but the military operations, with the exception of the fighting round Dascylium 
which led to the desertion of Spithradates, are only sketched in outline, In the Agestlaus, 
Xenophon makes no attempt to give a connected story of the autumn campaign, but some 
anecdotes in the later chapters supplement the Hell/entca on a few points, especially as . 
to Agesilaus’ relations with Megabates. P on the other hand, gives a plain, matter-of-fact 
account of Agesilaus’ march, the course of which is now clear, and he shows no 
disposition to enlarge upon the picturesque incidents which enliven Xenophon’s narrative. 
Hence while Xenophon (Zed. iv. 1. 1) briefly summarizes the earlier part of the campaign 
corresponding to xviii. 38—xx. 38 in the words 6 8€ ’Aynoidaos érei adixero Spa peronapy els 
Thy rou SapvaBdafou Spvyiay ryy péy ywpay exae xal éemdpOa, modes Sé ras pdv Big ras 8 éxovcas 
mpoceAdpSave, the negotiations with the Paphlagonians briefly described by P in xx. 31—-xxi. 
5, occupy fell, iv. 1. a—15. 

xix. 2. The plain of Thebe was by Adramyttium, and according to Xen. Fell. iv. 1. 
41 Agesilaus returned thither in the following spring when forced to leave Dascylium. From 
Thebe he turned eastward; the plain of Apia (‘Asias is due to Wilamowitz) was north 
of Mount Temnus on the upper Macestus; cf. Strabo xiii. 1. 70 and Polyb. v. 77.9. In 
Hell, iii. 4.27 Xenophon mentions the wedioy rd twép Kuyne as the place where Agesilaus 
heard the news of his appointment to the command of the fleet as well as the army (cf. xv. 
33, note), but in view of the long distance from Cyme to Adramyttium, it is, we think, 
probable that the ‘ plain beyond Cyme’ refers to that at the mouth of the Caicus, not 
to that of Thebe. 

5. That the Mysians had made themselves independent of Persia at this period was 
known from Xen. Anad. i. 6. 7, 9. 14, Hell. iii. 1. 13, &c. The use of the present tense 
eiot . .. Baoidéws ody iaxovorres is another indication that P’s work was written before 
the fall of the Persian empire; cf. xvi. 3, note and p. 122. 

15. Wilamowitz would insert rovs after 8¢. | 
22 sqq. Cf. the ambush described in v. §9 sqq., where the tactics are similar but not 

precisely identical, and p. 130. 
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23. This band of mercenaries, formed by Dercylidas and handed on to Agesilaus, 
is not mentioned elsewhere. They were no doubt veterans who had served under Cyrus. 

xx. 7-8. In the previous summer (i.e. 396) Agesilaus had invaded Hellespontine 
Phrygia (@pvyia 9 wapa@adarridiwos as it is called in xxi. 17) as far as Dascylium ; cf. Xen. 
Fell, iii. 4. 12 sqaq., Diod. xiv. 79. 3. On the present occasion after descending from the 
Mysian Olympus he turned eastward along the valley of the Sangarius. 

Q 8qq. 27 [Op|addrn{»: P has SwMpadarns here twice, but EmMpidarns in xx. 19. 37 and 
xxi. 3 in common with the MSS. of Xenophon and Plutarch. The form 2m@paddrys, which 
occurs in Ctesias Fr. 52, is more correct ; cf. the variation with regard to ‘Pa@dsns (xx. 35). 
Spithradates is mentioned in Xen. Amaéd. vi. 5. 7 as one of Pharnabazus’ lieutenants. The 
circumstances attending his desertion to Agesilaus are described more precisely in edi. iii. 
4.10; it there appears that he was won over by Lysander and joined Agesilaus before the 
campaign of 396, whereas the present passage is vague as to the date of his arrival and 
in the absence of other evidence would produce the impression that it took place in 395. 
Concerning the origin of his quarrel with Pharnabazus (xx. 12) Xenophon in fell. J. c. says 
only that he was ¢Aarrovpevdy rt twd SapvaBafov, but in Ages. 3. 3 he assigns as the reason 
the fact that the satrap wished to take Spithradates’ daughter dvev ydyov. The detail that 
he first fled to Cyzicus (xx. 15) is in accord with Xenophon (ell. J. ¢.). With regard 
to Megabates (xx. 16) in the He//. (iv. 1. 6 and 28) Xenophon merely hints at Agesilaus’ 
attachment to him, but P’s blunt statement in xx. 19-20 is amply confirmed by the stories 
in Ages. 5. 4-5, copied by Plutarch, Ages. 11. The daughter of Spithradates, who plays an 
important part in Xenophon’s story of the negotiations with the Paphlagonian king (/7e/l. iv. 
I. 4-15), is ignored by P; cf. xx. 37, note. 

16. Wilamowitz would insert rd» before vidy. 
25. Aedvrwv Keadai: Plutarch (Zhem. 30) calls it Aeovroxépadoy, and indicates tha 

it was on the main road from Susa to Sardis. Appian, who (J4#4r. 19) employs the form 
Acdvray Kepadn, says that it was rijs Spvyias cyupdrarov xwpiov. The site of it is uncertain; 
Ramsay (Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia, p. 229) would place it near Ayaz-Inn. Since 
Agesilaus proceeded next to Gordium (I. 29) Aedvray Kedadai seems to be in the parts of 
Phrygia watered by the Sangarius or its tributary the Tymbris. 

29. wddkww mpds Téphiov: on the site of Gordium, which was on the Sangarius, see 
A. Korte, Gordton (Ergansungsheft v d. Jahrb. d. arch. Inst. 1904). Agesilaus had not 
been there previously, and waAw is really otiose ; cf. vi. 34, note. 

30. xarecxevacpérov xa{A)as : cf. Theopompus Fr. 33 and p. 131. 
35- ‘Pa@dvov : he is clearly identical with the ‘Pa@ivns who appears as one of Pharnabazus’ 

lieutenants in Xen. Azad. vi. g. 7, Cyrop. 8. 3. 32, and Hell. iii. 4.13. It seems necessary 
therefore to emend I7yns to I¢pons, though it is noticeable that the scribe specially draws 
attention to the reading Uns by a paroxytone accent to distinguish the word from 
mryijs. 

37 8qq. P’s account of Agesilaus’ relations to the Paphlagonians is not only much 
briefer than Xenophon’s (/7e//. iv. 1. 2-15), but differs in several important respects. 
That the scheme of making an alliance with them was due to Spithradates is stated by 
both writers, but while Xenophon says that Agesilaus entered Paphlagonia and negotiated 
with the king in person, persuading him to marry the daughter of Spithradates, P represents 
Agesilaus as remaining on the border and using Spithradates as intermediary. Plutarch 
(Ages. 11) abridges Xenophon with slight variations, which do not warrant Sachse’s sugges- 
tion (0p. ct#. p. 9) that Ephorus is here Plutarch’s authority ; cf. v. 59, note. The name 
of the Paphlagonian king is given as “Orus in Xen, Hell. iv. 1. 3-14, Kérvs in Xen. Ages. 3 
and Plutarch, Ages. 11 (as Meyer remarks, this seems to be an ancient emendation of 
“Orvs); and the king of Paphlagonia, whom Theopompus in the 3th book of the 
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Sdurmad (Athen. iv. p. 144 and x. p. 415) calls vs (acc. Giy, but in Aelian V. H. 1. 24 
when copying Athenaeus Gtov) and Nepos (Daz. 2) Zhuys, has generally been regarded 
as the same person, though the events recorded about him (his war with Artaxerxes 
Mnemon and capture by Datames) took place some fifteen or twenty years later than 395. 
P has yet another name for him, Ins, a form which in itself is not objectionable (cf. rvyns), 
but in view of the errors in the papyrus does not carry much weight; cf. pp. 131-2. 
Wilamowitz, who regards @is as the correct form, would restore it both here, where runs 
may be corrupt for Tuys = vs, and in Xen. Hell. iv. 1. 2 ef Go: els rv adAayoviay civ aig 
roy ray Llapdaydvwv Baorréa els Adyous dfs, where he would read Gi» for ot» aire, which 
Hartmann had already proposed to emend to“Orvy, The form “Ors occurs however several 
times in Hell, iv. 1. 3-14. 

xxi. 9. did [ris BeOvviBos: cf. Xen. Hell. iii. 2. 2, where the invasion of Bithynia by 
Dercylidas is described. Theopompus probably treated of that campaign in the 8th book 
of the Hellentca, for several Bithynian names are quoted from it by Stephanus Byz. Since 
Agesilaus was anxious to return by a different, i.e. more northerly route, and Cius in 
Mysia on the sea-coast is the next place mentioned on his march (1. 13), he would naturally 
pass through Bithynia. dxo|reripes was suggested by Wilamowitz. drolveripws is also 
possible. The comparative adverb in -ws is attested in neither case. 

10-2. Cf. Xen. Hell. iv. 1. 3 xarédure 1H Aynovdw “Orus yirious péy lrwéas diryxrdious Be 
weAvagrds. sept xcdijous is possible in 1. 12, but a number ending in cooious, e. g. ¢vveaxoallous, 
is more likely, especially as P and Xenophon do not agree precisely with regard to the 
number of the me(oi. 

15. wdd\v, unless merely redundant (cf. xx. 19, note), refers to the former plundering 
of Mysia in xix. 8. 

av by «r.d.: cf, xix. 14-8. 
18. Majrov Teixor is clearly identical with the town near the confluence of the 

Macestus and Rhyndacus (cf, |. 20), known in later times as Manrou wédes or MeAnrémonts ; 
cf. Strabo xii. 8. 10, xiv. 5. 29. 

21. Aa(o\xddto_»: Agesilaus’ arrival at Dascylium is also recorded by Xenophon 
(Hell. iv. 1. 15), who describes the richness of the district surrounding the Bacitea of 
Pharnabazus (cf. ll. a) without mentioning the dispatch of Pancalus with the booty 
to Cyzicus (Il. 25-33). His statement that Agesilaus passed the winter there is in accord- 
ance with P’s description of Agesilaus’ plans in ll. 33 sqq. 

25-6. Pancalus is only known from the present passage ; ¢m8drys is somewhat curious 
and is possibly an error for émoroAevs, The fact that Cheiricrates is still spoken of as 
pavapxos produces a conflict with Xenophon ; cf. xv. 33, note. 

31. Some participle like [&ppracpy\ver (Bury) is required. 
33. Tots dxé rijs M(ujoiais: by these are apparently meant the Mysians who had joined 

Agesilaus according to xix. 6—7, and whose homes were therefore not far from Dascylium. 
That Agesilaus should have disbanded all the soldiers who had served under him in Mysia 
(as the words might mean) is incredible, for his position at Dascylium was far from secure. 
Xenophon (/ell. iv. 1. 17) states that owing to the lack of precautions he was attacked by 
Pharnabazus. 

35-9. Thy émdvra yeaa is to be connected closely with mapalox|eval (dpevos, not with 
Radi{ew, a winter campaign being of course out of the question. Agesilaus’ intention of 
invading Cappadocia is not recorded by Xenophon, but he credits him even when obliged to 
retire to Thebe with ambitious dreams of conquest (Z/e//. iv. 1. 41 wapecxevd{ero ydp 
topevodpevos as Suvatro dvwrdrw, voui(wr éxdoa dmicbev moinoaro €6mn ndyra anocrepnoew Baciréws : 
cf. the more rhetorical description in Ages. 1. 36 érwody cal Orifwy caraducey ry éxi Thy 
*EAAdda otparevoacay mpérepoy dpxnv). Hence there is no reason to doubt P’s statement that 

: R 
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Agesilaus entertained the plan of invading Cappadocia, although not only did unexpected 
obstacles, first the desertion of Spithradates and then his own recall to Europe, prevent any 
attempt to put the scheme into execution, but the plan itself was based on a complete 
misunderstanding of the geography. The description of Cappadocia as ‘a narrow strip 
reaching from the Pontic sea to Cilicia and Phoenicia’ (i.e the gulf of Issus) is of course 
inaccurate, and the distance from Sinope to the southern coast (ll. 37-8) was no doubt much 
underestimated. In this respect however Agesilaus only shared the general misconception 
of the ancient Greek world with regard to the shape of Asia Minor, which even later than 
the fourth century s.c. was conceived of as a kind of triangle, of which the apex was formed 
by a comparatively narrow isthmus joining Sinope to the Gulf of Issus; cf. Strabo’s dis- 
cussion (xiv 5. 21) of the views of Apollodorus and Artemidorus. The latter writer had 
estimated the width of the isthmus at 1500 stades, which, as Strabo rightly remarks, are 
just half the correct number, and Pliny is no nearer the mark when he reckons the distance 
as only 200 Roman miles. That the journey from Sinope to 4 dpe) Kidsxia could be 
accomplished in five days was the opinion of Herodotus (i. 72, ii. 34), who in the former 
passage uses the word avy» to describe the position of Cappadocia, and five days is also the 
duration of the journey from Sinope to Soli on the Cilician coast according to Scylax 102. 
Scymnus (who is probably following Ephorus), criticizing Herodotus’ view, estimates it at 
seven days. Herodotus’ statement has been explained (Wiedemann, Herodots swettes Buch, 
p- 145) as a misunderstanding of the time occupied by the relays of Persian postal 
messengers, and is certainly wide of the truth. But that Agesilaus was better informed 
is unlikely, and the incomplete sentence in ll. 38-9 may well have continued évris wérre 
jpepav, followed by els EdéAovs ropeverOa: or the like. 

Fr. 16. The compactness of the writing makes it almost certain that this fragment 
belongs to Cols. v or vi. It is more probably in the second than in the first hand. 

Fr. 17. The apparent mention of Tissaphernes renders it probable that this fragment 
belongs to Col. iv. Like Frs. 18, 23, and 38, it comes from the top of a column. 

Fr. 19. 8. "ApxeAoid?: cf. Fr. 20. 11 and iii. 22, note. Possibly the reference is to 
king Archelaus of Macedonia (cf. ix. 29), not to the ship (?) Archelais. Fr. 20 is probably 
to be placed in a line above or below Fr. 19, but apart from the supposed connexion with 
Col. iii the position of these two fragments, together with 18 which seems to belong to the 
top of the same column as Frs. 19 and 20 on account of its colour and general appear- 
ance, is quite uncertain. There is a possible mention of Lysander in Fr. 20. 6. 

Frs. 21 and 22. That these two fragments belong to Cols. vii or viii is almost 
_ Certain on account of the colour of the recto. 

Fr. 29. This fragment does not suit iii. 19-22 or Vi. 42-5. 
Fr. 33. The exceptional blackness of the ink in this fragment suggests that it 

ape 7 Col. ix. But it is not certain that it belongs to 842 at all. The recto 
is blank. 

Fr. 44. This fragment is from the bottom of a column, like Fr. 61. 
Fr. 65. That this fragment and 68 belong to 842 is not certain. 

_ Frs. 71-2. It is very doubtful whether these fragments come from 842. Fr. 71 is 
written in a larger hand and on thicker papyrus than elsewhere, and some traces of writing 
on the recto seem to be in a different hand from the two hands of the land-survey, while 
on the recto of Fr. 72 is some writing proceeding in the opposite direction to that of the 
land-survey and in a different hand. 
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Il. EXTANT CLASSICAL TEXTS 

8438. PLATO, Symposium. 

Height 31-1 cm. Plate VI (Cols. xxxi-ii). 

THIS, the largest literary papyrus found at Oxyrhynchus, consists of the 
latter half of a roll containing the Symposium of Plato. The part covered 
is from 200 B to the end, comprised in thirty-one columns of which four 
(xix—-xxii) are missing entirely, while two others (i and xviii) are represented by 
small fragments ; but the remainder is in a very fair state of preservation. The 
space occupied by a column with the adjacent margin is about 10 cm. in 
breadth, and the total length of the roll may thus be estimated at some 23 
or 24 feet. The small and well-formed but somewhat heavy writing exempli- 
fies a common type of book hand, and probably dates from about the year 
200 A.D. N at the end of a line of full length is written as a stroke above the 
preceding vowel; and the common angular mark is freely added at the end 
of short lines. Double dots are as usual employed to mark the alternations 
of the dialogue, but sometimes appear in other positions than at the end of 
a speech, e.g. in ll. 955 and 1221. A single high point is used, more especially 
in the latter part of the papyrus, to mark a pause; the marginal paragraphus 
commonly accompanies both forms of punctuation, or stands by itself without 

them. Other lectional signs, apart from the diaeresis, are rare and for the most 

part due to a second hand which has corrected the decidedly careless work of the 
original scribe. The corrector’s ink, however, does not differ markedly in colour 
from that of the text, and in the case of minor insertions the two hands are 

at times difficult to distinguish. But as they are certainly not separated by any 
wide interval of time the question has no great practical importance. The 
clearest instance of a rough breathing by the first scribe occurs in 1. 352. In 
cases of doubt we have as a rule credited alterations to the corrector, to whom is 

also due an isolated and seemingly futile scholium at I. 391. 
The text, as so often with papyri, is of an eclectic character, showing a decided 

affinity with no single MS. Compared with the three principal witnesses for the 
Symposium it agrees now with B against TW, now with the two latter as against 
the former, rarely with T against BW (ll. 112, 180, 297, 350, 435, 660) or with 

W against BT (ll. 183, 674, 776, 966, 1007, 1015). Similarly in a passage cited 
by Stobaeus some agreements with his readings against the consensus of BTW 

R 2 
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are counterbalanced by a number of variations from Stobaeus’ text (cf. notes on 
ll. 141-79). A few coincidences occur with variants peculiar to the inferior MSS., 
the more noticeable being those with Vindob. 21 alone or in combination with 
Venet. 184 (Il. 59, 898, 986, 999, 1194) and Parisin. 1642 alone or with Vat. 229 
(ll. 349, 462, 1196). Of the readings for which there is no other authority, 
including several variations in the order of words, the majority, if unobjectionable, 
are unconvincing. The more valuable contributions, some of which are plainly 
superior to anything found in other MSS., are: 1. 92 em, 1. 112 the omission of xal 
(so Stallbaum), 1. 239 av etn, where BTW have a meaningless dy, 1. 368 xadw as 
conjectured by Badham for r@ «., 1. 471 perexes as restored by Stephanus (pueréxeu 
MSS.), 1. 517 rexewy confirming a conjecture of Hug (xvety MSS.), 1. 529 emOvpn as 
conjectured by Stephanus (ém:6uyzet MSS.), 1. 577 nas ov omitted by MSS., 1. 699 
Geopire (-77 BTW), 1. 770 xarwde[y (?) (xadigew MSS.), 1. 898 por (probably) with 
Vind. 21 (uov BTW), 1. 1142 d:a8adre as conjectured by Hirschig (3a8dAy BTW). 
On the other hand in many cases the papyrus once more proves the antiquity of 
readings which modern criticism rejects or suspects. 

In the accompanying apparatus, which is based on Burnet’s Oxford edition, 

we usually confine ourselves to the readings of BTW. With regard to the last 
named MS., Prof. H. Schone of Basel has very kindly placed at our disposal his new 
collation which often supplements and sometimes corrects the report of Burnet. 

Occasional references to the readings of other MSS. are derived from the edition 
of Bekker, and that of Schanz has also been consulted. We neglect minor 

orthographical variations such as def and alef, the interchange of « and «, o and €, 
édy and &», occurrence of elision, crasis, and v épeAxvorexdy, and attraction of 
consonants. 

Col. i. 

5 lines lost. : 
] Bovroz 200 B 

re sexupos caves gavas ror Faroe 
40 lines lost. 

Col. it. 

[rovrwy wv] av evdeia mapny avtw) 200 E 
[vas pavas e}nife|: bn rovras avapuyyn g0o1 A 

50 [c]Onte z[tvlov egnoda ev to Aoyw evat 

tov epfalra e¢ de [BjovrAe: eyw oe avapyn 

Tw Oluat yap GE OUTMOEL Ts ELTTELY) 
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ort Tors Ges xatreoxevacbn Ta wpay 

para ot [elowral[s]| xadwv aicxpov yap 
55 [olux en epws ovy ovrwcer mos edeyes 

[elroy yap davat tov Ayabova: Kat 

[e}riecxws ye Aecyec]s w eratpe Pavar) 

Tov Swxparn Kat € TovTO ovTws) 
"n 

_ €xee addo TL Oo Epws Kaddous av en [[o]]) 
6o epws atc |[pllovs de ov wporoye: ouxov 

[wpolAoynrat ov evdens cate kat pn 
[r]ou 

[exer] rou [elpav: vat eumerv: evdens) 

[ap elore Kat ovK exes 0 €pws Kaddos) 

[avlafy]xn gdavar: ri de to evdees Kar 

65 [Aovs] kat pndlajun Kexrnpevov Kar 

[Aos apla [Aleyedis] ov Kadrov evar: ov dnra: 

[ert olvy opodoyers epwra Kadov etvat 

[es ravr]a ovrws exer: Kat tov Ayal) 

[va erev] m Swxpares Kiwduvevm 

70 [ovdey eidevat wy Tore e:ov: Kat) 

[unly Kadws ye eras gavar w Ayabo 
[aAAa optxpoy] ert ecre ta ayada ov) 

[xaz xara doxelt oot etvat: eporye: € a 

[pa o epws Twly xadov evdens eoriv 

75 [ra Sle ayaQ[a] cada Kav Tov ayabe. 

[evde]n[s] en: eyw davat w Joxpares 
[oot ojvx ay duvatuny ayrideyev 

ada ouTws exeT@ ws ov AEyels: ov) 

pev ovy Tn adr[Olea davat wm dire) 

80 [Ay]abwv dvvacat avrireyey ere 

Zoxpares ye ovdey yaderoy Kat oe) 

pev ye én eacw tov de doyov rov 

mept tov] epwros ov more nKovca) 

z 
yuvalixjos Mavrivexyns Avori{[v jas 
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85 [oly ravra re copy nvifat]] Kat adda) 

moAA[a] kas AOnvatos more Ovoape 
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495 anodavey av n AytdAdrea ITIarpo 

KAXw eramrodavey n mpoaroba 

vely Tov wperepoy Kodpoy umep 

tns Badeas tov maidov py oto) 
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pevovs abavaroy pynunv ape 

500 TNS Wepe cavTwoyv ececOat ny vuv) 

npecs exouev woddrov ye da edy) 

@AX oat Urep aperns abavarov 

kat totaurns Sofns evxAeovs) 
WAVTES WAVTA Wowovety oTw ay a 

505 feLvous wot ToooUTM paAdXoy TOU 208 E 

yap aBavar(ow epwor of pev ovy ev 

"_ xvpoves €oy KaTa Ta Gopara ov 

TES Wpos Tas yuvaikas padAoy TpeE 

WOvTat K&L TAUTN EpwTikol Eliot) 

510 dia matdoyovias abavaciay Kat 

pynuny Kat evdatporiay ws ot 

ovTas auras es Toy emtra ypo) 

voy wavta mopi{[o|jzevor ot de) 

Kata Thy vpuyny et yap ouv edn 209 A 
515 ol ev Tals Wuyxals Kvovow ert padrdo 

n €v TOLS Gwpaci a Yuxn mploo)nKt 

Kat aoe TL ale xac rexew Te ovy mpor 
net Gpovnow tle Kali tTyvy adAnv 

aperny wv on etot Kjat ot trointiat 

520 walyrjes yeryn|rope|s Kat tov O(n 

Col. xii. 

ploupywv ova Aeyorrat evpleT|txKot) 

ecwac modu de pleyliorn edn [xjat Kad) 

Aiotn THS Ppovnoews nN TEpl Tas Tw 

Tmokewy TE Kat oiknoewy [SlLaxoopn) 

525 os n 8n ovopa eotiv cwppoovyn Te 

kat O&Katocvvn TovTwy av oray Tis 
€x veou exkupov n Thy uyny Geos 209 B 

@v Kat nKovons TNS NALKiaS TIKTEL 

TE Kat yevvay non emOupn Cnre 
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530 69 oat Kat ouros meptioy To Kado 

‘ 
ev @ av yevynoeev ev [Tm ylap acxpw 

ovderrore yevyvnoet Ta tle] ovy copa 

Ta Ta KaXa paddov n 7a] atcy[pla aora 

(erat are Ku@v Kal ay evruyn yu 

535 Xn Kadn Kat yevvata [cat] evdver ma 

vu dn aorageralt] ro Evvavgorepo 

kat mpols} rovrov tov avOpamov ev 
Ous evnfople[t Aolylwy] wept aperns Kac 

mept o[oy xpn] eval Tov avépa Tov 

540 ayaboy Kat [a emr|ndevery Kat emt) 

xelpee maderv[erv] amropueyvlos yap) 

olfat Tov KaXov Kat opetAwy aluT@ 

@ maha exve r[|kree Kat yevyla Kat 

mapl|ovr lov Kat amov peuvnperfos 

545 Kat Tro yevynbev cuvexrpedet Kot 

vn eT Exetvou wate TroAU peEt{o) 

Kowoviay Ths Tov tratdwy mpos 

aAAnXous of ToLovToL Layovet Kat) 

gitcay BeBatorepay are Kaddelo) 

550 vow Kat abavarwrepwy tralidjov 

KexolvwvnKores Kat mas dv deat 

TO €auTM ToLovToUS mraidas padXd 

yeyovevat n tous avOpwmivovs Kat 

ets Opunpov amoBreas cat as Hoods 

555 Kat Tovs aAXovs wotnTas Tovs aya) 

Bous (nrwy oa eyyova [elavToy Ka 

Tadelrovoly a exetvos] adavaro 

KAeos Kat pynpnv tralplexerat av 

Ta ToavTa ovra: ea de Bovree edn 

360 otovs Avxovpyos maidas KareXure 

to ev Aaxedaipoly|: cwrnpas rns 

Aaxedaipovos Kat ws eos einjel 

rns EdAados riptos de malp} nuty [Kat 
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0 Sodkwy sta tHv tev vopwy yer) 

565 vnoww Kat adAot adAokk sodAayou 

avdpes kat EdAnat xa ev [BlapBapos 

twohAa Kat adda arod{nvlapeva) 

Col. xiii. 

€pya Kat yervnoavres mravToiay a) 

peTnvy wy Kat tepa moda nbn yeyove) 

570 Ota Tovs Totovrous maidas dia Se Tous 

avOpwmrivovs oudevos mo TauTa pe 

ou Ta Epwrixa icws w Zwxpares Kav) 

ou punbeins ra de TeA€a Kat eronriKa 

@Y EVEKQ Kal TaUuTa €oTiV Eay TIS op) 

575 Ows petin ov od et clos T ay etns’ Epo 

"ev ou edyv eyo Kat mpoOuuias ov 

Sev amodeyw metpw de Kat av ererOat 

€ay owos Te ns: See yap edn Tov opbas 

 ifowra em rovro ro mpaypa apxecbalc] 

580 fey veov ovTra levat emt Ta Karta ow) 

Hara’ Kat mpwroy pev eav opbas n) 

-ynTat o nycupevos evos avroy cwpa 

TOS €pay Kat evravOa yevvay Xoyous 

nahous emeita de avroy KaTovon) 

585 gat ort To KaAXos To emt oTwovY Toa 

TL TM Et ETEpM GwpaTt adeAgoy ects 

kas ec dec Siwoxety ro em etdet Kadov) 

TONAN avota pn ovyx Ev TE Kal TavToY 

nyetoOat To ent] mact ToS cwpact Kad 

590 Aos: rovro & evvonoavra KataotTy 

pat Tavray tev Kadov TMLATO 

epaotny evos de To spodpa Touro xa 

Aacat Katagpovnoavta Kat opixpo 

nynoapevoy' peta Oe TavTa To ev 

595 Tas Yuxais KadAos Tipiwrepoy 7) 
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ynoacOae tov ev TM Gwpart wore Kat 

 €ay emtekns wv THY Wuxnv tis Kat 

€ay opixpov avOos exn e€apKev) 

avrol|y || Ka: epay cat xkndeoOat Kat Tt 

600 Kretv Aoyous Tolovrovs Kat (nTEy 

otrtves motnoovor BeAretovs Tous) 

veous iva avecae av Beacacba 

TO ev TOLS emiTnOevpact Kat Tots) 

vopots KaAov Kat TouTo ide ort) 

605 wav auto aurw gvyyeves eoriv) 

tva To mEepkt TO copa Kadov opikpoy 

Te nynonria e(valk pera de ta em) 

 pndevpara €ml Tas emtoTnpas) 

ayayev wa edy av emornpov) 

610 Kaddos Kat Bren[wly mpos [rjodu nén) 

TO Kadov [inKeTt TO Tap Evt waTrEp 

OLKETNS ayamoy matdaploy Kaddos 

[n] avOpwrov rivos n emitndevpa 

[ro]s [[r]levos SovAevay pavdos 9 Kat 
615 [opilkpodoyos aAA em To [rroAly meda) 

Col. xiv. 

yos zlerpalup[evos rov Kadov] Ka[t] Oewp[o 

moA[Aous Klat Ka[Aovs Aoyous Klar peyado) 

mpe[res Tilx[re: Kat dtavon|uara ev giro 

gog[ia adbovw ews av evrjavda pworbas 

620 kat avénOfas xaridy Tila emornpny 

pay [rovavrny n earl Kadov toobde 

mwetpm O€ plot edn tov] vouy mpocexetv 

ms otoy re pladtorla os yap ay pexpt ev 

tava mpols] ra epwriixja madaywyn) 

625 On [Oelmperfos] epdéns] re Kat opOws) 
Ta Kaha mpos Tedos n[dn] toy tov epw 
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Tix[dy efarpyns Kxarolyelrat tt Bav) 

Haoroy rnv guow Kaldov toutjo €) 

Ketvo wm Zaxpa[res] ov [dn evexer] car 
630 ot eumpocbev mavrels trovor noaly) 

mpwrov pev act ov Klas ouTe ytyvo 

Hevoy ovTe amoAdu_pevoy oure av 

gavopuevoy oute g[O:vov erera ov 

Ty pev kalAjov tn [8 atoxpoy ovde ro 
ovd(e 

635 Te pev rode Se ov mplos pev TO Kadov 

mpos d€ to atoyxpory ovd [ev]Oa [per xja 

dov evOade Se atcypoy ws riot pev Oo 

Kadov riatv Se ao[xpoy}] ovd av galyra 

aOncerat avtw To [kajAoy otoy [po 

640 awmov 7m ovde xetpes ovde adA[o] ov 

de ev copa petexer ovde tis doyos 

ovde Tis emtoTnun ovde amlouv ov ev € 
@ 

repllou]| ret otov [ev] {aw 4 ev [yn 7 ev 

ovpayw n év tw [addw] a[AA auto Ka 

645 9 avro per avrov povoledes ae ov 

Ta de addra tavTa Kada ex[etvou pe 

TEXOVTA TpOTrOY TivVa ToOLOU|TOY OF 

ov yltyvopevoy te Tov addrwv [Kat 

amo\Aupevav pndey exevo [un 

650 Te mAeov pnTe eAaTTOv ytyvler 

Oar pnde macyev pindey orav [dy 

Tis ato twvde dia To opbws ma[ide 

pacrey emaviov exeivo t[o] x[aAov 

apyntat Kabopay cyxediov av Ti a 

655 mToiro Tov TeAovs Touro [yalp d[n «€ 

oTt To opOws emt Ta Eparix(a tevat 

n Ur addov ayerbat apyxopulevoy a 

To Tovoe TMV Kado eEx[Eivou Eve 

Ka Tov KaAov aet erravier[at womrep 
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660 eravaBacpos yxpwperfoy amo e 

vos emt dvo kat ato dvoly emt wav 

Ta Ta Kaha copata Kat [ato Tw 

Col. xv. 

[xa]A[w]y cwparwoy emt Ta Kaha enmity 

devpara Kat amo tov emrndevpa 

665 Toly] emt Ta kaha padnpara Kat a) 

vo [Tlwy pabnpatwy em exevo To 

palO|nula] reAevrno[n] o eorty ovx adr 

Aov [n alurov exfevou] Tov Kadov pa) 

Onpla Klar yuo avrw teAevror|| roll 
670 0 ear. Kadoy er[rjav8a Tov Biov w) 

gite Soxpares epn y Mavrimxn) 

£evn exrrep mov add\obe Biwroy ay 

Op[w|ra Oewuevm avto To Kadoy o €) 
av wore idns ov xara yxpuaoy 7(e]) 

675 Kat [ecO|nra Kat rovs Kadous matdals 

Te [kale veavioxous doger cot etvat 

ous vuy opwy extrerAngat Kat €Tot 

Hols et Kafe] ov K[alt addot woA[A]oe opwyres 

ta [rat\ltjxa Kat Evrfolrire]s ace afujras 

680 € mows oloy TE nv pte Eo[Oley pnte 

[mee addr\a povoy OeacacOa Kat) 

[luvevas re Snta edn oropeba [et Tl 

yevoit[o] auto To Kadoly wWew ecdAcKpe 

. ves Ka@apov aptxroy af\A\a pn ava 

685 mew capxov te avOpwn{ivov Kat 

[xlpw[jarwv Kat adAns mod[Ans pAv 

apta{s Olynrns aA avro tio Oeoy xa 

[A]ov duvatro povoedes [xaridav a 

[p] ocee edn davrov Boy yry[vlecFar exe 

690 [ce BlAerovros avOpwrov Kat ex[ewvo w 
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[dee Oew]uevov cat f~u[volvros aluro 7 

[ovx evOvluee edn ofrt elyravda [avrw 

[Hovaxov ylevnolera: olowyrt w olparoy 

[ro Kadov Tixrey ovx edwAla aper[ns 

695 [are ovx etdwdou efarroperlm add a> 

[An6q are Tov] adnbov[s epalrroperfo 
[@AAX adnOn alre rolv aAdlnOovs edamrio 

[mevm rexolyre de aperny adrn&n Kat 

[Opewaluevm vrrapye: Oeogiree yelver 

700 [O]zc [x]ac exrép tw adAw avOpwraly a 
[Oalvarw [xlaxecvo ravra dn Daildpe 212 B 

[Tle x[a}e [or] adAAoe egy pey Atortpa ze) 

meto[pat] O eym merecpevos de treip[w 

pla]e Kat rovs adAous eBay ort Tov 

405 [rlov Tov Krnpa[tos rn] avOplwrea 

[puoee Eluvepyoy apevw epwr(os 

oux [aly ris padiws AaBoa dio dn eyw 

ye ont xpynvat nialyr avdpa Tov) 
[e]pwra Tiay Kat avTos Timm Ta 

710 [elpwrixa [x]at dtadepovrws acKxw) 

Col. xvi. 

Kat [rots aAAlots trapaxeXevopat Kat) 

vuy Te K[at altee eyKw@piag@ Tov epw) 

Ta Thy Ova Kat avdpeay tov 

€pwros x[a0 ogov] olos T eget TouTov 

"15 ovy Tov [Aoyoy wm Baid|pe ac prev et pe 212C 

Bovre a[s elyxapfioly ets epwra vo) 

pugov eipynoGalt] « de ort Kat orn yxat 

pets ovopagwy rouvTo olvjopage: et 

-8- sovros de ravta tov Swxparovs 
720 PT rous prey eravey Tov de Aptaro 

gayn emyetpleliy Aeyery Te oTL €) 
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pvnoOn avtov Aeywv Oo Swxparns 
wept Tov Aoyou Kat efaidyns THY) 

avietoy Gupay Kpovopeyny trodv 

Wodov rapacyelv ws KwopacT@ 

kat avdntpidos dovny axovey 

tov ouy AyalOjwva maides havat) 

ov xeerOe kat ay pey Tis TOY e) 

mirnoeov n Kadlelire ec Oe py Ae 

730 Y€TE OTL ov TrEivopEv adda TraVO) 

[ueOa n]dn Kat ov modv vorepov AX 

xi{Biadjov tnv dwvny axovey ev 

[rn avjAn odhodpa pe[Olvovros Kar) 

[ueya] Bowvros epwrwvros omrov) 

135 Ayjab lor Kat KeAévovtio|s aye) 
Vv 

mapa Ayabwra> aye: ovy avrov ma 

pa adas [r]nv re avAnrpida vo) 

AaBoveav Kat addovs Tivas Tov 

akoXou[Olav [klar emtornvat em) 

740 tals Oupas earehavwpevoy avro 

kit|Toly Te vt oTehavwpevoy av 

[roy xt]rrov re tivt orepavw) 
€ 

[uev]ov dact Kat iwy Kat Tatas 

[exovr]a emt tns Kehadns trav) 

745 [mwoAA]as xat etre avdpfels yarpe 

750 

[re pe]Ovovra avdpa rraviu] opodpa 

[delfeoO[ ale Evumrorny 4 anito}per) 

[avjadnoavres povoy Ayabwva ed o 

melo nAOopev eyw yap Tor davat €) 

x9es prev ovy oifos] Tr eyevouny adt) 

x[ecO]a{c] vuy de nxw em Tn Kepadn) 

[elxov [rlas rawwas iva amo z[n]s €) 

pns kepadns t[nv] tou codwrar(olv 

kat Ka[AAlorou [xe]faAr[y cay etm 
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755 ovT@ol avad|nlow apla Karayedace 

a6 pov ws pebvoyros [eyw de Kay 

vues yeAaTe ouols ev od ort adn 

Col. xvii. 

6n Aeyw adAa [poe AcyeTe avrobev em 

pntos ecw pn [cupmiecbe n ov tray 

760 Tas ovy avabopuByolat Kat Kedeve eo 

ecevat Kat x[ajraxAciverOat Kat tov Aya 

ava Kade auToly Kat Tov tevat ayo 

Hevoy Utro tav av[Opamov Kat re 

ptatpovpevoy aya [ras ramias ws 

765 avadnoovra emimploabe Trav ofbar 

pov exovra ov Kaz[tdev Tov Swxpa 

™ adrAa xabiferOat wapa rov Aya 

Oava ev pecwm Yoxpalrovs re Kat exet 

vou’ Tapaxwpnoa [yap Tov Ywxparn 

7]0 @S Exelvoy kartde[y mrapaxabego 

pevoy de avrov alomafecbat te Tov 

Ayabova kat av[adey ere ovy 

tov Ayadova u[moAvere trades AX 

xiBiadny iva ex rpit[oy Karaxey 

175 Tat: wavy y emew toly ArKiBiadny 

adda tis new ode tpilros gupmorns 

Ra ana peractpepomevoy avuti[oyv 

opay tov Yewxparn idovra de ar[a 

mnonoa Kat emety: wo Hpaxdres rov 

780 Te Tt nv? Rwxpalryns ovros eAAoxwv 

av pe evrav0a [xarexeico womep et 

wbes eEaidyns [avagaverbat 

earecsign wetren (1sbeis ECISITE 
avadaiverOat orov eyo [mpny net 

785 oTa ce eoleloOat Kat vuy Te nKlets Kat 

Tt av evtav0a xare[xAWwns ws ov 
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napa [Aptorlopaver ou[d ee Tis adXos 

[y]eAoco[s eo]re [Tle wae BovAcrac adda 

74] e#nXavncw [orlws malpa tw Kad 
790 ALtoTw@ tov elvdoly KaTaketon Kat 

[rov Yoxpar|n Alyabov gavac opa et poe 
en[apuvers] ws efor o TovTov Epws Tou 

alvOpw|n[oly o[y davrAov mpaypa yeyo 

viev] am exewvov [yap tlov ypovov a 

795 ov Tovrov npacOny ovxert efe 

ort por ovre mpooBAewlat ouvre Sta 

AexOnvat Kado ovd[evt n ovroct 

(ndorun[oly pe Kat g[Oovwy Oav 

paorla epyagerat Kat AoWoperat 

Boo Te K[at Tw xElpe ployis a[wexerat opa 

ouy pn Tt Kat vuy [€pyaonrat addra 

dtadrAag[ov] nulas n e€av emtyetpy 

BiilagecOat emalpuve ws eyo ty 

Tovrov pav[tay Te Kat pidepacte 

805 ay mavu olppado adA ovk eoTt 

Col. xviii. 

[pavat] tov AAx[iBiladny epor Kat cot 

[StaAA]ayn: adAa rov7[ov pevy ets avéts 

[ve Tetpwlpnoopar vuy de [wor Ayabov 

[pavat] perados roy rawliwy cva 

810 [avadnow] Kat tyv Toulrov TrauTnvt 

[tyv Oavplacrny Ke[padrny Kat py 

[moe pepgnrat [olrt [ce pew avednoa 

Col. xxiii. 

[war Yoxlpares eferey[xe] ovveyivo) 
[env yap w] avdpes povr[os] povw Kat wpn 

815 [autixa dijaref[allecOar [alvrov pot arep) 
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[av epacrns] mali[elexos ely epnpta dare 

[xGeen Kat €]xatpoy rovray dn pada ¢)] 

[yeyvero ovdey add walmie|p ecober dtare 

[xOecs av pot cat ovy|n[plepevoas wyeTo) 

820 [amy peta TravTa oluvyupvacecat 

[wpovKadoupny] avroy Kat ouveyupva 217 C 

[fopny ws] re evravO[a welpaywy ovv) 

[eyupvaglero [ovy pol x[la:] mpolcjen[adali[é 

[wroAAaKts ovdevos mlapolyros Klas [rt de 

825 [Aeyew ovdely yap poe mAcoly ny ele) 

n 
[8n de ovjdapn ravr nvutiov eld[oge 

[woe embeteo|y ervat To avdpt xara 

[70 Kapreploy Kat oux aver{alleov eet) 

[Snirep evjexeryeury adda ei[[ Kew ]loréov 

830 [dn rt] eort TO mpaypa: mpoxadov) 

[wat 5]n avrov mpos zlo clvvdemrve 

[arexv]ws womep epacrns maidixas 
[ertBovA]evar Kat pot ovde rourolv]]) 

Vv 

[raxu um]nxouvcey’ ows 8 ov xpovw) 217 D 

835 [erecOn elretdn Se adixero To mpwro 

[Secrvnloas amevar eBovdero: Kat) 

[rore pely atoxuvopevos aldnxa 

[avroy alvOts 8 emi([BolvdAc(voas ere 

[8n ededeclry[n|xee SteXeyouny trop 

840 [po tov vulxroy Kat erreidn ye eBov 

[Aero amtevjat ox[n|rrouevos ort owat 

[ecm mpoo|nvayx[aloa avrov pevey 

[averrave]ro ovy [ely tn e€xopevn €) 

[mov KAelivn ev nfirep edetlrvet at ov 
845 [des ev] ro oxn[patt addrAos Kabnu 

[dev] 1 nue: plexpe pey ovy dn dev 217 E 

[po rlov Aoyou KalAws ay exot x]at mpos oy 
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[rivlouy Aeyery [ro 8 erevOey oun a 

[uoly nKovoare Ac[yor|r[ols e pn mpm 

850 [roy plev to Acyol\ulevlov otvos aprfelu 

Te mradeoy Kat pet[a] maidoy ny 

[alAnOns’ erara [adalyica Yoxpa) 
[rTlous epyov Urepri(gavjoy eis emale 

[voly eAOovra adtxfov] por Gaive[rac 

855 [ert] de ro tou Sny[Oeros Bro zlou 

[exews] wados xape [ex]e: Gao[e yap 

[wov rkwa rovro mabovra ov[K e€ 

Col. xxiv. 

ovk eOedev AEyely oto[y nv wAny Tas de 
Snypevars ws por[ors yvooopevos Kar ~vy 218 A 

860 yymoouevos €« may [eroApa Spay Tre Kat 

Aeyew Uiro Ts odu[yns eyw] ovv dedny 

pevos TE Uiro adytvorepov kat Tio aAyt 

votaroy wv ay tis OnxOen T[v] Kap 

Bay yap n Woxny 7 ort Set avro ofvo}) 

865 paca mwAnyes te kat OnyOes tno Tl 

[ely pirocogia Aoyor ot ExovT[at ex:]) 

[dv]ns aypiwrepoy véou yuynis pln a 

qivov|s oray AaBovrat Kat mowvior dpa 

Te Kat Acyei[y ortjouy [kale opwy av Pale 

870 dpous [Ay]ab[ov]jas Eplugipjaxous Mav. | 218 B 

[cavtas Apiorodnpolvs te Kat Alptoro 

glavas Ywxpar|n [Sle avrov me Ser Ace 
yeily Klae oo[oc aAlAot ravres yalp Kexot 

vovnkare Tns gdirocogov [¢lleirsas 

875 Te Kat Baxyxias: dio wavres alxou 

cece] cuvyvwcerbe yap ros tle Tore 

[mpayx]Oeto[s] Kae rows vuv A€eyopelvors 

[oc & oltxerat kat et Tis addos eor[ev Be 
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BinAlos re nat ayploixos] mudas aialyiy 

880 [weyad]as ros wor [emblecO[alle [elre:) 

én [yla[p] ovy w avdpes o re Aux{[vos alme 

oP{nxee kat ok mfadles efw noay [edo 218 C 
[Ee poe xpnvae plnd[ely moxcdAAley 

[wrpos avrov adr elAcvOepws eitrety a 

885 [por edoxe: Kat etrjoy Kat Ketynoas) 

avr[ov SYaxpares xalOcvdas: ov dn 
aa 9 8 os otcba ov a pol Sedoxrat) 

Tt pa[Aiora edn ou epok doxes nv) 

& eyw [eyo epalorns alf(cjos yeyorielvar 

890 povols Kat] pot dalivje oxvety pyn) 

aOnviat mplos pe eyw Se ovradi [ex]o 

wavy [avolntioly nyovpar etvat cot pn 

ov xat [rovjro xalplicacGat Kar e Tt ar 

Ao 9 Tn[s] ovcias rns] exns devo n TH 
895 [dilAwy zlwly eper|'} ecole] per» yap ov 218 D 

dev eort] mperBureplov tlov ws ort) 

[BleArioz[oly exe yer[ecOat}: rovrofy 

de oftluale poole avdAAnn{ropa olvde[va 

Kuptwrepoy e[ilyac coly eyo On Tot 

g00 ovTm avdpt modu palrdoy aly pn 

Xapt{opevos atcy[uvorpny)] rovs 

dportpous n xapi(gopevos rlovs) 

Col. xxv. 

Te [woAXous Kat adlpovas Kat [ovros a 

[xoveas para elpwlyixws kat og[odpla - 

905 [eavjrov [re Kat etwOlorws edefe : wo AD 

[xc]Bradn xi[vdlu[vjevers ro ove ov) 

gavros efvat eli(wjep [alAnOn Tvyyaver 

on[7a] @ Aeyers mept epou Kat TIS EoT € 218 E 
e 

y [enor Sjuvayis 8 ns av [clu yevoo a 

as a Ee cle am 
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910 pevov alpunlxavoy [Tlot KadXos opw 

ns ay ey eluot Kat TNS Tapa cot evpop 

g[tjas malplrodu Sifaldfeplov ec bn Kalo 

[par avro] x[owlwoacbar Te pot emt) 

[xlpets Kat ad[A]agfacOat KaddAos avri 

915 KadAous ovK oAtym pou mA€coveKTeLy 

Stavoet adX ave [Ologns adnOecav) 
@ 

kadf[olly xracOa emixetpers Kat Tw) 

ovTt er xarxeov [(SapeBerbar 2ig A 

voeiss a\A @ paKkapte apetvoy [oKo 

920 met py oe AavOavw [ovdley wy n Tar 

Tns Stavotas ovis apxerat ofu Bre 

rev oTay f Twv o“parwy TNs) 

axpns Anysiy emxeipyn ov [de] Tov) 
TOV €TE (7 ]oppan: Kal €y@ a@xkovoas :) 

925 Ta pey wap epou env [ralura eo[ri) 

wy ovdlely addws eipyrat 7 ws] da [>] 

v[oovpjac ov [de avros olur(w] BovAecv 219 B 

[ov aoe re] ort alptcroy Kat epjor nyele :| 

@AX [epn Touro y ev Aeyes Ely yap Tw 

930 emtor{ts yxpovwm Bovdevopevot] mpa 

fopev o av] dawnralt voy mept 

TE TOUT@Y Kat Trept [ray addwy 

aptorov(:| ¢[yw] pew O[n TravTa axov 

call] TE Kat Etrlwy Kalt] apes alomep 
935 Beret ret[pwlobat avrov awplny Kat 

- avaota[s ye] oud emitpewas tlovrm 

ere ovdley ert] apdieola(s To ipa 

Tiov To epaluroly ziovroly Kat [yap 

nv xetpov info Tov rpiBolva xa[) 

940 TakAlvels Toy TovTovt mleptBaro 

TT yxelpe TOvT@ To datluovim ws 219 C 

adnOos Kalt Oavpacrjo Karexec) 
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pry Thv vuKra oAnly Kat ovde) 

Traut av o Yoxpares elpes [olre [Welv 
945 Sopfat mosnoavros de dn tavTa 

epou [ovros Trogovroy mepieye|ve 

To T[€| K[ac KaTeppoyvncey Kat Kare 

Col. xxvi. 

yedkacey tns Enns wpas Ka vBpicey [Kat 

MWept EKELYO ye wpENnY TL Eval w av[Opes]) 

950 OtKacrat Oixacrat yap ine Tns Slwxpa 

[rouvs] tmrepngavitals: ev yap tlorle pa Oeovs 

[ua Beas olu[dev] mepirr[orepoly x[arade 

SalpO|nx[a]s avelorny pelra axpalrous] 
n € peta marplos KaOnuldov n adedAgou 

7a 

955 mperButepov: [ro d]n pe rovro [twa 

gerbe pe Stavloraly exe[ev] nyovperd 

pev nripacha alyaper[ov de] tyv Tov 

Tov guow z[€ Kat calppoovvny Kxalt av 

dpecay evr[elruxnKora avOp[a|rw) 
oO 

960 ToLovTw oiw efy|w [oluk av wpny niolre) 

evtuxew es dpovnoliy Kjat els ey 

Kparetay waor[e ojt Ol oma[s] ov opy ot) 

Hnv etxov ec x[at alroorepnbeny) 

[7]ys rour[oly [cvjvoul[ O]joras: ovre orn 

965 mpocayayotpur|s| avroy eumopouv 

fey yap néew ort ypnpact ye modv) 

padAoy arpwros nv TavTaxn 7 

o.énpw o Alas' wm TE wLNVY avToy po 
g 

vo adrwcedar cteredevyer pe n7r0) 

970 pouy On Kata[d\edovAm@pevos re U 

wo Tov avOpwrov ws ovdes vm [ov 
T 
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devos addov mepinflelia ravra re [ylap 

fol amavTa mpovyeyove Kat pe) 
€ 

Ta talura orparia npey [els IIo) 

[Tle[e]Oacay eyevero Kown Kat ofuly 

EGELTOULEY EKELY MpoToy pev ov 

TOLS Trovots ov povoy epou me[p|t{ 7] 

[a]AAa Kat Tov addAwy amavroly 

[oro|ray avayxacbempey amo) 
t 

[AetpOlevres trov oa dn emt atpares 
[as acejrety ovdey noav ot adAot impos 220 A 
t[o] x[alprepew ev + au Tats evwoyxtats 

Ga 

fovos amroAAvety olos T nv Ta T ar 

Aa Kat mivety ovx ebedwy orroTe a) 

v[alyxacOen mavras expare- Kat 

990 

995 

[0] wlavjrov dupaoinnkras Soxpa 
[T]n peOvovra ovdets marore ew) 

plalkey avOpwrav rovrov pey ov 

plolt Sones xa aurixa o edeyxos €) 

[veo Olas mpos de av ras Tov yepm 
ae 

[vos kap}repyolfal|s S[elvolt] yap avro 

[Ac xetpov}es Oavylalora eipyage 
[ro ra Te @dlAa [Kat] more ovros [[u]}ra 220 B 
you owov dlevojrarov Kat travroy 

Col. xxvii. 

n ovK e€tovtoy [e]ydobey n et [Ths €) 
tot nugieopevoy [[S]] re Oavpacra by 
ova Kat Urodedepevwy Kat ev[erlALy 
Hevev tous [modas elis metAouls] Kat 
apvaxidas ouros [ely tlovrorls ef{net 

1000 €xov ivarcoy plev] Torovroy [otoly 
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mep Kat Mmpotepoy ember dopey] av 

uTrodn[rlos de dia Tov Kpvara{A}Aou 

pafoly emopevero n ot adXrot rode 

djepjevf[ole ot Se orpariwrali] ijmeBlre 

1005 mov] aufrjoy ws Kxaradpovoluly[rja o) 

giwy] kat tavta pevy On Tavra otov 
eee 

8 [av] rod eplelge [klar erdn xaprepos 
avnip exiee molre emt orparias agiov 

axfolvo[at ovyvolncas yap avroé) 
IOro 

1015 

1020 

1025 

[ewBey te elior[nKele oxomrmy Kat emt 

8n ov mpovlxwpe}t avr ovK avein) 

a[AAa] ecorn[xes (\ntov Kat dn 7 

peonpBpta [kak avOpwro no[Ojavo 

To x[at] Oavplalfovres adXos adrAw 

eXeyev ort Soxparns ws e€ ewbl[ell 

violu ppovrifwy ri eatnke: Tedev 

t[ovjres Se rwles tov Lovey ¢) 

mwecdn [eomepa nv delrynoartes 

[ac ylap Oepols rorje ye [nv yx]apevria) 

e€(eWeyxapevor] apa pey ev ro wpuye 

x[aOnludov alpa 6 elgvAarroy avrov) 

[ec Kat tnv vuxta] eornfot o de aorn 

kee [wexpt ews eyev|ero Kat nXro[s] ave) 

oxev creira wyxeTlo amimy mpocevga 

plevlos [rm nAww ec] dle] BovrAecbe xac ev) 

1030 

Tas palxats rourlo yap dn dixaoy ye 

avrw [amodovyja: ore ylalp 7 waxn 7 

ef ns epmoe [kat tla apltlozi[ecla edooay ot 

orparn[yot oudles [alAAos ene eowoev 

alvOlowmey [n ovros] rerpwpevor) 

[oun eOleAw@y afmronderely adda ovrdre 

ajwoe kat] Ta oda [kar avjrov ene Kat eyo 

plev] @ Boxpares x[a rolre exeAevor) 
got dj:dovat ta apto[rea)] rovs orpatn) 

T 2 
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1035 ylous] Kat rovro ye plot] ovre nev] ve oure €) 
ples] ort yevd[opa:] afAAla yap rev orpa) 

[rnywv] mplos ro enol af{t]wpa amoPre 

[rovrwy] x[at BovdAlopevov epor ddo) 

[vat ra apiorea] avro[s] mpobvporepos 

1040 [eyevou Tay orpalrnywy eve AaBerv) 

[) cavrov ert Trop w alvdlplels aff ko 

Col. xxviii. 

[nv Ocaclacbat SYaxparny ore amo AnAtov 

[puyn alvexwper To orparomedoy’ eruyd a2r A 

y[ap maplayevopevos tmmov €x[wv| ovros 

1045 dle oda]: avexwpe: ovy eox{edacpe]y[oly 

n[én] tov avOpwrwv ovros Te apa xiat 

[A]ayns Kat eyo mepirvyxaval: xjae id 

evOus mapaxeXevopat Te avrow bap 
€ 

pty Kat €Xeyov ort ovK amodeiyo avTw 

1050 ¢yrjav0a dy Kat KadAEov eOcacapy 

[SJoxparn ny [ev] ITorfelSara’ avros yap) 

troy ev gloBlo n SiJa ro eh immou evat 

mpolroly pev olaov] mepinv Aaxnros Tw 221 B 

evhpio|y evar eveta eplorlye edoxer w A 

1055 piorogaves To ofoly On rovro Kat eEket) 

Starropeve[cOlat womep Kat evade Bpev 

Gvopevos re Ka [Tl eas [7alpaBar 

Awy npepa trapla\oxormy xiat] Tous gt 

Aous Kat Tous moAeptovs Sn[Alos wv) 

1060 mavTt Kat mavu troppwblely ort es Tis 

awvaito tlovrou Toly avdpos pada) 

eppoperfws aluvverrar dto Kat aoa 

Ao[s alrnet Kat avTos Kat o ETEpos axe) 

oly] yap tt tov [olurms dtaxeipevo 

1065 €v Tm modem ovde antoytat a{AAla 
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[rolus wporporadny devyovrals dt 

@Kovoity’ moAAa pev ovy aly] ris Kafe 

 ad{Aja exot Saxparny ematverat xat) 
Gavpacia al\Aa tov adlAwy [elrirndev 

1070 paToy Tax ay tls] Kat] wept afA]Aouv ro) 

aura euro to de dn pnder[t alyOpor 

 opotoy ety[at] pyre rolv] TaNlailov py 

Te Tov [vuy ov|rwy [rovro afijoy may 

tos Oauplarol|s ovos yap [AyiAlAeus evyeve 

1075 TO ameklaceley av rts Kat] Bpacidaly] 

—_ ——~w ~~ —- - - + - 

221 C 

Kat adAovs x[at oltos alu ITepixAlns xa Ne) 

aropa Kat Ayrnvijolpa: etot Se [klar ere(plot nar rove 

adAevs KTA TavTa av zis] Kat Tovs addov[s a]) 

meikagot otos Ole oluroat yeyovey z[nlp 

1080 aromiay avOpwros Kat auros Kat ot Alo] 

you avrov ovd eyyus ay evpo tis (nTov 

OUTE TMV VvUY OUTE TOY Tradaioy’ Et 

an apa as eyw [Acy|lm ametxagor tis av 

tov avOpwnriov pev] pndevt rots [éJe) 

1085 ceAnvfos] Kat caruplo(s| avrov Kale} 

Tous Aoyo[us Kat yap ovy Klat rouzio ely) 

ros [mpwrots mapeAtrov ort Kalt] ot Ao 

Col. xxix. 

you avrov opoltjorarot: erat roils oeltAnvas 

rots Stovyoplevos] et yap eedlor ils TH 

1090 S[wxlparous axovje|y Acywv Plaverely [aly 

malvu yedoto[t] z[0] z[plwrov roravra Kali 

ovonata Kalt] pnpara efwbev sept) 

apll pllexovra garupov tiva UBpicrov 

So[palys ovovs yap KavOnXwwous Aevyer 

1095 Kat [x]aAxeas Tivas kat oKuroropous 

xa: Bupoodlevjas Kat act dia Tov aura 

221 D 

221 E 
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Tavta gatverat Aeyew wore arretpos 
s 

kat avontos avOpwrolu|| mas av tov) 

Aoy|w|y KarayelAlavecey Storyopevous 

1100 de idwy ay ris Kat er[rols avTwy ytyvo 

pevos mpwroy pev viouv] exovras ev) 

Sov povous evpyoe Tov Aoywy eret 

Ta Qeorarovs Kat mAoTa [alyaApa 

TH QpETNS EV auToLs ExovTas Kal €) 

110g we mAetoToy Tivoyras paddoy 6 em 

way ogov mpoonkie: olko7vrey Tw per 

Aovtt Kadw Kayabm eveoOar- TavTa 

TavTa eoTiy wm avdpes a eyo Yoxpa 

Tn €Talym Kat av a pepghopar cup 
g 

1110 peas npely] emov a pe UBpicev) 

Kat PevTOL OUK Efe povoy TauTia]) 

mweniolinxey adic Kat Xappuidny z[o 

Pravx(wlyos xat Ev6[ujénpoy rov [A:] 
— 

oKAeous Kat aAdXovs mroAXous’ ous ou 

1115 T[ols e€ararwy ws epactns mratdiKka 

HadXov avros Kabiorarat avt epa) 
ci 

arov’ a dn kat aot Aeyw Ayabov pn €) 
@ 

famaracBat to z[ovroly add [[ul|ro re 

nperepwy tradn[pareoly yvovra) 

1120 evAaBnOnvat Kat pln Kalra tyy 1a) 

L 
poiiay worep vn{mioly mabovra) 

[y]v@var: evrovtos On ravta Tov 

~ AdxiBiadov yedora yevec Oat [elm 
€ 

™ TWapnoia avrov ort edoxea Tit] € 

1125 pwrixws exely tov Boxparovs) 

Tov ovv Jaxparn[:] vypew por 

doxes [[ellgv w AdkiBiadn [oly yap 

222 A 

222 B 

222 C 
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av MOTE ovT@ Kopiyos KuKAw) 

meptBardopev[ols agavicat e[v]e 

1130 [xelpets ovvexa TavTa traly|ra 

[etp]nxas: xlale ws [ely [raplepyw Snf[Ae]) 

[Aeylwy emt redlelur[ns aluro eOnxas) 

Col. xxx. 

@S OU TaYTG@ ToUTOU evEeKa ELpnKwS) 

rou ene Kat [Alyabova diaBadrAey ot 

1135 [oplevos dev exe plev clov epay Kat pn) 

[Slevos adAou [Alyabwva de tio cov epacba 

kat pnd ud [elvos addAov add ovK edades) 

adda To caTupixoy cov dpapa rovro 

k[at] oetAnvixoy KaradnAov eyeve 

1140 TO GAA wm girte Ayabor pndev mr&cov 

aura yeynrat ad\dAa tapacKevagou 

omms ene Kat oe pnders StaBaret Tov 

[oly Ayabwva ere Kat pnv @ Xo) 
Kpares xevdvvevets adrnOn Acylelv 

1145 Texpatponar de Kat ws KarekAw7 

€y peow euouv TE Kal cou iva yxwpis) 

__npas dtahaBn ovdey ovy mdeov) 
Q@ CE o 

auTwm eorat add eyo map edO@lelly xara 

KAwnoopalt]: wavy ye gavat Tov 

1150 oxparn Sevpo #roxarm epov Ka) 

Takdewou: w Zev eimety tov AXkt 

~ Biadnv ota av twacxe timo tov avOpw 

ov overat pou dey mavTayxn TeEpt 
adAo & 

tevaty add et pn Tt @ Bavpacr ev [[pel] 

1155 pelow nluov ea Ayabova KaraKket) 

[rAat] aAA advvaroy gdavat Tov) 

Soxparn ov ple yap epe emnvecas . 
& 

dec de exe av rov em deg emavet 
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€ay ovy vio cot KataxrL8n Ayabo 
8 8 

ov Onmov ee taXdty emaverera tpt 

Um epou padrlAjov ematvebnvac) 

ard eacoy w Jatljuovie cat pn pbovn 
é 

ons To petpalkli@ var epou eravedn 

vat Kat yap tmavu emOupo avrov) 

eykoptacat tov tov davat tov Aya) 

Owva AdxiBiadn ove eo ows av) 
@ 

evOade pewatpe adda tavtoolal| pad 

Aov peravacrr[clopa iva vo Jw 
Kparous ematveOw: TavTa exewa) 

1170 gavat rov AAkiBiadny ta ewwbora 

SwKparovs wapovros toy Kadwv) 
perada[Bletv] advvarov adAlw] Kae vu 

ws evrropm kat] mBavoy Alolylov nlupfer] 

woTE Tap aulT|w rovro KalraKxe)oOat 
I175 

1180 

1185 

Tov pev ovjly] Ayadova ws Karilalxes 

[coluevoy alapla to Zewxpar(e] aviijora) 
[cO]a: efarpyns de Kwpacras nKew 

Col. xxxi. 

TaptmoAAous emt tas Ouvpas Kat emt 

Tuxovras avl[alkmypevais efcov) 
Co 

TOS Tivos Elam avTikpus tropeveBat 

twa[pa alpas Kat KataxAeverOa Kat 

OopvBouv pecta mavra etvat Kat ov 

KeTL ev Koopm ovdert avayKace 

Oat wetvey taproAuy otvoy Tov 

pev ovv Epvgéipaxov Kat tov Pat) 

Opov Kat Tovs adAous Twas edn 0) 

Apiorodnpos otxerOat amiovras €) 

avrov d€ Umvoy AaBew kat KaTa) 

223 A 

223 B 
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ww v 

Sapbew avjel] mod[y alre (plaxpov ro 

vuKtov ovawy efeyperOat Se mpos 

npepav én adextpr[o\yov ardov 

Tov efeypopevols] d[e] ide rous) 
é 

Hey addAous Kxabu[djovras Kat oxo) 

pevous Ayabova Se xat Swxparn 

1195 Kat Aptorodavyn eTi povous eypyyo 

pevat Kat mivey ey peyadns gida) 

Ans em defta roy ovy Soxparn 

41200 

1205 

1210 

avrois dtadeyer Oat Kat Ta pev ar 

Aa o Aptorodnpos ovK edn peuvy 

oat rwov Aoywv ovre yap ef apyns) 

wapayeverOat UmovucTtagey TE 
TOL 

To pev xedhadatoy edn TMpocavay 

xafew Tov Saxparn opodoyey 

avTous Tov avtov avdpos etvat) 

Kopodiay Kat Tpaywdiay emioTa 

oOat movey Kat Tov Texvn TpAayw) 

Sorrotoy ovra Kwpmdorrooy etvat 

tauta oy avaykagopevous avrou(s] 

Kat ov ogodpa erouevous vuorace: 
8 

Kat mporepov pev xaral[O]japbev ro 
nV 

Apioropav] ous]| ndn de nuepas yt) 
yvonevns tov Ayadwva tov ovv 

1215 

J ad 

T 

ZoKparn KarakotpicavTa €KEl) 
avacTavTa 

yous amrtéevat Kat WOTTEp ecwber erre 

oOat Kat eXovra ets AvKtoy ato) 

yjilapevoy worrep adore Tnv) 

adAnv npepay OtlarpiBew Kat) 

k[ale ovrm Star[ple(yjavra ets eave 

pav oxot a[varavecO]at : 

223 D 
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Col. xxxii. Plate VI. 

1220 I1\arwvos 

_ Supmociov : 

Unidentified Fragments. 

(2) (5) (c) (d) 
180 4 ne , 
Joo[ } + pal Jel ) - Clef 
Jrof yl Jol jica’ 

(¢) (f) (g) (A) 

Jaxa{ bra ]. val og - [ 
}.-[ ‘eer[ }-[ ].. 

(1) () (2) (4) 

Jen Jguor| e.[ Jaz{ 
) Jox( ] - gee Jo -{ 

(m) (1) (2) (2) 

el pal Jou Ja. \ 
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48. wapnv: |. mapn. 
54. «pera has been corrected (by the first hand ?) from epwros. 
59. addo rz: SOBTW, Burn(et); the corrector’s reading ado rt 7 is found in Ven. 184, 

Vind. 21. The letter at the end of the line has been so effectually deleted that its identity 
is doubtful ; the repetition of the article would be a natural blunder. 

62. -rov was omitted owing to dpocoréAevroy. 
66. The final s of Aeyes has entirely disappeared, although the surface of the papyrus 

does not show signs of damage. ; 
69. @ Sexpares xwduvevea: xd. & Sox. MSS. 
"1. eas: SO Vat. 227; elres other MSS. 
"9. pire: idovpeve MSS. 
84. The original scribe blundered over the name Atortas, writing a » (or perhaps 1) 

for » and separating the final s. W has payriajs for Mavranens and similarly pavriey at 1. 671. 
85. 9 Of nv is altered from «, i.e. eae was first written; the correction may be by the 

first hand. 
88. eronoaro: ¢romoe MSS., which agree with the corrector’s rns. 
89. The addition of the rough breathing on ov is due to the second hand. 
QO. Aoyoy exetyn edeyev: dx. GA. Ady. MSS. 
92. er: so Burn. who attributes this reading to W, but wrongly, W having az’ like 

BT. én’ is found as a correction in the Cod. Coisl. and Paris. 1642. 
93- de dy: so TW; detrn B. 
94. Sin[yno|o: so MSS.; 89 jy7ow Burn. with Schanz. 
96. omotos: motos MSS. The second ¢ in erera was inserted after the « had been 

written. 
98-9. The word gevn was originally wrongly divided. The scribe also began to write 

some other letter in place of the first a of avaxpevovca, 
99. 8e: yap MSS. There is an apparently accidental diagonal mark below the line 

alter dines. 
105. envy Aeyets: A€yes Env MSS. 
107. epny was originally written for edy »: the correction is probably by the second 

hand, which at the same time accented ofe:. 
112. ro opOa dofafew: so T, Burn. ra cpa W, ra dpbo8oédfev B, &c. 
avev: wal dvev MSS. Schanz omits xai with Stallbaum. 
117. rowovro: rotovroy MSS. 
125. The double dots and paragraphus marking a change of speaker are misplaced ; 

they should have come at the next line. 
126. rovrow edn: én rovr. MSS. 
131. The first o of opodcyo:ro has been corrected from w, perhaps by the second hand. 
135. The papyrus omits epnv, which the MSS. read before Acyeis. 
141. ra xaka: SO B; om. ra Burn. with TW, Stobaeus. W inserts dyaOots xai after rovs. 
142-3. The dittography is marked bya line drawn above the superfluous letters. 

Cf. ll. 195, 333, 695-6, 714, &c. 
147. wos av: so B, Stobaeus; mas 8 av TW, Burn. 
ye rov: so Burn. with TW, Stobaeus; y’ dv B. 
148. a Of apoipos seems to have been converted from an o. 
153. en: so TW; env B, Stobaeus, Burn. 
156. re: so BT, Burn.; om. W, Stobaeus. 
158. d:arpoOpevoy: the common Egyptian spelling at this period. 
163. © of ov corrected from o. 
167. ras [rleAelras: so B, Stobaeus; om, ras TW, Burn. 
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168. [plar{r'esay: so MSS. ; payefay Badham, Burn. 
173. l.eypnyopocs ; the interchange of Aand piscommon. The deletion of the superfluous 

a was probably by the second hand. 
175. Stobaeus omits ow». 
176-7. wept xetpoupyias: SO Stobaeus ; OM. mepe BTW, Burn. 

twas: the reading is not certain. a has been corrected (by the second hand?) 
apparently from o, and above the spot where 8 of Savavoous would be is the top of a 
rounded letter, which is probably 8 orc. Perhaps rivos was first written, and the correction 
of o obscured the s which was rewritten above the line ; but the remains suit a 8 rather better. 

Bavavaous is a mistake for Savavaos. 
178, modAo re: SO Stobaeus; om. re BTW, Burn. 
179. There is a dot between » and e, and the two letters are rather farther apart than 

usual ; but no pause here is possible. Stobaeus omits eors, 
180, xat pyTpos Twos eorw: SO Originally (éor’) T ; in BW rivos dori precedes «ai p. 
183. iortayro: so Wht (elor.) ; Horiavro Burn. with T, gor. B. 
189. ef[e|AGwv: eloedkdav MSS. 
190. evdey: so some MSS.; nd8y Burn. with BTW. 
194. xa: so BT, Burn.; om, W. 
195. xaAns ... Wofpov came in here from 1. 200, the error being caused by the repetition 

Of Adposerrns. 
202. mems: SO TW; mevins B. 
203. The second a in amados has been corrected from o. 
207. ae: but ae in ll. 203 and 209. 
208. uma:Opos: so Burn. with BW, Origen; -os T. 
211. [xadois] at ayados : rois x. xal rois dy. MSS. 
213. ayo8as was apparently originally written, vas having been converted from jot; 

pnxavas MSS. 
_ 21§. soptpos is a correction from popes, perhaps due to the original hand. smopwypéds 

(B) and gopricpds are also found. 
216. happaxevs: |. xat dp. with MSS. 
218-9. rns nuepas: ris auras yy. MSS.; the omission is to be accounted for by the 

OpotoréAevroy. 
219. nat: SO B; re xai TW, Origen, Burn. | 
220. The corrector took the first maAw with aroynoxe, but there is little to be said for 

his reading, which has no other support. 
avaBtooxera:: 1. avaSiwox. The deletion of «is probably due to the corrector. There 

is a small dot between a: and 8, but it may well be accidental. 
224. avxas: read xai T, Burn., 8 ad xai Origen, re xai B. 
229. cogos: 1. copes. ¢ was apparently written originally in place of the first o. 
230. yaAenyn: xaderdv MSS. 
232. avrw: so T (air.), Wh (air.) ; aird B. 
237. 8: so TW, Burn.; ér B. 
239. av en: dv BTW, omitting ei. ad Burn., who wrongly attributes this reading 

to W; it is found in Ven. 184, Vind. 21. The papyrus is probably right. 
243. perogu is a common spelling. . 
248. wOns: 1. wnOns. 
251. edeyes: Aéyees MSS. 
ewat epwra: epwra elvas MSS. 
262. otopat: sO some late MSS.; ofa: Burn. The o of ro is corrected from o. 
254. afpov is a correction by the second hand from aya6ov. 
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255, redeov: redeoy MSS. 
262. The addition of xa: ovre brings the papyrus into accord with the MSS. 
265. re: so B, Burn.; om. TW. The letters -s w So are corrected. 
266. epa: so BTW and other MSS. (ep@), gpg b; épa is necessary. Cf. 1. 276. 
267. The accent on ris dubious. There are two short dashes visible above the line, 

meeting like av. 
268. The termination of avrw and ad in add have been altered, but it is doubtful what 

was first written, Perhaps avrw: add should be read. 
ert robes: So TW, Burn. ; émobet B. 
269. rovar8es seems to be for roavdi, though this form is not Platonic. rodvde MSS. 

The r has been corrected from a 8. It is unlikely that ocav de was intended. 
270. A Of xaAa corrected from x. 
272. x of mpoxetpws COrT. 

273. 8 of amoxpevarGas seems to have been altered, and the final « was perhaps not 
originally written. 

276. ep: so BTW as in 1. 266; om. Ven. 184 and Schanz; épo Burn. with the 
Aldine edition. 

281—2. The second hand has made good the omission of the repeated evdaoves. 28 in 
]. 281 is over >. 

282. e ep blotted. 
286, 8e: so B; 8) TW, Burn. 
297. apa: so T, Burn.; om. BW. The supposed base of an ¢ above «dos may be the 

left-hand dot of a diaeresis on «. 
302. ra: rs BTW, roe Vind. 21, Burn. ro may be right, but the marginal & is 

unintelligible. 
308. ov is mistakenly omitted by W. 
309. exovow: so TW; eovow B, Burn. 
311. popiofy: so BT, Burn. ; pdvov W with popioy as a variant. 
314. ravra: |, rovro with MSS. 
316. edn[y) Acyas: Ayes Epyvy MSS. 
323. xpnpariope was first written: the correction is likely to be by the second hand. 
327. erxov: tcxovow (BTW) or éxovaw MSS. 
328. «in the termination of xes3uveves has no doubt been converted from a c, xuw3uvevoves 

having been originally written. 
333- «va, which was repeated by mistake, is cancelled by the line drawn over it; cf. 

l. 142, note. 
341. avOp'wrla: so BT ; of dv(Opwmr)o W ; &vOpwmo: Bekker, Burn. 
342. The recurrence of rev ayafov led to the omission of n aor doxovar ... ayabou, 

which has been supplied by the second hand in the upper margin. ov ayaGov there is 
in agreement with BW ; raya6ot T. 

344. mpooGeraov was written originally both here and in 1. 346. 
345. oww: so BT, Burn.; om. W. 
348. avrw: so TW; aire B. 
349. 8: so Paris. 1642; 87 BTW, Burn. 
rovro: SO MSS.; rovrov Bast, Burn. 
350. rev: so Tb, Burn. ; rov B, ro» with v./. ray W. 
351. o of avro has been corrected from ». abrev T. 
352. ovvracts: SO B, Burn.; ovoracis TW. 
354. The two dots marking the end of the speech are misplaced as at |. 125. The 

a Of pabnoopevos has been corrected. 
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361. 8): 7 MSS., as regularly; 9 & 7 Bekker, Burn. 
363. cas: so TW, Burn. ; om. B 
364. tyv: so BW, Burn.; om. T. 
368. cakw: so Badham; ro «ato MSS. Burn. brackets » yap . . . roxos eorep 

with Ast. 
370. rovro is crossed through, probably by the corrector. 
372. eveorw: SO B, Burn.; éorw TW. 6 in adavaroy is corrected from ». 
373. ta: so B, Burn.; ratra TW. The second » of yerynais is blotted. 
376. Gem: SO B; beig T (vd. bep) W. 
382. £[v omeparat : ovoreiparas T and (with v2. -eras) W, Burn.; cuvomelpera B, 
383. avAldera: there is not room for ave Nera: (BW, Burn. ); dvei\Nerrar T. 
386. mromos : so TW, Burn. ; moinos B. 
383. amodvialy: so TW, Burn. ; droAavew B. 
391. The marginal note is obscure. It seems to begin dx{rl rov) ores) éxje and 

possibly refers to ee», though that word hardly required explanation. The letter after pe 
may be y and the following doubtful s may be e« or perhaps o. For ari roi) cf. e.g. 
841. II. 79. 

ae eee yerrnoews MSS. act yeveors : 1. aecyeves with MSS. 
402. r Of re corr. 
404. atabaver: aloOdvy Burn. ; cf. 1. 422 d:avoe, l. 692 evbulpe 
406, enOupnon has been corrected from -pwor, probably by the second hand. 
412. rovrory xa: SO BT, Burn.; om. xa: W 
415. avre: aird MSS. The final a of rapare:vopeva has been corrected from oa. 
421. edeyov: ad édeyor b, Burn. ; dvedeyov B, dv ZAcyow TW. 
425. Atorsua is perhaps intended, but Acar. was first written. 
431. a of apohoynoapey is corrected from o. 

There is a high dot between 6 and a of 6avyae, but it is presumably accidental. 
435. re: the papyrus is rubbed, but the vestiges suggest re (so T, Burn.) rather than 

To (wy B has ré «lvat adavaros, Omitting kai. 
436. ty yeveon is bracketed by Burn., following Vermehren. a of ae corr. 
438. The letters ev after xa: have dots over them, which may mean that e» was to 

be cancelled ; but ev cannot be spared, and they are possibly unintentional. 
443. tavra = tavura; 1a atrad MSS., Burn.; similarly inl. 451. 
449. tpona: rénos B. 
452. The second y of yyveras seems to have been altered from », and Av in arrodAuras 

also shows signs of correction. 
453. ers: SO B, Burn.; eorw TW. 
462. prnun: So Paris. 1462, Vat. 229, Sauppe; penny BTW, &c., bracketed by Burn. 

with Baiter. Either pedéry .. . pynpn or pedérn... pvnun would give a sense. 
465. The lectional marks added to ov rw warn the reader against the reading ovre 

which is actually found in B. 
466. avroy: so B (Bekker) and some other MSS.; 1. avro. 
469. evxaraduray, the reading of the first hand, occurs in some inferior MSS.; é¢yxara- 

Aelrexv BTW, Burn. 
471%. perexec: the papyrus is the only authority for this reading, which was restored by 

Stephanus; peréyeew MSS 
472. adayarov: so MSS. ; ddvvaroy Burn. with Creuzer. 
481. [ep}o: so BT, Burn.; om. W. The size of the lacuna indicates that the papyrus 

read ene: simply (B), not eres ye (TW, Burn.). 
487. «s: so TW; es B, Burn. 



490. 
495-6. W omits w.. 

498. 
5°7- 
517. xunoeras was first written, as and « interchanging as commonly. 
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so BT, Burn.; wavres W. T. omits psaddAov. 
. mpoarrobavey Owing to the épzororeAcvroy. 

qwavTas ; 

l. BaowAccas. 
xara ra; SO Paris. 1812, &c.; om. ra BTW, Burn. 

Cf. 1. 747, &c. 
om. re MSS. 

rexew confirms a conjecture of Hug (ricrew Jahn); xveiv MSS., Burn. 
523. 
526. 
527. 
Geos : 

529. 
MSS. 

530. 

539- 

ras: sO MSS.; rd Burn. following Sommer. 
av: 0 B; & ad TW, Burn. 
exxupoy: |. eyxupwr. 
so MSS. géeos Burn. with Parmentier. 

exsOuyn agrees with a conjecture of Stephanus, punctuating after wv,  ériupet 

8): so BT, Burn.; 8é W. B has wept &» for mepucy. 
mepp: SO MSS. Burn. brackets with Stephanus. 

. mapey xa arewy is the order of BW, Burn. dz. xaiax. T. The deletion of ovr is 544 
seebabiy by the second hand. 

651. The accent distinguishes was dy from nacay, and the mark of short quantity 
shows that dy is not equivalent to éav. 

. e¢ Hatodor: 

. xareXtwero; SO b, Burn.; 

. The papyrus probably had npty, as B; 3 tua TW, Burn. 
S. . 0 ZoAay : 

. EXAno: 
. adda: |, cada with MSS. 
. xa: om. MSS. 

. The » ie avOpwmivous has been corrected from some other letter, perhaps e. 
. edny: 
. xa ov: om. MSS. ; 
. eav; Gy MSS., Burn. The double dots after ns follow from the mistaken reading 

. 576. 
» Q@uToOyY: 

. ka in xadous is corrected, perhaps from mod. 
. roem: so rightly BT ; 
. ro: so TW rightly; +6 B. T omits em. 
» TovTro;: 

592. 

e in the termination of xexotvwrnxores is a correction 
om. es MSS. 

xareAtwey . . 76 B, xcaredeinero TW. 

om. o M 
év "EX. MSS. 

1, ey. 
the addition adds emphasis and may be right. 

so TW ; airav B, Burn. 

ro eni W. 

so BW, Burn.; rovre T. 
There are small oblique dashes, which are presumably accidental, over the o of 

xaAaga: and after ea» in |. 597. 
597-8. xat cay: SO BT, xai dy W; «dv Hermann, Burn. 
600. 
6or. 
609. 
611. 

614. 
618. 

nas: SO MSS. ; Burn. brackets with Badham. 
W. has ef reves. 
e8n is probably meant for 8n (TW ; &’ dedne B). 
ro map: SO MSS.; r@ap’ Burn. with Schleiermacher. 
evos is a correction from rivos, perhaps by the first hand. 
rucret is the reading of the great majority of the MSS., but the papyrus may of 

course have had the right reading reern. 
619. pwrbeas: pabes W. 
631. The final » of yeyvopevoy is corrected from o, and the same alteration was perhaps 

made in the case of avgéavyoyevoy in the line below. 

635. rode: |, rore. The omission of ov8e was probably caused by the preceding ov. 
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6347-8. ws... atcxypov is bracketed by Burn. with Voegelin. 
639. avrw: so BT, Burn.; airé W. 
640-1. ovde ev: 1. ovdey ww with MSS. or ovde ev wv. 
645. wer: so apparently the papyrus ; 1. ped. 
647. tporov rwa: so B, Burn. ; 3 Twa Tp. é 
649. exewo: so B, Burn. ; ; exelva TW. 
pyre: so Vind. 31, Paris. 1642, and others; pyre rs BTW, Burn. 
651. It is most unlikely, on account of the space, that the papyrus had &e dy as TW ; 

8) simply B, Burn. 
652. There is an oblique mark like an accent above the o of amo, but it may be 

unintentional; cf. note on |. 592. 
660. giavabad iis: so T and other MSS. éravaB8a6pois W, Burn., én’ dvaBapois B. 
665. ra: so MSS. ; os Burn. with Schanz. 
669. avrw: the » is almost certain; |. avro. 
670. There is a dot above the » of eor, which may mean that the letter was to be 

cancelled ; but the practice of the writer as to the use of » efeAxvorixoy iS quite inconsistent. 
674. ‘Wns : so W, Burn.; «js BT. 
xpvoov : xpuvciov MSS. 
675. There is an (apparently accidental) curved mark above the m of masda{s. 
679. « Of avros added later. 
681. povory GeacacGau: 6. pédvov B; beacOa pdvov TW, Burn. 
684. @ of xa6apov has been altered from ar. 1. avardcov. 
689. egy: sO BW, Burn.; om. T. The A of gavdo» is rewritten; a high dot before 

the ¢ is probably meaningless, 
695-6. The dittography was caused by the recurrence of edarropeve. 
699. Geopires: sot, Burn. ; Geopsdy BTW. 
701. baldpe: & daidpe MSS. 
708. The final a of avdpa is corrected from ¢. 
712, Toy epwra was written in careless anticipation of the sense. 
718. The coronis, which is similar to those in the Pindar papyrus (841), marks the 

close of the section. Others occur at ]. 1122 and at the end of the dialogue. 
721. emyxerpleky Aeyew te: Ady. ro ex. MSS. 
724. avdeoy: sot, Burn.; afdcowv BT (?W). The testimony of the papyrus on such 

a point is, however, of little value. 
xpovoperny : SO BW, Burn.; xporovpesmy T. 
428. 1. oxeweobe. ‘The scribe perhaps took the words for ov« (ovx) apeode. . 
av: éav MSS. | 
430. mavoueba: avaravépeba MSS. 
441=3. The scribe blundered badly here. The fact that he wrote » (the termination 

of run) orehavwperoy in 1. 741 is an indication that he also wrote crepavepevoy in Il. 742-3, 
though the corrector may have deleted the superfluous pevo». The line drawn above the 
letters should have extended to re either in 1. 741 or 742. 

747. (8e\fere (B, Burn.) is Satay from [8e|ferOa, défacde TW. 
748. onfelp: so TW; grep B, Burn. 
449. ndGopev: SO TW, Burn. ; JxGopev B. 
exOes : xOés MSS. 
754-5. eav emo! ovrwor: So BT; W adds xepady». The words are bracketed by 

Burn. with F. A. Wolf. 
755. W has carayeAdoac@at, 
763. A low dot between -voy and vio is probably meaningless. 
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770. os éxeivov xabifey BTW, &c., which is unsatisfactory, and is bracketed by Burn. 
with Badham. The papyrus has quite clearly carsde{, which may be a mistake for nadie, 
caused by xaridew in 1. 766. But it may also be interpreted as xar(e)ide[», which would give 
a good sense : Socrates made room as soon as he saw Alcibiades. 

776. od rpros: SO W, Burn.; de rp. B, rp. d8e T. 
448, opay: B has dpa. 
7479-80. rours rs nv: 80 TW, Burn. ; rotr’ elveiy B and as a variant W. 
783. 0 Of xarexecoo is corrected from r. The dittography has been eliminated in the 

usual way. 
786. ws: we print the reading’ of the MSS.; xaf Hermann, ras Hug. 
789. The first letter of the line was almost certainly r, i.e. the papyrus had re epnyamnow ; 

&tepnxavryaw MSS. There is an oblique stroke, no doubt accidental, immediately below 
the pz. 

%97. It is unlikely that anything stood in the papyrus after ovroo:. dvuroci,..T, 
otroci mes Coisl. 

798. Oav|yaor[a: so B, Burn.; Oavydoua TW. The r though rubbed is practically 
certain. 

810. favadnow| cas: so TW, Burn.; dvadnodpeba B, 
815. djargcLerOar: Sar|ega was first written, 
817. 87: & ov MSS. (od» Angel. C. 1. 9). 
820. 1. ovyyvpvaterba; the 6 does not seem to have been added above the line, but the 

papyrus is rubbed. 
828. averany was originally written ; the alteration may be by the first hand. 
829. The reading of the first hand, whatever it was, does not appear to have made 

sense. There was probably some alteration also at the beginning of 1. 830. The accent 
on « was added by the corrector. 

839. ededes|ry[n ces: SO MSS. ; eSe8eervqxenev Burn., Se8eervyxapev Bekk., Anecd. i. 346. 23. 
dseAeyouny: so MSS.; ded. def Burn. with Bekker, Amecd. 1. ¢. 
840. ereadn ye: om. ye MSS. 
841. opac is for ope; cf. 1. 828, note, &c. 
842. pevery: povoy was originally written. 
846. The papyrus probably agreed with B and T marg. in reading 8», the omission of 

which would make the line unnaturally short ; om. TW. 
847. The supplement in the middle of the line is somewhat long, but not impossible. 

exo: cannot be read; perhaps a» was omitted. 
852. 1. adameat: there is no trace of the final «. 
859. yrooonevos : y», re MSS., but the supplement is already somewhat long. 
862. re: so BT, Burn; re cai W. 
863. w» is a correction from os. B has 8x67 for 8nx6en. 
864. yop n yuxnv: so TW3 4 Wuyqv yép B. Burn., following Usener, brackets 4 wuxqy 

as not read by Schol. B. 
867. uly: so BW; «al w7 T, Burn. vy of veov seems to have been corrected from p. 
876. re rore: so TW, Burn. ; but s[ore (B) is just as likely to have been written. 

(According to Schanz, B has re and T omits it.) 
877. The letters »v» A are converted from ovAy. 
878. ris: re B. 
880. The termination of [em'ea6e is corrected from 6a. 
885. xa is superfluous: om. MSS. 
891. [exlo: so B, Burn.; éyav TW. 
893. xalpioacba: xapi{ecOa MSS. 
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ers: so B, Burn.; érs TW. 
896. ws or: so TW, Burn.; dom rm B. 
898, poh: the vestige of the letter before o is too small for certainty, but suits « con- 

siderably better than v. joe Vind. 21, Burn.; pou BTW. 
gO5. w dire Adc. is the ordinary reading. 
gto. (rj: so BTW, Burn.; re other MSS., Bekker. 
913. re: so BT, Burn.; om. W. 
924. There may have been two dots after , the lower one of which is effaced. 
925. exov: so TW, Burn. ; époi B. 
928. ao re] ore: drt coi re MSS. The o is quite doubtful, but the letter after r is 

plainly «, not «. 
935- Beda: so TW ; Bedy B, Burn. 
940. The size of the lacuna suits rovrov. (TW, Burn.) better than rovrov (B). 
944. B has av, but ravra without av (TW) is equally possible here. 
948-9. [nas] mept exewo: Kairep éxeivo TW, xaisep xeivo B, xairotxeivo Burn. smepe, which 

gives no sense, is doubtless a slip for -mep. 
954. 7 «: so B, Burn.; om. « TW. 
955. ¢ of pe is converted from 7; to which hand the correction is due is doubtful. 
g60. The Attic form apyv (so MSS.) required no alteration. 
961. ey|xparecay: xaprepiav MSS. 
962. ov, which was first written, is the reading of BTW; odd Paris. 1810, 1642, 

Vat. 229. opyiforuny has been altered from opifoeunp. 
963. « xa: om. e« MSS, rightly. 
964. [ovjovoras: ovvnbeas was originally written. 
966. ndev: so W; 7dn B, Burn. 
ye: so TW; re B, Burn. 
969. The scribe first wrote adwoerat, 
g70. 8n: so BT, Burn.; re W. 
979. [owol|rav: so BT ; drér’ W, Burn. 
drrodaOévres is the reading of the MSS. ; drodné, Cornarius, Burn. 
983. The erroneous A has not been struck out. 
986. [0] nlav'rwv: so TW rightly; dréray B, 
@avpaciwrarov: so Vind. 21 ; Gavpacrdérarov BT W, Burn. 
987. The slight vestiges suit ewp!a)xey (TW, Burn.) not eoplalxes (B). 
992. « in the termination of Lxewmores is a correction from o. 
993. mayov: so B, Burn.; rod 7. T 
995. 7 ovx: so B, Burn.; om. n TW. 
996. 87: so TW, Burn.; 7 B. Then of nudeeopevew was corrected from e¢, and re from 

no, i.e. the scribe at first omitted re 6avpacra. 
999. ovros: so Vind. 21; otros & BTW, Burn. 
1000. [otowrep: so B, Burn.; ofov TW. 
1003. ¢ of adXos is corrected from v. 
roos. The scribe misunderstood ogy, connecting the o with xarappovourra; cf. 

l. ro1§, note. 
1007. [av] ro8: so W, Burn. ; airé BT, B having also éppege. 
1008. Probably no significance is to be attached to the fact that whereas in |. 974 an 

e has been added above the « of orparca, here there is no such insertion. Burn. reads 
orparias with Cobet; orpareias MSS. 

IOIr. aveen: L ane. B has mpoympe for mpovy. 
1014. € Of Gavylalovres is corrected from o. 



1OLs. 

ewbery | ov. 

1016. 

1017, 
proposed. 

1025. 
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wos: om. MSS. The first scribe unintelligently divided the word e#Os[olv as 

W adds «as before reAevr[wv|res. 
Twvey is the traditional reading, in place of which various conjectures have been 

nas: om. MSS. 
1030-1. rerpwpevor [ove Oedwv: SO BW, Burn. ; ove €6. rerp, T. The second A of adda 

is corrected, apparently from co. 
1042. 
1048. 
1058. 
1061. 
1062. 
1063. 
€TEpos ; 

1069. 
1071. 
1072. 

Zwxparyy: cf. 1. 1068, though [2 jexpary is rightly written in 1, ro5r. 
o Of mapaxeAevoyas is altered from w and a of 6appey from e. 
gidrous : so some MSS., Stephanus; qiAious BTW, Burn. 
aaro: dWera: MSS, 
B has dpvynra. 
avros: ovros MSS. 
so MSS.; éraipos Aristides, Burn. 
There is not room in the lacuna for pew (so MSS.) after ro». 
dn: om. MSS. alpOpeyv is a slip for ap6pwrav. 
[elas pyre: so TW, Burn. ; edvai pe B. 

1077-8. The transposition of cas... aAAouvs and xara... res was necessary. W has 
rour’ for ravra (ratr’). 

1080. 

curved, i.e. 
1083. 

ro Of aromay is converted from a », and the first upright of m was originally 
the scribe began to write av@pwmos. 
as: so TW; elois B, Burn. B has Aéyop for [Aey!o (TW, Burn.). 

1089-90. ror... Acywv: so TW, Burn.; rév.. . Adyor B. 
1OQI. 
1093. 
1094. 
1099. 
1100. 
1102. 
IIO5. 
1106. 

mavlv: so TW, Burn.; om. B. 
rwa: SO B; dv rwa TW, 39 rwa Burn. with Baiter. 
xavOnAwous : xavOnrlovs MSS. 
B has &tocyoupevous. 
av: so MSS.; aé Bekker, Burn. 
rwy doywr: so TW, Burn.; rév Adyow B. 
rivovras . .. et: SO TW (rey.) Burn.; reivayras.. . ére B. 
A high point after oooy is apparently meaningless; there is another between 

6 and a of eoeaOa in the line below. 

1108. 

IIIO, 
III4. 
III. 
1124. 

The scribe began to write a instead of p after cox. 
n Of nye») has not been crossed out: cf. 1. 983. 
woAXous : mdvv moAAovs MSS. 
efanaracba: so TW, Burn.; -6e B. 
edoxe ri € OF re Seems to have been first written; it is uncertain to which hand 

the correction is due. 1, wappyona. 
1127. 
1130. 

ava: is a correction from eg. 
ouvexa: |, ov eveca (TW, Burn.). The » is corrected from a 8, and it is curious 

that B has ova’ instead of of. 
1142. 
1148. 
1153. 
1157. 
1159. 
1160. 
1167. 

duaBore : so Burn. following Hirschig. &afary» BTW. 

The first ¢ of xaraxAwwnoopa: is corrected from n. 
1. rrepcecvar, 
exe: SO B, Burn.; pe TW. 
karaxdt6n : xaraxAivy MSS. 
x Of Snrov is corrected from », and e was twice written for as in enasvecerat. 
warroce: MSS, srayrdés, which is unexceptionable, though sayroce would also give 

a good sense. The 8 of erOade was converted from o. 
U2 
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1173. evmopm: |, evropas. 
1179. avacoypevas was first written. 
1180. esow: els rd MSS. 
1186. roves: om. MSS. rightly. 
1187, eavroy 8: 2 8 BW, cade T. 
1189. The first scribe wrote are srodv. 
1191. Below the o of a:8ovrwy are some accidental marks. 
1194-5. Zwxparn cas Apioropam: this is alsothe order in Ven. 184 and Vind. 21. ‘Ap. 

xal Sox. BTW, Burn. 
1196. peyadns pe{A}adns: so Paris, 1642, Vat. 229; >. wey. BTW, Burn. 
1207. xwpodoraoy: So BTW; «ai cop. Vind. 21, Burn. 
1210. mporepov: SO TW; apéroy B, Burn. 
1211. 1, Aptoroday, 
1213. xaraxotyicavra:! SO BW, Burn.; xaraxotpyoavra T. 
1214. xat worep: SO MSS.; Burn. inserts (€) before wonep with Hermann. 
1218. «as was apparently repeated by mistake, and overlooked by the corrector. 
1220-1. The title is placed opposite the middle of the preceding column. 
Fr. (4). The letters after oc have been altered or deleted. But it is possible that the 

fragment should be turned the other way up. when the reading would be }.{|#jjso. 
Fr. (2). This small fragment from the top of a column clearly comes from this papyrus, 

but cannot be certainly placed in any of the columns remaining. It might belong to Col. 1, 
where doxei probably stood in the first line, but there would be no underneath the 2 
unless there was a variation as to the position in the sentence of Bovdorr’ dy. 

Fr. (#) is from the bottom of a column. 

844, ISOCRATES, Panegyricus. 

Height 31-1 cm. Plate VII (Cols. ix—x). 

These considerable remains of a roll containing the Panegyricus of Isocrates 
extend from § 19 to § 116, though with some serious lacunae. Forty-seven 
columns were occupied by the ninety-six sections, and the total number would 
have been about eighty-six, for which it may be estimated that some 24 feet 
of papyrus would have been required. The manuscript was a handsome one 
written in a rather large calligraphic uncial hand very similar to that of the 
Rossal Demosthenes, of which a facsimile is given in Kenyon’s Palaeography, 
Pl. 16; cf. also the Hawara Homer (2d:d., Pl. 20) and 20. Kenyon attributes the 

Demosthenes to the end of the first century, but it is perhaps more likely to 
belong to the earlier decades of the second, to which we should assign this 
Isocrates papyrus. There is often a marked decrease in the size of the letters at 

the ends of lines, and in order to save space T is lengthened so that the crossbar 
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comes above the tops of the letters adjoining. Short lines are filled up by the 
usual angular sign. A paragraphus is used to mark a pause, and is sometimes 
accompanied by a short blank space at the end of the sentence; the three 

varieties of stop, high, middle, and low, are also freely added, though in a good 
many cases probably by the second hand, to which a number of corrections and 

alterations are due. No other lectional marks occur beyond a rare sign of 
elision or breathing inserted by the corrector. Iota adscript was originally not 
usually written, but has mostly been supplied later. 

Like the British Museum papyrus of the De Pace, the present text of the 
Panegyricus is unfortunately of a distinctly poor quality, and does little beyond 
establishing still more clearly the superiority of the codex Urbinas (I). It 
is characterized by a number of additions, some of which are evident inter- 
polations and none is convincing; the most flagrant example is at Il. 344-50, 

where a sentence founded on a subsequent passage is inserted without apparent 

reason; cf. ll. 17, 42, 77, 164-5, 258, 302, 355, 356, 421, 558, 561. On the other 
hand the papyrus occasionally exhibits a shorter text, either on its own authority 
(ll. 449, 562) or in agreement with I against the vulgate (Il. 202, 264, 395, 480, 
497, 608, 609, 669). Though on the whole the coincidences with I predominate, 

agreements with MSS. representing an inferior tradition are frequent. Sometimes 
the corrector has changed a reading of I into that of the vulgate or vice versa. 
Certain variants also appear which are otherwise only found in MSS. of the 
Ilepi "Avriddcews, where a large section of the Panegyricus is repeated ; cf. notes 
on Il. 230-1, 400, 449, 558, 613-5. In view of the general character of the 

papyrus its variations in the order of words carry little weight ; and it may 
be doubted whether there are more than a couple of readings for which an 
independent value can be claimed, |. 290 eAarrw ye as conjectured by Cobet, and 
I. 659 ocvpmevOnoovras, a variant recorded by Victorius but actually found in 
no MS. The archetype from which this text was derived appears to have been 
defective in places ; cf. ll. 33-5, 291, and 605. 

In the collation given below we have made use of the Teubner edition of 
Blass, the apparatus of which is unfortunately very limited. Proofs of the text 
of the papyrus were sent to Prof. E. Drerup in order to be utilized for his forth- 
coming critical edition of Isocrates, and to him we owe some references to 

individual MSS. of the vulgate. Differences with regard to elision, insertion 
or absence of vp épeAxvotixdy, interchange of e and 1, &c., are not separately 

noticed. 
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Col. 1. 

vey nuas edtdafar € wing § 19 

pot & ovy apudorepwy “6% 
EVEKA IPOTNKEL TEpt 

Tavra moincacbat Thy 

5 mwAeorny StjarpiBny- 

 padtora pey tva mpoup 

you Tl yevnrat Kat trav Col. ii. 

Tapevol TNS Mpos n : : . § a2 

« @uTols wWapapevey a 
pas avrovs piAovixt 25 g[tovor de rTyv nyepow 

10 as Kowwn tos BapBa > aly exely worrep addo TE 
pols troAepunowpey’ 

at efpas Tous mwpwrovs tu 
e. d€ Tour ear |[ae]| advva § 20 yslpas 1 e 

xov[ras 
Tov. wa Sndr\wow Tous 

eutrodwy ovras Tn 

15 [Tlav EdAnvoy evdat 

povia Kat Tact yevnTat 

[plavepov- ort Kat To mWpo 

[rTlepoy nywv x [zrolAts 

[AiJxatws trys Oa'Aarjrns 
20 [nlpgev- Kat vuy o[vx] ade 

[x]os apgioBnr[e 7)épi 

[rns nyeponas [rolv Q 21 

[ro pely [y]aip et del > 

Col. v. 

§ 29 

tas ze 
30 [evepyeoias Kat Tlas xpet 

[as Kat tas wmpedAelas tas. 

(ar avrov yltyvoplevas 



844. 

Col. vii. 

youjevous Kat m{pmljrous 
TE 

[velyer@ay Kae mpos Tas 
35 [lyevouevas]] rexvas ev 

gveor{arjovs ovras Kat 

[zpols [ra tlav Oewy ev 

o[eBeojrara dtaxerpe 

yious| Kal pnv oons 

40 [mpojonkee ripns [rvy]xa 

[vec]y rovs TnAtKo[vT lov 

[aya|Owv airious yle}ye > 

[vn|zevous mepiepyov 

[di]Sfac]xetly ovdeijs yap 

‘48 [aly Suvairo dwpleav ro 

[calurny tio pjeyedos ev 

[perl nrifs] ton Tos me 

[wpalypevo[i|s eoriv: ze 

[pe] plely ovw rov pey: > 

50 [orlov roy evepyeTnpa 

[rw|y Kat mpwrov yevope 

[vou Kat tra]ot Kolvora 

[rov ravr elyopey exrey: 

[wept de Tous] avrofv]s xpo 

55 [vous opwoa] rolus plev 
(SapBapovs] rnv mvc 

[orny tns x]|wpals Kate 

[xovras rlovs 6 (E]AAn 

[vas ets plixpoyv ro7rov 

60 [xaraxex]Atpevo[uls: 

{[xae Ota olraviornra 

[rns yns €jmeBourdevov 

[ras re odtlow avrots: 

[xas orpat|ias eradd\n 

§ 33 

§ 34 
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Col. viii. 

(Bovres] rovs pad(tjora 

75 [Brov Seolpevous. Kat > 

[orparn|yot KaTracravres 

[avrwy)|; Kat mo\euo Kpa 

[rnvav\res tous BapBa 

[pous] wodNas pev eb € 

80 xKlarelpat rns nrretpolu| zo 

Acts] exTicav' amacas 

O€ Tas ynoovs KaTotKt 

gay: aporepous de > 

Kat tous [axo]Aov@noay 

85 [ras Kat Tous u}n[olme 

[vavras eowolav: ros 

[uev yap «)xaly|ny thy 
[orxos ywplay KareActroy: 

[rors de wAetlo rns vTap 

9° x[ovons emopiloay a 

walyra yap mept|e\aBoy 

To Tov ToTroyv ov viuy Tvy 

xavlopey Karexov]res. wo 

[re Kat ros vorelpov Bou 

95 [AnBecw arot|ktoac rt 

[vlas Kae pliu}noacbar 

[7]nv aroAw Thy npeTeE 

pay. modAny [patjorar 

yyy eroingay’ ov yap 

100 [avrov]s dee x[T}opevous 

[xopa]y Staxwdvvev 

[eey alJAA es Ty[v] vd n> 

[pov] adopto[Ojecay. > 
[ees talurny oft|xew tov 

105 Tals Kalirot 7{t]s av Tav 

Tns nye pov Kwrt|epjaly 

295 

§ 36 

§ 37 
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65 [Aovs srotov]pevous: > 

[xae rovs plev de evder 

[av rev Kal® nyuepay > 

[rovs de Sta] Tov mroAcpor 
[amroAAuplevous ovde 

70 [ravO ourlws exovra 

[rreprecdev]| adA nyezo 

[vas es Tas] modes € > 

[Eevepwer] oc mapadta > 

Col. ix. Plate VIT. 

[Blapous avacrarovs srot 

noaons rovs 8 EdAnvas 

[els rocaurny evmropt 

[av] mpoaylayolvons: ov rot 

120 [vuv] eredn ta peyi(a}ra 

[ovv]dten[plager. tov adr 

A{ov] wAltlywpnoer* adr 

N aplxny plely exrotnoaro 

talulrnvy Toy evEepyect 
125 wv [rpod]ny rots Seope 

vous eupje[tly nvrep xpn 

rouls pe|AAovTas Kat tre 

pt t[wv adjAwy Kados 

Otolcx]noev> nyoupe 

130 yn [de] tov Btov rov em 

Tou[Tjois plovoy ovirm 

Tov [tin emiOvupew affe 
ws exe] ovrws ene) > 

Be[AnOn] Kat tov Aoflt] > 

mweov woajre tov malpoly 

tov [roils avOperots 
ayaboy [oloa un mapa 

Gewy exopey ara ot 

135 

§ 35 

§ 38 

THE OXYRHYNCHUS PAPYRI 

» emidigeirey 1] marpiKo 

repay rns [mpojrepov ye 

vouevns [mrpiv] tas wre 

110 oras orKxta[Onvas}] Tov 

EdAnvidaly moAcjwr- 

n [HedXov ofvngep|ov 
o[a]ly rns rofus yey] Bap 

) Taurys nye[poviay emBafeev 

115 y warpuore(pav) [ 

Col. x. Plate VII. 

155 padetypa tro[njoaca pw 

Tn yap Kat vopuous ele 
Vv 

TO: KQL MOALTELAS KATE 

orno[atjo: Sndov & € > § 40 

keiOey’ ot yap ev apxn 

Wept Tov Povikoyv > 

eykaXe[clavres xac Bolu 

AnOevres pera Aoylouv 

kat pn pera Bras ot 
advecOat Tas mpos ad 

160 

165 Andous exOpas ev Tos 

vouoLS TOLS nMETE 

pos Tas Kptoets en[ot 

noavTo Tept auvToly 

cat pey On kat toy Te 
re 

170 xvov TAS Mpos Tavay 

[x]aza tov Biov xpnot > 
[H]as kas ras mpos do 

ynv pemnxarynpe 
vas Tas pey evpovca 

175 Tas de [dloxtpacaca. > 
A: 

xp778at Tos al[vOpa]] 



844. 

adAnAous nw yeyo 

vey. pndev pev avev 

TNS Tovda|s Tns ne 

Tepas elvat: Ta O€ met 

ora Ota Tavrny yeyern 

ca tapadaBovoa yap § 39 

140 

145 Tovs EXAnvas avopws 

(wvras: Kat oropadny 
eae 

OLKOUYTaS- TOUS pEV U 

mo Ouvacreoy vBpifo 

pevous: rous de dt avap 

150 xlayv arroAAupevous. > 

Kat TOUT@Y TOY KaKoY 

aurouvs amndd\agfer: 

Toy pev kuptal|c]| yevo 

pevn. tos & aurnv tra 

Col. xviii. 

195 - . u]lp erepos 

[ovras mapalAtm@y Tous 
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[A] 
[[a]lous sraple]dwxe: ry § 41 

Tolvuy adrAnv dtoky 

gw ourws dirogevas 

180 KaTEOKEevacaTO Kat 

Mpos ATAaYTAS OLKEL 

WS. MOTE Kal ToLs xpN 

patwy Seopevo(t|s 

Kat Tos amo\avoa Tov 

185 vmapxovrey emOupou 

giv apmorepots appor 

TEL’ ~K@L fNTE ToOLS EV 

Satpovovot- pyre Tots 

dvotuxovety ev Tats € 

190 auTMY axpnoTws exeLY 

~@AX exarepots aura 

eval Tap nuty Tos pev 

notoras StarptBals] rots 

de acdareorarny Kara 

Col. xix. 

: ‘ : , 59 

piikpov emotnoay adda 

Tocolvroy Tas Tuxas 

ex[a|teploy perndAAa 

200 fav. wo[O o pev txerev 

ey npals afwwoas Bia 

Tov ¢€[xOpov anavé o 

gov eden[6n Stampagta 
fevos amin\Oev Evpvo 

20g [Olevs de Aliacacbae mpoo 

[Soxnoas avros atxpa] 

[Awros yevopevo]s exfe 

[tns nvayxac6]n Kara 



Col. xx. 

[er]e(Aevrnoey sro\Awv 

[8 vjraplyovoay nyt 

[evlepyedorwy ers THY Tro 

215 [Ady ry[y Aaxedja[ipove 

[wv]. welfpe ravjrns plovns 

[wok oupiBeBn]xey eirrey 

(aplopulny yap] NaBor{res 
[ry]v 8 (npov] avrofs ye 

220 [vjoze(yny oclornpialy 

[oc] wrpoyfovo}e pey raly 

[vjpy ev [Aalxedaip{ove 

[BlactAevovrwy. eyyo[vot 

(8 Hplaxdecous xarnr[Oov 

225 [pely ec{s] ITe[Aobrovyn[coy 

[xa]r{ery]ov [6] Apyos xale 

[Aaxedatplov[a] xa: Meolon 

[ynv otojrac de Rralp 

[rns eyevoyjro: Kat Toly 

Col. xxii. 

wore meplt| pey TNS eV 

trois EdAnot duvacretas. 

ovx 016 ows av TIS oa 

georepoy emidetar du 

250 vnOen- doce: de por 

Kat Tept T@V IWpoTEpoy 

mpos tous BapBapouvs tne 

Toket TeTpaypevav > 

Q 6x 

§ 65 

§ 66 
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[ornvat Kat To] pev vu § 60 
210 [sepeveyKjovre Tny 

[avOpwmv|ny guorv. 

230 [3rapovroy| ayaboy [a 

[wavroy avutjos apy 

[yot Kareorn|cav’ aly € 

[xenv exevov]s peu 

[ynpevolus pndlerro 

235 [rT es THY] ywpay TauTiny 

[ecoBarey e€ ns oppiy 
(Oevres els tocau7[ny 

[evdatpo]valy xareory 

§ 62 

[cay pnd eli's}] xuvdulvous 

240 [kaOioravale tyny mojAw 

[rnv u}rep tov mail dov 

[tov] Hpaxdeous mpfo 

[xevdjvvevcacay’ p[n 

[Se row] pev am exeiyou 

245 [yevoluevors didovale 

Col. xxiii. 
285 dovAwoag[Ojat rovs EAN 

ov 

vas eb nas mpwr||n||s ¢ 
° 

ovres* emipaveorar| ais 
peey ovy Tov trodepov 

§ 68 

o ITepoixos yeyover’ ov 

290 pny edaTTH ye TEKELN 
a wad 

pia r{[a]lua rwv epyww eoril[r]] 
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Mpoonkey Every: ar 

255 Aws rile]| emedn Kat Tov 
yo 

Aoyovy KaTréoTapny tre 

pt tns niyjepovtas rns e€ 
y 

™ exewvous ecoper| oul|s: 

amavTas pev ovy efa 

260 piOuav Tous’ Kivduv > 
AL 

vous aY av paxpodoyot 

nv: qmepe de Tov peyt 

 @T@Y TOY avTov Tporoy 
t 

ovirép oAtyw mMpoTepoy 

265 wetpacopat Kat mept Tov 

tov diedOew? eort yap § 67 

[alpxarorara pey Tov 

[c]Ovay Kat ta]§ peytoras 

[Gluwacreas exovra > 

270 [X]xvOac kat Opaxes wat 
[ITelpoary tuyyavover 8 ov 

[roe] pey amravres nv 
oa 

[ewr}Bovrerolvres 7 Te Tperepa 

[wo]Ats mpos atrayras 

276 [rovjrous dtaxcwduvev 

[caloa: Karo Tt AotToy 

[eo]rae rors avrireylolvor 

[n]y emdetyOmor Tov 

[H]ley EXAnvoy o pn 

280 [dulvapevfolt tvyya 

[vlew rov dtxaltloy 7 

[uJ]as txerevery agcovy 

[res]- [rlov de BapBapor 

[or BolvAopevot Kata 

TOLS TEPt TWY TrAaTpLOv 

apgioBnrovow: ett yap 

 ramewns ovens tns EA 

295 Aados nAOov eis thy x@ 

pay nuwy Opaxes pev 

per Evupodrrov rov IIo 

aidwvos. Zxvdar de pe 

7 Apafovay tov Ape 

300 ws Ovyarepwy: ov Ka 

[ta Tov] avroyv xpovoy: 

[ad\Aa] xa[O ol» Katpoy e 

[xarelpor rns Evupwins 

[ernpyxoly pucovvres > 

305 [fev abray ro tov EdAn 

[vor ylevos: wdi[a}! de mpos 

[npas ey)KAnplara] mo} 
noapevo vopud {ov 

Tes ex [Tlovrov rou t{po 

310 trou a[pos] puav pev [70 

Aw Kivdv[yelucey* ama 

cov de apa] Kparnoey: 

ov pny K[aTlopbocar § 69. 

a\XAa Mmpos povovs Tous 

315 Mpoyovous Tous npe 

Tepovs cup Badovres- 

opotms diepOapnoar. 

alolrep av € Mpos amay 

Tas av@pwrous ero 

320 Aeunoav: Sndrov de To 

peyeBos Tov Kaxov 

TOY YEVOJLEV@Y EKEL 
av 

voiss ov yap . 108 ot Aoyot 



300 

Col. xxiv. 
; 

Tépt alutj@y togovToy xpo 

ad 
325 voy Otepewav. et Kat 

[[en]] ra mpaydevra srodv 

Tov addrov Ot]nveyxev- 

Aeyerat & ovy mept pev § 70 

Apafovey ws tov perv 

330 €eAOovcwy. ovdeuia tra 

Aw anndrOev> [ale de virodvc 

POaca:- da rhy[v] evOade 

oupdoplay ejx rns [leg] ap 

xns e£eBrA[nO]noav> rept 

335 de Oincws oTL TOY aAXoy 

Xpovoy opopo't] ot mpor 

olxovyTes nui. Ola THY 

TOTE yevopeyny oTpa 

retay Tocovroy dteAt > 

340 ov. WOTE EV TH peTa 

fv tns xopas eOvn mod 

Aa: Kat yeyn tmayTodara: 

Kat toAelt|s peyadas Ka 

roto Onvai|’| rovrwy 

345 Se ovrals] exor[rw|y ov 

K oKynt[ejov eor{t} wept 

Twy viTodoiT@y) ELEY 

a 8n oupdeper ros mpa 

ypaow pvnoOnva > 

350 Tept avT@y Kaha pe own § 71 

TavTa Kat mpemo[y|ra 

Tos mept THS Nye plot 

as apgicBnrovoly] a 

~ Oedga Se rev eipyipe 

355 vov Kat Ta Toad oa 

365 

370 

375 
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Col. xxv. 

xevduva,y eS Tov avTov 

Xpovoy oul pnmerovToy 

Kat Tov ply srodepe 

@Y avuNO CTAaT@Y Oto 

pevov eviat Oa To 

mwAnOos. ray de cuppa 

Xov avumepBAnrov 

nl yloupevaly exe thy 

apeTnv. ap porepoy 

Kiplernoavi[es ws exe 

TEpwy mpolonKey Kat 

Mpos amav[ras Tous 

xuvduvou[s Stevey 

kovres. ev[Ous pev 
Tov apior[eroy née 
a 

wOIncav oly moAAw 

380 

385 

6 vorepoy tiny apxny 

T™ns Oadarirns eAaBoy 

Sor[rjay prey tov ar 

[Awy] EAAnviov ov 

[x apigioBy[rovyray 

[Se roly vey [nyas a 

[patpe|io Bale gnrovy 

[roy Kas plndes ot 

39° 

ecbm pe ay[voew o 

Tt Kafe] AaxeSaipove 

ot melpe Tou[rous Tous 

Katpous 1[oAA@y 

[aya|Owv atr[roe ros 

[EAA]now xarleoTnoay 
uTo 

[@AA]a dt a rovro [ac 
[ma]AAoy errai(vew 

§ 72 

§ 73 
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ep €lKos Tous eK [Toy 
r ToLOUT@Y yEeyovolTas 

f[s]] o¢ wpos Adapeov [cals 

Flepiny troAepnoalytes 

360 erpagay’ peyiocrov yalp 

~ exetvou WoNEpov ov 

OTAVYTOS. Kat WrELOTMOV 

Col. xxviii. 

[eoxomrovy om]lws axpt 

[Bws Kat xadws] efov > 

405 [ow ovy ourw rous] mre 

[pt roy tdtwv ov|uBo 

[Aatwv ws Tous melpt Tov 

[kad exaorny Thy npe 

[pay emirndevpar}ov" 

410 le 

] ®WoAX (cv) [ 

Jara ee 
\r.. 

395 [ex]o Tyv ory ort 

[rotlourwy avr[ayo 

{[vliorwy tuxquiaa To 

goutoy auroy [din 

veyxey’ Bovdo[par 

goo de, pukpwt paKk[ pore 

pa wept Tov trodlewy et 

mew [x]ele wn alyay [raxu 

Col. xxix. 

ecOat Kat cwrnpds ar 

415 Aa pn Auplelwves [azo 

Kadelobat to) moteiv ev 

mpocalyope)|ufolue(vor Tas 
ov 

modes @AAla pn]] Bia [xa 

TaoTpepopevol’ mto[To 

420 TEpos pey Tos Aoyorls 7 

[xlae vey Tos opKos xp. 

[pe]vorr rats de cuvOn 

(xat]s womrep avayKals 

(ep]uev(ery] a€(coluvre(s 

425 ovx [ourws emt] Talis 

duv[acreias 

11 lines lost. 
[avrais] S[cavotas xpm 

[wevolt Kale Tous vjea[re 

440 [povs «lv tlotovro]s 70¢ 

[oe macdlevorires olurws 

[avdpas] ayaOlous a}medet 

[gay rov]s moAcun|oav 

[ras mpol|s Tous eK TNS 

445 [Actas olore pnf[Olleva 
[werojre SuvnOnvat 

301 

Q 81 

Q 82 
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[wept av|roy pyre tov 

[wrornrw\y pyle) tov 

[ lev 
[cogiorm|y ag[tjos mre 

450 [mpaype|vor [elere(e'y 

Col. xxx. 

 rols yap av yevowTo cup § 83 

perpo[e TovovTois av 

Opacity ot TocovTov pev 

tov en{t Tpotay orpa 

455 Tevolapevoy dinvey 

Ka[y 

Col. xxxii. 

495 » "pos Tolus ef araonys ry[s EA\Aa8)o3 kata 

Col. xxx1. 
povy joavres atmvr[ ov] 

[Aclurnoatey adAa Tov § 84 [roAe]uov doy troinoa 
€ [aur]oy [rors ex tov Oewv 

» [Hevlot. wpos Tous ama> 
[yeyolvoowy Kat KaXou 

460 [pevoi]s nucBcos afc ons TNS ERA ados Kalra 

[wOecely> Kat yap exe 500 dpovnoar[ras tly ot 

[vot] Ta pevy copare kK[etaly duvalpuw ejyov 

[rlars Tns ghuocews avay res altrnv|raly] oA y)ofe 

[xJas amedooav rns 6 «a mpos [moAAas] pul[ptadas 

465 [peltns aBavaroy thy womrdp ev addorptats 

[eyneny erroinoay: 505 Wuxalis peddovrTes 

([aee] pey ovy ot 6 [nple 4 85 kuw[duvevcetv ot 6 ov 

[repot] mpoyovot xa Aa Kw [eld[Oacav mubopevor 
[xedat]uovtor gidore tov mept ryv Arrixny 

470 [pas wpjos adAndous Tro[Nepoy Kal TavTov 

[etxov oly pny alAdAa 510 t[@yv adrAov apeAncay 
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[wept KalAAtoToly ev € 

[xetvors] Tots x[povols e€ 

[pirove|xno[av oun ex 

475 [Opolvs. a[AA avrayovic 

[ras] ogas [avjrou{s eat 

[vopelfov[res}- ovde care dov 

[Aeta t]n rofy E}AAnr[ov 

tov BapBiapljov Oe parev 

480 [olyres. aAA[a] mlept pev 

[r]ns Kow[n]|s o[mrnptas 

[opolvoou[y]re[s ozore 

[poe dle raurns altri ye 

[ynolovrat. meplt Tourou 

485 [mrotov|uevoe tylv a 

[miAA]av’ erede{[avro 

[de ras] avrwy evwu 

[xtas] mwpwrov pey ev 

[rors ujro Aapeou aieu 

490 [@Oec}w amoBavrwv 

[yap avrwly es thy Ar 

[rixny ot] pev ov rept 

[epecvay] rlolus o[vlupe 

[xovs adda] tloly xlotvoy 

Col. xxxiii. 

535 Kwdlvlvov. o de POnvat 

oup[BlaXovres mpi ed 

[Oey] rovs BonOncov > 

[ras pelra de ravra ye 

[vopern]s rns vorepov 

540 [oTpareias nly avros Hep 

[éns nyayev €)kAuTHv> 

§ 86 

§ 88 

[res nKov nytv apu] 

[vourtes toalalurny 

[wonoapevol .orrolv 

[Snv oony melp av z[ns 

515 [aurey xoplas mop[Bov 
(uerns onlueov de 
[row taxolus Kat TnS a 

[miA]Ans* Tous pev yalp 

[n]uerepovs mpoyovouls 

520 [dlao{t] rns avrns nye 

plas mujOecOat zie] Tnv> 

amoBalow tnv tov Bap 

Blapwv) Kat BonO{nel[o] 

Tals emt] Tous opovs TNS 
€ 

525 xo[pas] wlaxy] mi[xq]oaly 
Tas t[polrai[ov ornjoat> 

Toy toAeliwy tous O ev 

Tptow nplepais Kat To 

cavras [vugs dtaxo 

530 ola Kal x(a oradia de 

eOew o[rparomed|o zo 
pevopevor[s] ov[ra][ s]] 

[ogolép [al] nrexOnoay 
[or prey [pleraryeyv tov 

Col. xxxiv. 

vov. an(nvroy dtedAope 

vot Tov [kiwdvvoy Aaxe 

575 Oatplovioe pey es Oep 

pon[vAas mpos To mefov 

XtAtouls aurov emmire 

favres. Kalt Tov cup 

faxov od[tyous rapa 

393 

§ 87 
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[wey ta Baotreta] orpary 582 AaBolv}res [ws ev rots 

[yos de xaraorn|vat ToA orevoi|s KolAvcovres 

(unoas amavras] de Tous av[rouvs] weplatrepm mp0 

545 [eK rns Actas oulvayet [eABeey] o¢ & [nperepor 

[pas mept ov Tis ovly vu [warepes) ew [Aprepice 

[wepBoAras mpobup])n 10 lines lost § or 

(Oars ecrey ... 2... Je 595 [pada palxns’ Kale ¢n 
5 lines lost § 89 [rolur[res alvrous Uor7e}es lapvirtowis 

@ 
o{alo[Ojar. Bova[nOles [de 

t ‘> 
585 Tlotlovro py[n|ue(toly > [ef wooly xJaraoryca 

v 

KaTaXimey Oo fn TNS [xau] Sediores pen ae] ele] 

avOpwomivns puceas [peEns 9] wodts nyov 

e[pylov eoriv ov mpore 600 atria [yevn]ra: ros EX 

ploly exavoaro mpi € [A]not tins owrn|pias: oft 

560 feupey kat ovynvayKa [5] npereplot] mpoyover 

aevy o mavres]| avOparor padtora pev Bovdrdo > 

OpvAoverv. alajre orpa pevar dtagvdagae thy 

romede mAe[vo]ae ev 605 wapove Sofay Kat Tact ~ 

dia [T]ns nrrei([pov] megev Toltnloat davepoy ort 

565 oat] de dia rns Oadarrns: [x]az mporepoy dt aperny 

tov pey EdAnorovtoyv [a]JAA ov dita teyny ever 

fevgas. tov de Abo & xn{olav> emerra de Kat 

[opugas. mpos Sy Tov ov § 90 
[rw] peya gpovncavta 

570 Kal TnALKauvTa OlamTpa 

Eapevoy Kat Torov > 

troy decrorny yevope 

Col. xxxv. 

; ; . ‘ § 92 

610 x[ade KatamAevoay 

t[es ourws eBovAev 

calyro mept Tov Aottroy 

w@a[re moAA@y avrots 
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ka[t kadov mpoetpya 

615 oplevoy 

ev [rows reAevraiors 

toly kwdvvey ert mecov 

din{veyxay abvpos 

ya[p amavTovy rov cup 

620 palyov diaxepevov 

kas [IIeXorovynotoy 

pev (dtareayifovroy 

toy Icpoy 

Col. xliv. 
: ; : ; -  § 109 

[Teav exovraly x[atros 

625 [Bovdopevoe m)Acolve 

[xretv ovx aly 8n mov> 
[rns pev J ]xtovaroy 
[yns ereOuluncapey 

(nv Tdaracea|y rolts ws 

630 [nuas Karaguyovat] daft 

[voueba mapadov}res 

[rooaurny de yapaly 

[wapeAtropev n may 

[ras av npas evrop}o 

635 [Tepous erroinoev thot 

[ovray rowvy npulov 

[yeyeynuevoy Kale 

§ 110 

Col. xlvi. 
6 lines lost 

[rovs oupmre]yOnoovras 

°o 64 

645 

650 

3°5 

§ 93 

j : ‘ . Qua 
7 
-[ 
ofu dteEnrAdov of rovs 

fev [avopmrarovs mt 

aTor{arous evopifoy 

tous d€ mpodoras wo 

wep evepyeras eOepa 

mevlov npouvro de Tov 

lv] EcAfwrwr evr Sov) 
ev aor eis Tas auT}or 

twarptdas uBpifey] par 
8 

Aov ¢[Tipwv rouls avro 

[xetlpais Kat govea|s roy 

[3ro]Ad(rav 1 Tous yove 

[as] ro[us avroy es 

[rovro 8 wpornros] a 

Q 112 

Col. xlvii, 

kpwev duyas Se xat or{a] § 114 
TES Kat vonoy cup 
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660 [emt de rns Toluriay ap 

[xns dca ro w]AnO[os tov 

[orxecwy Kalko|y emjav 

(oapeO adrlAndolus ere 

[ouvres ov]Oeve y[ap T]o 

665 (cavrny oyolAny [maple 

[Aurov wal ere po] 

[ovvaybec]Onvar Tivos 

[yap ovx edi|xovro 7 

[res ovr@ mloppa tov 

670 [woXTiKwly nv ee 

[ornxws mplaypaltjov 

[oores ovje [elyyus nlpay 
(xjacOn yeverOat Tov 

[cluppopwoy es as at Tot 

675 (alurat guces npas 

[x]areornoay €1T OUK at 

[c]xuvovTae Tas eauTov 

[rloAets ovrws avopes 

Sial|rclJOevres Kar rns 

680 nperepas [[ovras]] adt 

KOS KaTNyOpouVTeEs* 

adda pos Tos addots 

[x]ae sept tov dtxov. 

[x]at tov ypagev Tov 

685 [molre map nut yevo 

ple]vov Aeyety TOA> 

footy aurot mAELous 

[a] «v rpiodiy]] pnow a 

Kptrous a@7moKxTe.vay 

690 TES wy mn OAS ET 

TNS aPXNS atracns € 

§ 113 

THE OXYRHYNCHUS PAPYRI 

[¢]eoes Kat molAcr[e]eor 

695 peraBodas ert Je] mat 

dav uvBpes Kat yluvac] 

Kov ato[xuas [Jal] xpn 

parov [[S]| [ap}rayfas] res 

ay dvvair(o] defer Oey 

700 m@Anv TOGOUTOY ELTTELY 

[e]xotmey ay Kara tay 
€ 

roy orl ra pev [lv] n> 

pov dewa padi ov] ay 

ris eve Wngiopare 

eXucey tras de shayas 

Kal Tas avoplas Tas 
705 

emt TOUT@Y yeEvopE 

vas ovOets av tacacOat 

SvvaiTo: Kat jinv ov § 115 
—— 

7 
"10 Oe Thy Tapoveay «py 

ynv ovde Thy auTo 

voniay THY gv Tas 

moXtreias pev [ovKk e 

[[vJlovray ev de ras (ovv 
715 Onxais avayeypapl|pe 

yay agtoy edeo Oat | 

padrov 9 thy ap[xny 

Thy nperepay: tts 

yap ay rotaurns Kara 
ramen 

720 al|Keun||s emOup{noecer 

ev ne KaranovTiiorat 

pev tnv Oadar[rav 

Karexoued| vj] meAra 
orat de tas modes Ka | 
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725 [r]a\auBavovo[y ay § 116 

a(t] de rov mpos erepous 

wept Tn[s| xwpals solve 

flew evtos reé[tx]ous 

Ot woNtTat mpos adAy 

730 Aovs payo[yrjae mee] 

Unidentified Fragments. 

(6). (c) (2) 

J. jen ae 
ig Yous \geror 

(f) (2) (4) 

gu Jr }rof 
jo Jecr{ J-+[ 

Jovol jroo . [ 
Jal de 

(7) (i) (0 
ja . [ ]- «off . [ wo 

ko, Je, }rof 

(1) (2) (2) 

Jef Jou . [ } . ag{ 
Jed] ). 1 )-[ 
jeof 
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(7) (r) (s) (t) 

(7) (s) (aa) (6) 

Jecoj Jrov lwrof }rof 

1. e&:d3afay: so TE; the marginal variant ddafa is parallel to the vulg. dwadAdfas. 
Q. Girovextas is also the spelling of E, and is preferred by Drerup; but in a question 

between « and « the testimony of a papyrus of this period is of course valueless. 
12. The original eora, altered by the second hand, is condemned by the hiatus; 

éorw B(lass). 
17. ro: om. MSS. 
18. npor n [wopus: 4 wédus nue» MSS. 
21. wkepc: SO vulg.; the dots signifying deletion were superscribed by the second hand. 

Om. sepi I. 
23. The supplement at the beginning of the line is somewhat short for the lacuna. 
29-31. ras evepyecias nal ras xpeias is the vulg. reading. +e after rjas is very doubtful, 

and rlas [elulfepyeotas is a quite likely alternative. ras ypelas xal ras ¢pyagias I’, rds re xpeias 
«A. E, B. 

33-5. opodolyoupevovs: so MSS., with yevoudvous after sporovs. A blank space was 
left by the scribe at the beginning of |. 34, and in this the corrector has inserted something, 
the slight vestiges of which suit [yepeoOa, at the same time deleting yerouevas in 1. 35 which 
reflected the omitted yevopevous after spwrovs. The result is an intelligible sentence in itself 
not inferior to that obtained by emending dpodoyouperous to dpodoyoupfyws (B. with H. Wolf 
and Mere though not making a serious claim for consideration. smpos re is the reading of 
the MSS. 

42. yelye[yn|uevovs: om. MSS. wepsepyor is the reading of f; mdpepyor vulg. 
45. dwplear rolcalurny: 80 T ; depedis rocavrns vulg. 
53- «lxouey amew: So vulg.; elweiy Exouer I. 
60. xaraxexPcuevouls: so T (-xAeuws.) ; xarexexAciop. E vulg., earaxexApp. M. 
75. xas; om. MSS. 
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a 79. exfare|pas: so T, B.; éedrepa, which originally stood in the papyrus, is the vulg. 
reading. 

81. awacas: SOT; sdeas vulg. 
100. de; Lede, 
106—7. ye[j0v|xer{eplal» cannot be correct, since with this there is nothing for ravrys to 

refer to except raluryy in 1. 104. The reading inserted by the corrector at the foot of the 
column agrees with the traditional text. sarpicwrepay was perhaps influenced by syepomxe- 
repay: sarper., as in the margin, MSS. 

10g. ras; SOT; om. vulg. 
118. [a|s: sol; dri vulg. 
123. exomoaro ralulrny: ravrny éx. MSS. 
128. ad)\ev xadws: SO vulg., B.; ddAAwy caddy xaos TE. 
138. dewy: SOT; rév be&» E and vulg. 
157. The alternative reading wod:rey is that of the MSS. 
164-5. SsadverOas ras mpos adAndous exOpas : d&advcacba ra spds dAAnAous MSS. 
168. avrely: SOT; rovrey vulg. 
176. addos, the reading of rE, has been substituted by the corrector for av6pwmois. 

Aowrois vulg., and so B. on account of the following dAAnp». 
196. wapa\cwev: sO T: vulg. wapadcrdvres, with rives instead of ris. 
202. Oper axavO: 80 T ; dO. xpargoas Ax. vulg. 
207. yerepevo|s (I) is better suited to the space than yeyoves (vulg.). 
213. nuty evlepyedoray: SOT; evepy, nus Vulg. 
215. my: SOT; ray E' vulg. 
223. eyyovos: 80 ©; exyora I, &C. 
230-1. ayabev [axavyrev avrjos ; 80 vulg. in the Antdosis; dy. air. ax. TE, B., abr. dy. dar. 

vulg. in the present passage. , 
234. The supplement at the beginning of the line hardly fills the lacuna, which would 

be expected to.contain eight or nine letters ; perhaps there was some correction. 
236. [«oBarte: so TE and Anéd. vulg.; there would not be room for the vulg. ¢p- 

Ce. 

opylnOerres: SO TE Anitd.; dpp. airéy ol xpéyoras vulg. 
237-8. «hs... xareornoay: 80 vulg.; rov, v8, caréornoayro I, roc. edd. xarexrngavro E, B., 

rog, eb8, exrnoavro, Aniid, vulg. 
245. [yevo}seroe: 80 A and vulg. ; yevordorv) PE Aniid, vulg. 

{ 261. sporepov: 80 E; the omission of sporepoy indicated by the line drawn over the 
letters (by the second hand) is in accord with fr and Anéd. vulg. 

255. The correction is by the second hand. 
258. evouerms: om. MSS. 
261. ayay was apparently first written in place of Asay ay, 
262. wept: 800; éwi I, &c. The papyrus omits ords, which is found after peyicrey 

in E* A’, 
264. sporepoy: SOT; mp. &HAGoy E vulg. 
267. [alpyawrara: so in the Antid. ©, dpxaixerara A; |. apywerara with MSS. 
268. |e6rer: so vulg.; yers» TEC". ras, the elimination of which is indicated by the 

superscribed dots (probably by the corrector), is omitted in the MSS. oe 
273. » 8 [wo)\ss, the original reading, is that of r; the addition of qyerepa is in 

accordance with the vulg. 
290. eAarrw ye: so Cobet; om. ye I; dA, rovrey E' vulg. 
291. After rexunpa the first hand wrote rw», and left a blank space between this 

and corey, 
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302. xarpov: om. MSS. 
312. E has émxparncew. > 
323. The dot in the middle of the line apparently marks the place of the omitted av. 
336. o, which is superfluous, is slightly smudged, and was perhaps intended to be 

deleted. : ae 
337-8. da... orpareav: om. © and Antid.; &d rap rére orp. E', B., yeyevnuémy for 

yevopemy vulg. | | 
344-50. This passage, which has no other authority, is evidently based on the latter 

part of § 74. Its insertion here seems pointless. The A of «ada in 1. 350 is converted from 
«, after which there was originally a blank space. 

355. ra: om. MSS.; cf. 1. 356. 
356. [re»: three or four letters are required to fill the line, and ra in ). 355 points the 

way; om. MSS. | 7 
357-8. The first hand probably made the wrong division yeyovora aot. 

| 361. execvov srohepov avoravros: 80 Vulg.; sod, ovo, éx. T. 
366. Om. otopevoy E}, om, ecvas E*. 
376. A low stop after s seems to have here been substituted for a high one. 
379-80. Sol; ris Gad. ry dpx. vulg. 
389—90. rovlrovs rous| xatpous: sO vulg.; rovs xa. rour. I’, rots avrovs xaip, rour. Anizd, 
393- [adA}a: so vulg., B.; Gadd eal E', eal 1, 
dua rovro is the reading of the MSS. ; the corrector’s & avro rovro is no improvement. 

xas after rovro is omitted by E’. - 
395. woddy: SOT; wddev ryw tperépay E? vulg. 
400. pexpos: SO OA in the Anid.; odtye MSS. here. 
401. Tov woNewy: roiv roddow I, B.; roiy x. rovrow and ray w. ravraw other MSS. 
402. alyay [rayv: raxyd Aiav MSS. For ayay cf. |. 261; the reading here is not certain, 

but Aa» at any rate is impossible. yay produces a hiatus. 
408. my: sor; om. vulg. : 
410 sqq. The marginal adscript indicates that this fragment comes from § 78, but its 

position is not clearly marked, and there was evidently a divergence from the ordinary text. 
Je in 1. 410 may be 3\e/nee, and the word after ypapp!a}rev is very likely ad(AXa); but some- 
thing certainly intervened between wodX(wv) and ypappla}rev. The penultimate letter in 
1, 412 is either r or y. 

417. mpocalyope[olse(vor: so © in Anfid., the mistake being occasioned by the pre- 
ceding mpocayopevecGa ; but the v in the papyrus is very uncertain. mspocaydpevos MSS. 

421. [xlas: om. MSS. 
425. E! adds atréy after rais. , 
440. r{otovrot|s: so vulg., with and without ¢. rots rowvross I’. 
449. The MSS. add éxefvos after ré», which was here originally omitted. éxeivos is 

also omitted by 6A in the Anéid. 
450. The column contained one or two more lines. 
453. It is not certain that the papyrus read pev with TEO*; om. vulg. 
461. The space points to exe({yoc] (E' vulg.) rather than exed»ov} (I), but not very 

decidedly. 
466. eromoay: 80 TEO*; xaréderov E marg., vulg. 
471. xa (vulg.) was possibly written after a[AAa, though the line is not too short without it. 
480. nileps per: SOT; Gua pév wepl vulg. 
487. evy{uxias: so vulg. in the Anfid., B.; edruyias ©, dperds TE. 
497. whov: so TE, B.; 2. xivduror vulg. ~~ 4 : 
498 sqq. rovs araons: so MSS. The corrector has inserted «£ before anaons here and 
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at the top of the column (Il. 495-6), where the passage is rewritten. The intruded ef is 
there accompanied by the variant xarappomoasres for -ras, a reading also found in A in the 
Antid., arnvrev on the other hand being placed in its traditional position instead of after 
exovres as in]. 501. As the original scribe gives the ae text in |. 497 it is likely that 
he wrote correctly raragpornaarras i in ]. 500. 

517. leas dp. atray in the Ankd. 
522. Thy: om. Ankd. 
523. SoA aebrd s, the original reading, is also found in @A in the Antid. 
625. plaxn|: so TE; the reading is uncertain, but there does not seem to be room for 

Kat "ayn. 
532-3. The corrections are by the second hand. 
535- POnva: so TE and Ansid.; opOjva vulg.; the termination a is written over an 

angular complementary mark. 
536. The letter after r looks like o, but this is probably owing to the disappearance of 

some fibres of the papyrus. 
548. After eixety the ordinary text has éAdrre roy trapxdvrev cipnxer, which cannot be 

reconciled with the remains in the papyrus ; perhaps exper | e|Aarra, 
555- 1{oslouro : so A here and in the Antid. ; roovroy Other MSS. 
558. There is no word in the traditional text here between dvcees and ¢ dove, but 8A in 

the Antid. have épyov, which no doubt stood in the papyrus, The final » is fairly certain, 
and the first letter must be either ¢ or 6. 

561. ar6pera: om. MSS. 
562. Epvdovow : sol; OpvAdovow vulg. 
orparomedet : TH orp. MSS. 
569. peya is omitted by E*. 
596-7- alvrous [el€ twolu x]aragryoa : so vulg.; the marginal adscript gives the reading 

of r an 
598. The second hand, besides rightly emending & to &s, proceeded to alter the 

division of epe£ns, but changed his mind. 
602. mpoyovos: 80 E and vulg., om. 1; warépes Antid. vulg. of 3° qu. warépes had 

occurred in the previous section, of & ny. spéyoro: in § 85. 
605. A blank space was left by the first hand before dogay; cf. 1. 34. 
607. mporepoy: SO vulg. ; ro mpdr. T. 
608. ruyny: SOT; ry roux. vulg. 
609. &: so vulg. and Anfd,; om. Yr. 
610-1. In the MSS. of the Antidosis the words xal xarackevdcavres ra wept ri won 

intervene between xaram\evoavres and ovres, and the papyrus would admit of their restoration 
(x[evacavres ra eps | s{nv modw ovrws «.r.A.); but this would make Col. xxxv a rather long 
one, whereas 1. 623 stands higher than 1. 609, and it seems more likely that there was 
no disagreement here with other MSS. of the Panegyricus. xai ... wéd\w is bracketed 
by B. 

613-5. avrots | xale xakwv: so OA in the Anfid. To read wa | xajdww avross produces 
too great a disproportion in length between Il. 613 and 614. As to what followed 
mpoeipyacpevoy there is no clue. 

630. The papyrus most probably had xaragvyover; pvyoves I originally. 
638. The slight vestige points to a round letter at the beginning of the line, above and 

slightly to the left of which there is ar by the second hand. Perhaps the original scribe 
wrote wr instead of rev. 

645. ev: SOT, B.; enots (vulg.) would be too long for the lacuna. The deletion of » 
at the beginning of the line is probably by the second hand. ; 
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647. ap(8as was originally written for warpedas ; the correction is probably due to the 
second hand. 

659. oupmebOnoovras: so Victorius, B.; ovpmednoovras TY, ovpxad. E and vulg. The 
y is broken, but a cannot be read. 

664. oven: overt edd. ; cf. 1. 445, where the corrector has substituted 8 for 9. 
669. ovrw: 80 [; oltre rocovroy vulg. 
670. e€e[ornxws: om. MSS. Cf. § 171 rois réy wodsrixdy éLeoryndor. 
677. ras: SOT; ras per vulg. 
679. xat rps: 80 I; ris 8 E, vulg. The deletions in this line and the next are 

probably due to the corrector. 
688. The appearance of the papyrus suggests that the scribe partially erased the 

superfluous letter, which is most probably an », at the beginning of the line. 
693. The corrector omitted to alter the » of cup. 
698. It is unlikely that daprayas was originally written. 
701. [e]yomev av: fx MSS. 
xara wayrey: SO vulg.; caf awdvrey I’. 
708. ovdeas: cf. 1. 664, note. 
413. evovcay Was originally wrongly divided «|yovcay. 
dh The corrector’s daraloracees is the reading of the MSS. 

Q. ob wodtsras wpos adAndovs: 80 T; pds aAX. of rod. Vulg. 
fr r. (d). This fragment might be placed above |. 29, jacvow being restored as ex\acrov 

and an intervening line being lost. 
Fr. (8), which is from the top of a column, may be the end of 1. 363. 
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APPENDIX I 

Addenda and Corrigenda to‘ Oxyrhynchus Papyri’, Parts III and IV. 

For the literature connected with these volumes see the various bibliographies of 
papyri by U. Wilcken and F. Blass in Archiv fair Papyrusforschung iii, S. De Ricci in 
Rev. des dudes grecques 1905, and P. Viereck in Bursian’s Jahresber. 1907. After comparing 
with the originals the suggestions which have been made, we give a list of most of those 
which, whether right or wrong, affect our transcriptions. Supplements of lacunae and 
readings already indicated in our notes are generally ignored. Where the source of the 
correction is not indicated, it is our own. 

TIT. 404. 4. ssapoy x{: (Deissmann), cannot be read. 
408. 57. avd[os (Schroeder) is possible, as is his suggestion avwvée in 1. 61. The 

following suggestions by him or Fraccaroli are unsuitable: 25. aude [Sovjras, 33. 
wavoeney Audirpvemadas, 62. dim[ourat, 64. xapjrewsd. Whether Fr. (d) belongs to 408 
is very doubtful ; the verso is in a different hand. 

409. 6. 1} madapiov (Leo) is possible. 35: prujoas (Leo) ispossible. 41. 
adixo}s eors (Leo) is unsuitable. 45. adv[varoy (Kretschmar) is possible. 65. mladw 
(Leo) does not suit the vestiges very well. 8, 7 rovrov (Leo) can be read. 63. 
ovr[os 8] exo» (Leo) is possible. 80. peOr{xas (Leo) is possible, but not SAapes in 
l, 8r. 100. ro Aodsoy ov is inadmissible. 

410. 84. d\a{6e}operos (Fuhr) can be read. 
411. 36. ris orparclas (Fuhr) is possible. 
412. 6. 1. veowevOea crrov for veorevOe awroy (Hefermehl, Berl. Phil. Wochenschr, 

March 31, 1906). g. 1. mepa (sic) for mapa. 33. [sare] + Opeev (Ludwich, 
Berl, Phil. Wochenschr., Nov. 14, 1903) is possible, and in |. 35 «jos can be read. 55. 
For emei{rn}s there is not room. 

413. 6. dnA}orérs (Sudhaus) is possible, 28. dpelyyds (Crusius, Herondas, Mimiambr, 
1905, pp. ror sqq.) does not suit the vestige of the letter before ~ which seems to be « or o, 
53. ol wev|Godvres (Crus.) is unsuitable. 57. Crusius’ proposed reading r 8 idvrep [rplis 
dAAnjAovs is possible but very doubtful. gi. wapadAdé (Crus.) may be right. 112. 
plalvec(Gar) roijo(ecs) (Sudh.) is possible, but the first letter after the lacuna is more like 8. 
1. ads plok for w..[. .}. 113. Oa}rrov (Sudh.) is unsuitable. 116. av] roi{s d8opras 
(Sudh.) is unsuitable. 118 marg. 1. oxAnpérep{os) for oxAnpd(s) re (Sudh.). 130. xal 
¢x[ei}{or) (Crus.) is possible, but the next word is not ddaveis (Sudh.) or déparos (Crus.). 
130. xaravyéA(o (Crus., Sudh.) is possible. 132. 8{cé}pvyor (Crus., Sudh.) cannot be 
read. 133. émapao(6)as lens is possible. 134. Neither Crusius’ éximpnocop d¢ 
va vouu(dueva nor Sudhaus’ érurecei» dvres ipiv hawdpeva suits the vestiges. 139. [7] Fy 
dpa (Crus.) is possible, but not ¢x}ix’ dpa (Sudh.). 147. pd ris for w’ Zs (Sudh.) is probably 
right. 148. Neither dyapas nor card|xespar (Crus.) nor xopaord (Sudh.) is suitable. = 151. 
wojre (Sudh.) or ¢pws] re (Crus,) can be read. 152. «}ex[A}pévas (Sudh.) is unsuitable. 
178. dyexia?) which we printed in the margin against |. 213 probably refers to this line 
(Crus., Sudh.). 181. Aw (Sudh.) is possible. 186. Aéyp (Sudh.) is unsuitable. 
186. njor}é (Sudh.) is possible, but not »[pip (Crus.). 

sa aa 

A ate ee, 
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420. 2. ¢{:)dor[no7 kw» (Fubr) or gmPor{tjuev (G. G. A. Murray) is possible. qs 
exOpeyas (Fuhr) is possible, but there is not room for wor’ in the lacuna before it. 

448. A new fragment belonging to the bottom of Col. xviii contains the beginnings 
of ll. 263-73 rnv 8 drapenB., Satpfonn, enieper, ov plev, xaiplo, ede, as [, avelpes, ovd alpa, 
ovd efunpe, onpa [. 

452. 10. |. mpwro for mpwroy. 
464. 3. orepece (Kroll) is inadmissible. 5. oxopu|evn» (Ludwich) is possible. 6. e]e 

dovrov and £:(veres (Kroll, Ludw.) are possible. 12. pleAdovros (Ludw.) is possible. 
13. xai{povojiov (Ludw.) can be read. 14. xpare|pov (Kroll) is unsuitable. 15. paviov 
(Kroll) is possible. 16. Oep{a (Kroll) can be read. 18. exoey (Kroll) is inad- 
missible. 19. 1'podop{ ay (Ludw.) is inadmissible, but 7 ofr] «[r}»evewss is possible, while 
8n|Acvewar xaxot radwv (Kroll) is inadmissible. ao. xalt addos (Ludw.) can be read, but 
not 8lopa. 21. 1. esodos (for eovde) Ludw., but ri is inadmissible, as is ep{oro|xov 
(Kroll). 22. AnluopiAov (Kroll) and xokpopsAou (Ludw.) are not long enough. 28. 
Madun (Kroll) is inadmissible. 35- adda yys (Ludw.) is possible. 37. xaxlos (Ludw.) 
or gales (Kroll) can be read. 38. «ev duvovs (Kroll, Ludw.) is possible. 39. xade sas 
(Kroll, Ludw.) can be read. 40. moAvrexvou[vros (Ludw.) is inadmissible. 43> 
1, apidnAos (Kroll, Ludw.). 45. paptupes n ns (Ludw.) is inadmissible. 54. 1. ex oxorens 
(Kroll). 55. avraly (Ludw.) is possible. 58. ga c|ve[» (Ludw.) is possible. 61. 
pits (Ludw.) is possible. 

471. The Maximus against whom this speech is directed seems to be the praefect 
in 103-7, Vibius Maximus. De Ricci suggests that the erasure of his name on the 
Coptos tariff and the Abu Tufa milestone may be due to these proceedings. 6. 1. bv 
i.e. trr(ep) of for dv (Wilcken). 18. dovdny (i. €. orov8yv) can be read for 8ovAn» (De 
Ricci). 20. OABouévey (Crinert) is possible. 24. cael (Crén.) is unsuitable, but his 
suggestion mavrds is possible. 28. ydp (Crén.) is unsuitable. 62. 80{Aletov (Wilck.) 
can be read. 75. ov can be read for ov, as suggested by T. Nicklin and Crénert, but 
the letters seem to have been deleted. 108. 6 xA}jpér (Crén.) is unsuitable. 131. 
]. Mdg[epe (Wilck.). 142-3. 1. O[daddpus (Wilck.). 145. 1. [av éxet (Wilck.). 
146. l. dp[yqv ern 8élxa (Wilck.). 147: Wilcken restores sasde[iq re xad éril. 151-3. 
Wilcken conjectures map’ [abrov wept | rav rotovr[ww appod|ciar, 154. Wilcken’s suggestion 
é [3€ does not suit ; «{ai can be read. | 

472. 24. xaraypapévrey (Crin.) is possible. 25. rape x6\vrov (Crén.) cannot be 
read. rovrois 8° ovx] (Crin.) is possible. 37. The mutilated word is not ovxoty 
(Cron.). 48. SareOjva: (Crin.) is unsuitable. : 

481. 2. 1. xpadiras for ov irws; cf. P. Tebt. II. p. 132. 
485. 3. |. de for wa(pd). évdmvow cannot be read in 1. 36. 
488. 22. |. (i3vay; cf. P. Tebt. II. 327. 28 and 487. 18. 
491. 5. Crénert suggests xa6’ dv3nroroiy rpémov after alpyra, but the passage is 

hopelessly illegible. 19. 1. xuBepydogns (Cron.). 
492. 9. The word before éereiot is not nai (Crén.). 
494. 44. Probably wapleré6n; cf. 718. 1 waperé6(n). 
495. 9-10. wav devOil| vew ds Av abri 8oxq (Crin.) is possible. 
496. 10. édy more cvp87 (Crén.) is unsuitable, as also is his suggestion alpyera in 1. 15. 
499. 15. 1. xdéprp for xdprov. 
500. 11-2. |. d{n’ "Iovdaioy and d[xA }ppovopyrew (cf. B. G. U. 868. 12) (Cron.). 
504. 16. dorel| xpaoda airois (Crén.) is unsuitable. 20. [rept rovro (Crin.) is 

possible. 44. rov &alddxou (Crén.) is not very suitable. 
506. 28. [i3}dernros (Crén.) can be read, but the following rod renders a proper name 

more likely. 38. wapaypap}js (Cron.) is possible. 
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525. 8. Aq(8o]y (Crin.) for Aa[ro]t is possible. 
530. 8. #8y for éni (Crén.) is unsuitable. 
5338. 13. red‘ ées] (Crén.) is unsuitable. The letter after yap might be almost anything. 

17. 1. els r1efsd)pen 
611. 1. Marpéa (cf. 529. 13) for perpea (Crén.). 
653. 18 sqq. |. xapn{ot for capri ov. 
IV. 659. 64. a{ynxev (Schroeder) is unsuitable. 
660. 9. pada ( Wilamowitz) is unsuitable. 
662. 34. avriradwy ro rpw (Wilam.) is unsuitable. 39. map Evpyrao (Wilam.) is 

unsuitable. 51. Neither avadcov nor averad\eov (Wilam.) can be read. 
668. 5. «}row (Korte) is probable. 8. The corrupt mrvev is emended by Rutherford 

to w{epi) t&», by Korte to (epi) ray, the next word being so«(réy) in either case. 
664. 155. Alvxog{ per (Wilam.) is unsuitable. 
665. 12. 1. Axpalyav}r|iweow em. 
666. 163. e rojv (Wilam.) is possible, but the vestiges suit «s better than ex. 
668. Fr. (c) should be turned the other way up and read as dtu, belonging to |. 164, 

where 1. gla|\dium. 
680. 3. 1. pera for peya, 
681. 4. akpou oup{relco{y}r{ (Fuhr) is unsuitable. 11. [av}r (Fuhr) is unsuitable. 
682. 5. wepd{o}[eAAe (Fuhr) is possible. 
696. 90. |. «¢Aade, 3 lines being lost between this and the line beginning a (Fuhr). 
697. 38. Perhaps ror{e] ¢{a:|vero evar, as Fuhr suggests. 
701. 26-8. Perhaps re» volp{ar ovde rors aA|Ai os, as Fuhr suggests. 
705. 41. 1. a[pés rd pce (Wilam.). 78. Wilcken prefers y[wpilov to x[dpr]ov. 
717. 5. pera rovrov (Wilam.) is unsuitable. 
720. 7. Caesarib{us) cjoss (De Ricci) can be read. —5.. sena[/us consulfo (Gradenwitz) 

after ¢/ is unsuitable. 15. Wilcken’s suggestion /egs for cept’ is very doubtful, especially 
the supposed g. 

735. 1. dpOps v for dpdpev (De Ricci). 14. ad cognlega is resolved by Wilcken 
ad cogn(oscendum) lega(tur), by De Ricci ad cogn(itionem) lega(t:). 15. Serracus for 
Lerraeus (De Ricci) is possible. 16. 1. Gaddius for Gradius (De Ricci). 22. Salmeus 
(De Ricci) is possible. 27. De Ricci suggests cum epistraego) at the beginning of the 
line, which is possible. 29. 1. Eponuchus (De Ricci). 

736. 81 exovvras (Wilam.) is unsuitable. 

APPENDIX II 

List of Papyrit distributed. 

We give here a list of published Oxyrhynchus and Hibeh papyri which have been 
presented to different museums and libraries in Europe and America in addition to those 
of which a list was given in Part IV, pp. 265-71, and also some further details about those 
Oxyrhynchus and Fayfm papyri which in the former list were assigned to America without 
a more precise indication. We have added the present reference numbers (where ascertained) 
of the several institutions to which the papyri now belong. The papyri which do not 
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appear in either list are still at Queen’s College, Oxford. The following abbreviations are 
employed :— 

B. M. = British Museum. The numbers refer to the Catalogue of Greek Papyri. 
Bodl. = Bodleian Library, Oxford. The references are to the hand-list of MSS. 
Bolton = Chadwick Museum, Bolton, Lancashire. 
Bristol = Bristol Museum. 
Brussels = Musées Royaux, Brussels, Belgium. 
Cairo = Museum of Antiquities, Cairo, Egypt. These papyri remain temporarily with us 

at Oxford. 
Cambridge = Cambridge University Library. The numbers refer to the ‘ Additions’. 
Carnegie = Carnegie Institute, Pittsburg, U.S.A, 
Charterhouse = Library of Charterhouse School, Godalming, Surrey. 
Chicago = Haskell Oriental Museum, University of Chicago, U.S.A. 
Columbia = Library of Columbia University, New York, U.S.A. 
Cornell = Library of Cornell University, U.S.A. The papyri are numbered MSS. A 1o1. 
Dublin = Library of Trinity College, Dublin. 
Edinburgh = Library of Edinburgh University. 
Gen. Theol. = General Theological Seminary, New York, U.S.A. 
Graz = Library of Graz University, Austria. 
Harvard = Semitic Museum of Harvard University, Mass., U.S.A. 
Holyoke = Mount Holyoke College, South Hadley, Mass. U.S.A. 
eg Hop. = Library of Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, U.S.A. 

anchester = Museum of Manchester University. 
McCormick = Library of McCormick Theological Seminary, Chicago, U.S.A. 
Michigan = University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, U.S.A. 
Morgan = Pierpoint Morgan Collection, New York, U.S.A. 
Pennsy!. = Museum of Science and Art, University of Pennsylvania, U.S.A. 
Princeton = Library of Princeton College, New Jersey, U.S.A. 
Smithsonian = Smithsonian Institution, Washington, U.S.A. 
Toronto = Museum of Victoria University, Toronto, Canada. 
Union Theol. = Union Theological Seminary, New York, U.S.A. 
Vassar = Library of Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, New York, U.S.A. 
Wellesley = Wellesley College, Mass., U.S.A. 
Western Res. = Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A. 
Yale = Library of Yale University, U.S.A. 

Oxyrhynchus Papyri. 

254-6. Union Theol. | 294. Princeton. 404. Bodl. Gr. theol. 
i aa Sg ay 295. Columbia. Sf: pak F 

259. Pennsyl. 2798. | 297. Columbia. . 405. CambridgeAdd. 
sil ec) Gr. class. 267. Johns Hop. 298. Princeton. 4413. 

-9 (F). 268. Yale. 392. Princeton. 406. McCormick BH 
II. 271. Harvard. 395. Michigan. 88470. I. 

272. Michigan. 408. Yale. 
211. Harvard. 274. Union Theol. Ul 409. Bodl. ‘Gr. class. 
213. Yale. 276. Yale. : ¢. 55 (P). 
219. Yale. 287. Columbia. 401-2. Harvard. 410. Bodl. Gr. class. 
250. Pennsyl. 2797. | 293. Columbia. 403. Gen. Theol. d. 75 (P). 



411. B. M. 1523. 
413. Bodl. Gr. class. 

b. 4 (P). 
414. Columbia. 
415. Graz I. 1930. 
416. Brussels. 
417. Smithsonian. 
418. Harvard. 
419. Brussels. 
420. B. M. 1524. 
421-3. Harvard. 
424. Graz I. 1926. 
425. Brussels. 
426. Toronto. 
427. B. M. 1525. 
428. Harvard. 
429. Manchester. 
430-1. Harvard. 
432. Graz I. 1929. 
433. CambridgeAdd. 
44 he 

434. Harvard. 
435-6. Yale. 
437. Brussels. 
438. Yale. 
439. Bolton. 
440. Manchester. 
441. Brussels. 
442. Dublin Pap. E. 

8, 

443. Graz I. 1927. 
444. Yale. 
446—7. Harvard. 
448. Cornell. 
458. Harvard. 
459. Columbia. 
460-2. Harvard. 
464. Bodl. Gr. class. 

d. 75 (P). 
465. B. M. 1§26. 
466. Columbia. 
467. Bodl. Gr. class. 

J- 73 (P). 
468. Edinburgh. 
469. Chicago. 
470. Dublin Pap. F. 

8 
471. Bodl. Gr. class. 

a. 10 (P). 
472. Morgan. 
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473. 
474. 
475. 
476. 

B. M. 1527. 
Manchester. 
Charterhouse. 
Chicago. 

477. Columbia. 
478. Brussels. 
479-80. Chicago. 
481.-Gen. Theol. 
482. Chicago. 
483. Pennsyl. 2822. 
485. Bodl. Gr. class. 

c. 56 (P). 
486. Columbia. 
487. Chicago. 
488. Brussels. - 
489, B. M. 1528. 
490. Graz I. 1920. 
491. Morgan. 
492. 
493. 
494, 
495. 
496. 

Toronto. 
B. M. 1529. 
Brussels. 

9 (P). 
Yale. 
Toronto. 

a. 
497. 
498. 
500. 
502-3. Cornell. 
504. Bodl. Gr. class. 

¢. 57 (P). 
505. Cornell. 
506. Harvard. 
507. Brussels. 
508. Cornell. 
509. Brussels. 
510. Chicago. 
§11. Graz L. 1931. 
512. Chicago. 
513. Toronto. 
514. Vassar. 
515. Smithsonian. 
516-8. Pennsy]. 

2799-2801. 
519. Brussels. 
§20—1. Columbia. 
522. Yale. 
523. Cornell. 
524—5. Vassar. 
526—7. Pennsyl. 

2802-3. 

Dublin Pap.C. 4. 

Bodl. Gr. class. 

Graz III. 1918. 

528. Dublin Pap.F.9. 
529. Pennsyl. 2804. 
530. B. M. 1530. 
§31-2. Pennsyl. 

2805-6. 
533. Harvard. 
534-40. Columbia. 
541. Cornell. 
543-9. Cornell. 
551. Princeton. 
552-3. Harvard. 
565—7. Harvard. 
559, Harvard. 
561-72. Johns Hop. 
574. Bodl. Gr. class. 

J 74 (P). 
575. Chicago. 
577-8. Chicago. 
579. Gen. Theol. 
580. Johns Hop. 
582. Johns Hop. 
583-4. Michigan. 
585-8. Johns Hop. 
590-8. Holyoke. 
599. Gen. Theol. 
605-7. Yale. 
609-10. Chicago. 
611. Camegie. 
612. Pennsyl. 
613. Princeton. 
615. Princeton. 
616-7. Yale. 
618-20. Princeton. 
621-7. Yale. 
628-32. Pennsyl. 

2807-11. 
633. Union Theol. 
638. Yale. 
639—43. UnionTheol. 
645. Yale. 
646. Manchester. 
648-50. Pennsy]l. 

2 -_ 

652. Pennsyl. 2796. 
653. Bodl. Gr. class. 

c. 58 (P). 

IV. 

654. B. M. 1531. 
655. Harvard. 
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656. Bodl. Gr. bibl. 
d. 5 (P). 

657. 
658. 
659. 
660. 
661. 
662. , 
663. CambridgeAdd. 

4415. 
664. Cairo. 
665. Toronto. 
666. Bodl. Gr. class. 

d. 76 (P). 
667. Dublin Pap. F. 

10. 
668. B. M. 1532. 
669. Cairo. 
670-2. Wellesley. 
673. Brussels. 
674. Dublin Pap. F. 

II. 
675. Graz I. 1922. 
676-8. Wellesley. 
679. Brussels, 
680. Manchester. 
681. Johns Hop. 
682. Edinburgh. 
683. Manchester. 
684. Johns Hop. 
685. Bodl. Gr. class. 

J. 15 )- 
686. B. M. 1534. 
687. B. M. 1635. 
688. B. M. 1536. 
689. Wellesley. 
690. Brussels. 
691-2. Wellesley. 
693-5. Princeton. 
696. Pennsyl. 2814. 
697. Dublin Pap. E.9. 
698. Wellesley. 
699. Dublin Pap. F. 

II, 
700-2. Harvard. 
703. Bodl. Gr. class. 

&. 51 (P). 
704. Pennsyl. 2820. 
705. CambridgeAdd. 

4416. 
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706. Pennsyl. 2823. 
707. Morgan. 
708. Manchester. 
709. Bodl. Gr. class. 

e. 88 (P).. 
710. Brussels. 
711. Graz I. 1925. 
712. Cairo. 
713. B. M. 1537. 
714. B. M. 1538. 
715. Bristol. 
716. CambridgeAdd. 

4418. 
717. Cairo. 
718. Columbia. 
719. Yale. 
720. Bod). Lat. class. 

d. 12 (P). 
721. Cairo. 
722. Columbia. 
723. Cairo. 
724, Carnegie. 
725. Toronto. 
726. Cairo. 
727. B. M. 1539. 
728. Cairo. 
729. B. M. 1540. 
730. Cairo. 

731. Manchester. 
732—4. Cairo. 

735. Morgan. 

9. Holyoke. 
14. Michigan. 
19. Chicago. 
20. Pennsyl. 
22. Pennsyl. 
23. Chicago. 

. 63. Pennsyl. 
58. Pennsyl. 
59. Pennsyl. 
60. Pennsyl. 
63. Pennsyl. 
64. Yale. 
65. Pennsyl. 2779. 
77. Pennsyl. 2780. 

2776. 
2782. 

27809. 
2791. 
2788. 
2783. 
2781. 
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736. Brussels. 
737. Western Res. 
738. Graz I. 1921. 
739. Cairo. 
740. CambridgeAdd. 

4417. 
741, Cambridge Add. 

4419. 
742. B. M. 1541. 
743. Brussels. 
744. Toronto. 
745. Columbia. 
746. Brussels. 
747. Charterhouse. 
748. Western Res. 
749. Cairo. 
750. Western Res. 
751. Cairo. 
752. Western Res. 
753. Toronto. 
754—5. Princeton. 
756-8. Yale. 
759. Brussels. 
760. Graz I. 1928. 
761. Harvard. 
762, Pennsyl. 2815. 
763. Cairo. 
764—5. Harvard. 
766-9. Johns Hop. 
770. Bolton. 
771. Manchester. 

772. Bristol. 
773. Brussels. 
774. Re Hop. 
775. Pennsyl. 2821. 
776. Pennsyl. 2817. 
777. Cairo. 
778. Pennsyl. 2818. 
779. Cairo. 
780. Dublin Pap. F. 

12. 
781. 
782. 
783. 
784. 
786. 
786. 

Pennsyl. 2819. 
Pennsyl. 2816. 
Edinburgh. 
B. M. 1542. 
Morgan. 
Cairo. 

787. Columbia. 
788. Morgan. 
789-91. Columbia. 
792. Toronto. 
793—4. Cairo. 
795. Morgan. 
796-7. Columbia. 
798. Morgan. 
799-801. Cairo. 
802. Graz I. 1933. 
803. Harvard. 
804. Toronto. 
805. McCormick BH 
88470. 2. 

806. Cairo. 

Fayim Papyri. 

80. Pennsyl. 2787. 
81. Pennsyl. 2790. 
86. Pennsyl. 2792. 
86 (a). Yale. 
94. Princeton. 

103. Princeton. 
106. Princeton. 
110. Columbia. 
113. Yale. 
115. Yale. 
117. Pennsyl. 2785. 
119. Pennsyl. 2786. 
120. Pennsyl. 2784. 
137-8. Yale. 

145. Harvard. 
147-50. Harvard. 
154. Michigan. 
156. Michigan. 
158-9. Michigan. 
190-5. Princeton. 
222. Harvard. 
225. Harvard. 
227. Harvard. 
230. Harvard. 
239. Princeton. 
241. Cornell. 
243. Cornell. 
245-7. Cornell. 

807. McCormick BH 
88470. 3. 

808. Cairo. 
809. Carnegie. 
810. Cairo. 
811-2. Vassar. 
813. Brussels. 
814. Carnegie. 
815-7. Cairo. 
818. B. M. 1543. 
819. Vassar. 
820. Cairo. 
821. Vassar. 
822. Wellesley. 
823. Brussels. 
824. Wellesley. 
825. Cairo. 
826. Wellesley. 
827. Cairo. 
828. Graz I. 1934. 
829. Wellesley. 
830-1. Gen. Theol. 
832. B. M. 1544. 
833. CambridgeAdd. 

4420. 
834. CambridgeAdd. 

4421. 
835. Gen. Theol. 
836. Brussels. 
837-8. Cairo. 
839. Bodl. Gr. class. 

c. 59 (P). 

250. Chicago. 
251. Cornell. 
253. Pennsyl. 2777. 
255-7. Michigan. 
261. Pennsyl. 2778. 
263. Columbia. 
265. Yale. 
267. Yale. 
268. Holyoke. 
271. Princeton. 
272-3. Yale. 
274-7. Chicago. . 
291-3. Union Theol. 
296. Johns Hop. 
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299. Harvard. 314—7. Cornell. 333. Johns Hop. 343. Johns Hop. 
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torac6a IT. 38, 99. Koius Fr. 19. 22. 
loxvs IX. 4. xépa VI. 138. 
lyus IV. 20. xépa VI. 16; Fr. 16. 113 TX. 43. 
"lwvia II. 3 sch. xopupa VI. 93; VII. 12; Fr. 82. 23. 

xpaiver I]. 103; IX. 34. 
Kadpos 1X. 44. eparioros Fr. 19. 28 (v. 1. xaprioros). 
naiew Frs, 129-31. 19. xpeas VI. 118 sch. 
xawés IV. 38 sch. Kpyrn IV. 50 sch.; Fr. 134. 4 sch. 
xaipés IT. 31 sch., 34. Kpémos V1. 68; Fr. 26. 6. 
xddapos IX. 36. Kpovieor Fr. 82. 25. 
xadeiy II. 5 sch., 96; Fr. 19. 26. Kpévos VI. 134. 
cards II. 66. xporrew VI. 138. 
xapvew IT, 27. crav6a II. 59. 
xanvés IIT, 96 sch, xreivew VI. 119; inf. xravey VI. 119 sch. 
Kap6aia IV. 13. xri{ew II, 29 sch.; V. 39. 
naprés 1X, 14. xvavocopos Vv. 1. VI. 83. 
xdprioros V. 1. Fr. 19. 28. xvavérioxos VI. 83 (Vv. 1. xvavdxopos), 
KaoraXia VI. 8. xipa VI. 100. 
Kaord\tos Fr. 134. 1 sch. xundpooos IV. 50 and sch. 
xara II, 43 sch.; IV. 6; VI. 11 sch. xoptos Fr, 116. 2 sch. 
xaroBaivew I]. 34; VI. 13, 60. xodvew VI. 118 sch. 
caraxdufew IX. 19. 
xarahéyew VI. 1293; Fr. 84. 15 sch. Aayxavew IV. 53. 
xardoxws VI. 1309. AapSdvew IT. 3 sch.; VI. 130. 
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Adprew IIT. gs sch. 
AavOdvew VI. 110. 
Aads I. g; IT. 3, 48; V1. 179. 
Aarvidas VI. 15; Fr. 33. 4 (?). 
Aara V. 44. 
Agyew IV. 39; VI. x1 sch.; VII. 13; Fr. 

Ig. 16 sch.; Fr. 71. 4 sch.; Fr. 82. 33; 
IX. 35 sch.; Frs. 129-31. 4 sch., 7 sch. 

Ac&raw II. 36, 72, 108; IV. 29, 45. 
Aeux@Acvos VI. 87. 
Axor VI. 140; Fr. 19. 10 sch.; IX. 35, 42. 
Ade» VI. 7 sch. 
Ajupa II. 37 sch. 
Niay IV. 48; Fr. 162. 1. 
Acuds VI. 64. 
AlcoerOas VI. 3. 
Arraveveww 1X. 38. 
Adyos I]. 77; IV. 35; Fr. 82. 24; Fr. 84. 

14 sch. 
Aowwds IT. 33 sch.; Fr. 84. 8. 
Aofias VI. 60. 
Aoxeia Fr, 19. 10 sch. 
Aurds Fr. 86. 3 (?). 
paicrOa IV. 36. 
pdnap IV. 46; Fr. 48. 2. 
pada Fr, 84. 12. 
padakds IT. 52. 
paddop IT. 48 sch. 
pay II. 39. 
paview II. 46. 
pavrela Fr. 65. 2 sch. 
parreverOa: Fr. 82. 1 sch.; Fr. 129. 3 sch. 
payris Fr. 26. 9 ; Fr. 84.13; Fr. 95. 6 sch. (?). 
paprac6a I]. 39. 
paraws IV. 34. 
parnp II. 28, 29; III. 6; 1V. 44; VI. 12, 

105; IX. 2. 
parpes Fr. 27. 2. 
peyaddeoros IX. 17 sch. 
peyas I]. 26; IV. 48; VI. 90; Fr. 84. 10. 

. peddor VI. 124. 
MeAaumos IV. 28. 

MeAdudvaAdoyv II. 69 and sch. 
pers VI. 50. 
Media IX. 35, 43. 
periyapus III. 11; V. 47. 
peddew IT. 57 sch., 77 sch. 
pérrerOas VI. 17. 
per IT. 53; IV. 22; VI. 51; Fr. 84. 14; 

Fr. go. 3; Frs. 129-31. 18. 
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pevos VI. 88. 
pévroc VI. 11 sch. 
pépos IV. 38. 
werd II. 43 sch.; Fr. 95. 5 sch. (?); IX. 21, 

36 sch.; Frs. 129—31. 4 sch. 
perawopeverOa: IX. 49 sch, 
perpias I, 3 sch. 
pérpoy I. 3; VI. 121. 
péxps VI. 62 sch. 
py ID. 26; IV. 16 sch.; VI. o1, 116. 
pydrerOa IX. 1. 
pydos 1X. 37. 
phy Il. 75. 
powore II. 36, 72, 108; Fr. 84. 14 sch. 
pare VI. 116. 
pryviva Fr. 19. 29; IX. 43. 
po II. 73; VI. rxg (v. 1. wv); Fr. 19. 24 

(v. 1. mv), 26; Frs. 129-31. 18. 
Mvapoovwa VI. 56; Fr. 16. 11. 
poipa II. 64. 
poiptos (uupsos Pap., v. 1. WuGcos) VI. 118. 
Motoa IV. 24; VI. 181. 
Mowatos IX. 39. 
Modooals VI. 109. 
pola IT. 96. 
povapxeiv IV. 29. 
pépoor IIL gs sch. 
péporpos VI. 94. 
Movea Fr. 95. 3 sch. 
pdx6os II. 33 and sch. 
Muppddves VI. 107. 

vaieww IT. 24; IV. 21; V. 36. 
Nais II. 1. 
vaés IIT. 7. 
vacos V. 39; VI. 124. 
vavayns (?) v. 1. Fr. 19. 25. 
vaumpurans VI. 130. 
vavras Fr. 19. 26. 
véexus VI. 98. 
vépew VI. 54; Fr. 33. 4. 
vedrodis I]. 28. 
Neorrddenos VI. 102. ‘ 
veor VI. 122; IX. 20. pwecrepos 1X. 6. 
vehos VI. 92. 
mans Fr. 26. 6. . 
moos IV. 16 sch. 
vexav II. 63 sch. 
wuxapopia Fr. 48. 3. 
vixen 11, 43 sch., 106 sch. 
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19. 24; Fr. 82. 32; IX. 47. 
meperds 1X. 14. 
vor IT. 54. 
yénpa il. 3; II. 43 sch. 
yspos II. 102. 

youds IV. 51. : 
yéos V. 45. 
yorepds 1X. 17 sch. 
yérios IX. 17 and sch. 
vy I. 5; VI. rar. 
yy VI. 58. 
veoroy VI. 139. 

feria VI. 61. 
Eevoxadns Frs. 129-31. 14. 

6 demonstr., ras Fr. 19. 28. 
roi IT. 59; IV. 42. 

58 IT. 3; Fr. 82. 29. 
686s LV. 6; Fr. 16. 16; IX. 4. 
dduenpés I. 1. 
66ey Fr. 134. § sch. 
olxeiy V. 42. 
otxober IV. 32. 
olkdGeros I. 4. 
olxos IV. 45. 
ofpos VI. 115. 
olov IT. 3 sch., 43 sch., 55 sch. 
otyeo Oa: II. 55; IV. 61 sch. 
olwvorddos IV. 30. 
éxro III, ro. 
dos II. 60; VI. 133; IX. g. 
driyos IV. 52. 
cdods Fr, 82. 21. 
dros LV. 46. 
ddopuperOa: 1X. 21. 
"OAvpmos VI. 1. 
“Odupros VI. g2. 
"Opnpos Fr. 17. 1; Frs. 129-31. 4 sch. 
Suiros VI. 108. 
Supa IX. 2. 
épvvvae VI. 112. 
dpoos II. 34 sch. 
ouda III. 94; V. 48. 
oppards VI. 16, 120. 
dpervpos Fr. 134. 6. 
‘Oveirns IV. 61 sch. (?). 
dfews II, 48 sch. 

ra xal ra VI, 132. 
re IX. 44. 
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wy IV. 18; v.]. VI. 115; VI. 180; v. 1. Fr. dvoudadvros VI. 123. 
éxice VI. rot. 
dthov Fr. 93. 4. 
énov II. 5 sch.; VI. 125 sch. 
épaw I. 3; VI. 106. 
Spxos Frs. 129-31. 4 sch. 
épwvew IV. 11. 
*Opoorplawa IX, 47. 
’Oprvyia Fr. 19. 26. 
éppards VI. 9. 
és II. 79 sch.; III. 95 sch.; IV. 36; VI. 62 

sch., 77, 104, 113, 118 sch.; Fr. 82, 27; 
IX. 41. 

dcos, coos VI. 87, 89 and sch. 
dore V1. 63. 
doris Fr. 16. 14. 
ore Fr. 86. 1. 
ors IX. 21, 
ov, ox IV. 28, 53; VI. 94,127; Fr. 19. 21; 

Fr. 86. 3. 
ovd¢ I]. 56 sch.; VI. 110, 111. 
ovdeis IX. 21. 
ovxére IT. 55 sch. 
ovAdpevos IX. 15. 
ovvexey VI. 127. 
Ovpavés Fr. 16. To. 
otre VI. 105, 106. 
otros II. 43 sch., 69 sch., 105 sch.; VI. 51, 

57; Fr. 16. 16; Fr. 82. 17 sch.; 1X. 36 
sch.; Frs. 129-31. 1 sch., 4 sch.; Fr. 162. 
3 sch. ores Fr. 69.1 sch.; Fr. 82. 35 sch. 

dvirepos V1. 82. 

nayerés IX. 17. 
nayxowwos IX. 10. 
wd6a Fr, 82. 26. 
ndOos Fr. 82.17 sch. 
nad II. 4, 35, 71,107; V. 47; VI. 182. 
nanov VI. 121, 127. 
Maioves II. 61. 
was II. 2; 1V. 60 sch.; V. 44; VI. 12, 74, 

77 (mais), 83, 134; Fr. 28. 3. 
mada II. 66; Fr. 19. 26. 
nwdaunayv IV, 44. 
wavaneipor Fr, 82. 24. 
[dv8epos V. 45 sch. 
TavedAds VI. 62. 
TlavOoos VI. 74. 
mavreAns I. §. 
navrovandés II. 43 sch. 
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nap, wapa VI. 14, 120; IX. 17 sch.; Frs. 
129-31, 18, 19. 

naparvyxavew II. 43 sch. 
wapéxew IV. 24. 
rapbevos II. 77, 100; VI. 54,136; Fr. 26. 4. 
Wdpe VI. 79. 
Hapvdcows II. 97. 
wdpos IX. 6. 
was IV. 6; VI. 55, 132; Fr. 82. 32; Fr. 

84.10 and sch., 15 sch.; Fr. 87. 3; 1X. 21. 
Haowda IV. 38. 
nacxew IX. 21. 
sarnp VI. 66, 118 sch.; Fr. 21. 10; Fr, 82. 

8 sch.; IX. 45; Frs. 129-31. 9. 
warps II, 2 sch. 
warpis IV, 29. 
warpdwos VI, 106, 168 (?). 
weday VI. 86. 
nedexew IV. 16 (?), 37. 
nedioy LV. 16 and sch. 
wédov Fr. 82. 32; IX. 16. 
neCevew II. 43 sch. 
weiOew VI. 13, 52; Fr. 19. 20. 
weipay IV, 46. 
médayos Fr. 19. 24. 
wedas IX. 35. 
wéprew IV. 43; Fr. 88. 1. 
wevOos IV. 53. 
wevranonts LV. 13 sch. 
wexpopevos Fr. 82. 26. 
nepaivey Fr. 21. 9. 
sépay IT, 61. 
Hépyapor VI. 96. 
wépbew VI. gt. 
wept IV. 68; VI. 62 sch., 95, 118, 125 sch. 
wepladra IX. 48. 
mepidaios IV. 51. 
Mépoa: II. 29 sch. 
wérpa II. 98; Fr. 19. 25. 
UnAcidas VI. gg. 
Unveds Frs. 129-31. 4 sch. 
THepides VI. 6. 
Mivdapos Fr. 82. 3 sch.; [X. 1 sch. 
Nivves IT. 97. 
morés VI. 85. 
ridooey II. 30. 
wAnpes Fr. 82. 17 sch. 
wdouros IV. 46. 
mveiy Fr. 96. 2. 
nééey VI. 50, 130. 
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woinpa IX. 37 sch. 
wowa VI. 172. 
wédepos II. 43 sch., 57 sch., 59, 105; IV. 

40; IX. 13. 
monemos II. 30, 31 sch. 
moXtdoxos Firs, 129-31. 12. 
Todds VI. 89. 
wodwds Fr. 33. 3. 
néus If, 3 sch., 29 sch. 48 sch.; IV. 13 

sch., 37; VI. 104; Fr. 99. 2; IX. 44. 
wortrevery II. 48 sch. 
wodddes VI. 182. 
roAvdepos II. 60. 
woAupnros V. 38 (v. 1. hepéeunros). 
sodvs II. 48 sch., 75; IV. 50 sch. 
wodvonowos IX, 1. 
nodvarovos VI, 99. 
wove II. 66. 
wévos VI. 89; Fr. 16. 17. 
névrios VI. 83; IX. 47. 
wévros VI. 124; IX. 16. 
wopOuds Fr. 139. 2 sch. (?). 
mépos Fr. 162. 2 sch. 
Hoceday II. 2. 
Hoceddvws II. 41. 
worapés II. 73; Fr. 138. 1 sch. 
wore LV. 42; VI. 73, 135; Fr. 82. § sch., 

28; IX. 41. 
mori II. 75; IIT. 14. 
woruupe II. 45. 
nérmua 1X. 10. 
mous VI. 18, 
npacoew Fr. 84. 12. 
Iplapos VI. 113. 
npiv I. 1, 2. 
mp6 VI. 89; VII. 15. 
mpopiSdtew II. 106. 
npoBepuios Frs, 129-31. 20. 
mpoynoxe» II, 56 and sch. 
npdbvpoy VI. 134 sch., 135. 
wpodreyew II. 77 sch. 
wpopabea Fr. 82. 35. 
npomapobey II. 70, 
npés II. 43 sch., 57 sch.; VI. 1,114; IX. 7. 
mpooddtoy Fr, 108 sch. (?). 
mpooraxraés VI. 177 sch. 
mporpérey Fr. 82. 10 sch. 
T, as VI. 6; IX. 42. 
npurans VI. 69. 
npwros II. 76; Fr. 107 sch. 
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nravos Fr. 16, 8, 
Tvbtos v. 1. VI. 118; IX. 43. 
Tv6e VI. 1 sch., 2. 
Tvderdbev VI. 72. 
wup II. 30; III. 95 sch.; VI. 98. 
nas IV. 49. 

pew VI. 7 sch.; IX. 18. 
pirres Fr. 19. 25. 
pobws VI, 129. 

oapa IX. 13. 
capaivey Fr. 82. 23. 
cadpper 1X. 46. cedper I. ro. 
cédas II. 44; VI. 97. 
ceverba IX. 5. 
onpalyer III. gs sch. 
obévos IIT. 93; IX. 14. 
ondfew I. 2; VI. 180. 
oxides VI. 14. 
oxAnpds Fr. 82. 31. 
oxcredos IV, 21. 
oxonds VI. 94. 
Saupdbey VI. 102. 
ods VI. 133. 
copia Fr, 16.15; IX. 4. 
oopés VI. 52. 
onevdav Fr, 82. 20. 
ondayxvor Fr, 82. 28, 
onopas V. 38. 
oraciafew II, 48 sch. 
oraows IV. 53; IX. 15. 
orepyew IV, 34. 
orépvow IV. 14. 
orépavos VI, 13, 180 and sch. 
arovaxa Fr, 82. 22. 
otparever Oa Fr. 82. 10 sch. 
orpards II. 73 sch., 75, 104; IV. 42; LX. 44. 
Srv€ Frs, 129-31. 4 and sch. 
ov II, 3 (aéGev) and sch.; III. 13 (rév); VI. 

1, 127; Fr. 82. 25; IX. 7, 43; Frs. 
129-31. 18 (riv). 

ovyyéveca IV, 33. 
oupéepew II. 57 sch. 
ouphopos Fr. 26. 12. . 

ov Il. 59, 74, 80; V. 18, 47; VI. 4. 55; 
Fr. 26. 4; Fr. 94. 3 sch.; Fr. 112. 1. 

ovveyer 1X. 36 (inf. ountyer). 
ovvadea Frs. 129-31. 4 sch. 
avvepxecOas VI. 125 sch. 
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avndes VI. 118 sch. 
ourreivery LX. 49. 
ovvrevciv IT. 65. 
Suptos Fr. 16. 7. 
aogeis, opi(y) 1V. 40; V. 40. odiow Fr. 84. 11. 
oxeddy I. 1; II. 73; VIL 109. 
copper l.10. cadpporv IX. 46. 

Taprapos IV. 44. 
raupos VII. 14. 
ragos VI. 98. 
raxyurovs II. 100. 
rayus Fr. 96. 1 (v. 1. Opacvs), 
reOpos IV. 47; VI. 57. 
reixos IT, 37. 
redeiw IT, 65 sch.; Fr. 19. 30; Fr. 82. 25. 
redews Fr. 82. 19 sch. 
reAevraios II, 105. 
rédos Fr, 21. 7. 
réyevos VI. 120, 
reds VI. 11. 
répas 1V. 39; Fr. 82. 34; IX. 10. 
revyew VI. 132. 
réxva IX. 39. 
Tews lI. 3 sch., 29 sch. 
Thos II. 3 sch. 
Ty... LV. 61 sch, 
Thvepos IX. 41. 
riew IX. 48. 
ribévas IV. 30; VI. 81, 99; IX. 3, 19. 
rixrewy II. 29 sch.; Fr. 82. 30; 1X. 42; 

Frs. 129-31. 21. 
ryia VI. 11 and sch., 118. 
ris Fr, 19. 20; IX. 1. 
re I. 2; I]. 31, 66; IV. 25, 60 sch.; VI. 

130 sch.; Fr. 26. 4 (?); Fr. 95. 2 sch. (?). 
5 sch.; IX. 6, 9, 13, 34; Frs. 129-31. 4 
sch. 

Terapnocos Frs. 129-31. 4 sch. 
rday IT. 64. 
roh VI. 15. 
roc IV. 21, 40; VI. 70 (?), 132. 
roidode Fr. 82. 23. 
rowiros II. 43 sch. 
roxevs IT. 57. 
ro\pay VI. 94. 
Téyapos VI. 109. 
rofopdpos Fr. 19. 30. 
rénos II. 5 sch., 69 sch. 
rére VI. 137. 
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rpaxus IT. 32. 
rpeiw 1V. 40. 
rperew I]. 43 sch.; IX. 9. 
rpiddous IV. 43. 
rpopes II. 63; VI. 14. 
Tpela VI. 75. 
ruyxave I]. 76. 
ruprdés Fr. 16. 13. 
roxa Fr, 21. 8. 

UBpifew II. 48 sch. 
vdeop VI. 7 and sch., 134; IX. 18 and sch.; 

Frs. 129—31. 4 sch. 
vids IV. 38, 61 sch.; Frs. 129-31. 21; Fr. 

152. 2. 
ipérepos V. 46; VI. 139; IX. 37. 
tp»... Fr. 21. 10. 
Spreiy IV. 4 sch.; Fr. 94. 1 sch. 
dpyos Fr. 16. 5. 
trarnidfew II. 32. 
imép Il. 63 sch.; VI. 62; Fr. 84. 14, 15, 
brepyavay III. 95 sch. 
trépraros II. 68; Fr. 86. 4; IX. 2. 
inépparos 1X. 15. 
tmvadéos Fr. 82. 34. 
tnd Fr. 82. 28; Fr. 90. 4; IX. 34. 
tropevew II. 6g sch.; Fr. 144. 2 sch. 
troriberOa II. 43 sch. 
iyndds II. 98. 
tyixopos VI, gs. 
byuoros II. 38. 
iydéew III. 11. 

ghaewvds III, 17; VI. 126. 
gaives Fr. 19. 25; Fr. go. 2. 
gavepds VII. 13. avepes Fr. 74. 2 sch. 
geyyos IT. 68. 
pepew Il. 33, 43, 57; IV. 26; VI. 76, 124 

sch.; Fr. 82. a9; 1X. 13. 
depépnros v.1. V. 38. 
piow IX. 14. 
Oovety II, 46 sch., 55 sch. 
POdvoe II. 55. 
ga... VIL 178. 
garda... VII. 7. 
grew VI. 67 (?). 
durnowredavos I. 8. 
irarnos I. 7. 
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gdos II. 31; 1V. 33; VI. 12, 120. 
prcye IT. 67. 
gomxére{a IT. 77. 
dédvos VI. 86. 
dope Fr. 19. 27. 
ppatew Fr. 49. 1. 
gpyy IV. 50; Fr. 16. 13; IX. 37. 
guadoces VI. gt. 
gupew II. 73 and sch. 

xddceos II. 100; VI. 7 sch.; Fr. go. 3. 
xadndoy III. 94. 
xarxobapag IT. 1. 
xaAxoxopvords VI. 108. 
xadndérvros VI. 7 and sch. 
xdpis II, 103; 1X. 37. 
Xdperes III. 2; 1V.13; VI. 3; Fr.uaz. 1. 
xacpadriov VI, 7 sch. 
xoev Il. 60; IV. 14, 42; VI. 16; Fr. 84. 

143 [X.17. 
Xopevery IV. 2 (?). 

xépevors VI. 9. 
xopés II. 99; III. ror. 
xpav Fr. 82.1 sch. yxpq Il. 57. xpnv VI. 96. 
xpitew Fr. 82. 14 sch. 
xpnyea VI. 118 sch. 
xpnopds Fr. 82. 9 sch. 
xpnornpovy VI. 71; VII. 18; IX. 40. 
xpévos II. 27; II]. 14; [V. 11; VI. 5. 
xpooeos VI. 1, 92,137; Frs. 129-31. 1 sch. 
Xpiournos Fr, 84. 14 sch. (?). 
xpvoo... Frs. 129-31. 10. xpvoo-... III. 

13. 
xpuooxdpas V. 41. 
xapos IX. 49. 

yégos VI. 8 and sch. 

& VI. 125; Fr. 28. 2; 
10. 

& IV. 31, 62. 
go II. 102 sch., IX. 36 sch. 
dxeavéds Fr. 84. 15 and sch.; IX. 43. 
“Opa: I. 6. 
&pios III. 4. 
és Frs. 129—31. 4 sch., 6 sch. 
&pedea II. 37 sch. 

Fr. 82. 24; IX. 2, 
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dyavaxrely 1. 9 ; 18. 24. 
ayyOdar 15. 3. 
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4; Fr. 71. 5. 
"Aynaidacs 5. 6, 47; 6. 14, 30,40; 7. 1, 39; 

18. 33; 19. 18, 26, 35; 20. 4,15; 21. 4, 
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“Ayvias 1. 30. 
dyopd 6. 26; ll. 16, 19. 
dypés 14. 5. 
ddixey 15. 10. 
d8péraros 3. 7. - 
dei 5B. 39; 14 31, 40; 16. 3; 20. 23. 

alei 3. 13. 
’AGnvar B. 10. 
"AOnvains 1, 8, 15, 18; B. 11, 23, 27, 31, 36; 

13. 1, 15, 22, 24, 30, 36, 40; 14. 14. 
"AGnynbev 1. 2. 
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15. 21; 16. 36; 19. 7. 
aiOdvecOu 3. 32; 14. 28; 17. 23. 
Alowos 1. 16. 
airia 1. 18; 12. 38; 14. 24. 
airvos 11. 36; 16. 9. 
dxépaos 20. 29. 
dxiwdurdrepov 7. 38 (?). 
dxodovbeiy 17. 13. 
axomor¢pes 21. 9. 
axovey 2. 36; 18. 23; 21. 36. 
*Axpaidmoy 12. 20. 
axpérokis 17. 35. 
Ada». . |wowov ? (gen.) 17. 33. - 
"Adsdpriot 12, 17. 
dXioxerOas 18. 32. 
“Actor (?) 3. 26. 
ddd 6. 36; Fr. 11. 10; 12. 2; 18, 1, 28; 

15. 10, 20; 17.8; 20.8; 21. 8. add’ fF 
5. 42. 

addAnrov 12 33; 14. 32. 
Gros 2. 16; 6. 275 7. 42, 43; 8. 413 

Fr. 11. 9; 11. 26; 12. 13; 14 3, 19; 

15. 29; 17. 11; 18. 21, 30; 20. 21. 
dArws 5. 20(?). 

dua 6.5; 7.6; 10.2, 3; 18. 18, 19; 18. 
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"Audimodts 2. 24. 

dudédrepos 5. 43. 
av 14. 28; 16. 7; 17. 20. 
dvaBSaivew 11. 20; 15. 38; 16. 25. 
dvayew 1.7; 6.5; 15. 36. 
avaipew 20. 2. 
dvaxpafew 11. 21. 
dva\apBdvey 8. 32; 6. 39; 20. 17. 
dvadioxew 12, 23; 16. 13. 
avareidey 14. 22; 16. 31. 
avireprey 7, 22. 
dvacravpovv 18, 22. 
dvayapev 15. 5, 30. 
av3parodov 18. 31. 
"Avdpordei8as 14. 6, 35; 18. 2; (-87s) 18.11; 

("AvSpoxArs) 12. 34. 
aynp 8. 37: 11. 22; 14. 22, 35; 16. 37. 
avOaprdfew 14. 33. 
aépwros 6. 26 ; 17. 16, 25. 
anoravarl, 15; 6.6, 11,17; 10.24; 20. 

27, 36. 
avri Fr. 11. 13; 14. 33; @l. 15. 
Avrieos 12. 34. 
avriauBaver 17. 21. 
dyrimparrey 1. 27. 
“Avuros 1, 16. 
dyw 20. 37. 
df£vos 21. 31. 
afwovy 14, 40; 16. 6. 
anayyéAAew 3. 43. 
dndéyew 6. 51, 53; 10. 36; 21. 5, 19. 
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EGYPT EXPLORATION FUND. 

GRAECO-ROMAN BRANCH. 

HE EGYPT EXPLORATION FUND, which has conducted Archaeological research 
in Egypt continuously since 1882, in 1897 started a special department, called the Graeco- 

Roman Branch, for the discovery and publication of remains of classical antiquity and early 

Christianity in Egypt. The exploration of the stte of Oxyrhynchus has now been completed, 
and owing to lack of funds further excavations have been suspended for the winter of 
1907-8 ; but tf 1s hoped fo resume work in Egypt in 1908-9. 

The Graeco-Roman Branch issues annual volumes, each of about 250 quarto pages, with 
SJacsimile plates of the more important papyri, under the editorship of Drs. B. P. GRENFELL and 

A. 8. Hunt. " 
A subscription of One Guinea to the Branch entitles subscribers to the annual volume, and 

also to the annual Archaeological Report. A donation of £25 constitutes life membership. 

Subscriptions may be sent to the Honorary Treasurers—for England, Mr. H. A. GRuxper, 

British Museum ; and for America, Mr. Garpinger M. Lane, Pierce Burlding, Copley Square, 
Boston. 





PUBLICATIONS OF THE EGYPT EXPLORATION FUND. 

XVI. 

XVII. 

XVIII. 

XIX. 

XX 

. TANIS, Part I. 

. NAUKRATIS, Part I. 

. NAUKRATIS, Part II. 

. THE FESTIVAL HALL OF OSORKON II (BUBASTIS). 

. AHNAS EL MEDINEH. For 1891-2. 

. DEIR EL BAHARI, Introductory. For 1892-3. 

encase aan eseeeesoanes 

MEMOIRS OF THE FUND. 

. THE STORE CITY OF PITHOM AND THE ROUTE OF THE EXODUS. 
For 1883-4. By EDOUARD NAVILLE. 
Edition.) 255. 

Thirteen Plates and Plans. (Fourth and Revised 

For 1884-5. By W. M. Fiinpers Perrir. Eighteen Plates 
(Second Edition.) 255. 

For 1885-6. By W. M. Frinpers Petriz. With 
Chapters by Ceci, SMITH, ERNEST A. GARDNER, and BARCLAY V.HeapD. Forty-four Plates 
and Plans. (Second Edition.) 355. 

and Plans. 

. GOSHEN AND THE SHRINE OF SAFT-EL-HENNEH. For 1886-7. 
By EDOUARD NAVILLE. Eleven Plates and Plans. (Second Edition.) 255. 

TANIS, Part II; including TELL DEFENNEH (The Biblical ‘ Tahpanhes ’) 
and TELL NEBESHEH. For 1887-8. By W.M. FLINDERS PEeTriz, F, Li. GRIFFITH, 
and A.S. MURRAY. Fifty-one Plates and Plans, 255. 

For 1888-9. By Ernest A. Garpner and F. Lt. 
GRIFFITH. Twenty-four Plates and Plans. 255. 

. THE CITY OF ONIAS AND THE MOUND OF THE JEW. The 
Antiquities of Tell-el-Yahfdfyeh, An Extra Volume. By EpOUARD NAVILLE and 
F. Lu. GRIFFITH. Twenty-six Plates and Plans. 255. 

. BUBASTIS. For 1889-90. By Epovarp Navitie. Fifty-four Plates and 
Plans, 355. 

. TWO HIEROGLYPHIC PAPYRI FROM TANIS. An Extra Volume. 
THE Containing THE SIGN PAPYRUS (a Syllabary). By F. Lyi. GRIFFITH. wit 

it GEOGRAPHICAL PAPYRUS (an Almanac). By W. M. FLINDERS PETRIE. 
Remarks by HEINRICH BruGscH. (Ost of print.) 

For 1890-1. 
By EpovarD NAVILLE. Thirty-nine Plates, 255. 

By Epovarp Navitte. Eighteen 
Plates. And THE TOMB OF PAHERI AT EL KAB. By J. J. Tytor and F. Lt. 
GRIFFITH. Ten Plates, 255. 

By Epovarp NaviLLe. 
Fifteen Plates and Plans. 255. 

. DEIR EL BAHARI, Part I. For 1893-4. By Epovarp Navitye. Plates 
I-XXIV (three coloured) with Description. Royal folio. 30s. 

. DEIR EL BAHARI, Part II. For 1894-5. By Epovarp Navitxe. Pilates 
XXV-LV (two coloured) with Description. Royal folio. 30s. 

. DESHASHEH. For 1895-6. By W. M. Firnpers Pera. Photogravure and 
other Plates. 255. 

DEIR EL BAHARI, Part III. For 1896-7. By Epovarp NaviLLe. 
LVI-LXXXVI (two coloured) with Description. Royal folio. 305. 

DENDEREH. For 1897-8. By W. M. Frinpers Perri. 
25s. (Extra Plates of Inscriptions. Forty Plates. tos.) 

ROYAL TOMBS OF THE FIRST DYNASTY. For 1898-9. By W. M. 
FLINDERS PETRIE. Sixty-eight Plates. 255. 

DEIR EL BAHARI, Part IV. For 1899-1900. By Epovarp Navitie. 
Plates LXXXVII-CXVIII (two coloured) with Description. Royal folio. 30s. 

DIOSPOLIS PARVA. An Extra Volume. By W. M. Fuinpers Prrrie. 
Forty-nine Plates. (Oxt of print.) 

Plates 

Thirty-eight Plates. 



XXI. 

XXII 

XXIII 

XXIV. 

XXV. 

XXVI. 

XXVII. 

XXVIII. 

XXIX, 

THE ROYAL TOMBS OF THE EARLIEST DYNASTIES, Part II. For 
1900-1. By W. M. FLINDERS PETRIE. Sixty-three Plates. 255. (Thirty-five extra Plates, 1cs.) 

ABYDOS, Part I. For 1901-2. By W. M. Fuinpers Perris. Eighty-one 
Plates. 25s. 

EL AMRAH AND ABYDOS. An Extra Volume. By D. Ranpari-Maclver, 
A, C. MACE, and F. Lu. GRIFFITH. Sixty Plates. 255. 

ABYDOS, Part II. For 1902-3. By W. M. Fiinpers Petrm. Sixty-four 
Plates. 255. 

ABYDOS, Part II]. An Extra Volume. By C. T. Curretry, E. R. Ayrton, 
and A. E. P. WEIGALL, &c. Sixty-one Plates. 35s. 

EHNASYA. For 1903-4. By W. M. Frinpers Prrriz. Forty-three Plates, 255. 
(ROMAN EHNASYA. Thirty-two extra Plates. 108.) 

DEIR EL BAHARI, Part V. For 1904-5. By Epnovarp Navityz. Pilates 
CXIX-CL with Description. Royal folio. 30s. 

THE ELEVENTH DYNASTY TEMPLE AT DEIR EL BAHARI. Part I. 
be 1905-6. By Enovarp NAvVILLE, H. R. HALL, and E. R. Ayrton. Thirty-one 

ates. 255. 

DEIR EL BAHARI, Part VI. For 1906-7. By Epovarp Navirur. Royal 
folio. (/n preparation.) 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 
Edited by F. Lu. GRIFFITH. 

- BENI HASAN, Part I. For 1890-1. By Percy E. Newserry. With Plans 
by G. W. FRASER. Forty-nine Plates (four coloured). 255. 

. BENI HASAN, PartII. For 1891-2. By Percy E. Newserry. With Appendix, 
Plans, and Measurements by G. W. FRAskR. Thirty-seven Plates (two coloured). 25,5. 

. EL BERSHEH, Part I. For 1892—3. By Percy Newserry. Thirty-four 
Plates (two coloured). 5s. 

. EL BERSHEH, Part II. For 1893-4. By F. Lx. Grirritn and Percy E. 
NEWBERRY. With Appendix by G. W. FRASER. Twenty-three Plates (two coloured). 255. 

. BENI HASAN, Part III. For 1894-5. By F. Lu. Grirritn. (Hieroglyphs, 
and manufacture, &c., of Flint Knives.) Ten coloured Plates. 26:5. 

. HIEROGLYPHS FROM THE COLLECTIONS OF THE EGYPT 
EXPLORATION FUND. For 1895-6. By F. Lu. Grirritu. Nine coloured Plates. 255. 

. BENI HASAN, Part IV. For 1896-7. By F. Ly. Grirritu. (Illustrating 
beasts and birds, arts, crafts, &c.) Twenty-seven Plates (twenty-one coloured). 255. 

. THE MASTABA OF PTAHHETEP AND AKHETHETEP AT 
SAQQAREH, Part I. For 1897-8 By N. pk G. Davigs and F. Li. GRIFFITH. Thirty- 
one Plates (three coloured). 55. 

- THE MASTABA OF PTAHHETEP AND AKHETHETEP AT 
SAQQAREH, Part II. For 1898-9. By N. ne G. Davigs and F.LiL. GRIFFITH. Thirty- 
five Plates. 255. 

. THE ROCK TOMBS OF SHEIKH SAID. For 1899-1900. By N. pkG. 
Davies. Thirty-five Plates. a5s. 

. THE ROCK TOMBS OF DEIR EL GEBRAWI, Part I. For 1900-1. By 
N. DE G. DAVIES. Twenty-seven Plates (two coloured). 255. 

. DEIR EL GEBRAWI, Part II. For 1901-2. Thirty Plates (two coloured). 25s. 
. THE ROCK TOMBS OF EL AMARNA, Part I. For 1902-3. Forty-one 

Plates. 255. 

. THE ROCK TOMBS OF EL AMARNA, Part II. For 1903-4. Forty-seven 
Plates. 255. 

. THE ROCK TOMBS OF EL AMARNA, Part III. For 1904-5. Thirty-nine 
Plates. 245. 

. THE ROCK TOMBS OF EL AMARNA, Part IV. For 1905-6. ByN. nr G. 
Davigs. Forty-five Plates. 55. 

. THE ROCK TOMBS OF EL AMARNA, Part V. For 1906-7. By N.pgG. 
DAVIES. (/# preparation.) 



GRAECO-ROMAN BRANCH. 
I. THE OXYRHYNCHUS PAPYRI, Part I. For 1897-8. By B. P, Grenrevi 

and A.S. Hunt. Eight Collotype Plates. 255. 

II. THE OXYRHYNCHUS PAPYRI, Part II. For 1898-9. Eight Collotype 
Plates. 355. 

III. FAYOM TOWNS AND THEIR PAPYRI. For 1899-1900. By B. P. GrenFg11, 
A. S. Hunt, and D. G. HoGArTH. Eighteen Plates. 355. 

IV. THE TEBTUNIS PAPYRI. Double Volume for rg00-1 and 1g01-2. By B. P. 
GRENFELL, A. S. HUNT, and J. G. SMy._y. Nine Collotype Plates. (Not for sale.) 

V. THE OXYRHYNCHUS PAPYRI, Part HI. For 1902-3. Six Collotype 
Plates. 255. 

VI. THE OXYRHYNCHUS PAPYRI, Part IV. For 1903-4. Eight Collotype 
Plates. 255. 

VII. THE HIBEH PAPYRI, Part I. Double Volume for 1904-5 and 1905-6. By 
B. P. GRENFELL and A.S. Hunt. Ten Collotype Plates. 455. 

VII. THE OXYRHYNCHUS PAPYRI, Part V. For 1906-7. By B. P. Grenreyi 
and A.S. Hunt. Seven Collotype Plates. 255. 

IX. THE OXYRHYNCHUS PAPYRI, Part VI. For 1907-8. By B. P. Grenrecr 
and A. S. HUNT. (/n preparation.) 

ANNUAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL REPORTS. 
(Yearly Summaries by F. G. Kenyon, W. E. Crum, and the Officers of the Society, with Maps.) 

Edited by F. LL. GRIFFITH. 
THE SEASON’S WORK. For 1890-1. By Epovarp Navitze, Percy E Newserry, and 

G. W. FRASER. 25. 6d. 
For 1892-3 and 1893-4. 25. 6d. each. 

»» 1894-5. 35. 6a. Containing Report (with Plans) of Mr. D. G. HOGARTH's Excavations in 
. Alexandria. 

», 1898-6. 35. With Illustrated Article on the Transport of Obelisks by EpoUARD NAVILLE. 
» 1896-7. 25.6d. With EL pbuasia on Oxyrhynchas and its Ni ee by B. P. GRENFELL, and a Thucydides 

gh tbh yrus from Oxyrhynchus by A. S. Hunt. 
» 1897-8. as. 6d. biases lustrated Article on Excavations at Hierakonpolis by W. M. FLINDERS 

ETRIE. 
» 1898-9. 25.6¢. With Article on the Position of Lake Moeris by B. P., GRENFELL and A. S. HUNT. 

1899-1900. 25. 6¢. With Article on Knossos in its Egyptian Relations by A. J. EVANS, 
And six successive years, 2s. 6d. each. 

SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS. 
AOFIA tHz0Y: ‘Sayings of Our Lord,’ from an Early Greek Papyrus. By B. P. GrexFEecy 

- and A.S. Hunt. as. (with Collotypes) and 6a. net. 

NEW SAYINGS OF JESUS AND FRAGMENT OF A LOST GOSPEL. By 
B. P. GRENFELL and A. S. HuNT. Is. net. 

FRAGMENT OF AN UNCANONICAL GOSPEL. By B. P. Grenreiy and A. § 
Hunt. 1s. net. 

ATLAS OF ANCIENT EGYPT. With Letterpress and Index. (Second Edition.) 
(Under revision.) 

GUIDE TO TEMPLE OF DEIR EL BAHARI. With Plan. 6d. 

COPTIC OSTRACA. By W. E. Crum. ros. 6d. net. 

Slides from Fund Photographs may be obtained through Messrs. Newton & Co., 3 Fleet Street, E.C.; 
and Prints from Mr. R. C. Murray, 37 Dartmouth Park Hill, N.W. 

Offices of the Egypt Exploration Fund: 
: ay GREAT RUSSELL STREET, LONDON, W.C., AND 

PIERCE BUILDING, COPLEY SQUARE, BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A. 

Agents: 
BERNARD QUARITCH, 11 GRAFTON STREET, NEW BOND STREET, W. 

KEGAN PAUL, TRENCH, TRUBNER & Co., DRYDEN HOUSE, GERRARD STREET, W. 
ASHER & Co., 13 BEDFORD STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C., AND 

56 UNTER DEN LINDEN, BERLIN. 
HENRY FROWDE, AMEN” CORNER, E.C., AND gI & 93 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK. 

1735 078 









LASTAEUIAG 
3 2044 016 937 856 

The borrower must return this item on or before 
the last date stamped below. If another user 
places a recall for this item, the borrower will 
be notified of the need for an earlier return. 

Non-receipt of overdue notices does not exempt 
the borrower from overdue fines. 

Andover-Harvard Theological Library 
Cambridge, MA 02138 617-495-5788 

-— Please handle with care. 
Thank you for helping to preserve 

library collections at Harvard. 
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